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TUESDAY, 16 FEBRUARY 2016 
____________ 

 
 

The Legislative Assembly met at 9.30 am. 

Mr Speaker (Hon. Peter Wellington, Nicklin) read prayers and took the chair. 

For the sitting week, Mr Speaker acknowledged the traditional custodians of the land upon which 
this parliament is assembled. 

ASSENT TO BILLS 
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, I have to report that I have received from His Excellency 

the Governor a letter in respect of assent to certain bills. The contents of the letter will be incorporated 
in the Record of Proceedings. I table the letter for the information of members. 

The Honourable P.W. Wellington MP 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly 
Parliament House 
George Street 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 

I hereby acquaint the Legislative Assembly that the following Bills, having been passed by the Legislative Assembly and having 
been presented for the Royal Assent, were assented to in the name of Her Majesty The Queen on the date shown: 

Date of Assent: 17 December 2015 
“A Bill for An Act to amend the Family Responsibilities Commission Act 2008 for particular purposes” 

“A Bill for An Act to amend the Liquid Fuel Supply Act 1984 to introduce a mandate for biofuels including ethanol and 
biodiesel, and for other particular purposes” 

“A Bill for An Act to amend the Sugar Industry Act 1999 for particular purposes” 

“A Bill for An Act to amend the Relationships Act 2011, the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003, the 
Corrective Services Act 2006, the Duties Act 2001, the Succession Act 1981 and the Acts mentioned in the schedule for 
particular purposes” 

“A Bill for An Act to amend the Domestic and Family Violence Protection Act 2012 and the Police Powers and 
Responsibilities Act 2000 for particular purposes” 

“A Bill for An Act to provide for a referendum on the Constitution (Fixed Term Parliament) Amendment Bill 2015 and to 
amend this Act and the Referendums Act 1997 for particular purposes” 

These Bills are hereby transmitted to the Legislative Assembly, to be numbered and forwarded to the proper Officer for enrolment, 
in the manner required by law. 

Yours sincerely 

Governor 

17 December 2015 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 17 December 2015, from His Excellency the Governor to the Speaker advising of assent to certain 
bills on 17 December 2015 [50]. 

PRIVILEGE 

Alleged Deliberate Misleading of the House by a Member 
Mr HART (Burleigh—LNP) (9.31 am): In a private member’s statement given by the member for 

Springwood on 3 December 2015, the member stated in his speech regarding congestion on the M1— 
I also table a letter to the member for Burleigh. His response indicated that he was not concerned about congestion on the M1, 
which thousands of Gold Coast residents face when travelling to Brisbane each day.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T50
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093012
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_092858
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093012
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At the time the member made that point in his speech, I believe he was in possession of 
information contrary to that statement and that he deliberately misled the parliament. I will outline that 
information to you in a letter today seeking referral of the matter to the parliamentary Ethics Committee.  

CONSTITUTION (FIXED TERM PARLIAMENT) AMENDMENT BILL 

Referendum, Issue of Writ 
Mr SPEAKER:  Honourable members, I have to report that the Governor in Council has issued 

a writ to the Electoral Commissioner for a referendum on the Constitution (Fixed Term Parliament) 
Amendment Bill 2015. The dates in connection with the issue of the writ are as follows: issue of writ, 
Monday, 8 February 2016; cut-off day for electoral rolls, Friday, 12 February 2016; polling day, 
Saturday, 19 March 2016; return of writ, Monday, 18 April 2016. I table a copy of the writ for the 
information of members.  
Tabled paper: Constitution (Fixed Term Parliament) Amendment Bill 2015, writ for referendum [51].  

OFFICE OF DEPUTY SPEAKER 

Vacancy 
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, on 18 January 2016 I received from the member for 

Brisbane Central her letter of resignation as Deputy Speaker. I table the correspondence for the 
information of members. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 18 January 2016, from the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, Minister for Racing and 
Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Hon. Grace Grace, to the Speaker, Hon. Peter Wellington, tendering her resignation as Deputy 
Speaker [52].  

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 

Presentation to Governor 
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, I inform the House that His Excellency the Governor will 

be pleased to receive the address-in-reply at Government House on Friday, 19 February 2016 at 10 am. 
I invite all honourable members to accompany me on the occasion of its presentation. I remind members 
to inform the Clerk of their attendance and if they require transportation to and from Government House.  

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT 

Matters of Privilege 
Mr SPEAKER:  Honourable members, at the start of the 2016 parliamentary year, I wish to raise 

an issue with members regarding the raising of matters of privilege. Since the start of the 
55th Parliament, over 40 matters of privilege have been raised with me by members of this House. To 
date, I have decided that none of the matters of privilege raised have warranted referral to the Ethics 
Committee. I have not referred these matters to the Ethics Committee because either (a) while some 
of these submissions appear valid on their face, the member did not provide any or sufficient evidence 
to support all the elements of contempt; or (b) the submissions raised were trivial at best. 

It is not enough to simply make an allegation of contempt and provide no evidence to substantiate 
your claim. An allegation of contempt is a serious matter. The raising of a matter of privilege is not a 
process that should be abused in an attempt to score political points. If members wish to make 
submissions on matters of privilege, I ask them to consider the following. Is the allegation of a technical 
or trivial nature? Is the member simply making an allegation, or is the member able to substantiate their 
allegation with evidence? 

I remind members that they are to strive at all times to conduct themselves in a manner which 
will tend to maintain and strengthen the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of parliament and 
avoid any action which may diminish its standing, authority or dignity. Making unsubstantiated 
allegations may not only bring the member making the allegation into disrepute but also harm the 
reputations of others and bring the House generally into disrepute.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093059
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T51
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093140
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T52
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093155
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093221
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093059
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093140
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093155
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093221
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REPORTS 

Auditor-General 
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, I have to report that I have received from the 

Auditor-General two reports—report No. 11 of 2015-16 titled Management of privately operated prisons 
and report No. 12 of 2015-16 titled Follow up report 12: 2012-13 community benefits funds: grant 
management. I table the reports for the information of members. 
Tabled paper: Auditor-General of Queensland: Report to Parliament No. 11: 2015-16—Management of privately operated prisons 
[53]. 
Tabled paper: Auditor-General of Queensland: Report to Parliament No. 12: 2015-16—Follow up Report 12: 2012-13—
Community Benefits Funds: Grant Management [54].  

APPOINTMENTS 

Changes in Ministry; Government Whips 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (9.36 am): I lay upon the 

table of the House the Extraordinary Queensland Government Gazettes of 4 and 8 December 2015 
which outline changes to the ministry since the parliament last met. These changes include the 
appointment of the members for Sandgate, Brisbane Central, Springwood and Bundaberg as ministers, 
and the appointment of the members for Morayfield and Ipswich as assistant ministers. I congratulate 
these members on their appointments to the ministry. The members are already working strongly within 
the ministry to help deliver on my government’s agenda for Queensland. I seek leave of the House to 
have details of all the ministry changes made on 8 December 2015 incorporated into the Record of 
Proceedings. 

Leave granted. 
Mr Speaker, I wish to inform the House that, on 8 December 2015, in accordance with the Constitution of Queensland 2001, His 
Excellency the Governor— 
(a) Appointed— 

The Honourable JACKLYN ANNE TRAD, 
to be Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure. Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment; 
The Honourable CURTIS WARREN PITT, 

to be Treasurer, Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships and Minister for Sport; 
The Honourable KATE JENNIFER JONES, 
to be Minister for Education and Minister for Tourism and Major Events; 
The Honourable WILLIAM STEPHEN BYRNE, 
to be Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services and Minister for Corrective Services; 
The Honourable STIRLING JAMES HINCHLIFFE, 

to be Minister for Transport and the Commonwealth Games; 
The Honourable MARK CRAIG BAILEY, 
to be Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply; 
The Honourable LEEANNE MARGARET ENOCH, 
to be Minister for Innovation, Science and the Digital Economy and Minister for Small Business; 
The Honourable SHANNON MAREE FENTIMAN, 

to be Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister for Child safety and Minister for the Prevention of Domestic 
and Family Violence; 
The Honourable GRACE GRACE, 

to be Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, Minister for Race and Minister for Multicultural Affairs; 
The Honourable MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER de BRENNI, 
to be Minister for Housing and Public Works; 
and 
The Honourable LEANNE ELIZABETH DONALDSON, 
to be Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries; 

and 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093400
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T53
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T54
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093428
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093400
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20160216_093428
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(b) Also appointed Ministers Hinchliffe, Grace, de Brenni and Donaldson to be members of the Executive Council. 

In addition, on 8 December 2015, in accordance with the Constitution of Queensland 2001, His Excellency the Governor, acting 
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, appointed— 

Mark Thomas Ryan MP as Assistant Minister of State Assisting the Premier; and  
Jennifer Ruth Howard MP as Assistant Minister for Local Government. 

Tabled paper: Queensland Government Extraordinary Gazette No. 71, dated 4 December 2015, regarding the resignation of 
Hon. Jo-Ann Miller and the appointment of Hon. Bill Byrne [55]. 
Tabled paper: Queensland Government Extraordinary Gazette No. 73, dated 8 December 2015, regarding the appointment of 
ministers and Administrative Arrangements Order (No. 3) 2015 [56]. 

Ms PALASZCZUK: I also advise the House that the Hon. Stirling Hinchliffe, member for 
Sandgate, in addition to his appointment as minister, remains as Leader of the House and that, 
subsequent upon the appointment of the member for Springwood to the ministry, Mr Christopher 
Whiting, member for Murrumba, has been appointed Chief Government Whip.  

PETITIONS 
The Clerk presented the following paper petitions, lodged by the honourable members indicated— 

Kilcoy C&K Kindergarten 

Mrs Frecklington, from 512 petitioners, requesting the House to ensure the Kilcoy C&K Kindergarten is not closed [57]. 

Clermont-Alpha Highway Link Road, Sealing 

Mr Millar, from 1,043 petitioners, requesting the House to tar seal the remaining 50km of dirt on the Clermont-Alpha Highway 
link road [58]. 

Victoria Point, Police Resources 

Mr McEachan, from 544 petitioners, requesting the House to resource a police station or police beat at Victoria Point [59]. 

Colleyville/Mount Walker Quarry, Haulage Route 

Mr Madden, from 155 petitioners, requesting the House to reject the proposed haulage route for the Colleyville/Mt Walker Quarry 
to the Cunningham Highway via Rosewood [60]. 

The Clerk presented the following paper petition, lodged by the honourable member indicated and the following e-petition— 

Corrective Services Act 2006 

From 8,775 petitioners, requesting the House to amend the Corrective Services Act 2006 to provide that an application for parole 
may not be processed where a prisoner has been sentenced for murder and no remains of the victim have been found [61, 62]. 

The Clerk presented the following e-petitions, sponsored by the honourable members indicated— 

M1 Motorway, Interchange 57, Upgrade 

Mr Boothman, from 1,446 petitioners, requesting the House to implement upgrades to alleviate congestion at interchange 57 of 
the M1 motorway [63]. 

Redcliffe Peninsula-Moreton Island, Barge Service 

Hon. D’Ath, from 1,943 petitioners, requesting the House to provide a sustainable barge service between the Redcliffe Peninsula 
and the landing areas at Bulwer and the Wrecks on Moreton Island [64]. 

Container Deposit Scheme 

Mrs Lauga, from 796 petitioners, requesting the House to support a Container Deposit Scheme [65]. 

The Clerk presented the following e-petitions, sponsored by the Clerk— 

Political Donations 

From 924 petitioners, requesting the House to enact legislative provisions which impose caps on political donations, prohibit 
property developers from making such donations, and restrict indirect campaign donations [66]. 

Kingaroy, Public Hospital 

From 393 petitioners, requesting the House to build a new public hospital for Kingaroy [67]. 

Youth Offences 

From 2,581 petitioners, requesting the House to retain and strengthen existing laws dealing with youth who commit offences [68]. 

Petitions received. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T55
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T56
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T57
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T58
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5516T59
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TABLED PAPERS 
PAPERS TABLED DURING THE RECESS 

The Clerk informed the House that the following papers, received during the recess, were tabled on the dates indicated— 

7 December 2015— 

1868 Stadiums Queensland—Annual Report 2014-15: Erratum 

8 December 2015— 

1869 Coordinator-General: Annual report to Parliament on FIFO workers in the Bowen and Surat Basins, December 2015 

1870 Response from the Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services (Mr C R Dick) to a paper petition (2509-15) 
presented by Mr Knuth, from 62 petitioners, requesting the House to urgently approve the upgrade of the Atherton 
Hospital 

1871 Letter, dated 1 December 2015, from the Leader of the Opposition, Mr Lawrence Springborg MP, to the Speaker, Hon 
Peter Wellington MP, regarding an alleged breach of Standing Order 266(12) pertaining to the Parliamentary Ethics 
Committee 

1872 Letter, dated 2 December 2015, from the Speaker, Hon Peter Wellington MP, to the Chair of the Ethics Committee, 
Mr Mark Ryan MP, attaching a letter from the Leader of the Opposition, Mr Lawrence Springborg MP, and asking the 
Ethics Committee to consider the letter 

1873 Letter, dated 8 December 2015, from the Acting Chair of the Ethics Committee, Ms Di Farmer MP, to the Speaker, Hon 
Peter Wellington MP, regarding a matter of privilege regarding alleged divulging of the proceedings of a report of the 
Ethics Committee referred to the Committee on 2 December 2015 

9 December 2015— 

1874 Transport, Housing and Local Government Committee: Report No. 8—Inquiry into the Motorcycle Licensing process in 
Queensland 2012: Queensland Government Implementation Update 

10 December 2015— 

1875 Auditor-General of Queensland: Report to Parliament No. 8: 2015-16—Transport infrastructure projects 

1876 Auditor-General of Queensland: Report to Parliament No. 9: 2015-16—Provision of court recording and transcription 
services 

1877 Response from the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice (Ms D’Ath) to an ePetition (2440-15) sponsored by 
Mr Langbroek, from 800 petitioners, requesting the House to maintain the present stance on criminal organisations that 
was established by the former LNP Government 

1878 Response from the Acting Attorney-General and Minister for Justice (Mr C R Dick) to a petition (2505-15) presented by 
Mr Langbroek and an ePetition (2463-15) sponsored by Mr Langbroek, from 1,519 and 847 petitioners respectively, 
requesting the House to retain the Safe Night Out Strategy in its current form and reject Labor’s ‘Lockout Laws’ proposal 

1879 Response from the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade 
(Ms Trad) to a paper petition (2506-15) presented by Mr Hinchliffe, from 61 petitioners, requesting the House to take 
legislative action to ensure that Uber is required to compete on a level playing field with the established taxi industry 

1880 Response from the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade 
(Ms Trad) to a paper petition (2503-15) presented by Dr Rowan, from 105 petitioners, requesting the House to take 
whatever action is practicable to cause the 444 bus route to include Sugarwood Grove Garden Villas at Moggill 

1881 Response from the Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy and Water Supply (Mr Bailey) 
to an ePetition (2444-15) sponsored by Dr Robinson, from 43 petitioners, requesting the House to ensure the upgrade 
and duplication of Cleveland-Redland Bay Road, Thornlands between South Street and Beveridge Road as a matter of 
urgency 

1882 Response from the Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy and Water Supply (Mr Bailey) 
to a paper petition (2504-15) sponsored by Dr Rowan, from 1,430 petitioners, requesting the House to remove the 
roadside memorial adjacent to the bridge on Kholo Creek/Mt Crosby Road, Anstead 

11 December 2015— 

1883 Crime and Corruption Commission: Transparency and accountability in local government, December 2015 

1884 Director of Mental Health—Annual Report 2014-15 

1885 Finance and Administration Committee: Report No. 19, 55th Parliament—Inquiry into the Report on the Strategic Review 
of the functions of the Integrity Commissioner 

15 December 2015— 

1886 2014–15 Report on State Finances of the Queensland Government—30 June 2015 

1887 Mid Year Fiscal and Economic Review 2015-16 

1888 Return to an Order for Production of Document dated 28 October 2015 (Standing Order 27): Anticipated Impacts: Energy 
Merger and Efficiency Savings 

1889 Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 18, 55th Parliament—Oversight of the Criminal Organisation 
Public Interest Monitor 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1868.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1868.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1869.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1869.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1870.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1870.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1871.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1871.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1872.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1872.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1873.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1873.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1874.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1874.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1875.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1875.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1876.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1876.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1877.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1877.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1878.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1878.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1879.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1879.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1880.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1880.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1881.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1881.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1882.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1882.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1883.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1883.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1884.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1884.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1885.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1885.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1886.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1886.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1887.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1887.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1888.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1888.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1889.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1889.pdf
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1890 Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 19, 55th Parliament—Review of the Auditor-General’s 
Report to Parliament No. 10: 2014-15—Bushfire Prevention and preparedness 

16 December 2015— 

1891 Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources Committee: Report No. 9, 55th Parliament—Inquiry into fly-in fly-out and 
other long distance commuting work practices in regional Queensland, interim government response 

1892 Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 9, 55th Parliament—Oversight of the Office of the Information 
Commissioner, government response 

1893 Redcliffe Hospital Foundation—Annual Report 2014-15 

1894 Final Report on the review of the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 2009 

17 December 2015— 

1895 Auditor-General of Queensland: Report to Parliament No. 10: 2015-16—Queensland state government: 2014-15 financial 
statements 

18 December 2015— 

1896 Queensland Family and Child Commission—Annual Report: Deaths of children and young people, Queensland—2014-
15 

1897 Overseas Travel Report: Report on Tourism Mission to China by the Minister for Education and Minister for Tourism, 
Major Events, Small Business and the Commonwealth Games (Hon Jones), 15-23 November 2015 

4 January 2016— 

1 Response from the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade 
and Investment (Ms Trad) to a paper petition (2518-15) presented by Mr Dickson, and an ePetition (2496-15) sponsored 
by Mr Dickson, from 3,968 and 1,713 petitioners respectively, requesting the House to use its powers to prevent the sand 
extraction operations proceeding at Forest Glen 

2 Response from the Acting Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and 
Investment (Ms Enoch) to an ePetition (2486-15) sponsored by Mr Crandon, from 528 petitioners, requesting the House 
to not alter the Act or the regulations governing Sanctuary Cove without first obtaining approval of 75% of residential 
property owners (excluding Aveo and the developer) and be cognisant in dealing with Sanctuary Cove matters that 
neither the Principal Body Corporate nor the Principal Thoroughfare Body Corporate is representative of all residents of 
Sanctuary Cove 

3 Response from the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for Training and Skills (Ms D’Ath) to an 
ePetition (2438-15) sponsored by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(4), from 1,108 petitioners, requesting 
the House to ask the VLAD Review taskforce not to recommend the repeal or replacement of the 2013 legislation and to 
retain the VLAD Laws as they currently stand with further strengthening recommendations as required 

4 Response from the Minister for State Development and Minister for Natural Resources and Mines (Dr Lynham) to a paper 
petition (2516-15) presented by Mr Rickuss, from 10 petitioners, requesting the House to use the principles of integrated 
catchment management and ecologically sustainable development as the basis for future management of the water 
supply to the Lockyer alluvial groundwater 

5 Response from the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for Training and Skills (Ms D’Ath) to a paper 
petition (2520-15) presented by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(3) and an ePetition (2415-15) 
sponsored by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(4), from 42 and 131 petitioners respectively, requesting 
the House to take such action as is necessary to ensure that all ongoing neighbourhood bullying by adults is criminalised 

6 Response from the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for Training and Skills (Ms D’Ath) to a paper 
petition (2525-15) presented by Ms Howard, and an ePetition (2404-15) sponsored by Ms Howard, from 344 and 570 
petitioners respectively, requesting the House to pass legislation to render unlawful, the decorating of camper vans with 
slogans that vilify women; and proprietors who hire out vans with slogans that vilify women or incite violence against 
women be liable to prosecution 

7 Response from the Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection and National Parks and the Great Barrier Reef 
(Dr Miles) to a paper petition (2524-15) presented by Ms D’Ath, and an ePetition (2401-15) sponsored by Ms D’Ath, from 
371 and 178 petitioners respectively, requesting the House to conduct a comprehensive audit of Moreton Bay’s natural 
resources and assets and make findings available to the general community in the form of accessible, accurate and 
understandable information 

8 Response from the Minister for Education and Minister for Tourism and Major Events (Ms Jones) to an ePetition (2495-
15) sponsored by Mr Langbroek, from 209 petitioners, requesting the House to support the development of a car park at 
Benowa State High School to alleviate traffic and parking issues in surrounding residential areas 

9 Response from the Minister for Education and Minister for Tourism and Major Events (Ms Jones) to an ePetition (2497-
15) sponsored by Ms Frecklington, from 316 petitioners, requesting the House to not close the Kilcoy C&K Kindergarten 
on 11 December 2015 and to provide clarification about whether continuation of the Kilcoy Community Kindergarten 
could be facilitated through the Department with any service provider 

10 Response from the Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister for Child Safety and Minister for the Prevention 
of Domestic and Family Violence (Ms Fentiman), to an ePetition (2492-15), sponsored by Mr Powell, from 204 petitioners, 
requesting the House to make amendments to the Domestic and Family Violence Protection Act 2012 that will cause a 
domestic violence protection order to remain in force for the whole of the natural life of the respondent or until the order 
is ended by the court on application 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1890.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1890.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1891.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1891.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1892.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1892.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1893.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1893.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1894.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1894.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1895.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1895.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1896.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1896.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2015/5515T1897.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T1.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T2.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T2.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T3.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T4.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T5.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T6.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T7.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T8.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T9.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T10.pdf
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11 Response from the Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services (Mr C R Dick) to a paper petition (2521-15) 
presented by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(3), from 2,905 petitioners, requesting the House to adopt 
the Medical Cannabis Advisory Group’s proposal to amend Health Regulation 270A 

12 Response from the Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services (Mr C R Dick) to a paper petition (2519-15) 
presented by Mr Dickson, and an ePetition (2498-15) sponsored by Mr Dickson, from 1,578 and 10,802 petitioners 
respectively, requesting the House to allow all persons with medical conditions or symptoms, who may benefit, access 
to Australian made whole plant cannabis therapies 

13 Response from the Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services (Mr C R Dick) to an ePetition (2508-15) 
sponsored by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(4), from 1,185 petitioners, requesting the House to adopt 
the Medical Cannabis Advisory Group’s proposal to amend Health Regulation 270A 

14 Overseas Travel Report: Report on Trade Mission to Indonesia, Singapore and India by the Deputy Premier, Minister for 
Transport, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade (Hon Trad) 16—27 
November 2015 

15 Response from the Minister for Transport and the Commonwealth Games (Mr Hinchliffe) to an ePetition (2397-15) 
sponsored by Mr Power, from 165 petitioners, requesting the House to restore Logan City bus services that were lost 
during the last government and to review the current bus services to ensure the needs of residents of Logan City are met 

16 Response from the Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply 
(Mr Bailey) to a paper petition (2522-15) sponsored by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(3), from 349 
petitioners and an ePetition (2484-15) sponsored by the Clerk from 44 petitioners, requesting the House to immediately 
review the timing and operation of the automated on-ramp lights via the Dohles Rock Road on-ramp with the view to their 
removal 

17 Response from the Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply 
(Mr Bailey) to a paper petition (2523-15) presented by Mr Watts from 64 petitioners, requesting the House to prioritise 
the installation of school flashing lights along Holberton Street within the Rockville State School zone 

18 Response from the Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply 
(Mr Bailey) to a paper petition (2517-15) presented by the Clerk, from 518 petitioners, requesting the House to increase 
the Queensland Government rebate for gas to match the current rebate for electricity 

19 Queensland Training Assets Management Authority—Final Report 1 July 2014 to 13 August 2015 

5 January 2016— 

20 Letter, undated, from the Deputy Chair of the Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts (ACPA), Mr Wesley Aird, to the 
Premier, Hon Annastacia Palaszczuk MP, regarding ACPA’s Financial Statements for the 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-
15 Financial Years 

21 Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts Pty Ltd—Financial Statements 2012-13 

22 Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts Pty Ltd—Financial Statements 2013-14 

23 Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts Pty Ltd—Financial Statements 2014-15 

24 Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority—Annual Report 2014-15: Erratum 

25 Crime and Corruption Commission: Review of the operation of the Child Protection (Offender Prohibition Order) Act 2008, 
December 2014. Queensland Government response 

6 January 2016— 

26 Response from the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services and Minister for Corrective Services ( Mr Byrne) to 
an ePetition (2464-15) sponsored by Mr McEachan, from 478 petitioners, requesting the House to allocate resources for 
the installation of a police station or Police Beat at Victoria Point 

11 January 2016— 

27 Overseas Travel Report: Report on the 21st Session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (COP21), Paris by the Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection and Minister for 
National Parks and the Great Barrier Reef (Dr Miles), 5-9 December 2015 

12 January 2016— 

28 Queensland Independent Remuneration Tribunal: Review of Salary Levels of Members of the Queensland Parliament, 
Determination 10/2016, 12 January 2016 

13 January 2016— 

29 Racing Queensland—Annual Report for Queensland All Codes Racing Industry Board 2014-15: Erratum 

30 Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing—Annual Report 2013-14: Erratum 

14 January 2016— 

31 BDO Request for Tender Stage Probity Advisor’s Report: Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation 
Ceremonies Production Provider, 9 December 2015  

32 BDO Request for Tender Stage Probity Advisor’s Report: Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation 
Ceremonies Production Provider—additional information, 11 January 2016 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T11.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T12.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T13.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T14.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T15.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T16.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T17.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T18.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T19.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T20.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T21.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T22.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T23.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T24.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T25.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T26.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T27.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T28.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T29.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T30.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T31.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T32.pdf
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22 January 2016— 

33 Agriculture and Environment Committee: Report No. 12, 55th Parliament—Subordinate legislation tabled between 16 
September 2015 and 27 October 2015 

2 February 2016— 

34 Crowley Vale Water Board—Final Report 1 July 2014 to 11 September 2015 

35 Wanda Creek Drainage Board—Final Report 1 July 2014 to 11 September 2015 

36 Weengallon Water Authority—Final Report 1 July 2014 to 11 September 2015 

4 February 2016— 

37 Wet Tropics Management Authority—Annual Report 2014-15 

38 Wet Tropics Management Authority—State of Wet Tropics Report 2014-2015 

39 Education, Tourism and Small Business Committee: Report No. 9, 55th Parliament—Retail Shop Leases Amendment 
Bill 2015 

40 Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee: Report No. 11, 55th Parliament—Transport Operations (Marine Safety—
Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 

41 Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee: Report No. 12, 55th Parliament—Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and 
Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

5 February 2016— 

42 Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee: Report No. 11, 55th 
Parliament—Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015 

43 Agriculture and Environment Committee: Report No. 13, 55th Parliament—Nature Conservation and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2015 

8 February 2016— 

44 Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 20, 55th Parliament—Tackling Alcohol-Fuelled Violence 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

45 Education, Tourism and Small Business Committee: Report No. 9, 55th Parliament—Retail Shop Leases Amendment 
Bill 2015: Erratum 

9 February 2016— 

46 Report on the administration of the Nature Conservation Act 1992—2014-15 

12 February 2016— 

47 Education, Tourism and Small Business Committee: Report No. 10, 55th Parliament—Further Education and Training 
(Training Ombudsman) and Another Act Amendment Bill 2015 

15 February 2016— 

48 Health and Ambulance Services Committee: Report No. 10, 55th Parliament—Tobacco and Other Smoking Products 
(Smoke-free Places) Amendment Bill 2015 

49 Health and Ambulance Services Committee: Report No. 11, 55th Parliament—Health Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS  

The following statutory instruments were tabled by the Clerk— 

Work Health and Safety Act 2011— 

69 Work Health and Safety Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 169 

70 Work Health and Safety Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 169, explanatory notes 

City of Brisbane Act 2010, Local Government Act 2009, Queensland Productivity Commission Act 2015— 

71 Queensland Productivity Commission Regulation 2015, No. 170 

72 Queensland Productivity Commission Regulation 2015, No. 170, explanatory notes 

Coroners (Domestic and Family Violence Death Review and Advisory Board) Amendment Act 2015— 

73 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 171 

74 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 171, explanatory notes 

Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Act 2004, Statutory Instruments Act 1992— 

75 Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Regulation 2015, No. 172 

76 Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Regulation 2015, No. 172, explanatory notes 

City of Brisbane Act 2010, Local Government Act 2009, State Penalties Enforcement Act 1999— 

77 Local Government Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 173 

78 Local Government Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 173, explanatory notes 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T33.pdf
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/TabledPapers/2016/5516T34.pdf
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Aboriginal Land Act 1991— 

79 Aboriginal Land Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 2015, No. 174 

80 Aboriginal Land Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 2015, No. 174, explanatory notes 

Public Health Act 2005— 

81 Public Health Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 175 

82 Public Health Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 175, explanatory notes 

Health Act 1937— 

83 Health (Drugs and Poisons) Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 176 

84 Health (Drugs and Poisons) Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 176, explanatory notes 

Energy and Water Ombudsman Amendment Act 2015— 

85 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 177 

86 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 177, explanatory notes 

Fisheries Act 1994, Marine Parks Act 2004— 

87 Marine Parks (Declaration) and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 178 

88 Marine Parks (Declaration) and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 178, explanatory notes 

Professional Standards Act 2004— 

89 Professional Standards (Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Professional Standards Scheme (Queensland)) 
Amendment Notice (No. 1) 2015, No. 179 

90 Professional Standards (Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Professional Standards Scheme (Queensland)) 
Amendment Notice (No. 1) 2015, No. 179, explanatory notes 

91 Instrument amending the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Professional Standards Scheme (Queensland) 

Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995— 

92 Coastal Protection and Management Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 180 

93 Coastal Protection and Management Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 180, explanatory notes 

Liquor Act 1992— 

94 Liquor Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 181 

95 Liquor Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 181, explanatory notes 

City of Brisbane Act 2010, Local Government Act 2009— 

96 Local Government Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 2015, No 182 

97 Local Government Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 3) 2015, No. 182, explanatory notes 

Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Act 1982— 

98 Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 183 

99 Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 183, explanatory notes 

Security Providers Act 1993— 

100 Security Providers and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 184 

101 Security Providers and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 184, explanatory notes 

Plant Protection Act 1989— 

102 Plant Protection Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 185 

103 Plant Protection Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 185, explanatory notes 

Heavy Vehicle National Law Amendment Act 2015— 

104 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 186 

105 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 186, explanatory notes 

State Penalties Enforcement Act 1999— 

106 State Penalties Enforcement Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 187 

107 State Penalties Enforcement Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2015, No. 187, explanatory notes 
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Heavy Vehicle National Law as applied by the Heavy Vehicle National Law Act 2012 (Queensland) and by the law of States and 
Territories— 

108 Heavy Vehicle National Amendment Regulation, No. 188 

109 Heavy Vehicle National Amendment Regulation, No. 188, explanatory notes 

Public Sector Ethics Act 1994, Public Service Act 2008— 

110 Public Service and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 189 

111 Public Service and Another Regulation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2015, No. 189, explanatory notes 

Nature Conservation Act 1992— 

112 Nature Conservation (Macropod Harvest Period 2016) Notice 2015, No. 190 

113 Nature Conservation (Macropod Harvest Period 2016) Notice 2015, No. 190, explanatory notes 

Legal Profession Act 2007— 

114 Legal Profession (Society Rules) Amendment Notice (No. 2) 2015, No. 191 

115 Legal Profession (Society Rules) Amendment Notice (No. 2) 2015, No. 191, explanatory notes 

Professional Standards Act 2004— 

116 Professional Standards (RICS Valuers Ltd Scheme) Notice 2015, No. 192 

117 Professional Standards (RICS Valuers Ltd Scheme) Notice 2015, No. 192, explanatory notes 

118 RICS Valuers Ltd Scheme 

Professional Standards Act 2004— 

119 Professional Standards (Australian Computer Society Professional Standards Scheme) Notice 2015, No. 193 

120 Professional Standards (Australian Computer Society Professional Standards Scheme) Notice 2015, No. 193, 
explanatory notes 

121 Australian Computer Society Professional Standards Scheme 

Royal National Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland Act 1971— 

122 Royal National Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 1 

123 Royal National Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 1, 
explanatory notes 

Economic Development Act 2012— 

124 Economic Development Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 2 

125 Economic Development Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 2, explanatory notes 

Economic Development Act 2012— 

126 Document, dated January 2016, titled ‘Queen’s Wharf Brisbane: Priority Development Area—Development Scheme’ 
(refer to Economic Development Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 2) 

127 Document, dated January 2016, titled ‘Toowoomba Railway Parklands: Priority Development Area—Development 
Scheme (refer to Economic Development Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 2) 

Referendums Act 1997— 

128 Referendums Regulation 2016, No. 3 

129 Referendums Regulation 2016, No. 3, explanatory notes 

Domestic and Family Violence Protection and Another Act Amendment Act 2015— 

130 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 4 

131 Proclamation commencing remaining provisions, No. 4, explanatory notes 

Building Act 1975, Building and Construction Industry Payments Act 2004, Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002, Professional 
Engineers Act 2002, Queensland Building and Construction Commission Act 1991, State Penalties Enforcement Act 1999— 

132 Queensland Building and Construction Commission and Other Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 5 

133 Queensland Building and Construction Commission and Other Legislation Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 5, 
explanatory notes 

Water Act 2000— 

134 Water Resource (Warrego, Paroo, Bulloo and Nebine) Plan 2016, No. 6 

135 Water Resource (Warrego, Paroo, Bulloo and Nebine) Plan 2016, No. 6, explanatory notes 
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Transport Operations (Road Use Management) Act 1995— 

136 Traffic Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 7 

137 Traffic Amendment Regulation (No. 1) 2016, No. 7, explanatory notes 

MEMBERS’ PAPERS  

The following members’ papers were tabled by the Clerk— 

Member for Gregory (Mr Millar)— 

138 Non-conforming petition regarding tar sealing on Clermont-Alpha Highway Link road 

Member for Caloundra (Mr McArdle)— 

139 Health Legislation (Waiting List Integrity) Amendment Bill 2015, Replacement Explanatory Notes 

140 Tobacco and Other Smoking Products (Extension of Smoking Bans) Amendment Bill 2015, Replacement Explanatory 
Notes 

REPORT BY THE CLERK  
The Clerk tabled the following report— 
141 Report pursuant to Standing Order 165 (Clerical errors or formal changes to any Bill) detailing amendments to certain 

Bills, made by the Clerk, prior to assent by His Excellency the Governor, viz— 
Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 
Amendments made to Bill * 

Clause 8 (Insertion of new s 238)— 
At page 9, line 7, ‘.’— 
Omit, Insert— 
‘;’. 
At page 9, line 11, ‘.’— 
Omit, Insert— 
‘;’. 
Clause 10 (Amendment of schedule (Dictionary))— 
At page 11, line 21, ‘entity, see’— 
Omit, Insert— 
‘entity see’. 
* The following page and line number references relate to the Bill, as amended. 

ORDER FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

Return to Order 
The CLERK: I inform the House that in accordance with an order for production of a document 

made by this House on 28 October 2015 a return to that order was tabled by the Treasurer, Minister for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships and Minister for Sport on 15 December 2015.  

MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS 

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (9.39 am): Twelve 

months ago my ministers were sworn in and so it was 12 months ago that my ministerial and caucus 
colleagues set about the task of restoring hope and opportunity for Queensland after three bitter years 
of threats and cuts under the LNP. Twelve months on, after promising Queenslanders a better way, I 
think Queensland is a better place.  

This government keeps its commitments and delivers on its promises. As promised, we will not 
privatise our electricity generators and networks, something the other side of the House appears certain 
to re-embrace. My government has set a positive agenda to advance Queensland, to create jobs and 
new opportunities. We are a government committed to integrity, to consultation, to results.  

By almost any economic measure, Queensland is a better place than it was 12 months ago. Jobs 
generation is up. Investment is up. Economic growth is up. Building approvals and business confidence 
are also up. 
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Mr Bleijie interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, member for Kawana. If you have something to say, you know how to 

do it. 
Ms PALASZCZUK: The more than 60,000 jobs created in the first 11 months of my government 

are 60,000 exciting opportunities, 60,000 fresh starts, 60,000 new beginnings. That is more than 60,000 
Queenslanders who had the dignity of getting a job, working hard, receiving an income and, hopefully, 
keeping that job in the long term.  

As well as great leaps forward for the economy and for infrastructure delivery, of which I will 
speak in a moment, we are delivering on our commitment to restore front-line services so savagely cut 
by those opposite. We have employed an extra 290 teachers above growth this year and boosted 
school maintenance funding. There are 266 new police, and recruitment of 4,000 nurse graduates and 
400 nurse navigators has begun.  

We have led the way in introducing domestic violence reforms. We have also saved the Great 
Barrier Reef from being listed as in danger by UNESCO, thanks to a $100 million commitment, and we 
have invested in regional Queensland through our Building Our Regions fund, the western roads 
package and drought assistance. We have frozen public transport fares while a fairer fare system is 
being designed and we stopped— 

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Members of the opposition, I would urge you to control your interjections.  
Ms PALASZCZUK: A fairer fare system is being designed and we stopped our electricity 

providers legally challenging the recent price determination, locking in stable electricity prices over the 
next five years. We have returned integrity and accountability to this state, appointing an independent 
chair to the CCC and reducing political donation disclosure thresholds to $1,000.  

In just 12 months my government has done that and much more. We have delivered a stronger 
economy, a measured budget and overseen 60,000 new jobs without sacking tens of thousands of 
workers, without picking fights with every sector of the community and without a mass sell-off of our 
income-generating assets. There is always more work to do and my team is absolutely determined to 
do it.  

Accelerated Works Program 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (9.43 am): Our 

government is delivering on our commitment to create jobs and grow the economy. Queensland’s 
unemployment rate is at a two-year low, down from 6.6 per cent when the LNP left office to 5.9 per 
cent. More than 60,000 new jobs have been created since this government came to office and we will 
do more.  

Last month I announced my government’s Accelerated Works Program to drive jobs in 
Townsville, Cairns and surrounding regions. We know that it is not only North Queensland that needs 
help creating jobs and stimulating economic growth. My government recognises that effective and 
efficient delivery of our $10.1 billion Capital Works Program plays a key role in supporting economic 
activity and employment. That is why we have expanded the Accelerated Works Program to cover all 
Queensland regions. All ministers have been working with their departments to identify funded capital 
works projects that can be brought forward. We are prioritising projects that can start earlier than 
planned in 2015-16 or in 2016-17. To date, the Accelerated Works Program involves over $350 million 
worth of projects fast-tracked, creating more than 845 jobs sooner.  

I can confirm a further tranche of Accelerated Works Program projects for regional Queensland: 
an additional $83 million in projects across the Wide Bay and Burnett as well as in major centres 
including Mount Isa, Gladstone and Cairns. In total, these projects will support another 106 full-time-
equivalent jobs in regional Queensland.  

My government is not working alone to drive jobs in regional Queensland; we are working with 
the private sector as well. Over the past 12 months we have had more than $17.2 billion in major private 
sector announcements. These projects will generate an estimated 70,000 jobs over the next decade—
projects like the SunCentral Maroochydore on the Sunshine Coast that I visited last week. The 
SunCentral development will provide a focus for the Sunshine Coast. It will provide up to 30,000 jobs 
and $5.9 billion to the Queensland economy by 2040. There are more investments planned and more 
great news for Queensland to come.  
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Tourism Industry 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (9.46 am): One in 10 

Queenslanders relies on tourism directly or indirectly for their jobs. The tourism industry contributes 
$23 billion to the state’s economy. That is why my government, as promised, is doing what it can to 
grow Queensland tourism. Good news for Queensland tourism is good news for the Queensland 
economy. We know that securing more international flights to Queensland is crucial to growing tourism. 
More flights means more tourists booking into Queensland’s hotels and restaurants. More flights means 
increased tourism spending in regional centres across our state. More flights means more jobs for 
Queenslanders. That is why my government has invested $10 million over three years in the Attracting 
Aviation Investment Fund. Since parliament met last year my government has secured additional 
international flights with major airline carriers including Singapore Airlines, Hong Kong Airlines and just 
recently Air Canada. I thank the Minister for Tourism for driving these outcomes and I am sure that 
there is more to come.  

These additional flights are expected to generate an extra 224,000 seats. Those seats translate 
to up to an additional $134 million in overnight visitor expenditure in Queensland every year. Singapore 
Airlines is increasing its service to Brisbane, with the introduction of three new flights each week starting 
in May 2016. These flights will bring visitors not only from Singapore but also from the United Kingdom, 
China and India. Hong Kong Airlines will also be offering year-round services from Hong Kong to Cairns 
and the Gold Coast starting in April 2016. Overall, this new year-round service from Hong Kong to the 
Gold Coast and Cairns will open the door to as many as 30,000 extra seats each year. This will generate 
up to $32 million in overnight visitor expenditure annually for our economy. 

Starting in June 2016, Air Canada will be providing non-stop daily flights from Vancouver to 
Brisbane. I am very optimistic about the opportunity this presents for us to grow North America’s access 
to Queensland. Through these additional international flights, my government will continue to grow 
Queensland’s tourism industry and boost international travel to Queensland. We will continue to work 
with our partners including international airlines, Tourism Australia, regional tourism organisations and 
major airports to attract more incoming flights from major global cities to Queensland.  

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements 
Hon. JA TRAD (South Brisbane—ALP) (Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local 

Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment) (9.48 am): Just over 12 months ago 
the people of Queensland put their trust in Annastacia Palaszczuk and Labor to put our state on the 
right path to a secure future. That election was a repudiation of Campbell Newman and the LNP—the 
chaos, the bullying and their broken promises, especially on asset sales. Queenslanders trusted Labor 
to deliver jobs and we are doing that, with more than 60,000 jobs created in our first year. 
Queenslanders trusted Labor to deliver competent and accountable government, and we are doing 
that. We have reformed electoral disclosures and restored the integrity of our committee and estimates 
processes.  

Queenslanders trusted Labor to build the economy of the future, and we are doing that through 
Advance Queensland and our innovation agenda. Let us go through the economic indicators that we 
are enjoying today because of the Palaszczuk Labor government: the lowest unemployment in two 
years; the highest economic growth in the nation, according to GSP figures released today; the first 
surplus in almost a decade— 

Mr Pitt interjected.  
Ms TRAD: I take that advice from the Treasurer—the first surplus in almost 10 years; exports at 

a four-year high; and a $10 billion infrastructure program this financial year alone which is delivering 
27,000 jobs directly.  

In my own portfolio we are delivering, too. We said that we would create an independent expert 
infrastructure adviser in Building Queensland, and that has been delivered. It will mean that public 
money is invested in projects that stack up—not projects like 1 William Street which are a testament to 
the vanity and the ego of the former premier.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Members, later this morning there will be an opportunity for members to make 

private members’ statements. That will be an opportunity for members of the opposition to say your 
piece. I would urge you to allow the government ministers to make their ministerial statements.  
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Ms TRAD: We said that we would deliver a state infrastructure plan, which is something that 
those opposite could not do, to give industry the confidence to invest in the workforce and plant that 
our state needs. We have delivered that with the draft State Infrastructure Plan, and the final one will 
be out soon. We said that we would make the Queensland Reconstruction Authority permanent, and 
we have done that. We said that we would work with mayors against cuts to the NDRRA, and because 
of this government the federal LNP government is on notice that we will continue to fight any changes 
which hurt Queensland when it comes to disaster recovery, particularly out in the regions. We said that 
we would rebuild the relationship between state governments and councils, and we are doing that 
through the Partners in Government Agreement.  

We said that we would build infrastructure to deliver jobs and a productive economy, and we are 
doing that. The budget delivered a $10 billion building program supporting 27,000 direct jobs. As the 
Premier has already outlined this morning, the Accelerated Works Program is supporting hundreds of 
jobs in regional areas. Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 2 is only going ahead because of the tenacity of this 
government to finally get Canberra on board, even when those opposite stayed silent and did not lift a 
finger to get Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 2 on the federal government agenda.  

In 12 months we have achieved a lot, but there is still more to do. In the coming year we will 
continue to reform our planning system so that the community and business can have confidence in 
the developments which will be approved and those which will not. We will finalise the Infrastructure 
Plan and get on with delivering more infrastructure for Queensland. We will deliver a new trade and 
investment strategy which means jobs and economic growth and which places a strong focus on 
growing the international education and training industry. Labor said that we would focus on jobs and 
building a secure future for Queensland, and the Palaszczuk government is delivering on this pledge.  

Mr SPEAKER: Member for Chatsworth, you have made continuous interjections and my 
recollection is that none was taken by the Premier or Deputy Premier. I put you on notice that if you 
persist you will be warned under standing order 253A or 253(2).  

Queensland Economy 
Hon. CW PITT (Mulgrave—ALP) (Treasurer, Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Partnerships and Minister for Sport) (9.52 am): It is great to be back. I see that the member for 
Chatsworth still has his great haircut, and it is good to see there are a few beards that have joined the 
fray.  

Gross state product is a key measure of our state’s economic growth, and this morning 
Queensland Treasury will release the Queensland state accounts for the September quarter for 2015. 
The state accounts show that, under the leadership of Annastacia Palaszczuk and Labor, economic 
growth in Queensland accelerated to 2.6 per cent for the year to the September quarter. Corresponding 
growth for the rest of the nation was 2.3 per cent. On both a quarterly and annual basis, Queensland’s 
growth is higher than the rest of Australia.  

Before the opposition starts criticising the independent Treasury again, as they always do when 
we talk about state accounts, let me remind them of the member for Clayfield’s fondness for the state 
accounts: he referred to them in no less than six separate media releases between March 2013 and 
March 2014. Of course, the media releases stopped and he went quiet when the figures started to 
nosedive. Economic growth plummeted in late 2014 and worsened to its poorest quarterly result since 
the global financial crisis. In stark contrast, today’s state accounts show strong and sustained economic 
growth for the first three quarters of the Palaszczuk government.  

I will very briefly show those members in the chamber exactly what it looks like under a Labor 
government versus an LNP government. This is hard data; this is not spin. This is what the Treasury 
tells us is happening in Queensland. Driving this return to growth is our LNG exports. LNG is an industry 
that would not have been possible had it not been for the foresight of previous Labor governments. Our 
exports in general were the standout performer of 2015, recording their best result since 2011 and 
nearly 13 per cent higher than 2014.  

It is also pleasing to see that there are some domestic factors contributing to Queensland’s 
economic growth. Household consumption grew by 0.5 per cent in the September quarter. 
Queenslanders are spending again, and this is of course a testament to the fact that Queenslanders 
know they have a government which is investing in jobs and innovation. Dwelling investment continued 
to grow and is up 2.5 per cent in the September quarter. The Housing Institute of Australia reminds us 
that home-building approvals in Queensland are now at their highest levels in 21 years. Queensland 
has led the nation in business confidence for seven months in a row. According to the NAB index, 
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business confidence in Queensland sits at plus eight, which is four points above New South Wales and 
seven points above Victoria. Similarly, the CCIQ’s Pulse Survey shows that Queensland businesses 
expect business conditions to improve significantly in the March quarter, rising to above their five-year 
average.  

Mr Speaker, let me go through that again. The latest figures from Queensland Treasury talk about 
the fact that our gross state product has risen by 0.9 per cent over the September quarter to be 2.6 per 
cent higher over the previous year. This is hard data from the Queensland Treasury, and those opposite 
had better start looking very closely at what that data says because it is a damning indictment of the 
way they were operating in this state. In 2016 Queensland businesses have every right to be confident 
and optimistic about the future. Queensland remains on track to record the highest economic growth of 
any state this year as a result of our pro-growth, pro-job and pro-business policies.  

Agriculture Industry 
Hon. LE DONALDSON (Bundaberg—ALP) (Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries) (9.56 am): I 

am proud to deliver my first speech to this parliament as Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries. Under 
the Palaszczuk government, Queensland’s agriculture sector is thriving, despite the record drought. 
The verdict of the latest AgTrends forecast is that commodity values are up by 12 per cent for 2015-16. 
Our primary industry commodities are forecast to be worth over $16 billion. This forecast is based on 
surveys of industry, producer and marketing organisations, processors and the Department of 
Agriculture and Fisheries’ own experts. The news is even better for Queensland’s beef industry, with 
estimates that the cattle and calf sector will grow by a whopping 31 per cent in 2015-16, to $4.3 billion. 

Queensland’s food exporters are also enjoying a boom, with record sales to China and Indonesia. 
Traditional markets such as the US, Japan and Korea are demanding more and more of our food 
products. I am also aware that the member for Nanango has a keen interest in Queensland’s forest 
sector, and I share her passion. I am sure that she would be delighted to hear that it is expected to 
grow by 13 per cent this financial year, to around $211 million. Our banana growers are experiencing 
nine per cent growth as the Palaszczuk government works with the industry to tackle Panama disease. 
The banana industry is now expected to hit $584 million in 2015-16.  

We are a government that keeps its promises. Our first year has been about achievement. We 
promised to boost funding for the management of wild dogs and cats, and we have delivered an 
additional $5 million and negotiated a package including a further $10 million from the federal 
government. We increased support for drought affected primary producers. We introduced three 
net-free zones—in Cairns, Mackay and the Capricorn Coast—as promised at the election. Recreational 
fishers, local councils and tourism operators have expressed their support.  

My predecessor, the member for Rockhampton, helped to forge new overseas markets for our 
primary producers, with trade missions to China and Indonesia. We have worked with industry to 
establish a rural jobs network to match rural workers with jobs—another election promise fulfilled. We 
will continue to work tirelessly in the interests of our primary producers, investing in the innovation they 
require to compete in national and global markets.  

Construction Industry 
Hon. MC de BRENNI (Springwood—ALP) (Minister for Housing and Public Works) (10.00 am): A 

year ago Queenslanders chose to elect a government that would get serious about this economy and 
address issues that build confidence. The Palaszczuk government is building a solution to a very 
complex problem that has been affecting confidence in this state for decades. Queensland’s building 
and construction industry contributes around $52 billion to this state’s economy. In the last financial 
year this industry employed around 220,000 Queenslanders—220,000 plumbers, carpenters, 
electricians, brickies and labourers as well as engineers, architects and many other working 
Queenslanders.  

I am determined to ensure that everyone in the construction industry gets paid on time, every 
time and in full for the work they do. When national construction company Walton collapsed in 2013, 
600 contractors reportedly lost an estimated $30 million in Queensland alone. I know that this subject 
is important to you, Mr Speaker, because of the many workers who live in the electorate of Nicklin and 
many other electorates across this state.  

Construction workers and their families have been left broken. They have lost their homes, lost 
businesses and lost livelihoods. Marriages have fallen apart. Worse still, there has been the tragic 
consequence of suicide. These tradespeople are parents, sons, daughters, our family and our friends. 
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This government will not stand by and allow workers and their families to suffer the impact of these 
construction company collapses, because the ramifications are just too devastating. That is why we 
must act.  

For the first time in several years, Queensland has a government that is willing to take real steps 
to solve this longstanding issue. As a new minister I made it a priority to meet with the families who 
suffered from the collapse of those building projects and, as a result, I am committed to listening to 
those members of our community whose livelihoods depend on being paid on time every time for the 
work they do in the construction sector.  

The Palaszczuk government promised that it would be open and consultative and that we would 
act on policy—policy that is supported by our communities. We are taking advice from industry, we are 
listening to our communities and we are engaging with the people of Queensland to get a better 
outcome for everyone across the state. We are engaging face to face with communities across the 
state, providing an opportunity for anybody involved in or connected to the construction industry to have 
their say. Feedback on these proposed reforms gathered at these sessions along with a discussion 
paper will inform the basis of new laws we will be drafting.  

The Palaszczuk government committed to addressing this issue, and the people of Queensland 
and the industry are playing an active and important role in finding a solution. This government is 
determined to build a better Queensland, and an integral part of building confidence in the construction 
sector is protecting our hardworking subcontractors.  

Jobs 
Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 

Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (10.04 am): Along with my colleagues, I am 
proud to present my first ministerial statement. Job creation is the Palaszczuk government’s No. 1 
priority. Unlike the LNP, which sacked tens of thousands of hardworking Queenslanders despite telling 
voters they had nothing to fear, we have a jobs plan. Our jobs plan is working. It is generating 
employment opportunities and jobs throughout the state—more than 60,000 jobs since the state 
election in January 2015.  

On average, 2,010 full-time jobs have been created every month since we took office. That 
compares to the 330 full-time jobs lost every month under the previous government. Our strong record 
on job creation is reflected by the data, which shows unemployment in Queensland at a two-year low. 
After peaking at 6.6 per cent under the LNP, the state’s trend unemployment rate stood at 5.9 per cent 
in December, according to the latest available ABS data. This is an encouraging trend, but we know 
that there is more work to be done, particularly when it comes to youth and regional unemployment.  

While the average unemployment rate in regional Queensland is down by almost one per cent 
over the last 12 months, it is still too high. Unemployment remains a challenge in communities 
throughout the state. That is why I am hosting a series of regional employment forums throughout the 
state this year, continuing on from those already held last year by the Treasurer in Cairns, Bundaberg 
and Rockhampton.  

I am very pleased to have held my first regional employment forum at the Palaszczuk 
government’s first community cabinet for 2016 in Gladstone earlier this month. This forum brought 
together local businesses and community leaders to discuss employment issues and how government 
and the community can work together to generate more jobs. We will use the feedback from this forum 
to identify new job creation opportunities and new policies to drive employment in Gladstone and 
throughout the rest of Queensland.  

Later this month I will be hosting an employment forum in Mackay with the member for Mackay, 
Julieanne Gilbert. I will be continuing this series of employment forums in Maryborough with the member 
for Maryborough and in Mount Isa in March—I look forward to working with the member for Mount Isa—
and at other regional centres in Queensland throughout the remainder of the year. There will be four 
employment forums held in a two-month period.  

Our pro-business policy settings are one of the main drivers of Queensland’s improving 
employment outlook. We have a comprehensive range of initiatives to promote job creation. None is 
more important than our payroll tax rebate. Under our payroll tax rebate scheme, employers who hire 
apprentices and trainees receive a payroll tax rebate of 25 per cent on their wages until June 2018, in 
addition to their wages being exempt from payroll tax. It is clear that this important job creation initiative 
is a hit with Queensland employers. To date, 2,072 businesses throughout the state have taken 
advantage of the scheme, claiming more than $3.8 million worth of rebates.  
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The payroll tax rebate is one of many Palaszczuk government initiatives designed to generate 
jobs in Queensland, including the $40 million Skilling Queenslanders for Work program, which we 
restored after it was axed by the LNP. Our $10.1 billion capital works program is supporting 27,500 
direct jobs throughout Queensland, and this program has been accelerated to provide job and 
employment opportunities sooner in communities that need jobs now such as North Queensland—in 
Townsville, Mackay and Cairns.  

The Palaszczuk government showed its commitment to jobs by immediately deploying a rapid 
response team to Townsville in the wake of 237 redundancies at Queensland Nickel in January. This 
team was out on the ground in Townsville straightaway, helping to connect workers with services to 
help secure their rights and entitlements along with other services including access to financial advice 
and employment assistance.  

I have spent my entire working life representing workers and fighting for jobs, and that is exactly 
what I will continue to do—for all jobseekers including youth—as Queensland’s minister for 
employment.  

APPOINTMENT 

Deputy Speaker 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (10.09 am): I move— 

That Ms Di Farmer MP, member for Bulimba, be appointed Deputy Speaker.  

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 

Motion agreed to.  

MOTION 

Remuneration for Minister and Leader of the House 
Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Premier and Minister for the Arts) (10.09 am), by leave, 

without notice: I move— 
That: 
(1) in accordance with section 42 of the Queensland Independent Remuneration Tribunal Act 2013, the Office of Minister 

and Leader of the House be approved as an office entitled under a determination to be paid salary in addition to the 
salary a member is entitled to under section 41 of the Queensland Independent Remuneration Tribunal Act 2013; and  

(2) appointment to that office becomes effective when the Premier formally notifies the Speaker or the Legislative Assembly. 

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 

Motion agreed to.  
TACKLING ALC OHOL-FUELLED VIOLENC E LEGISLAT ION AM ENDMEN T BILL; LIQU OR AND  FAIR TR AD ING LEGISLATION (RED  TAPE R EDUCTION) AMENDM ENT B ILL  

TACKLING ALCOHOL-FUELLED VIOLENCE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 

LIQUOR AND FAIR TRADING LEGISLATION (RED TAPE REDUCTION) 
AMENDMENT BILL 

Cognate Debate; Order of Business 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (10.10 am), by leave, without 

notice: I move— 
1. That, in accordance with standing order 172, the Tackling Alcohol-Fuelled Violence Legislation Amendment Bill and the 

Liquor and Fair Trading Legislation (Red Tape Reduction) Amendment Bill be treated as cognate bills for their remaining 
stages, as follows: 

(a) second reading debate, with separate questions being put in regard to the second readings; 

(b) the consideration of the bills in detail together; and 

(c) separate questions being put for the third readings and long titles. 
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2. That, notwithstanding anything contained in the standing and sessional orders: 
(a) the time limits and order for moving the second readings shall be: the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice 

and Minister for Training and Skills—60 minutes, followed by the member for Mansfield—60 minutes; and 
(b) the time limits and order for reply to the second reading debate shall be: member for Mansfield—30 minutes, 

followed by the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for Training and Skills—30 minutes. 

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

MOTIONS 

Amendment to Standing Orders 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (10.11 am), by leave, without 

notice: I move— 
(1) That the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly be amended by omitting Schedule 6 and inserting the 

new Schedule 6 circulated in my name; and 

(2) That the new Schedule 6 becomes effective on Thursday, 18 February 2016, provided that any further bills introduced 
are referred to those committees listed in the new Schedule 6. 

____________ 
Amendment to Standing Orders to be moved by the Leader of the House 

1. SCHEDULE 6 (PORTFOLIO COMMITTEES)— 

Omit Schedule 6, Insert— 

‘SCHEDULE 6—PORTFOLIO COMMITTEES 

(1) In accordance with s.88 of the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001, the following table establishes the Portfolio 
Committees of the Legislative Assembly and identifies their primary areas of responsibility; and 

(2) A reference to a Minister is deemed to include departments, statutory authorities, government owned corporations and 
other administrative units reporting to the Minister and parts thereof that report to the Minister with respect to the Minister’s 
responsibilities as set out in the Administrative Arrangements. 

Portfolio Committee Area of Responsibility  Ministers Oversight Responsibility 

Finance and 
Administration 
Committee 
 

Premier, Cabinet and the Arts 
 
Treasury, Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
Partnerships and Sport 
Employment, Industrial 
Relations, Racing and 
Multicultural Affairs  

Premier and Minister for the Arts 
 
Treasurer, Minister for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander 
Partnerships and Minister for Sport 
Minister for Employment and 
Industrial Relations, Minister for 
Racing and Minister for 
Multicultural Affairs 

Auditor-General 
Integrity Commissioner 
Family Responsibilities 
Commission 
Queensland Family and 
Child Commission 
 

Infrastructure, 
Planning and Natural 
Resources Committee 
 

Infrastructure, Local 
Government, Planning and 
Trade and Investment 
 
State Development, Natural 
Resources and Mines 
Housing and Public Works 

Deputy Premier, Minister for 
Infrastructure, Local Government 
and Planning and Minister for 
Trade and Investment 
Minister for State Development 
and Minister for Natural Resources 
and Mines 
Minister for Housing and Public 
Works  

 

Legal Affairs and 
Community Safety 
Committee 
 

Justice and Attorney-General, 
Training and Skills 
 
Police, Fire, Emergency 
Services and Corrective 
Services 

Attorney-General and Minister for 
Justice and Minister for Training 
and Skills 
Minister for Police, Fire and 
Emergency Services and Minister 
for Corrective Services  

Electoral Commissioner 
Information Commissioner 
Ombudsman 
Criminal Organisation Public 
Interest Monitor 
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Portfolio Committee Area of Responsibility  Ministers Oversight Responsibility 

Agriculture and 
Environment 
Committee 
 

Agriculture and Fisheries  
Environment and Heritage 
Protection, National Parks and 
the Great Barrier Reef 

Minister for Agriculture and 
Fisheries  
Minister for Environment and 
Heritage Protection and Minister 
for National Parks and the Great 
Barrier Reef 

 
 

Education, Tourism, 
Innovation and Small 
Business Committee 

Education, Tourism and Major 
Events  
 
Innovation, Science, the 
Digital Economy and Small 
Business  

Minister for Education and Minister 
for Tourism and Major Events 
Minister for Innovation, Science 
and the Digital Economy and 
Minister for Small Business 

 

Health, Communities, 
Disability Services and 
Domestic and Family 
Violence Prevention 
Committee 

Health and Ambulance 
Services 
 
Communities, Women, Youth, 
Child Safety and Multicultural 
Affairs  
Domestic and Family Violence 
Prevention 
 
Disability Services and 
Seniors 

Minister for Health and Minister for 
Ambulance Services 
Minister for Communities, Women 
and Youth, Minister for Child 
Safety and Minister for the 
Prevention of Domestic and Family 
Violence  
Minister for Disability Services, 
Minister for Seniors and Minister 
Assisting the Premier on North 
Queensland 

Health Ombudsman 
 

Transportation and 
Utilities Committee 
 

Transport and Commonwealth 
Games 
Main Roads, Road Safety, 
Ports, Energy and Water 
Supply 

Minister for Transport and the 
Commonwealth Games  
Minister for Main Roads, Road 
Safety and Ports and Minister for 
Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply 

 

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

Portfolio Committees, Transfer of Responsibilities 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (10.12 am), by leave, without 

notice: I move— 
(1) That, notwithstanding anything contained in standing orders or previous orders of the House, the inquiries listed in the 

document titled ‘Transfer of Committee Inquiry Responsibilities’ circulated in my name shall transfer from the current 
committee listed to the new committee listed; and 

(2) That the transfer of the inquiries becomes effective on Thursday, 18 February 2016. 

____________ 
Transfer of Committee inquiry responsibilities 

Current Committee Current Inquiry Committee to take on responsibility for 
inquiry—effective 18 February 206 

Communities, Disability Services 
and Domestic and Family Violence 
Prevention Committee 

Disability Services and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 
(Tabling date 1.03.16) 

Responsibility will transfer to Health, 
Communities, Disability Services and 
Domestic and Family Violence Prevention 
Committee  

Communities, Disability Services 
and Domestic and Family Violence 
Prevention Committee  

Inquiry into a suitable model for the 
implementation of National Injury 
Insurance Scheme  

Responsibility will transfer to Health, 
Communities, Disability Services and 
Domestic and Family Violence Prevention 
Committee  

Communities, Disability Services 
and Domestic and Family Violence 
Prevention Committee 

Auditor-General’s Report No. 17: 
2014-15 Managing Child Safety 
Information  

Responsibility will transfer to Health, 
Communities, Disability Services and 
Domestic and Family Violence Prevention 
Committee  
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Current Committee Current Inquiry Committee to take on responsibility for 
inquiry—effective 18 February 206 

Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources Committee 

Transport Legislation (Taxi Services) 
Amendment Bill 2015 

Responsibility will transfer to the new 
Transportation and Utilities Committee 

Utilities, Science and Innovation 
Committee  

Plumbing and Drainage and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 
(Tabling date 01.03.16) 

Responsibility to transfer to Infrastructure, 
Planning and Natural Resources 
Committee  

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS 

Comments by Minister for Health 
Ms BATES (Mudgeeraba—LNP) (10.13 am): On 11 November 2015 the Minister for Health made 

a series of blatantly misleading accusations about me in a drawn-out tirade in this House. He shamefully 
launched a politically motivated personal attack on my credibility as a registered nurse of over 30 years 
after I visited Gold Coast University and Robina hospitals as a member of parliament. Today I can 
inform the House that these claims have been refuted in a report provided to me by the Health 
Ombudsman on 19 January 2016 which I table for the benefit of the House. 
Tabled paper: Document, undated, titled ‘Office of the Health Ombudsman—Decision following assessment’ [142]. 

The ombudsman confirms that the complaint was misconceived and there was no breach of 
confidential information during my visits and any incidents observed by me would have been visible to 
other patients, visitors and staff. Not only was I not working as a nurse when I visited the hospital; I 
never said I worked a shift as a nurse either. If the minister had bothered to check with his own hospital 
administrators, they would have informed him I had visited the hospital in my capacity as a member of 
parliament. Mr Speaker, I have previously written to you to refer the Minister for Health to the Ethics 
Committee for deliberately misleading this House and I await your consideration.  

Member for Ferny Grove, Donation 
Mr FURNER (Ferny Grove—ALP) (10.14 am): In completing the acquittal period for 1 July 2015 

to 31 December 2015 I had realised an error of not informing the House and the Clerk of a donation to 
a local state high school and have since corrected that. I apologise for any inconvenience that the 
House may have experienced as a result of that omission.  

PARLIAMENTARY CRIME AND CORRUPTION COMMITTEE 

Crime and Corruption Commission, Documents 
Mr RUSSO (Sunnybank—ALP) (10.14 am): In accordance with section 4.7(4) of the Police 

Service Administration Act 1990, I table a certified copy of the Register of reports and recommendations 
to the police minster, ministerial directions and tabled ministerial reasons 2015 and related material. 
The register records that during 2015 no reports, recommendations, ministerial directions or tabled 
reasons qualified for inclusion in the register. The chairperson of the CCC furnished the register without 
further comment. 
Tabled paper: Crime and Corruption Commission: Certified copy of the Register of reports and recommendations to the Police 
minister, ministerial directions and tabled ministerial reasons 2015 and related material, pursuant to section 4.7 of the Police 
Service Administration Act 1990 [143].  

NOTICE OF MOTION 

Suspension of Standing and Sessional Orders 
Mr WALKER (Mansfield—LNP) (10.15 am): I give notice that I will move— 

That, in light of the findings of the trade union royal commission, this House suspends so much of standing and sessional orders, 
including standing order 87, so as to enable the member for Mansfield to introduce a bill which seeks to amend the union 
right-of-entry laws in Queensland.  
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PRIVATE MEMBERS’ STATEMENTS 

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Performance 
Mr LANGBROEK (Surfers Paradise—LNP) (Deputy Leader of the Opposition) (10.16 am): This 

morning it was interesting to hear the Premier on radio and then here in this place saying that the focus 
of her government is jobs, capital works and infrastructure, yet that is not what we have heard from the 
Premier and those opposite for the last couple of weeks. It was interesting to hear the Premier, the 
Deputy Premier and the Treasurer trying to come up with a narrative about the fact that they are actually 
doing something for the economy other than speaking about social issues. The most interesting thing 
was that today we heard the Treasurer talking about quoting Queensland Treasury statistics about 
GDP. This is the same Treasurer who came into this place last year using those same Queensland 
Treasury statistics to claim that the state was in recession—the same figures that he used last year and 
he then subsequently had to come in here to say— 

Mr Pitt interjected.  

Mr SPEAKER: Treasurer, please. 

Mr LANGBROEK: It is obvious that last year he was happy to use those Queensland Treasury 
statistics to say that the state was in recession. Only just a few weeks later, obviously because of his 
clumsiness and inexperience, he had to come in and say that he had saved the state from recession! 
Let us get the facts straight. Every authority last year said—and I quote CCIQ—that Queensland 
Treasury statistics are often used by the Treasurer to promote their political position. It is the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics figures which are the ones that subsequently revise upwards or downwards the 
Queensland Treasury stats. That is what happened last year, but of course this Treasurer has come in 
here again to try to claim that we do not know what we are doing when we comment on Queensland 
Treasury statistics. 

Let us look at what the ABS statistics have shown most recently. With regard to building 
approvals, supposedly promoted by the Deputy Premier just a few moments ago, seasonally adjusted 
approvals went down by 4.6 per cent last month. The total of seasonally adjusted building approvals 
has dropped by 24 per cent since January. With regard to retail trade, on both measures retail trade in 
Queensland has grown at a weak pace when compared to other Australian states. The growth in retail 
turnover is far worse than the national average. With regard to infrastructure, the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics has also confirmed the dire situation for infrastructure investment in Queensland, with 
seasonally adjusted business capital investment dropping by 21.1 per cent since the March quarter. 
This government is frozen at the wheel, the economy is stalled and jobs are on hold. What are the 
current decisions that are being made that will benefit the state for the next two to three decades, and 
there are a number of them that this government has on hold that could free up some jobs in regional 
Queensland in the mining industry such as Abbot Point, Acland, Adani, uranium mining and sandmining 
on Stradbroke Island? Queenslanders deserve better than this government that is stuck in the past, 
frozen at the wheel and unable to deliver what we need in Queensland.  

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements 
Hon. JA TRAD (South Brisbane—ALP) (Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local 

Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment) (10.20 am): Queenslanders know 
that they deserve better. That is why they threw out that mob at the last election. The Palaszczuk 
government is committed to planning and delivering infrastructure for Queensland. We have put in place 
a new and rigorous infrastructure planning and assessment process in Building Queensland. We have 
released a draft State Infrastructure Plan—something that those opposite could not even manage in 
three years. We have gone about delivering new projects for this state through our $10.1 billion Capital 
Works Program—27,000 jobs directly supported by that program. There are new projects like the North 
Queensland stadium, which Malcolm Turnbull has yet to declare he will financially support or not, the 
Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 2, the Cairns Special School, the Commonwealth Games roads upgrades, 
exit 54 and the State Netball Centre, just to name a few.  

After 12 months and this impressive record, I wanted to compare it with the LNP’s first 12 months 
in office. So I looked on the LNP’s website. There was nothing to do with infrastructure, nothing to do 
with an infrastructure plan. Then I started to research to see what the former infrastructure minister, the 
member for Callide, had in terms of the former government’s infrastructure achievements. I ended up 
on his Twitter page. He has not been very active since the last election, but I saw a pinned tweet. For 
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those people who do not know what a pinned tweet is, it is a promoted tweet, a prioritised tweet. It was 
at the top of his Twitter feed. It was an old one, because it has the member for Clayfield when he was 
the Treasurer and it also has the former premier, the former member for Ashgrove. The tweet states— 
Only the LNP has a plan to fund & build the infrastructure QLD needs in the future— 

There is then a link. I table that for the benefit of the House. 
Tabled paper: Extract, dated 27 January 2015, of Mr Jeff Seeney MP’s Facebook page, in relation to infrastructure [144]. 

I followed that link, because I was very curious about the former government’s infrastructure 
achievements. I found nothing: error. There was nothing found. That is the LNP’s infrastructure plan. 
That is its plan— 

Mr SPEAKER: Deputy Premier, you do not need a prop for assistance. 
Ms TRAD: Thank you, Mr Speaker. We know that those opposite have now flip-flopped on asset 

sales. They gave a rock-solid commitment to Katter’s Australian Party when they were trying to form 
government that they would not sell assets. I quote— 
There will be no leasing or sale of government-owned corporations.  

Now we know that the Leader of the Opposition is very open to a conversation about asset sales. 
Queenslanders have had that conversation twice and they have rejected it. Only someone who has 
failed at an election three times would not understand a message that has been delivered at least twice. 
Queenslanders have said no to asset sales; they have said no to the LNP.  

Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, members. Before I call the member for Glass House, member for 
Burleigh, you have made many interjections this morning. I do not think that any have been taken by 
the ministers. I urge you to consider your position, otherwise you will follow the member for Chatsworth 
on the preliminary warning list. 

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Performance 
Mr POWELL (Glass House—LNP) (10.22 am): It is fair to say that nothing that has been said by 

the Premier or her ministers this morning can hide the fact that Queenslanders have been stuck with 
12 months worth of inaction. This is a government that is completely frozen by indecision. This is a 
government that is frozen at the wheel. This is a government that is without a plan and it certainly has 
no clue. There is no better example of that than in the electricity sector. We held out hope—because 
nearly 12 months ago one of this government’s 80 reviews was the Queensland Productivity 
Commission’s review into electricity pricing—when it comes to electricity in this state, that maybe when 
that draft report was handed down in January the government would finally have a plan. But then the 
release of the report was delayed. When it was eventually released, we understand now why the 
release of the report was delayed. The Queensland Productivity Commission’s draft report on electricity 
pricing is to the Palaszczuk Labor government what the Holy Hand Grenade was to Monty Python. The 
government had been given a plan, but it was so frozen that it still could not work out what to do with it. 

There is no better example of that than this D-grade Treasurer’s handling of the Seniors Card. 
The QPC report states— 
We have recommended that the Queensland Government as soon as practicable ... remove eligibility for the electricity rebate for 
QSC holders. The QSC is not means tested, and it means that anyone over the age of 65, regardless of income (and need) can 
access the electricity rebate. We have estimated that 106,000 households with QSC cards would no longer be eligible for the 
electricity rebate.  

At the press conference on the day of the release of the draft report, what did we have? The 
D-grade Treasurer was asked what he would do on that one. He said, ‘Well, we’ll have a look at that.’ 
He was asked again, ‘What would you do?’ ‘Well, we’re going to have a look at that.’ He was asked 
again, ‘What are you going to do about that?’ ‘Well, we’re going to have a look at it.’ Over and over and 
over again the Treasurer was asked and he said, ‘We will look at it.’  

Mr Cripps: Just a flesh wound. 
Mr POWELL: I take that interjection from the member for Hinchinbrook. It was just a flesh wound. 

Within 24 hours the Treasurer was out with his own statement, which said— 
Treasurer Curtis Pitt has again assured Queensland pensioners and seniors their existing electricity bill concessions are not at 
risk.  

The press release stated further— 
We will always ensure we look after our pensioners and make sure their existing concessions are safe.  
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That means that the government still has not made up its mind on this one. Potentially, anyone 
who is turning 65 anytime soon can expect to have their electricity rebate ripped off them. I say to the 
Treasurer to get a plan, to get serious about addressing electricity prices in this state and to stop scaring 
the pants off our pensioners.  

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements 
Hon. CW PITT (Mulgrave—ALP) (Treasurer, Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Partnerships and Minister for Sport) (10.25 am): I think the member for Surfers Paradise used the word 
‘clumsy’. He talked about Queensland’s gross domestic product. Just to get the clumsiness part out of 
the way, it is Queensland’s gross state product. If the member for Surfers Paradise is going to be 
nitpicking, I say to him to get the terminology right.  

It is concerning that I have to quote my words from my ministerial statement that I gave this 
morning in which I said that those opposite are always deriding the state accounts. When the member 
for Clayfield was the treasurer, in no fewer than six media statements—and I table those statements—
did he talk about how important GSP was and how important the state accounts were. 
Tabled paper: Media releases, various dates, by the former treasurer and minister for trade, Mr Tim Nicholls MP, regarding the 
Queensland economy [145]. 

Then what happened? Things went bad and he stopped talking about them. In fact, the former 
government stopped releasing them entirely until the former treasurer received pressure from the 
opposition to put something back up online. It is very concerning that the members opposite are now 
flipping and flopping and cherrypicking, as they did when they were in government. Now, they are doing 
it in opposition. 

We have heard a lot from those opposite. They are into their fourth year of talking down our state. 
On this side of the House, Labor will continue to talk up our economy, because there is a lot to be 
optimistic about. We have heard a lot of noise from those opposite about what is happening in terms of 
regional employment. It is worth remembering that when the LNP was in government it had a lack of 
interest in employment and it had no real employment policy. What did its policies result in? An increase 
in the unemployment rate from 5.5 per cent when it took over from Labor to 6.6 per cent when it left 
office. Under the LNP, unemployment went up to 6.9 per cent and, in seasonally adjusted terms, it went 
up to seven per cent. Right now, we have seen the unemployment rate go down to a two-year low—
down to 5.9 per cent—and this has occurred during challenging global economic conditions.  

Of course, since the election, we have seen more than 60,000 jobs created here in Queensland. 
In 11 months, 60,000 jobs have been created. That increase comprises a 22,100-person rise in full-time 
jobs and a 38,300-person rise in part-time employment. That is around 2,010 full-time jobs created each 
month.  

How does that increase compare to what happened under the former government? Under the 
former Newman government, on average Queensland lost over 330 full-time jobs each month and, in 
total, over 11,000 jobs. So while we are creating over 2,000 jobs per month, the former government, 
over its time in office, lost 300-plus jobs each month. That is a shameful record and those opposite 
have the gall to come in here to say that we use figures in a specific way. We are using hard data to 
tell the real story, which is that there is every reason that people should be very confident about what 
is happening. 

I say to the LNP members that full-time jobs pay for schoolbooks, study expenses, family holidays 
and home renovations. Full-time jobs strengthen communities. We are about jobs. That is what Labor 
is about and that is what it is continuing to be about.  

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Performance 
Mr SPRINGBORG (Southern Downs—LNP) (Leader of the Opposition) (10.28 am): After 12 

months in office, we have had 12 months of inaction, 12 months without a plan and 12 months of this 
government being without a clue. One would think that, after 12 months, a government would be able 
to point to some significant and substantial achievements. It has no plan, no direction and no clue. After 
12 months, all we have from Labor is more debt, more deficit and fewer jobs.  

It has been very interesting to see the behind the scenes manipulation of the facts. Last year the 
Premier directed the Treasurer to bring in balanced budgets, but guess what has happened over the 
Christmas period? That has disappeared. The Premier has now adjusted the Treasurer’s charter letter 
to match his level of incompetence. He is no longer required to bring down a balanced budget in 
Queensland, even after he tried a smoke-and-mirrors illusion last year.  
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We have a government that is frozen at the wheel; a government since it has been elected that 
has put Queensland and its economy on Mogadon. It has sedated the Queensland economy. We have 
the Premier, the Deputy Premier and the Treasurer frozen at the wheel. I think it would be interesting 
to see what would happen if the Deputy Premier leapt over into the front seat and grabbed hold of the 
wheel. That would be a pretty wild ride for everyone. I do not know what the direction would be then.  

In Queensland it is very interesting. This document sets out the real story of jobs lost. I seek a 
little indulgence, Mr Speaker, because those opposite held up other things this morning. This shows 
that there have been 7,600 jobs lost in the Mackay district, 6,700 jobs lost in the outback and 11,000 
jobs lost in southern Queensland. If we want to look at some independent validation for our position 
with regard to job losses, I was looking at something that came from just across the Brisbane River—
not very far away—that is, the Southside Summary, put together by that independent commentator the 
member for South Brisbane and the Deputy Premier, who talks about jobs in the economy and says, 
‘What we have done in Queensland is reduce the state to the lowest level of employment in two years.’ 
They are her words: lowest level of employment in two years. We have the Deputy Premier even 
agreeing now with the independent commentators. Is it any wonder that Queensland is frozen at the 
wheel? A great big bottle of Mogadon has been taken by the Queensland economy.  

Mr SPEAKER: Question time will conclude at 11.32.  

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Budget 
Mr SPRINGBORG (10.32 am):  My question without notice is to the Treasurer. Can the Treasurer 

guarantee that the 2016-17 budget will be in the black? 

Mr PITT: I truly do thank the opposition leader for the question. He is using the term will it be ‘in 
the black’. Of course he is talking about whether this will be a budget that is in surplus. Unless he has 
not read the budget papers that we put down in the 2015-16 budget— 

Ms Trad: I reckon that is a comfortable assumption.  

Mr PITT: I take that interjection from the Deputy Premier. There is a strong chance he has not 
read that. His statement of only a few moments ago made that crystal clear. He said there has been a 
continuation of rising debt and deficits. Hopefully I am quoting him faithfully. We have reduced debt by 
over $10 billion in this state. We have reduced general government sector debt by more than 
$10.6 billion. We actually had the first surplus in nearly a decade in the 2015-16 budget. I may wish to 
write to you, Mr Speaker, about the claims being made by the Leader of the Opposition. In his chance 
to try to grab a quick headline he may well have deliberately misled the House so we will have to have 
a talk about that.  

In answer to his question, what we saw in the 2015-16 budget and reaffirmed at MYFER is that 
we are on track to have a $1.2 billion surplus in 2015-16. It also says that we are forecast to have 
surpluses of around $1 billion plus for each of the next three years. I really do hope that this person 
who purports to be an alternative leader in this state has the opportunity at some stage to look at the 
budget papers. He really needs to take a cold shower, have a read of these budget papers, get a grasp 
of what he is trying to do if, heaven forbid, he was ever to come and sit in the chair here. It is of great 
concern that he asks that question.  

We have had writedowns which I announced in the MYFER. It is no secret there have been some 
very challenging global conditions that we have seen. This has been reinforced not just in our MYFER. 
Our Mid Year Fiscal and Economic Review talked about those challenges, but what else happened on 
that same day? The MYEFO, the federal midyear review, came out with tens of billions of dollars worth 
of writedowns. It is no secret that there are challenging conditions. Queensland is weathering that storm. 
Not only are we weathering the storm, we are coming out of this very positively. I will say again for the 
member for Southern Downs that we are in the box seat when it comes to economic growth in this 
nation. Even regarding a smaller writedown or a revision down of our growth figure for 2015-16 we are 
still leading all states at four per cent. What is it forecast to be next year? Four and a half per cent. I 
have outlined this morning what our gross state product looks like and that fact that we are growing at 
2.6 per cent over the first three quarters of the Palaszczuk government. All of the data points to this. 
The Leader of the Opposition was a global financial crisis denier; now he is a fiscal denier as well.  
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Palaszczuk Labor Government, Ministerial Charter Letters  
Mr SPRINGBORG: My second question without notice is also to the Treasurer. I refer to the 

Treasurer’s charter letter which was recently edited and I ask: did the Premier give any reason why she 
specifically deleted the requirement to balance the budget without ‘privatising essential income earning 
government assets’?  

Mr PITT: Again I thank the ‘member for Dorothy Dixer’ for his question because this is yet another 
example of someone who is not keeping pace with the data that is available, who is not up to speed in 
terms of what is happening. Let us have a look at the charter letters. The charter letters were reproduced 
because we have added three fine new members to our cabinet. We are very happy to see those three 
new members and we welcome back a former minister to our cabinet. They have all received charter 
letters. Those charter letters will be things that they will aim to adhere to because that is what we do on 
this side of the House: we make commitments and we deliver on them. We do not promise that we are 
going to save people $120 a year on their electricity bill and then have them rise by over $400. We do 
not say that we are going to freeze electricity prices and then see a 43 per cent rise in electricity. We 
keep our promises; those opposite break them. That is what people are very quickly realising about 
Labor versus the LNP. That is exactly what they are coming to realise.  

In specific response to his question, the member for Southern Downs is talking about the charter 
letter. The charter letter does talk about a range of things, but it has a very, very clear reference to our 
fiscal principles. Again, if the member for Southern Downs would care to read the budget papers, if he 
would care to have a look at what was in those budget papers, he might find that fiscal principle 2 
related very specifically to ensuring that we continue to have surpluses in this state to fund our capital 
program. That is what it says. The real reason why that is not in the charter letter is because we do not 
have to be trying to return the budget to the black, we have already done it. We did what those opposite 
could not do. We have done what the member for Clayfield could not do. We did not try to get tricky 
and change metrics to suit our narrative. Those opposite changed the metric that had been used in 
Queensland for decades to go to a fiscal balance instead of an operating balance to suit their narrative 
so they could try to flog off assets. We do not play those games. We respect the independent Treasury. 
We actually deliver what we say we are going to.  

In answer to both the first question and the second question from the member for Southern 
Downs: we will have the budget in the black, we will continue— 

Mr SPRINGBORG: I rise to a point of order. 

Mr PITT: What part of the question aren’t I answering now? 

Mr SPRINGBORG: Both parts actually. 

Mr SPEAKER: One moment, members. What is your point of order, Leader of the Opposition?  

Mr SPRINGBORG: My second question without notice was very specific. It asked did the Premier 
give any reason why she specifically deleted the requirement to balance the budget without privatising 
essential income-earning assets.  

Mr SPEAKER: I call the Treasurer. 

Mr PITT: Not only is he not reading well, he is not listening well today either. I have answered his 
question very clearly. The answer to the question is it is no longer required to be there specifically and 
explicitly because we have achieved that. We have already had the budget put back into surplus and it 
is forecast at each year. We will be able to deliver a surplus budget in the 2016-17 year and it is critical 
to ensure that we do. The member opposite should really be concerned about other things he has put 
on the table and that is asset sales. He really has to start thinking about his position.  

Accelerated Works Program 
Mr BUTCHER: My question is directed to the Premier. Will the Premier outline what projects and 

how many jobs have been identified under the Accelerated Works Program and other projects in the 
Gladstone region and other parts of Queensland?  

Ms PALASZCZUK: I thank the member for Gladstone for this important question, because I 
know he cares about his electorate and he cares about job-generating projects for his electorate. We 
were pleased to have our first community cabinet of the year in Gladstone recently. I thank all my 
ministers and directors-general for going to Gladstone, where we were able to announce a couple of 
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very significant projects for the Gladstone electorate, the first being a $40 million injection into a new 
emergency department for the Gladstone Hospital. It has taken 20 years to get that sort of money into 
the Gladstone Hospital. What reaction did we get in the past three years towards Gladstone? Not much! 
No funding towards— 

Mr Springborg interjected.  
Ms PALASZCZUK: He does not like it. The former health minister does not like it.  
Honourable members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Members, that is enough.  
Ms PALASZCZUK: We also announced a brand-new high school for Calliope. What was the 

plan of the former government in relation to that particular parcel of land, which had been earmarked 
for future growth and a future high school? The former education minister, who is sitting over there as 
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, wanted to sell that block of land. What did we do? We stopped 
the sale of that land and now it is being utilised for a brand-new school.  

Mr Langbroek: If dad won’t give it to you, ask mum; she’ll give it to you. 
Ms PALASZCZUK: The honourable member should have been there, talking to the students and 

the parents who welcomed that announcement. Well done to the member for Gladstone for being able 
to deliver on that very important issue. We know that if we can accelerate our capital works projects 
across the state it will create employment opportunities now. We saw that happen in Townsville with 
Queensland Nickel, where we were able to move projects quickly. We are doing that right across the 
state.  

Today I am very pleased to confirm that almost $15 million in projects and more than 40 full-time 
equivalent jobs will be fast-tracked under the Accelerated Works Program in the Gladstone region. The 
projects to be accelerated include maintenance projects at Clinton State School, Tannum Sands State 
High School and Rosedale State School, a series of projects at the HillClose residential estate and 
other projects by the Gladstone Area Water Board. We will also be working very closely to identify more 
projects across the state.  

Why is it important that we do that? I have been told by the Civil Contractors Federation that if 
we bring forward these projects now we can get people into work quickly. That is what my government 
is about: getting people back into work. Over the past three years under the former LNP government, 
we saw cuts to jobs and cuts to services. We are working to repair the damage that they did to 
Queensland.  

Uranium Exploration 
Mr LANGBROEK: My question is to the Minister for Natural Resources. This is in his portfolio, 

but it is not alcohol fuelled violence, so I am not sure if he is interested.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Deputy Leader of the Opposition, that is not necessary and it is not 

appropriate. Just ask the question.  
Honourable members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Thank you, members!  
Government members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order, government members! 
Mr LANGBROEK: My question is to the Minister for Natural Resources. I refer the minister to 

his original charter letter, which said that he was to take action to ‘ban uranium mining in Queensland’. 
The minister’s new charter letter now says he is not only to ban uranium mining in Queensland but also 
‘provide for uranium exploration activities to continue’. I ask: will the minister explain the importance of 
uranium exploration to the Queensland economy?  

Dr LYNHAM: I thank the member opposite for his question. I draw his attention to a bit of geology: 
uranium occurs in association with rare earth minerals. Rare earth minerals are a vital commodity and 
a great export earner for Queensland. Therefore, it is essential that exploration for uranium continues 
to pick up those rare earth minerals. I also draw the attention of the member to the fact that we have— 

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! I call the minister.  
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Dr LYNHAM: In this state, we have some of the largest deposits of rare earth minerals and 
exploration for uranium mining comes close to exploration for rare earth minerals. In fact, one of the 
largest deposits of rare earth minerals in the world exists in the stockpile at the defunct Mary Kathleen 
uranium mine. I have been meeting with companies from around the world to advise them of this 
deposit, which can stimulate mining in the north-west province. Soon we will have a task force in the 
north-west region to look at viable options to stimulate exploration in the north-west areas of 
Queensland. This is a vital area for mineral resources in Queensland. Once the commodity price 
downturn is corrected, we should see a rebound especially in north-west Queensland. We have to get 
there now. We have to find those deposits now, so that when the world commodity price changes we 
are ready to pounce.  

I liked the comment from the member opposite about my portfolio.  

Mr Langbroek interjected.  
Mr Springborg interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Deputy Leader of the Opposition and Leader of the Opposition, if you do 

not desist you will be warned under standing order 253A.  

Honourable members interjected.  

Mr SPEAKER: Order! And other members may join.  

Dr LYNHAM: Under my portfolio, I have been travelling all over the state, visiting centres such as 
Moranbah, Mount Isa and Mackay. All of those areas are hurting from the resources downturn. I draw 
the attention of the House to what the member opposite did when he was education and training 
minister. These are his visits: on 13 January, he attended the premiere of South Pacific; he attended 
an advanced screening of Gangster Squad; he attended a one-day international cricket match. I am 
travelling around the state looking after my portfolio, yet the member opposite swanned around the 
state. He attended an advance preview of Silver Linings Playbook and Beautiful Creatures. He attended 
Driving Miss Daisy. How was Driving Miss Daisy? He attended Swan Lake. Who was the minister for 
the arts? He attended a Bruce Springsteen concert.  

(Time expired)  

Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, Minister. I remind the minister and all members that when referring 
to another member he should not refer to them as ‘he’ or ‘she’.  

Business Confidence 
Ms FARMER: My question is to the Premier and Minister for the Arts. Will the Premier update the 

House on business confidence conditions in Queensland?  

Ms PALASZCZUK: I thank the member for Bulimba for the question. I congratulate her on her 
elevation to the office of Deputy Speaker. Over the last year under my government, we have seen the 
creation of 60,000 new jobs in Queensland. We have seen a growth rate predicted to be four per cent, 
which is the highest; we are leading the nation. Exports are at a record high. LNG exports are booming, 
with a third train about to officially open. We are bringing forward accelerated works projects to get 
people into employment in the regions. This government has got one clear focus and that is on jobs. I 
am unashamedly talking about jobs and we will continue to do that into the future.  

Recently, I was delighted to read some comments on the situation involving business confidence 
in Queensland, which I want to share with the House. The person states— 
We have seen considerable volatility in global share markets over the last few months, concerns about growth in China and big 
swings in fortunes on all major indexes, and that, obviously, is calculated to undermine confidence somewhat. But data released 
this week demonstrates that our economy remains, despite all of that, strong and resilient. The National Australia Bank business 
confidence index was unchanged in January. Given the volatility and uncertainty of which I just spoke, that is a remarkable result. 
Business confidence is highest in Queensland, followed by Tasmania and New South Wales in trend terms.  

An honourable member: Who said that?  

Ms PALASZCZUK: Who said that? Malcolm Turnbull! The Prime Minister of Australia is prepared 
to talk up the Queensland economy at the national level. Unlike those opposite, we are prepared to 
back Queensland.  
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On another issue, we are determined not to increase the GST. I have been fighting this fight at 
the national level because we know what the impact will be on households. Recent Treasury modelling 
has shown that 1.6 million households would be affected by an increase in the GST. Those opposite 
still support an increase in the GST. Lawrence Springborg says, ‘Time for mature debate on increasing 
the GST.’ That is their policy—stuck in the past; frozen in the past.  

I am pleased to say today that the Prime Minister has just confirmed that the federal government 
will not take a GST increase to the federal election. The Prime Minister is prepared to listen to 
Queensland on this issue unlike those opposite, who have no plans and no ideas.  

Gaming Industry 
Mrs SMITH: My question is to the Attorney-General. Can the Attorney-General guarantee that 

under the current government clubs will not be able to apply for extended gaming hours that would 
allow people to commence gaming before the current commencement time of 10 am?  

Mrs D’ATH: I thank the member for the question. This matter goes to a bill that is to be debated 
later in relation to— 

Mrs SMITH: I rise to a point of order, Mr Speaker. The question is about gaming and does not 
refer to the bill. It is about gaming.  

Mrs D’ATH: If those opposite actually read the bill—and I am gathering from their statements 
over the last few weeks that they have not—they would see that it goes to the decoupling of liquor 
licensing and gaming. They know that because they have made public comments about it. Those issues 
will be the subject of the debate, or are they saying that they will not be talking about gaming in the 
debate tonight?  

Mr SPEAKER: In relation to the point of order, because I have not studied the bill I will take the 
advice of the Attorney-General, who is responsible for the bill. If her advice is that the question relates 
to a matter before the House, so be it.  

Trade and Investment 
Mr PEARCE: My question is to the Deputy Premier. Will the Deputy Premier update the House 

on trade and investment growth in Queensland? Is the Deputy Premier aware of any alternative 
policies? 

Ms TRAD: I thank the member for the question. I know that the member for Mirani understands 
that foreign investment in Queensland means that resource projects get up. Foreign investment in 
Queensland means that large-scale agricultural projects get up. Foreign investment in our state is 
critical. That is the way our state has grown and thrived in the past and that is the way it will grow and 
thrive in the future. Everyone knows that trade means jobs. One in five jobs in Queensland—around 
440,000 jobs—are directly related to trade.  

The Trade and Investment Queensland office assisted more than 200 export deals last financial 
year alone. We have seen the government’s focus on trade and investment absolutely paying off. In 
2015 our exports reached a four-year high of almost $50 billion. This is a 12.6 per cent increase on the 
2014 figure—the last year those opposite were in power. That is a record increase.  

As well as exporting goods, attracting foreign investment is important too. International business 
investing in our state helps drive local jobs and the Queensland economy. As we saw last year with the 
debate on the sugar bill, that was put at risk. I was very disturbed to read in the Financial Review earlier 
this month that when the outgoing federal trade minister, Andrew Robb, was in Singapore recently he 
was taken to task specifically over re-regulation of the sugar industry in Queensland last year. 

Mr Cripps: By who?  

Ms TRAD: By those opposite. By the LNP in Queensland. They chose to re-regulate an industry. 
This is an embarrassment to Queensland and an embarrassment to Australia. I would like to wish 
Andrew Robb all the best in his retirement. I think he has been a fantastic trade minister. I think he has 
been dragged down by those opposite.  

Mr Cripps interjected.  
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Mr SPEAKER: Member for Hinchinbrook, your interjections have not been taken. If you persist 
you will warned under either standing order 253 or 253A.  

Ms TRAD: I would like to use the time remaining to wish the incoming trade minister, Mr Ciobo, 
all the best. I hope that he starts by making sure that the Commonwealth reverses this appalling 
economic decision and that he stands up for Queensland and the Queensland economy by making 
sure that the re-regulation of the sugar industry is not something that continues at a national level. They 
have the capacity with what occurred last year to regulate this industry out of existence. I call on Steve 
Ciobo to stand up for Queensland and stand up for Queensland jobs.  

Speaker’s Ruling, Question Out of Order 
Mr SPEAKER: Before I call the member for Kawana, I point out that in relation to the point of 

order raised by the member for Mount Ommaney, I have received advice that the question does go to 
matters in the bill. I refer the member to part 4 of the bill.  

Member for Bundamba 
Mr BLEIJIE: My question without notice is to the Premier. I refer the Premier to reports that the 

member for Bundamba says that she is making her way back into cabinet. Despite my excitement at 
the prospect, I ask: has the Premier given an undertaking to the member that she will be returned to 
cabinet, or will the Premier now rule out the member for Bundamba ever serving in the cabinet?  

Ms PALASZCZUK: I have made no such undertaking. This is the direction that those opposite 
want to go down when today we are talking about jobs, growing the economy, advancing Queensland, 
diversifying, tackling the issues in the regions and making sure that we have innovation. Malcolm 
Turnbull talks about an ideas boom. I have not heard one idea from those opposite about Queensland.  

Ms Trad: Not found.  

Ms PALASZCZUK: Absolutely nothing. I make no apology for this government having a firm 
focus on jobs. We know that we need to diversify— 

Mr BLEIJIE: I rise to a point of order, Mr Speaker. My question about the undertaking was in two 
parts. The Premier has indicated that the member for Bundamba will never be serving in the cabinet 
again. The Premier has answered the question. We are all satisfied with that. She can sit down.  

Mr SPEAKER: Resume your seat, member for Kawana. Premier, do you have anything further 
to add? 

Ms PALASZCZUK: No.  

Market Led Proposals  
Mrs LAUGA: My question is to the Treasurer. Will the Treasurer please update the House on the 

progress of the market led proposals initiative?  

Mr PITT: I thank the honourable member for her question—a fine advocate for her region. In last 
year’s budget I announced our market led proposals initiative. Our market led proposals initiative is 
really about asking private enterprises to come to government with proposals that the government did 
not actually ask for. That is a great thing because obviously there are lots of great ideas in the market.  

Mr Nicholls: You have no ideas of your own. You have to ask someone else to do it. You are 
outsourcing the ideas of government.  

Mr PITT: The member for Clayfield is off to a flyer for 2016. He needs to make sure he starts 
instructing the member next to him. 

Market led proposals are about talking to the private sector and engaging with them. Those 
opposite shut the door to the private sector. They shut the door to business. The first thing that was 
made very clear to us when we came into office was that those opposite had stopped listening.  

We are listening. In fact, we have more proposals under our market led proposals initiative since 
the budget than those opposite received under their unsolicited bids proposals in three years. Right 
now we have over 30 applications that we are assessing. Forums have been held. I certainly held one 
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in Cairns after the northern economic summit, which was a huge thing for the Cairns and Far North 
Queensland region. We have held them on the Gold Coast, on the Sunshine Coast and in Townsville. 
At each of these forums we have had between 50 and 80 attendees bringing their ideas to government.  

The Palaszczuk government is committed to regional Queensland. When it comes to success 
stories, already we have had one of our market led proposals progress to the second stage—the 
detailed assessment phase. That is the Logan Motorway enhancement. It proceeded to the detailed 
assessment stage in October last year. We have also had the Luggage Point cruise ship terminal, 
announced by the Premier last week, go to stage 2. In cementing South-East Queensland’s place as 
one of the premier tourism destinations of the world, we are very excited about what this cruise ship 
terminal could look like and what it is going to do. The Port of Brisbane economic modelling indicates 
that it will bring as much as $1.3 billion into the Brisbane economy over the next two decades. It is going 
to create up to an additional 100 full-time jobs and 300 jobs during construction.  

More proposals were received, as I said, in the first part of this government’s program than in the 
full three years of the last government. We are listening. We are turning ideas into reality. I have spoken 
to the market led proposals team within Treasury who are doing a great job of consulting across 
Queensland and I said very clearly to them that we want to be a government which is finding ways to 
say yes, instead of finding excuses to say no, which is what people got from those opposite. They 
stopped listening because they thought they knew everything. They became known as the know-it-all 
Newman government for a reason.  

We are engaging with business and we are saving taxpayers’ money, Mr Speaker, as you will 
see with the Logan Motorway enhancement. This is a great proposal and I will keep updating the House 
on how we are going with the initiative.  

Electoral Boundary Redistribution 
Mr WALKER: My question is to the Attorney-General. Will the Attorney-General give an 

undertaking that the commissioners appointed for the electoral boundary redistribution will be bipartisan 
appointments?  

Mrs D’ATH: I thank the member for his question. As I understand, the normal protocol has been 
that the opposition are consulted in relation to the consideration of appointments, and I intend to follow 
through with that normal process.  

Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements 
Mr WHITING: My question is to the Minister for Housing and Public Works. Will the minister outline 

key achievements from the Palaszczuk government in the minister’s portfolio over the last 12 months?  

Mr de BRENNI: I begin by congratulating the member for Murrumba on his appointment to Chief 
Government Whip. In the last 12 months, the Department of Housing and Public Works has shifted its 
focus back to delivering for Queensland families. It is for that reason that I congratulate Minister Enoch 
for her outstanding commitment to the people of Queensland both as the former minister for housing 
and public works and in her new role.  

One of the first steps for Minister Enoch was to restore dignity to Queensland’s most vulnerable 
families after being cruelly targeted by the former LNP government—and, in particular, the member for 
Everton—with callous policies that treated those families like second-class citizens. The Palaszczuk 
government’s fairness review into social housing policies will ensure that we now deal with people who 
live in public housing with respect. In the 12 months ending January 2016, this government had invested 
more than $617 million in the social housing network through capital works and maintenance projects. 
This will see more than 1,800 Queenslanders employed in the construction and maintenance industry.  

We have kept a roof over the head of 69,000 Queensland families. From Waterford to Mount Isa 
and from Cairns to Capalaba we have added 425 new homes and 629 properties through the National 
Rental Affordability Scheme—that is, 6,700 new families that this government is supporting. We have 
written over 22,700 bond loans. We have made 3,800 rental grants. We have assisted over 17,400 
people to find a home through RentConnect. We have opened two 72-hour crisis shelters for women 
and children escaping violence in Townsville and Brisbane. We have reinstated the Statewide Tenant 
Advice and Referral Service, which helps over 540,000 Queensland families each year. This is the job 
that Queenslanders elected us to do to make their lives better.  
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The Palaszczuk government cares about the people of Queensland and that is why we also care 
about the front-line staff because they are the ones who help vulnerable families day in and day out. 
This past year has been focused on restoring dignity and respect for the people who live in public 
housing, the people who work in the Department of Housing and Public Works and, for that matter, the 
people who build these homes for people like Nora and Tito, who were unable to find a place in the 
private rental market after Tito’s stroke and we provided a home for them, or for people like Bruce, 
whom I met in Central Queensland a couple of weeks ago where this government partnered with the 
private sector to deliver him a home that we would all be proud to live in. This is a government guided 
by compassion, consultation and reform. I am honoured to be serving as a minister in this government.  

Interruption.  

PRIVILEGE 

Speaker’s Ruling, Question Out of Order 
Mr SPRINGBORG (Southern Downs—LNP) (Leader of the Opposition) (11.03 am): Mr Speaker, 

I rise on a matter of privilege suddenly arising. It is in relation to the ruling that you made earlier in 
relation to the question by the honourable member for Mount Ommaney about the hours at which a 
club can commence operating their gaming machines. In the ruling to the House, Mr Speaker, you 
indicated, based on advice, that part 4 of the bill made that question invalid and out of order. I would 
contend upon reading the bill and the explanatory notes that quite specifically part 4 talks about when 
a club must stop operating poker machines or gaming machines. It has no reference to whether a club 
can apply to operate gaming machines earlier than the current 10 am. Mr Speaker, specifically this 
issue is not covered in the legislation before the House. I would ask if you would take some more advice 
in relation to that.  

Mr SPEAKER: I thank the Leader of the Opposition. I will consider the matter you raised and I 
will report back to the House.  

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
Resumed. 

Live Cattle Trade 
Mrs FRECKLINGTON:  My question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Does the minister support 

the live cattle trade and can the minister explain the importance of the live cattle trade to the Queensland 
economy and jobs?  

Mr HINCHLIFFE: Mr Speaker, I rise to a point of order. I just want to clarify that the question is 
not seeking an opinion.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Members, one moment.  
Mr HINCHLIFFE: I just want to clarify that the question was not seeking an opinion.  
Mr SPEAKER: Minister, there is a lot of interest. I call you if you would like to answer the 

question.  
Ms DONALDSON: I must say that I am quite disappointed that the member for Nanango has 

asked the question as she would know that I have written to her offering her any briefings she would 
like with me to help her better understand anything. I am really disappointed that she has not taken me 
up on this offer.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Members, before I ask the minister to resume— 
Mr Boothman interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Member for Albert, you are now warned under standing order 253A. If you persist 

with your interjections, you will be asked to leave the chamber.  
Ms DONALDSON: For the shadow minister’s benefit— 
Mrs Frecklington interjected.  
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Mr SPEAKER: Member for Nanango, you have asked the question. If you persist with your 
interjections while the minister is attempting to answer the question, you will also be warned under 
standing order 253A.  

Ms DONALDSON: Here is a lesson for the opposition as a minister with the requirement to 
represent all industry players, producers, exporters, road, rail, shipping and ports, value adders and 
enablers. The LNP never do this. They always find a winner to the detriment of others. Labor is 
interested in governing in the interest of all Queenslanders. We support jobs and we support job 
creation. We also support value-adding and jobs that are provided by meat processors. Value-adding 
is a term we will never hear from the opposition. Ultimately, the decision of live exports is a decision by 
the federal government.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, members. I am trying to hear the answer from the minister.  
Ms DONALDSON: Labor supports jobs in the regions. The LNP have shown that over the last 

three years that they were in government they were very happy to see local jobs lost in the rural areas 
of Queensland.  

Eagle Farm Racecourse 
Ms LINARD: My question is to the Minister for Racing. Will the minister please update the House 

about the progress on the upgrade of Eagle Farm Racecourse and how this will benefit the Queensland 
racing industry?  

Ms GRACE: I thank the member for Nudgee for her question. I note her interest in racing, and I 
know there are trainers who use Nudgee Beach in her electorate to train their horses and get them in 
peak condition for race day. Queensland has 115 racecourses for thoroughbreds—second in number 
only to New South Wales. Queenslanders love racing and we love visiting our local track, whether it is 
a picnic meeting in the bush or Australia’s richest race day at the Magic Millions on the Gold Coast. But 
there is no doubt that Eagle Farm is our premier racing venue, home to the Queensland Derby and the 
time honoured Stradbroke Handicap.  

I am pleased to inform the House that a major refurbishment of Eagle Farm Racecourse—funded 
by the state government’s Racing Infrastructure Fund—is on track. In a little over 12 weeks, on 11 May, 
racing will return to Eagle Farm for the first time since August 2014, in time for Queensland’s 
internationally recognised winter racing carnival. Since becoming racing minister, I have visited Eagle 
Farm, which is in the electorate of the member for Clayfield, a number of times to inspect the works 
going on there. The progress is impressive. New turf on the course proper has been laid. The vehicular 
and pedestrian tunnels are receiving finishing touches. A new public concourse is being developed to 
serve as a focal point on race days. In a world first, a new state-of-the-art infield stabling complex is 
also being developed, providing 400 stables and associated training and husbandry facilities. This is in 
addition to a new digital timing system which will be installed on course, giving punters access to 
state-of-the-art technology which tracks the progress of each runner. A giant infield screen, believed to 
be one of the world’s largest, at 44 metres in length, will also be installed showing every race live. These 
are exciting times for Eagle Farm.  

I want to congratulate Brisbane Racing Club chairman, Neville Bell, his board and CEO, Dave 
Whimpey, for the outstanding job they are doing upgrading our premier racecourse. BRC has shown 
itself to be a commercially savvy organisation with a long-term plan to transform Eagle Farm into a 
world-class mixed use precinct. They have a master plan, and in a joint venture arrangement with 
Mirvac they will develop a residential precinct on site once the stables are moved. However, one 
complaint they did have is how long this project was delayed by those opposite. The procrastination 
and the unnecessary number of letters—in fact, I lost count—the Treasurer wrote to the then racing 
minister about receiving a commercial arrangement in relation to the loan. Finally, the previous minister 
got this on track and we will see a beautiful racecourse very soon.  

Yellow Canopy Syndrome 
Mr CRIPPS: My question without notice is to the Minister for Agriculture. Can the minister provide 

the House with an update on strategies to address the impacts of yellow canopy syndrome on the 
Queensland sugar industry?  

Ms DONALDSON: I thank the honourable member for the question. I will take that question on 
notice.  
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Cattle Tick Line 
Mr CRAWFORD: My question is to the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries. Will the minister 

detail to the House a recent media release calling for the cattle tick line consultation period to be 
extended to 31 February?  

Ms DONALDSON: I thank— 

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Members, we can wait as long as you want. It is question time. I call the 

minister.  

Ms DONALDSON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. I thank the member for Barron River for his question. 
I would like to remind him that there are only 29 days in February, being a leap year, unless he is talking 
about the member for Nanango’s media release of 11 January in which she called for the tick line 
consultation period to be extended until 31 January. I would like to table a copy of this media release 
for the benefit of the House.  
Tabled paper: Media release, dated 11 January 2016, by the Office of the Leader of the Opposition titled ‘Minister’s Sneaky 
“Closed” Tick Meeting at Kingaroy’ [147]. 

Mr Bleijie interjected.  

Mr SPEAKER: Order! Member for Kawana, you are warned under standing order 253A. If you 
persist with your interjections, you will be asked to leave the chamber.  

Mrs Frecklington interjected.  

Mr SPEAKER: Order! Member for Nanango, you have already been mentioned this morning. I 
would ask you to consider your comments.  

Ms DONALDSON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. If the member for Nanango cannot even work out 
how many days there are in February— 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! Minister, I would ask you not to provoke the member for Nanango and to 
come back to answering the question.  

Ms DONALDSON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. After listening to producers and industry and 
consulting widely, the Palaszczuk government has extended the tick line consultation period until 29 
February. This is a chance to amend the location of the tick line. This is the first time this has been 
looked at in 30 years. For the member for Nanango’s benefit, my department has been consulting with 
industry representatives since last August to determine how the government can best help producers 
to manage the menace of cattle ticks. As we all know, cattle ticks cost producers billions of dollars every 
year. AgForce cattle board president, Bim Struss, has welcomed our approach, saying, ‘This is exactly 
what the industry wants and in AgForce we are very appreciative that the minister has responded so 
positively to our concerns.’ 

I need to correct another statement from the member for Nanango. On 5 January the honourable 
member claimed in a media release that submissions could not be mailed in. I table a copy of this media 
release for the benefit of the House.  
Tabled paper: Media release, dated 5 January 2016, from the Office of the Leader of the Opposition titled ‘More time needed for 
tick line talks’ [146]. 

This is simply incorrect. The postal address, for those who are interested, is the Department of 
Agriculture and Fisheries, PO Box 46, Brisbane 4001. Hard copies of the survey are available by calling 
the department’s customer service line on 132523. I encourage producers and anyone interested in the 
location of the tick line to make a submission. There is still time. Submissions can be made until 29 
February. I will repeat that for the benefit of the member for Nanango: that is 29 February.  

Public Housing 
Mr MOLHOEK: My question is to the Minister for Housing and Public Works. Is the minister 

intending to water down policies that relate to bullying of neighbours?  
Mr de BRENNI: I thank the member for the question. I can only presume that the member is 

referring to neighbours of the 69,000 Queensland families who live in our social housing stock. I find it 
equally surprising that there has been no approach to my office for a discussion of any matters relating 
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to this portfolio. In fact, my assessment of the previous 12 months of this government is that the shadow 
minister has not asked one single question in relation to this portfolio—not one. The shadow minister 
for housing and public works has not yet approached me to ask any questions about neighbours of our 
social housing stock. I see no evidence of the member for Southport speaking to neighbours of social 
housing tenants in the member’s electorate.  

Mr MOLHOEK: Mr Speaker, I rise to a point of order. The minister is not answering the question. 
The question was in respect of the current three strikes policy regarding public housing tenants and 
whether the minister is planning to water down the current policy around bullying of neighbours and 
badly behaved tenants.  

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I call the minister.  
Mr de BRENNI: Whilst the question did not ask anything about the three strikes policy that the 

member refers to, I am very happy to update the House on the fairness changes that the Palaszczuk 
government committed to implement that we have overseen and delivered. We have restored dignity 
and fairness to thousands of Queensland families. Hundreds of thousands of Queenslanders made the 
decision to reject the LNP’s unfair laws in relation to our social housing tenants. They expected Labor 
to restore fairness and that is just what we have done.  

The Palaszczuk government has listened to the people of Queensland and we are delivering on 
this commitment to restore fairness to social housing tenants through our Fairness Charter. Nine 
policies were identified for amendment and three new policies have already been implemented. The 
first of those delivers fairness for people who want an absence from their home, formerly known as the 
temporary absences policy. No longer do Queenslanders have to seek approval to take a short absence 
from their home. The second element that we instituted was a fair listing for vacancy, enabling 
applicants to automatically list for public and community housing, making access to social housing 
much easier and simpler. Finally, there is the fair expectations of behaviour policy.  

I am arming the front-line staff of the Department of Housing and Public Works with the flexibility 
to make decisions about social housing tenants based on individual human needs. We have made the 
expectations of behaviour very clear. There is no watering down and I expect our front-line staff to make 
decisions that allow for early identification of issues. The key difference in our approach is that we will 
be taking action before tenancies fail by working with our partners across government and across 
community.  

Queensland Health  
Mr KELLY: My question is of the Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services. Will 

the minister please update the House on initiatives to boost front-line health workers?  
Mr DICK: I thank the member for Greenslopes for his question. He is a man who spent much of 

his career at the front line in health care working as a nurse. He knows firsthand the impact that the 
cuts of the LNP government had on our front-line services in Queensland. 

I am pleased to report to the parliament that this first year of the Palaszczuk government has 
been a year of achievement in Health. How have we done that? We have done that by investing in 
people, by investing in infrastructure and by investing in innovation. How have we invested in people? 
Starting in January and over the next couple of months 1,500 new nurse graduates will be going into 
our public hospitals and other hospitals in Queensland. That is a 28 per cent increase on the number 
of graduate nurses that went in under the opposition as at January last year. There is a record 740 new 
interns—young doctors coming out of university—going into public hospitals. We have a record 
Ambulance budget of $633 million and 75 new paramedics going onto the front line in Queensland. 
How have we been investing in infrastructure? We have done that through our Enhancing Regional 
Hospitals program. There is $70 million for a new hospital in Roma. What did the Mayor of Roma, Rob 
Loughnan, say? He said it is the biggest capital works project in Roma in 50 years.  

This party was born in the bush. The Australian Labor Party was born in the bush 125 years ago 
and we deliver for the bush. There are also new facilities in little communities in the west and the central 
west such as Aramac and Alpha that will change the lives of people in that part of Queensland. Of 
course, there is $40 million for a new emergency department in Gladstone, something for which that 
community has been waiting. They had 20 years with an Independent who could not deliver it. There is 
now a new Labor member in that electorate delivering for Queensland. We are delivering in innovation 
with investments coming in hospitals in Caloundra and Hervey Bay, and I know the members for Hervey 
Bay and Caloundra will thank me for that, although I will not hold my breath.  
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Finally, we are investing in innovation. We have put money into genomics—$25 million over a 
number of years partnering with other states and our leading genomics research institute. This is the 
new frontier for health, science and research in Queensland. We are putting money into genomics 
which will solve and heal people facing diseases that we cannot currently deal with—chronic illness in 
particular. Finally, of course, there is our $35 million innovation fund for integrated care, bringing 
together primary, secondary and tertiary health care, building links between general practice and our 
hospitals. That is also the future of how we are going to deliver health care in the community. People 
will be treated in their community by people they know. They will be closer to their family, friends and 
community. That will keep them out of hospitals so they can get on with their lives. That is what Labor 
governments do across-the-board—people, infrastructure and innovation—and there will be more of 
that this year.  

Mr SPEAKER: Before calling the member for Caloundra, I am informed that we have students 
from the Wavell State High School in the electorate of Nudgee in our public gallery observing our 
proceedings.  

Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital, Security 
Mr McARDLE: My question is to the Minister for Health. Can the minister confirm that extra 

security has been activated at the Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital because of protester activity at the 
site?  

Mr DICK: I am not aware. Of course, as the honourable member knows, those matters are 
managed by our hospital and health services. Issues like security in particular and a whole range of 
services that are delivered through hospitals are delivered through hospital and health services.  

Mr McArdle interjected.  
Mr DICK: We have 16 of those in Queensland including a hospital and health service at 

Children’s Health Queensland— 
Mr McArdle interjected.  
Mr DICK:—that was set up under the previous government. I am not aware of that. That may 

very well be the case. Security demands in hospitals go up and down all the time. That is what happens. 
Sometimes there are security pressures on hospitals that require a response. I can assure the 
honourable member that that hospital is operating well.  

Mr McArdle interjected.  
Mr DICK: I am advised that no child has been turned away from that hospital. There is capacity 

at that hospital. We are treating patients as they come through the door and it has been a great tribute 
to the staff of that hospital in what we have been able to do over the last 12 months. It has been a great 
tribute. They are the ones who filled the gap when the commissioning and opening of that hospital was, 
frankly, left to be a debacle under the last minister.  

Mr McArdle: Take it on notice and find out and come back to the House. 
Mr DICK: That will not be repeated. I will ensure that any other hospital that opens in Queensland 

under my watch—and the member for Caloundra may wish to listen carefully—will not face that same 
sort of debacle that they presided over when they were in government. We will open hospitals safely, 
we will put patient care first and we will leave those effective operational decisions to our hospital and 
health services and our boards which we instituted which they implemented and which we support. We 
will let the boards and our executives make those decisions so they can properly manage hospitals in 
Queensland.  

Mr McArdle interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Member for Caloundra, you have had a pretty good go at your interjections all 

morning. You are now warned under standing order 253A. If you persist, you will be asked to leave the 
chamber for a period of time.  

State Schools, Class Sizes  
Mrs GILBERT: My question is to the Minister for Education. Will the minister outline to the House 

how the Palaszczuk government is helping to reduce class sizes in Queensland state schools and 
ensure more individual attention for students?  
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Ms JONES: I say thank you to the member for Mackay, who spent most of her career as a teacher 
in schools. She knows firsthand how important it is to ensure that we are delivering extra teachers in 
our schools right across Queensland. I am very pleased to advise the House that our government is 
already delivering when it comes to our commitment to boost teacher numbers with an additional 875 
teachers across Queensland above growth. We are doing this with 290 new teachers—extra above 
growth—starting in classrooms right across this state this year because we know that delivering 
education is about a down payment for our future. It is about growing Queensland, growing Queensland 
jobs and growing the capacity of our state. That is why one of the first things our Premier did was to 
promise to wind back the cuts to teachers and education that we saw under the LNP. They removed 
hundreds of teaching positions from Queensland schools right across this state. I am very pleased to 
say that we are delivering in schools not only in the electorate of the honourable member for Mackay 
at Beaconsfield State School, Mackay State High School, Pioneer State High School and Mackay North 
State High School but also in the electorate of the shadow minister for education. The man who wants 
to be education minister in this state does not think we should be putting on extra teachers. In actual 
fact— 

Ms Trad interjected.  

Ms JONES: You are right; I take the interjection. He does not want to be education minister. 
Maybe that is why he cannot get education 101. It is because he is actually not interested in education. 
He is interested in watching the backs of those two gentlemen there. 

An opposition member: That’s rude. 

Ms JONES: Last time I checked, calling someone a nitwit was a bit rude, too.  

Honourable members interjected.  

Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, members. The minister has the call.  

Ms JONES: I find when I talk to teachers that they think it is pretty rude when you talk down their 
profession. It is pretty rude when you talk down the influence that a teacher has on children’s lives. It is 
pretty rude to talk down a profession which is the backbone of providing education in this state. What 
we have seen from the shadow minister for education is him going on the public record saying that 
these extra teachers will not make one iota of difference to education in this state.  

I challenge the member for Everton to go to Albany Creek State High School, Everton Park State 
High School, Albany Creek State School, Albany Hills State School, McDowall State School, Eatons 
Hill State School and Everton Park State School, all of which are in his electorate and benefit from the 
Palaszczuk government’s commitment to boost teachers in this state. I have not met a teacher, a 
principal, a parent or a student, including the wonderful students in the gallery here today from Wavell 
State High School, who does not believe that putting extra resources and extra teachers into our 
classroom does not deliver better results. I stand by the Premier and our commitment to grow jobs, 
jobs, jobs and teachers, teachers, teachers in this state.  

Interruption. 

PRIVILEGE 

Speaker’s Ruling, Question Out of Order 
Mr SPEAKER: Before calling the next member for his question I will take this opportunity to 

respond to the matter of privilege raised by the Leader of the Opposition regarding the question that I 
earlier ruled out of order on the basis of anticipation. The question went to the ability of clubs to apply 
for extended opening hours for gaming, allowing clubs to apply for opening before 10 am. The bill has 
provisions relating to closing hours, coupling liquor hours with closing hours for gaming. Part 4 clause 15 
seeks to insert a clause relating to closing hours for gaming. The explanatory notes state— 
Gaming applications will be able to be approved for a period of up to two hours after the service of liquor at the licensed premises 
ceases.  

Later the explanatory notes state— 
To promote the development of a diverse night time economy that includes but does not revolve solely around the service of 
alcohol, the Bill provides clarity that licensees are able to stay open beyond the hours of liquor service to provide other services 
such as food, non-alcoholic beverages and entertainment.  
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The question is about opening hours rather than closing hours. The question may be—in all 
probability is—enlivened by the bill setting a closing time and not an apparent opening time. On one 
view, it is still anticipatory of issues in the bill going to the wider issue of operating hours. It is certainly 
a question that could be raised in consideration of the clause in the bill. However, in fairness to the 
opposition, given that it could be argued to be distinct from the bill, I am going to now allow the question. 
I call the member for Mount Ommaney if she would like to ask the question of the Attorney-General 
again. You have two minutes.  

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
Resumed from p. 36. 

Gaming Industry 
Mrs SMITH: Can the Attorney-General guarantee that under the current government clubs will 

not be able to apply for extended gaming hours that would allow people to commence gaming before 
the current 10 am commencement?  

Mrs D’ATH: I thank the member for her question. Gaming Machine Regulation section 15, 
‘Periods when gaming must not be conducted’, talks about the prescribed periods for Anzac Day, Good 
Friday, Christmas Day and— 
For any other day—before 10a.m., other than to the extent of any part of the period, that is part of the licensee’s hours of gaming 
fixed for the licensee’s licensed premises by the commissioner, that started on the previous day.  

I can advise the member and all members of the House that there is no intention to change that 
regulation and no licences provided for pre 10 am gaming in pubs and clubs since changes under the 
Bligh government.  

Mr SPEAKER: Question time has now expired.  

MATTERS OF PUBLIC INTEREST 

Health Portfolio 
Mr SPRINGBORG (Southern Downs—LNP) (Leader of the Opposition) (11.32 am): Mr Speaker, 

it has been very interesting to listen to government ministers during question time this morning, who 
have no real understanding of any clear direction in this state. I suppose that if the Premier does not 
know what she is doing then you cannot really blame the ministers for not knowing what they are doing. 
What we heard this morning from the Treasurer is a clear indication of that. At least under our 
government we were given a clear indication of the expectation on day one, and that was carried 
through without equivocation all the way through our term in office.  

My clear direction was to fix the mess in Health left by the Labor Party, and that was an absolute 
doozy. I do not think that any other minister has ever received a charter letter which says, 
‘Congratulations! Here is your basket case. Good luck. See if you can fix it up.’ That is a paraphrase of 
what was left to me, and that did not change one little bit throughout my tenure as the Minister for Health 
in Queensland. If you think that is over the top, it was former Labor premier Anna Bligh who said that 
Health in Queensland was a basket case and could not be fixed. The honourable member for 
Woodridge sat in the Bligh cabinet as that basket case developed year after year. There was no apology 
for the fake Tahitian prince and no apology for the $6 million payroll contract which blew out to be a 
$1.253 billion debacle, which was an enormous escalation in the waste of public expenditure. There 
was no apology, as was pointed out by the Auditor-General, when three major hospitals which were 
planned and contracted by the Labor Party in their time in government—the Lady Cilento, Sunshine 
Coast University Hospital and Gold Coast Public Hospital—blew out by $2.2 thousand million. That is 
almost $4 thousand million worth of waste in health care. There was no apology for the 63,000 people 
who were on the dental long-wait list in Queensland. Some of those people waited more than 10 years. 
At the end of the Newman government not one single person was waiting longer than was 
recommended for a routine appointment, which was two years. There was a reduction of 63,000 in just 
a few months, let alone three years. There was no apology from the member for Woodridge with 
regard— 
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Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Order! I will interrupt the member for Southern 
Downs. There is a lot of noise as people are moving in and out of the House. Could I ask everyone to 
settle into their seats, please. The member for Southern Downs has the call.  

Mr SPRINGBORG: There was no apology from the member for Woodridge with regard to the 
6,485 people on the long-wait surgical waitlist in Queensland, which had been reduced to approximately 
70 when we left office and which is now heading towards 300. What we do know is that the member for 
Woodridge, who signed off on his service delivery statements in last year’s budget, said that he would 
be continuing with the three good years of fiscal management that immediately preceded him and the 
$320 million budget surplus that had been left to him, which is in stark contrast to the $300 million 
budget deficit in Health that I inherited.  

There was no acknowledgment prior to that of the $1.2 billion or thereabouts in accumulated 
surplus under the LNP, and you can do a lot more with a surplus than you can with a deficit: you can 
announce a lot of Roma hospitals; you can take credit for what happened in Alpha, which was the first 
new innovative jointly co-located health facility with other emergency services and facilities planned by 
the LNP as a whole new way of delivering those particular facilities. With regard to Aramac, this minister 
is claiming the previous government’s initiatives in that area. Frankly, we do acknowledge and 
understand that the Roma Hospital needed to be rebuilt—there was little choice because it had about 
an inch and a half crack on one side and was falling into the ground—but it is very easy to rebuild a 
hospital when you have $320 million worth of surplus.  

There was no acknowledgment from the health minister over there about what happened on the 
Gold Coast before he became the health minister. Under the previous Labor government patients were 
listed by the Gold Coast health service as ‘never ever, ever, ever to be seen’. There was no 
acknowledgment from the Minister for Health with regard to the number of ophthalmic patients who 
were listed as never ever being seen as outpatients at the Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital. 
When I first became minister the director-general brought in the outpatient waiting list and asked, as 
was the normal procedure, ‘Do you want to take these to cabinet?’ I said, ‘Taking things to cabinet is 
about hiding things. We are going to publish things from here on in.’ Under the previous six years of the 
Labor government that escalation was worsening at 15 per cent a year from about 120,000 to almost 
240,000 outpatients who were not being seen. We were able to stop that from getting worse while at 
the same time addressing other issues, and that figure was held at around 230,000. The way you treat 
that is to deal with the surgery—to deal with fixing the system and to make sure you can free up the 
resources. There was no credit and no acknowledgement. This had nothing to do with the current health 
minister. It is a lot easier to cruise along when it has been left to you. That is the story of the LNP 
government—in one area after the other after the other.  

Let us look at Education. The education minister of the day, John-Paul Langbroek, inherited a 
situation whereby people were losing confidence in public education in this state. He brought in 
independent public schools. In partnership with the private sector he oversaw the construction of 10 
new schools in Queensland. This saw people come back to and regain confidence in the public 
education system.  

Let us look at Tourism. We had a clear strategy around rebuilding and reinvigorating the tourism 
industry in this state. That strategy continues to underpin this government’s own performance in that 
area. It would have to, because those opposite have no tourism investment strategy. Late last year they 
tried four iterations, yet they still do not have one. This is another example of the clumsiness and lack 
of direction of this government. Is it any wonder they continue to be frozen at the wheel?  

In public housing, the honourable members for Everton and Moggill were able to reduce the 
number of people on the public housing waiting list from 30,000-odd to 19,000-odd in three years in 
government. This is supposed to be the Labor Party’s strong suit, but it left public housing tenants just 
wallowing out there with nowhere to go. We oversaw a significant reduction in the public housing waiting 
list.  

Let us look at what was done with regard to sovereign rights for landholders in Queensland in 
the natural resources portfolio. We had a clear direction with regard to the resources portfolio. There 
was a clear direction from the then treasurer about what was required from us with regard to paying 
down debt and making sure we put our efforts into rebuilding front-line services.  

I could speak about what was being done in a whole range of other portfolios, but time will prevent 
me from doing that. I mention the social services investment strategy and the work that was being done 
by the honourable member for Aspley and so many others in the area of regulation. They are the sorts 
of things that should have set Queensland up but the opportunity has been squandered.  
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We have a government which is reviewing, not doing. There are currently 80 reviews being 
conducted in Queensland. The first reported only a week or so ago. Wasn’t that a meandering disaster 
from the Treasurer? He stood there today and said one thing but he will say another thing tomorrow 
and another thing after that. The only thing the Premier could do was to put him out of his misery by 
saying that she, too, was concerned about the way the Treasurer was handling this—as the honourable 
member for Glass House says, scaring the pants off pensioners. The only decision they really made 
was to do something they should have done 12 months ago—that is, deregulate electricity in South-East 
Queensland. That is the only decision they could have made. The rest of it we are still not quite sure 
about.  

That gives us a window into what we can expect under this incompetent, directionless 
government over the next 12 months and beyond. We in parliament are waiting for the reports of the 
other 79 reviews, inquiries or whatever you want to call them. This is a government that is incapable of 
making any sort of decision.  

We heard a remarkable thing this morning from the Minister for Natural Resources. He said that 
they are going looking for uranium in order to find something else.  

Mr Cripps: Why don’t you just nominate the other elements?  
Mr SPRINGBORG: I would have thought you would nominate the other elements. I would be 

very interested to hear what the Greens have to say about this. ‘We are looking for uranium but we are 
not actually looking for uranium; we are looking past the uranium. We are wanting to find something’—
as if uranium has become a magnet for all of these other elements. Why do they not go looking for 
something else? If they did, they might actually find what they were looking for. That is the problem with 
this government: they have to go looking for something else in order to find the things they are looking 
for. That is a really sad way to run government in the state of Queensland.  

The long and short of it is that we have an incompetent government that is making the jobs 
situation worse. It is increasing debt, it is increasing deficit and Queenslanders are losing out as a 
consequence. 

(Time expired)  

White Ribbon Day 
Mr FURNER (Ferny Grove—ALP) (11.44 am): I rise to speak about an event held last year in my 

electorate. As a white ribbon ambassador since 2008 I was proud to host the event, which is becoming 
an annual event. The White Socks Walk ‘n’ Wheels was held on Saturday, 21 November last year at 
Ferny Grove State School.  

Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Order! It is very early in the day and this is the second 
time I have had to ask members to keep conversation to a minimum, please.  

Mr FURNER: The white ribbon event was motivated by men in the area to raise awareness and 
funds to address the unacceptable levels of violence in our community directed at women and their 
children. Often this violence affects entire extended families who are not even the primary targets of 
violent attacks. The psychological as well as physical and financial costs of domestic violence are still 
largely underestimated. The number of parliamentarians who have spoken about this scourge in our 
society has, in itself, generated an interest and the concern of predominantly women coming out and 
speaking about this issue. It is good to see in that respect.  

When we talk about violence as a concept, it is important that we not make the mistake of limiting 
our understanding of it to only physical assaults. The spate of high-profile domestic violence killings 
that have been splashed across our newspapers and television screens are the end point of domestic 
violence, not the beginning. This Palaszczuk Labor government is committed to changing that culture. 
Domestic violence includes behaviours and actions that involve threats, mental and emotional 
blackmail, controlling conduct and disparagement. Far too often these kinds of actions have been 
accepted or overlooked in our society, because of either unexamined tradition or blatant male 
chauvinism.  

Safety was the major theme of the Ferny Grove event. This included a public examination of the 
measures that both men and women take each day to keep safe. I have seen this exercise performed 
by others and I performed it myself during the event last year. The results are quite affecting and 
profound. I undertook the exercise on stage with butcher’s paper. It involved listing the number of 
concerns that men raise—and that was very limited. I think there were only about two. When it came to 
the women raising their concerns, we ran out of butcher’s paper. For many males present at the event, 
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the realisation that many women take upward of 20 measures on a daily basis to ensure their own 
safety, while men undertake few or none and merely assume their own safety, was both alarming and 
educational. Clearly, we still have much to do. Perhaps a starting point for us males in this chamber is 
to admit the disparity in safety that exists, even today, between men and women.  

It would be remiss of me to speak about the Ferny Grove white ribbon event without mentioning 
some of the people who made it happen. First, I mention the members of the community who showed 
up to take part and learn. I express my thanks on what proved to be an unusually hot November day. 
This year we are aiming at an event involving a candlelight vigil earlier in the year.  

Second, I mention the major organisational supporters: DVConnect; White Ribbon Australia; 
Principal Brett Shackleton of Ferny Grove State School; the Hills District PCYC, Ferny Grove police; 
Gallipoli Barracks Defence Force personnel, who brought along their own Bushmaster and provided 
rides for the children during the event; Stephen Family Pastoral Company; Jetts Fitness Ferny Grove; 
Arana Leagues Club; Terry Kearney from Samford Valley Meats, who supplied the sausages for the 
event; Brook News, Brookside Shopping Centre; Flight Centre Arana Hills; Poshamocha; and Tam from 
TDS Group. Their contributions resulted in the event raising $712.35 for White Ribbon Australia.  

Thirdly, I thank my staff, particularly Ross Williams, and our organisers and speakers including 
Senior Sergeant Rob Colthorpe from the Ferny Grove police, Vanessa Baird, Graham Theaker, Laurie 
Fitzgerald, Ali and Cam Gibbs and presenter Michael Jeh.  

Finally, I recognise the contribution of brave Indigenous woman Renee Williams, who told her 
story about how she was affected by domestic violence in her upbringing. In conclusion, I will quote the 
words of Martin Luther King Jr, who said— 
In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies but the silence of our friends.  

Queensland Economy 
Mr LANGBROEK (Surfers Paradise—LNP) (Deputy Leader of the Opposition) (11.49 am): This 

morning I rise to speak about Queensland’s state finances and the economy. This morning we heard 
comments from the Deputy Premier and Treasurer that I addressed in my private member’s statement 
just before question time, but it is important to get the detail into Hansard. The Deputy Premier was the 
first one this morning to make the point that Labor had delivered the first operating surplus in a decade. 
That is not correct and I table for the benefit of the House page 8 from Budget Paper No. 2 which shows 
the Queensland budget had an operating surplus of $619 million in 2013-14 under the LNP. 
Tabled paper: Extract from Queensland Budget 2015-16: Budget Strategy and Outlook—Budget Paper No. 2 page 8 [148].  

I draw the Treasurer’s and the Deputy Premier’s attention to footnote No. 2, which reads ‘Reflects 
published actuals’. This is a very important issue. The Premier, when the opposition leader, also made 
claims about whether we had sacked teachers in my former portfolio of education, training and 
employment. A committee of this House found that it was very important that members ensure they 
give correct statements, especially when coming to government. The Premier said back in those days 
she had some justification for claiming that but was found to have misled the House. Therefore, it is 
very important that the Deputy Premier and the Treasurer now not misrepresent this issue about an 
operating surplus. The LNP, under my colleague and friend the member for Clayfield, returned an 
operating surplus in 2013-14, so I put those members on notice: in the rhetoric of this place, it is 
important to get the facts straight and the Ethics Committee has made the point that members should 
make every effort to ensure that their statements are correct. I also want to table pages from the midyear 
fiscal and economic reviews of 2014-15 and 2015-16. I table these papers to make the point that the 
Treasurer inherited a balanced budget from the LNP. 
Tabled paper: Extract from Mid Year Fiscal and Economic Review 2015-16, pp 9, 21 [149].  

Operating surpluses of more than $3 billion were forecast each year from 2015-16 to 2017-18. 
All of these operating surpluses have been revised down quite substantially. In total, over the next three 
years operating surpluses are almost $5 billion less than were previously forecast under the LNP. Labor 
has come back in with its spend, spend, spend mentality and those operating surpluses are now being 
wound back. Similarly, the Labor government inherited forecast fiscal surpluses from 2015-16 to 
2017-18, and this is the significant issue where this Treasurer, Curtis Pitt, the member for Mulgrave, 
differs from us by saying that he does not want to operate under a fiscal surplus regime. It is important 
to see that those fiscal surpluses have been turned into fiscal deficits totalling almost $4 billion over the 
next three years. Labor is just spending, spending, spending. Quite clearly, considering the 
deterioration of fiscal deficits and Queensland’s rising debt levels, as highlighted in the tabled papers, 
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the budget is in the red and the state’s fiscal position is worsening under a Treasurer who is not even 
aware of the facts; or, worse than that, he may well be aware of the facts but he is choosing to 
misrepresent them, trying to put a smokescreen over what he is doing to our economy. 

One only has to look at his responses to the various reports that we get in this place and outside 
that consistently say there are concerns with the Queensland economy and that the Treasurer 
cherrypicks those statistics to try to make out that everything is fine and then sometimes says that those 
particular reports are outliers and do not reflect the actual position. Let us look at some of those reports. 
There have been so many that it is hard to cover them all in the time that I have, but the CommSec 
report said that we are now a third-tier economy. Last week’s CCIQ survey of 650 small businesses 
said that, apart from the issue with the slowdown in China, the biggest impediment to their confidence 
is the inaction of this state Labor government. In the last few weeks we have seen the Treasurer 
threaten to strip seniors of their electricity rebates—only to backflip a day later—and we have seen the 
Treasurer overrule the independent board of Ergon in a cynical move to sack the long-serving CEO. 
We have had lots of rhetoric from the Premier about another upcoming piece of legislation to which I 
will not refer. She has said that this LNP opposition is either ignorant, incompetent or lazy when it comes 
to that legislation. I contend that this Labor government, when it comes to the economy and managing 
it, is either lazy, incompetent and/or ignorant and is choosing to take Queensland down the wrong path. 
The LNP opposition has a plan—the real economic plan to take us into the future. 

Lytton Electorate, Services 
Ms PEASE (Lytton—ALP) (11.54 am): I rise to speak on a matter of public interest relating to the 

Palaszczuk government delivering again on an election commitment. The former LNP government 
stripped many services in my electorate of Lytton, including health services, and this had a huge impact 
on my community. During 2013-14 our community protested against the closure of the Moreton Bay 
Nursing Care Unit and the reduction of our health services. Our community campaigned so hard and 
worked tirelessly. We stood up to fight for our community—to fight against the terrible cuts Newman 
made—and I thank them for that. Our now Premier Palaszczuk, Jo-Ann Miller, Michelle Rafter, Kevin 
Arundell, Lindy Lamprecht, Peter Cumming, Daniel Cheverton and Laura Fraser Hardy together with 
many other community activists made a stand against the government of the day’s cuts to our services. 
These protests fell on deaf ears. 

In the 2015 election baysiders made it clear that they were very unhappy with the LNP’s disregard 
for our community and gave a loud message that we deserved better. The Palaszczuk government 
listened to our community and our needs and in December the Hon. Cameron Dick, Minister for Health, 
committed a new public health service centre to Lytton. I have lived in the bayside for close to 30 years. 
My husband grew up in the area and my parents and sisters and their families all moved to the area. 
We have all used the public health services in Wynnum during these years—my niece Grace had a 
broken arm set there and both my parents spent time in the rehabilitation beds and the palliative care 
beds, and they also made use of the allied health services while they were still alive—and I, like the 
community, was shocked at the demolition of Moreton Bay Nursing Care Unit. Personally, my nursing 
mothers’ meetings were held in the unit and it is one of my fondest memories watching the joy on the 
faces of residents when they met our beautiful babies. My dad was also a regular respite patient at the 
unit. I know how Moreton Bay Nursing Care Unit was important to so many people and I am saddened 
and shamed by the treatment of the residents and their families by the previous government. I know 
what a difficult time this was for the residents and their families, and I know how important our local 
health services are. We need to improve on our current public services and ensure that we maintain 
the current services that are so important to our community. 

We need health services that are sustainable and will meet the needs of our community now and 
into the future. Time has changed our area and we have seen much growth and a greater mix of young 
families moving back into the area. Locals expect and deserve improved services which will meet our 
changing needs. The Palaszczuk government listened to our community. The health minister came and 
talked to the staff and our community about the plans for our community’s future health services. I thank 
him for his commitment and for listening to what baysiders told us loud and clear—that we baysiders 
value our public health services and we wanted them maintained. Baysiders are absolutely delighted 
with the reinstatement of the 24-hour acute primary care service, retaining the existing palliative care 
and rehabilitation beds and expanding existing services with a guarantee, importantly, of no job losses 
for staff. We will have a new purpose-built health service centre, with construction completed by mid to 
late 2016. All existing services at the current Lota site will be relocated to the new and improved site on 
the corner of New Lindum Road and Wynnum Road and they will be improved upon, with BreastScreen 
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operating with extended hours, an improved rehabilitation gym with after-hours access, an increase of 
dental chairs from three to six and the 15 rehabilitation beds will be relocated on site. Mental health 
services will also be relocated to the Wynnum site. We will have expanded chronic disease clinics and 
access to telehealth services. Our six palliative care beds will be retained and we are currently 
consulting with the community on how best to deliver these important beds. This is outstanding for 
baysiders. We have the opportunity to have some consultation, and everyone in the community that I 
have spoken to on a regular basis is ecstatic that the Palaszczuk government has delivered on these 
services. 

These new state-of-the-art services will grow with the changing needs of my electorate. Like my 
fellow baysiders, I am looking forward to welcoming our new health services. On behalf of the local 
baysiders, I thank the Palaszczuk government and the Minister for Health for the return to our area of 
these very important services.  

National Disability Insurance Scheme 
Ms DAVIS (Aspley—LNP) (11.59 am): After a year in power, Labor is frozen at the wheel. This 

government is holding Queensland back. We have had 12 months of Labor and we are not getting 
anywhere. There are only two things that we can absolutely rely on with the Palaszczuk government 
and they are that, as the sun rises, it will wake up with no plan for Queensland and, as it sets, 
Queensland marks yet another day of the big freeze at the wheel.  

The National Disability Insurance Scheme is the most significant social reform since Medicare. 
That is why it is so important to have a minister and a government who can lead this reform—a minister 
who has the sector’s confidence in this time of great change and, most importantly, the confidence of 
people with disability, their families and carers that the minister will deliver on her government’s 
promises. Sadly, the feedback through my office does not reflect any real confidence.  

Having spent most of its time in opposition complaining that Queensland did not host an NDIS 
trial, Labor took to the people of Queensland a commitment that it would host a trial. In government, it 
did not take very long for it to can that idea and change it from a promise of a trial to a promise to 
transition early. That promise is in jeopardy, too. Why? Because after 12 months at the helm, the 
Palaszczuk Labor government has not signed the bilateral agreement with the Commonwealth for the 
NDIS rollout in Queensland. Its promise to 1,600 North Queensland participants to be the first in the 
state to start seeing the benefits of the NDIS from 1 July this year is in jeopardy. That was a promise to 
young people with disabilities in Townsville and Charters Towers and people with disability on Palm 
Island.  

The 13,000 jobs that will emanate from the NDIS in Queensland is also in jeopardy. The minister 
is happy to put out media releases on programs and initiatives that the former LNP government had in 
preparation for the NDIS, but she has been silent on fessing up to the people with a disability that she 
is not up to the task of negotiating a bilateral agreement. It seems that everyone else in Queensland is 
ready for the NDIS except the Minister for Disability Services. 

This is a government that is happy to use other jurisdictions to support policy decisions. For the 
benefit of the House, I point out that this government’s very own Labor counterparts in Victoria have 
acted in good faith with the Commonwealth by signing their bilateral agreement with the same terms as 
those set out for Queensland. Twelve months ago, under the LNP, most of the work on the bilateral 
agreement had been done but, under this minister, no bilateral agreement has been signed.  

In government, the LNP planned ahead for a smooth transition to the NDIS, committing an extra 
$868 million in funding over five years to bring the investment in specialist disability services to a record 
$1.773 billion per annum from 2018-19 in time for the full state rollout of the NDIS. The LNP crafted a 
framework for Queenslanders with disability to self-direct their funding—an initiative that aligned with 
the principles of the NDIS to give people choice and control over the funds that they receive. That was 
Your Life Your Choice. We put in place Parent Connect to support parents and carers of children with 
newly diagnosed disability. We set recurrent funding for additional respite to ease the burden on families 
through Respite Plus. We invested in innovative and sustainable accommodation for adults with 
disability who are cared for by their elderly parents and focused on young people with disability 
transitioning for care and additional support to parents to prevent relinquishment. We delivered the 
Sector Readiness and Workforce Capacity initiative, offering training to the sector workforce and to 
people with disability, their families and carers in preparedness for the NDIS. I could go on with the 
range of initiatives and programs that we put in place in order that Queensland was prepared for when 
the bilateral agreement was signed.  
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We understand that the Commonwealth government has been negotiating in good faith with 
Queensland to have the bilateral agreement finalised and that there is a proposal on the table. I 
understand that, as a result of this government’s reluctance to negotiate in good faith, the early rollout 
that it has promised to North Queensland will be compromised. So today I am calling on the minister 
and the Premier to do the right thing by Queensland and reach an agreement with the federal 
government so that people with disability in this state can have access to the NDIS.  

Queensland Nickel 
Mr STEWART (Townsville—ALP) (12.04 pm): On 15 February 1866, the municipality of 

Townsville was proclaimed by Sir George Bowen, Governor of Queensland. Yesterday, 15 February 
2016, I had the pleasure of formally attending the Townsville City Council’s 150th anniversary 
ceremonial council meeting. The mayor, Jenny Hill, and councillors presented reports on the various 
portfolios that recounted the history of the city over those 150 years. Through all of those stories, one 
factor was obvious: the resilience of the people of Townsville and their ability to dust themselves off 
when they have been knocked to the ground in the journey of life. People’s ability to band together and 
look after one another during tough times is the binding fabric of society and every member of this 
House, particularly those representing people in regional Queensland, understand exactly what I am 
talking about: resilience.  

It is resilience and the Palaszczuk government that the people of Townsville are now relying on, 
because on Friday, 15 January, they were dealt a body blow that brought the city to its knees when 
Clive Palmer’s Queensland Nickel sacked 237 workers, leaving them and their families stranded without 
a future. By Tuesday, 19 January, the Palaszczuk government had mobilised a support team and 
conducted a series of forums for affected workers to outline support agencies for them to access and 
provide help. Those forums were well attended, with over 170 workers turning up. By Thursday, 
21 January—six days after the workers had been sacked—the Premier and key ministers met in 
Townsville and announced a five-point plan to stimulate jobs in North Queensland, including an 
accelerated work program, expanding retraining and skill initiatives, attracting increased 
Commonwealth funding, increasing tourism attraction and facilitating key private sector projects.  

So what does that look like for the people of Townsville? The Palaszczuk government has 
identified 11 projects for accelerated delivery, including the construction of overtaking lanes in five 
locations on the Bruce Highway between Ingham and Ayr, providing an estimated 130 jobs; the 
replacement of the Arnot Creek Bridge, south of Ingham, providing an estimated 31 jobs; road safety 
improvements on the Bruce Highway north of Townsville, providing an estimated 58 jobs; road 
improvements to Herveys Range Road—which I know the member for Thuringowa has been 
campaigning for since 1 February last year—which will provide an estimated 19 jobs; and the 
construction of a heavy vehicle decoupling facility on the port access road, providing an estimated five 
jobs. The Port of Townsville berth 4 upgrade is a $55 million project and just last week it was announced 
that the successful contractor is a local firm that will employ 100 local contractors to complete the work. 
Also, there is the Ergon Energy Townsville depot upgrade stage 2, which is a $42.5 million project 
supporting 60 jobs. Under the Queensland government’s accelerated works program, more than 430 
jobs will be supported, bringing the total funding to $187 million so far.  

As the member for Townsville, one of the highlights for me was being able to announce on Friday 
last week, on behalf of the Minister for Health, the Hon. Cameron Dick, a one-off grant of $1 million to 
support the Salvation Army Townsville recovery services to deliver a drug and alcohol residential 
rehabilitation centre in Garbutt. Stage 1 of the centre will support 40 jobs during the 12-month 
construction phase and a further 15 full-time jobs in the centre upon opening. This centre is a win for 
not only those needing treatment but also for the local community and the Townsville community as a 
whole. Such facilities ease the burden not only on our healthcare system but also on our judicial system 
and reduce the cost associated with loss of productivity, work absenteeism, hospitalisation and 
criminality.  

Perhaps the saddest story in the whole Queensland Nickel saga is that, while the Palaszczuk 
government is pulling out all stops to create jobs, the federal Turnbull LNP government has gone quiet. 
There has been not one word from them about how they are going to create employment opportunities 
in the north—all of this occurring when the Prime Minister was visiting the city yesterday. Cue the 
crickets for a Prime Minister who seemingly does not care about North Queensland despite having a 
developing northern Australia policy. All we got from the local member for Herbert was the lobbing of a 
grenade. That is typical of the federal LNP government.  
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Electricity Prices 
Mr POWELL (Glass House—LNP) (12.10 pm): Earlier this month the Queensland Productivity 

Commission released its draft report into electricity pricing. It is a $4 million report that once again 
highlights that this Palaszczuk Labor government has no idea when it comes to electricity policy and it 
has absolutely no idea how to lower power costs for Queenslanders. This government does not even 
know what policies it supports from one day to the next. That much was obvious, as I said earlier this 
morning when looking at the D-grade Treasurer’s response to the report. One day he is threatening to 
take the electricity rebate away from Seniors Card holders, the next he is forced to put out a statement 
saying existing concessions are safe. Of course, he was silent on what might happen to those people 
who will become eligible for the Seniors Card in the future.  

Here is how the Courier-Mail’s Steven Wardill saw Mr Pitt’s obvious backflip— 
Announcing the Queensland Productivity Commission’s draft report into power pricing, Pitt indicated the Government would 
consider a recommendation to recalibrate electricity rebate eligibility.  

Just 24 hours later, he released a contorted statement in which he claimed he’d never indicated that the Government would 
consider the most contentious element of the reform.  

This $4 million report told us what we already knew, which is that Labor has no idea how to 
manage electricity. The Queensland Productivity Commission found significant major flaws in Labor 
government policies, both past and present. Those opposite do not need to take my word for it. I will 
quote from the commission itself on the Bligh government’s poorly conceived Solar Bonus Scheme— 
Low income and disadvantaged households are disproportionately impacted by the SBS.  

The report states— 
The costs associated with the SBS are recovered from all electricity customers through electricity prices. In 2015-16, the cost of 
the SBS is forecast to be around $312 million. This cost will contribute around $89 to a typical Queensland residential electricity 
bill in 2015-16. 

A government member interjected.  

Mr POWELL: I take that interjection from the minister. I will get to that in a moment. The 
Productivity Commission further stated— 
The total cost of the SBS over the life of the scheme is expected to be around $4.4 billion, with more than $3 billion to be incurred 
between 2016-17 and 2027-28. Our modelling suggests that the majority of scheme participants will have recovered their capital 
costs by July 2020.  

... 

Taking all these factors into account, we have recommended that the Queensland Government consider whether there is merit 
in an earlier end to the SBS than the planned 2028.  

Again that is something the Treasurer has ruled out but it shows the stupidity of the scheme in 
the first place. I take that interjection from the member opposite: the LNP recognised the cost of the 
Bligh Labor government’s foolish scheme by indicating we would take $3.5 billion from Strong Choices, 
paying out the existing Solar Bonus Scheme and removing it from every other electricity holder in the 
state.  

On the government’s harebrained election commitment to merge the electricity generators, which 
the Treasurer has also backflipped on, the report states— 
Modelling shows that a full merger of Stanwell and CS Energy would potentially have increased wholesale electricity prices 
between 2015-16 and 2019-20 by around 20 per cent.  

On the government’s cynical decision to delay retail deregulation in South-East Queensland it states— 
Continuing price regulation presents a barrier to increased competition and efficiency ...  

And the commission also states— 
Our investigations suggest price regulation is acting as a barrier to customers realising the benefits of innovation evident in other 
deregulated markets.  

As for the excuse as to why they delayed it for 12 months, QPC has this to say— 
We have reviewed the customer protection framework for retail electricity customers and consider it provides sufficient protection 
in a deregulated market. We therefore have not recommended changes.  
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Basically, get on with it. On the government’s one million solar rooftops election target the 
commission says the feed-in tariff required to achieve a 2020 target is estimated to be around 45 cents 
per kilowatt. This has not been recommended. Again, stay out of it.  

Clearly the independent QPC’s draft report raised a lot of questions about this government’s 
commitments and Queenslanders deserve answers. They deserve to know that their power bills will not 
increase just so that the Labor government can meet its election commitments. Older Queenslanders 
deserve to know that their concessions and rebates will not be taken away from them. What 
Queenslanders need most is a Treasurer who actually knows how to address these issues because 
the response so far has been amateurish and has only succeeded in scaring Queenslanders instead 
of making them feel confident about the future. 

Tropical Cyclone Marcia 
Mrs LAUGA (Keppel—ALP) (12.14 pm): This Saturday, 20 February, marks 12 months since 

category 5 Tropical Cyclone Marcia barrelled down Central Queensland. As I travelled around the 
electorate in Marcia’s aftermath 12 months ago, I could see it was going to be a tough and long road 
ahead to rebuild. The destruction inflicted by the cyclone not only tore homes apart, it turned lives 
upside down. But I know from talking to people across the region that one thing is for certain: Marcia 
did not destroy our fighting Central Queensland spirit.  

The Palaszczuk government responded swiftly to ensure those most in need had immediate 
assistance. The Premier promised to be behind Central Queensland every step of the way in the 
recovery and the Palaszczuk government did just that. The Premier and her government recognised 
the importance of kickstarting the local economy by investing in critical infrastructure and supporting 
local businesses. We worked side by side with local councils to make sure the reconstruction effort 
helped make Central Queensland stronger and more resilient than ever before. Livingstone, 
Rockhampton and Banana councils identified important infrastructure projects that would assist in their 
recovery and the Palaszczuk government subsequently sought support from the federal government 
for joint category D funding under the Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements. The Abbott 
government, however, only approved $27.75 million of the $198.5 million requested funding for these 
important infrastructure projects because ‘Tropical Cyclone Marcia was not of an exceptional nature 
compared to Tropical Cyclone Oswald or Tropical Cyclone Yasi’. I think the people of Rockhampton 
and Yeppoon would disagree. Severe Tropical Cyclone Marcia was certainly of an exceptional nature 
to us.  

The Palaszczuk government promised not to abandon our community and in July we announced 
$40 million worth of funding towards the Yeppoon foreshore revitalisation project and the Rockhampton 
riverbank project. These announcements represent the largest funding announcement for 
Rockhampton and Yeppoon by a state government in many years. These projects will help our 
community bridge the gap between the emergency response and the return to normality, building back 
not just our homes and our community but Central Queensland’s confidence and giving us the resilience 
we need to move on with our lives. These projects are designed to improve infrastructure in the region 
and help the community and local economy recover in the short and long term by providing social, 
tourism, events and recreational infrastructure to the region. These projects will be a catalyst for the 
staging of new and larger scale events and festivals generating significant economic benefits and will 
provide private investment in the area.  

In October 2015 sporting clubs and associations in Keppel shared in more than $240,000 worth 
of funding from the Palaszczuk government’s Sport and Recreation Disaster Recovery Program. The 
Emu Park Golf Club, the Yeppoon AFL Club, the Yeppoon Rugby League Club, the Yeppoon Golf Club, 
the Sporting Shooters Association, the Cooee Bay Progress and Sports Association, the Yeppoon Hack 
and Pony Club, the Rockhampton Pistol Club and the Rockhampton Horse Riding for the Disabled 
Association all received funding to repair and rebuild their club facilities. Additionally, almost $1 million 
was awarded by the state government to over 150 local sporting and recreational clubs affected by 
Marcia and in December I welcomed $3 million in joint federal and state funding to help restore our 
beautiful Kershaw Gardens back to its former glory, $2 million to repair the Scenic Highway at Statue 
Bay and $4.9 million to repair Pilbeam Drive, Dean Street, Capricorn Street, Elphinstone Street and the 
Glenmore Water Treatment Plant.  

Thank you to everyone who played a role in the recovery after Marcia. In particular, I thank the 
Ergon and Energex workers from around the state who worked tirelessly to restore power to our region 
in record time, our emergency services—the police, fireys, paramedics, doctors, nurses and allied 
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health professionals—who worked around the clock, the SES and rural fire brigades from around the 
region and the state, both Rockhampton and Livingstone councils, including mayors Strelow and 
Ludwig, deputy mayors Williams and Scott and all of the council staff and the local disaster 
management groups.  

I thank the Palaszczuk government, the Premier and her ministers who visited the region multiple 
times after the cyclone. Thank you to you and all of your staff for your assistance and urgent attention 
given to matters when I raised them with you. I look forward to welcoming the Premier to Keppel this 
Saturday to join in the commemorative services being organised by Rockhampton and Livingstone 
councils. Thank you also to His Excellency the Honourable Paul de Jersey, the Governor, for his support 
and thank you to the local people who went out and helped their neighbours, the elderly and the 
disabled. There are many beautiful anecdotes of generosity, caring for each other and lending a hand. 
From here it is onwards and upwards for Central Queensland. We will never forget the damage and 
pain caused by Cyclone Marcia but I know that we will grow as a stronger community, a brighter more 
united community, than ever before.  

Bureau of Meteorology, Regional Offices 
Mr COSTIGAN (Whitsunday—LNP) (12.19 pm): Not only in my electorate of Whitsunday but 

indeed right around regional, rural and remote Queensland, there is growing concern about sweeping 
changes within the Bureau of Meteorology. It is my understanding that 24 regional offices around the 
country will be shut down. Those offices include the Bureau of Meteorology office in Mackay, located 
at Mount Bassett. Other areas affected include Rockhampton and Longreach. In Townsville, two-thirds 
of staff will be asked to leave the building. It is a kick in the guts for the bush. As part of the changes, 
forecasters will be confined to our capital cities and Cairns.  

The automation of the Mount Bassett weather station is alarming for my constituents. After all, 
for decades Mount Bassett has played a key role in protecting residents and tourists from the dangers 
posed by Mother Nature, most notably in the form of tropical cyclones. In fact, it was the Mount Bassett 
radar that provided the first radar sighting of Tropical Cyclone Ada in 1970. In terms of loss of life, Ada 
was the worst cyclone to strike a Queensland community since World War I. I refer to a report to the 
federal government via the minister for the interior in the aftermath of cyclone Ada, by the then director 
of meteorology, William J Gibbs. It specifically noted— 
The weather radar at this Mackay Meteorological Office was manned continuously by Bureau staff from Saturday morning until 
the cyclone crossed the coast and lost intensity.  

Excellent radar fixes of the cyclone centre were obtained from the Mackay Meteorological Office during Saturday night and 
Sunday. Late on Sunday, there were indications from the radar that the structure of the cyclone was becoming complex with the 
development of multiple (probably two) centres. The Mackay radar was used to the fullest advantage in tracking ‘Cyclone Ada’ 
and confirmed the value of this facility for constant surveillance of systems within its operational range.  

Clearly there was value back then and, as far as I am concerned, there is still value today. There 
is no doubt that automated weather stations provide vital information as part of the BOM network. In 
fact, in Queensland we have had them for 50-odd years, but apparently in our major regional centres 
there is no need for them. I am reliably told that two sites in Queensland have already been used as 
guinea pigs—and Weipa is one of them—hence, the bureau making its recent announcement to 
proceed with the automation of those 24 regional offices, which is bad news for regional communities.  

LNP Senator and new Minister for Northern Australia, Senator Matt Canavan, has had plenty to 
say about this, not only in Canberra but also in the electorate. Similar concerns have been raised by 
my federal colleague the member for Dawson and, indeed, my good friend and colleague in this 
chamber the member for Gregory, who stands to lose people in the great town of Longreach. This week 
whilst visiting North Queensland, the Prime Minister gave no assurances, which is disappointing. 
Regardless, I will be writing to the minister responsible. This is a federal government responsibility, but 
in this parliament it is my responsibility to speak up in the interests of the people whom I represent.  

The BOM is not perfect, but what is? There is no doubt that there are terrific highly qualified 
dedicated professional people working throughout its ranks, which has been the case ever since the 
bureau kicked off. BOM staff are highly thought of by the public. In Mackay, we have John McIlwham, 
and I see that the member for Mackay is nodding. This is something that we would agree on. John is a 
constituent of mine. He is retiring from the bureau next month. I commend John on his outstanding 
service to the bureau. His previous postings include stints in places such as Giles in outback Australia 
and Mawson Station in Antarctica. When John came to Mackay in the late 1990s, we had five staff 
working at Mount Bassett; when he leaves, we will have none, unless there is federal government 
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intervention and the minister directs the bureau to reconsider its position. People such as John have 
become regular contributors to local radio, explaining what is going on with the weather. He is not alone. 
Other personalities include Mario Torrisi. I dare say he will be well known to the members for Burdekin 
and Hinchinbrook, as he speaks on radio spots across North Queensland. Likewise the now retired 
Peter Byrne, who is a great friend and former colleague of mine from our days at WIN Television. 
Byrnesy’s blood would be boiling with this latest development. If there is a cyclone forming off Yeppoon 
now, it should be called Tropical Cyclone Byrnesy, knowing him as well as I do.  

I am sure my constituents and others right across the north are not happy with these austerity 
measures, the automation of Mount Bassett locally and other weather stations around Queensland. In 
the eyes of many North Queenslanders, the BOM is putting the lives of regional people at risk with its 
crazy cost cutting, because that is all it is. Put simply, cyclone alley will have no-one on the ground. As 
far as I am concerned, that is utterly unacceptable.  

Mackay Electorate, Accelerated Works Program 
Mrs GILBERT (Mackay—ALP) (12.24 pm): I must say, I do agree with the member for 

Whitsunday: we need to retain the services of the BOM. I wish to speak to the House about the 
Accelerated Works Program in the Mackay region. One only has to walk through the city of Mackay to 
see the many empty shops and businesses, which closed down in the aftermath of the Newman 
government’s reign of havoc in Queensland. One only has to drive around the suburban streets to see 
many properties for sale or rent, left vacant since public sector jobs were slashed by the former state 
LNP government. The effects of job losses have been catastrophic to my electorate. This is the price 
that my region has had to pay for the neglect of the Newman government. The Newman government 
not only ruthlessly slashed jobs, but also neglected major projects in my area and surrounding 
electorates. Major infrastructure projects such as rebuilding the Vines Creek bridges, which is a vital 
link between the port of Mackay and the Bruce Highway, wallowed in embarrassing disrepair, ignored 
by the LNP government. As a direct result of the Newman government’s irresponsible and ruthless 
management, the number of local families who have had their homes foreclosed are many. Those 
people could not manage to get buyers in the decimated local property market before banks moved in. 
Bankruptcies, mental health issues and suicide have become far too prevalent.  

Since the ousting of the Newman government a year ago, people in the region have been calling 
out for clear and decisive action from the government to help rebuild the economy and restore people’s 
livelihoods, and the Palaszczuk government has responded. More than 60,000 jobs have been created 
in Queensland since the state election. In the 2015 budget, delivered only five months after forming 
government, the Palaszczuk government committed $28 million to rebuild the Vines Creek bridges. 
That project alone will bring jobs and infinite opportunities. Ours is a port region. The port of Mackay 
and the port of Hay Point are priority ports. Right at our doorstep we have available land in commercial 
and industrial estates and opportunities for a supply chain development of domestic and international 
trade. Unlike our predecessors, the Palaszczuk government recognises the importance of this and other 
vital projects and has taken action to make those a priority. Thanks to the Palaszczuk government’s 
Accelerated Works Program, we will see over $75 million worth of projects, including the rebuilding of 
the Vines Creek bridges, fast-tracked to put Mackay back on the road to recovery.  

Just some of the accelerated works projects for Mackay and surrounding regions include: the 
Woodlands Estate Andergrove stage 7, $1.71 million and stage 8, $2.93 million; wharf 4 and 5, fender 
and wharf upgrades, $8.5 million; Mackay port navigation lights upgrade, $400,000; overtaking lanes 
on the Bruce Highway, $8.15 million; Abbot Point material offloading facility, $4.25 million; Hay Point 
material offloading facility, $2.5 million; Mackay harbour east upgrade of intersection and port road, 
$1.1 million; maintenance projects across eight schools in Mackay and the Bowen Basin, $3.9 million; 
and let us not forget $28 million for the Vines Creek bridges. That is over $60 million worth of projects. 
The Palaszczuk government has also committed $23 million towards the Eton Range Peak Downs 
Highway project, which is currently awaiting approvals under federal government environmental 
legislation. Those projects will provide opportunities for local tradespeople and contractors. Those jobs 
will have a positive flow-on effect to other sectors, including retail, hospitality and tourism, restimulating 
our local economy and providing opportunities in our region to rebuild, strengthen and diversify. The 
Accelerated Works Program is a great initiative that will have profound and positive effects, not only on 
my region’s economy but also on the morale of the people who live and raise their families there.  

Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Before I call the Minister for State Development and 
Minister for Natural Resources and Mines, I acknowledge in the gallery students from St Joseph’s 
School, Waterford, in the electorate of the member for Waterford. Welcome.  
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MINERAL RESOURCES (AURUKUN BAUXITE RESOURCE) AMENDMENT BILL 

Introduction 
Hon. AJ LYNHAM (Stafford—ALP) (Minister for State Development and Minister for Natural 

Resources and Mines) (12.29 pm): I present a bill for an act to amend the Mineral Resources Act 1989 
for particular purposes. I table the bill and the explanatory notes. I nominate the Infrastructure, Planning 
and Natural Resources Committee to consider the bill. 
Tabled paper: Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 2016 [150]. 
Tabled paper: Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [151]. 

I am pleased to introduce the Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 
2016. The bill will amend the special provisions in the Mineral Resources Act 1989 which apply to an 
Aurukun project. The Aurukun bauxite deposits are located within a gazetted restricted area, or RA315, 
and are currently subject to a special assessment regime in the Mineral Resources Act that modifies 
the processes for assessing and granting tenures for an Aurukun project. The Aurukun provisions 
operate to restrict who can apply for a mineral development licence or mining lease for an Aurukun 
project, and the usual notification and objections processes that apply to other resource projects are 
excluded for those applications.  

The key amendments in the bill will largely reinstate, for an Aurukun project, the usual notification 
and objection processes that apply to other resources projects of this type. This will mean that an 
applicant for a mining lease for an Aurukun project will be required to undertake public notification of 
the application and provide a copy to relevant owners of land which is subject to the application. Any 
person from the broader community will be able to make an objection to the granting of the mining lease 
and have that objection heard by the Land Court.  

The amendments in this bill are another step forward in achieving this government’s election 
commitment to restore community objection rights relating to mining developments as soon as possible, 
not only to the local landholders and Indigenous groups but also to the broader Queensland community 
as a whole. The Ngan Aak-Kunch Aboriginal Corporation, known as the NAK, is the native title 
prescribed body corporate for the Wik and Wik Way people who hold native title over the majority of the 
restricted area 315. In 2013 the NAK also became the owner of the majority of the restricted area 315 
when it was transferred as Aboriginal freehold land under the Aboriginal Land Act 1991.  

As many would be aware, the NAK has commenced legal proceedings in the High Court of 
Australia to challenge certain Aurukun provisions in the Mineral Resources Act. The NAK has taken 
this action because it claims the Aurukun provisions are inconsistent with the Commonwealth’s Racial 
Discrimination Act 1975. The Aurukun provisions were never intended to have a discriminatory effect 
and it remains the state’s position that the provisions are valid.  

The Aurukun bauxite deposits have been estimated to contain more than 480 million tonnes of 
dry beneficiated bauxite and are one of a limited number of large bauxite deposits in the world currently 
available for development. The Aurukun provisions were included in the Mineral Resources Act in 2006 
to streamline the approval pathway and to encourage development of the Aurukun bauxite resource, a 
resource with substantial physical constraints which had hindered its development in the past. At the 
time, the state was promoting the development of the Aurukun bauxite resource, and the Aurukun 
provisions were designed to provide legislative assurance for a simplified process to achieve certainty 
of mining tenure for the preferred bidder. 

For some time successive governments have sought to turn this bauxite deposit into a 
development project for the benefit of the local community and the state. Most recently, the previous 
government undertook a competitive process to identify a suitable developer for the bauxite resources 
at Aurukun. In early 2015, a development agreement was executed with Glencore Bauxite Resources 
Pty Ltd for the development of an Aurukun bauxite project. Only a party to a development agreement 
with the state to develop an Aurukun project, called an Aurukun agreement, can hold a mineral 
development licence or mining lease in the Aurukun restricted area. 

Glencore’s Aurukun bauxite project is a significant commercial development for Queensland and 
will provide long-term economic, social and financial benefits for the state and for the communities of 
Cape York. Queensland stands to gain hundreds of construction jobs and hundreds of long-term jobs 
for regional Queenslanders. The project will result in substantial economic activity in and around Cape 
York. In particular, the development of the Aurukun bauxite project will have significant positive impacts 
for the western cape region.  
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Working with the community and other stakeholders to identify local opportunities for participation 
will be a key focus for Glencore in the early stages of the project, whilst undertaking the detailed 
feasibility, mine planning and development assessment typical for a project of this nature. The Aurukun 
project will generate immediate employment opportunities during the project feasibility and investigation 
stages including exploration and, importantly, cultural survey jobs.  

A detailed feasibility study and impact assessment must still be undertaken by Glencore, and 
agreement with the native title holders reached. Based on the current project concept, it envisages up 
to 250 job opportunities during operation of the mine and up to 400 jobs during the construction stage. 

Glencore has already made contributions to a range of community programs and events in 
Aurukun over the past 12 months. I am confident that Glencore will approach engagement and 
consultation with the traditional owners and Aurukun community in an inclusive and respectful way 
which will lay the foundations for a mutually beneficial long-term relationship with the Wik and Wik Way 
people. 

The development of this world-class deposit will deliver genuine economic opportunities for the 
community of Aurukun and other cape communities, with direct and indirect economic and social 
benefits that will flow through to all Queenslanders. The Queensland government is determined to work 
cooperatively with Glencore and the Aurukun community to make the development a reality. I commend 
the bill to the House.  

First Reading 
Hon. AJ LYNHAM (Stafford—ALP) (Minister for State Development and Minister for Natural 

Resources and Mines) (12.37 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a first time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a first time. 

Referral to the Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources Committee 
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Order! In accordance with standing order 131, the bill 

is now referred to the Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources Committee.  

ANIMAL MANAGEMENT (PROTECTING PUPPIES) AND OTHER LEGISLATION 
AMENDMENT BILL 

Introduction 
Hon. LE DONALDSON (Bundaberg—ALP) (Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries) (12.37 pm): I 

present a bill for an act to amend the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001, the Animal Management 
(Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 and the Biosecurity Act 2014 for particular purposes. I table the bill and the 
explanatory notes. I nominate the Agriculture and Environment Committee to consider the bill. 
Tabled paper: Animal Management (Protecting Puppies) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016 [152]. 
Tabled paper: Animal Management (Protecting Puppies) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [153].  

Today, I am pleased to introduce the Animal Management (Protecting Puppies) and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2016. The bill will reform the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 
2008 to introduce a compulsory registration scheme for dog breeders. This amendment will provide the 
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries and the RSPCA with the tools to combat cruel puppy farms 
where breeders place profit before the welfare of their dogs. 

The biggest barrier to shutting down cruel puppy farms has been the inability to locate these 
unscrupulous breeders. A compulsory breeder registration scheme that is supported by a public 
awareness campaign urging consumers to buy only from registered breeders will leave puppy farms 
nowhere to hide. 

This bill delivers on the government’s election commitment to protect puppies from cruelty by 
establishing a compulsory registration scheme for dog breeders. While the election commitment 
proposed a compulsory registration scheme for dog breeders who hold 20 dogs or more, there was 
strong public support for a more inclusive registration scheme.  
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The bill will require anyone who breeds a dog to register. Breeders will be issued with a unique 
breeder identification number and will be required to provide this number when advertising and 
supplying a dog. The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries will facilitate an online registration system 
to ensure the registration process is simple and quick to complete. Paper based registration will be 
available to those unable to register online. To ensure breeder details are up to date, breeder 
registration will be required to be renewed annually. Genuine breeders of working dogs will be exempt 
from registration. To be exempt, a breeder will need to be breeding from a working dog and the puppies 
they supply must be used as working dogs. A working dog is defined under the Animal Management 
(Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 and covers dogs usually kept by primary producers on rural land, primarily 
for droving, protecting and working stock.  

The bill provides for a regulation to prescribe an ‘approved entity’. Many breeders are already 
members of recognised dog breeder associations, such as Dogs Queensland. Members of an approved 
entity would not need to register with Biosecurity Queensland, limiting the impost on these breeders. 
Accredited breeders of an approved entity would instead need to display and supply their unique 
member accreditation number when advertising and supplying dogs. The bill requires that, before 
prescribing an ‘approved entity’, the chief executive of the department must be satisfied the entity will 
be able to provide details about its breeders—the names, addresses and accreditation numbers—at 
regular intervals to the department. 

It is proposed that no breeder registration fees would be charged for two financial years from the 
proposed commencement—that is, no fees will need to be paid before 1 July 2018. This will help to 
encourage registration and compliance with the scheme. In the long run, registration fees would need 
to be introduced for cost recovery. Registration fees would be the subject of a public consultation 
process, including a regulatory impact statement. 

The bill also introduces a requirement for the unique breeder identification number to be included 
in the data recorded about the dog by microchip registry companies. Mandatory microchipping already 
applies to most dogs from 12 weeks of age when supplied. The department has ensured that currently 
licensed registries can implement this requirement with minimal impost to their operations.  

This bill is the first step in the introduction of a strategic multipronged approach to combat cruel 
puppy farms. The support of the public will be essential to help identify unscrupulous dog breeders who 
have failed to register. The public will be encouraged to report unregistered dog breeders who are 
advertising and supplying dogs, and this will remain a critical component of compliance activities. To 
encourage reporting, there will not be an offence provision for purchasing a puppy from an unregistered 
breeder.  

The department will launch a public awareness campaign as part of the measure to raise 
community awareness regarding puppy farms and to encourage those wishing to acquire a puppy to 
only purchase from registered breeders. This will be key to driving breeder compliance and ensuring 
breeder registration. The public awareness campaign will make use of existing communication tools 
such as newsletters, email networks, website, social media and traditional media channels to provide 
information on the new breeder requirements to breeders and consumers.  

Information on how the changes will improve animal welfare will be disseminated through a social 
media campaign in collaboration with the RSPCA. An education package providing all information 
needed for individuals to meet their obligations will also be produced and include fact sheets, training 
sessions and newsletter articles. To ensure procedural fairness, the department will ensure the 
education campaign is conducted for at least three months before the commencement of the legislation. 
During this time the online registry will be available so that breeders are able to register in their own 
time before the legislation commences. 

Local governments are currently responsible for regulating the registration, identification and 
supply of dogs within their areas in accordance with the provisions of the Animal Management (Cats 
and Dogs) Act 2008. The bill will expand this responsibility so that local governments are also able to 
regulate breeder registration. However, it is envisaged the department and the RSPCA would provide 
support for these activities. 

The department and RSPCA staff, appointed under the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001 as 
inspectors, would continue to be responsible for ensuring the welfare of dogs used in breeding and their 
progeny. The department, the RSPCA and local government would be able to monitor advertisements 
for compliance with the dog breeder registration provisions. It is proposed that a compliance strategy 
be developed cooperatively between the department, the RSPCA and local governments to maximise 
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the use of resources and avoid duplication of effort. As an example, partnerships could be developed 
to monitor online and newspaper advertisements and report noncompliance to the appropriate local 
government for action. As much as possible, it is proposed that local government activities will be 
conducted in conjunction with any existing responsibilities that local governments currently have under 
the Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008 and animal management local laws, such as 
enforcing existing dog registration provisions or enforcing animal nuisance or behaviour provisions 
under local laws.  

The election commitment included developing mandatory standards for breeders, to help ensure 
the welfare of breeding dogs and their puppies. There was strong community and stakeholder support 
for the development of mandatory dog breeder standards. This bill will enable the identification of cruel 
puppy farms. The proposed standards which would be developed in consultation with Dogs Queensland 
and the RSPCA and adopted by regulation under the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001 will provide 
defined measures of welfare. This is in keeping with other states which are also developing their own 
standards for the welfare of breeding dogs. 

Compulsory standards would enable the chief executive to make a monitoring program, if 
desired, under the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001. Such a monitoring program would specify 
requirements for authorised officers under the act and allow for authorised officers to enter a place with 
or without the occupier’s consent provided 48 hours notice is given for the purpose of monitoring 
compliance with the standards. This would enable authorised officers to enter premises where there 
are strong grounds to suspect that the mandatory breeder standards are not being complied with. A 
compliance and enforcement strategy will be developed to provide the framework about when and how 
a monitoring program will be implemented. 

It is proposed that, once the standards are developed and included in regulation, the department 
will generally take an educative approach for the first 12 months after commencement. This will allow 
time for breeders to become aware of the new requirements and make adjustments to their breeding 
operations if necessary. However, breaches that constitute clear cases of animal cruelty will still be 
pursued. 

The bill also includes an amendment to the Animal Care and Protection Act 2001 about the 
blooding of racing dogs. The Animal Care and Protection Act currently provides for the RSPCA and the 
department to prosecute people for the live baiting of greyhounds. The proposed amendment ensures 
that ‘blooding’ a dog includes both giving a dog the first and any subsequent taste or sight of another 
animal’s blood.  

The bill also provides a convenient opportunity for a number of amendments to the Biosecurity 
Act 2014 to be made before it commences on 1 July 2016. The Biosecurity Act represents a once-in-a-
generation reform of Queensland’s biosecurity legislation. During preparation for its implementation, a 
number of minor deficiencies have been identified, which are proposed to be addressed in this bill. 

Currently, the Biosecurity Act requires persons who keep more than the threshold number of 100 
captive birds to register as a biosecurity entity, irrespective of whether or not the birds or their eggs are 
kept for human consumption. The proposed amendments are designed to provide an exemption to 
persons who have more than a threshold of 100 captive birds from registering as a biosecurity entity 
provided the birds or their eggs are not kept for human consumption and the birds are caged and not 
released for free flight. This is because birds which are not consumed by humans or are free to 
associate with other wild birds present less risk to disease transmission in the event of an avian disease 
outbreak. Biosecurity risks associated with birds kept in these circumstances are able to be managed 
without the need for the keeper to be a registrable biosecurity entity. 

The bill will include an amendment to require authorised officers to give an information notice to 
a person to whom a biosecurity order has been given. It is common for most Queensland legislation to 
provide avenues to have decisions reviewed both internally and then externally by QCAT in the interests 
of administrative fairness. Giving a person an information notice allows them to apply for such reviews. 

The bill also makes some changes to the terminology that relates to restrictions on feeding certain 
material to ruminants and certain material to pigs and poultry to facilitate the imposition of nationally 
agreed labelling requirements for animal feed. The bill will also amend provisions about what 
information the chief executive must keep on the biosecurity register and what information may be 
disclosed or published. The Biosecurity Act currently requires the publication of these registers on the 
department’s website. However, as there is no public policy justification for the publication or release 
of all this information in every circumstance, the bill reduces the information that it is mandatory to 
publish while providing discretion to publish other information where appropriate.  
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Currently, the Biosecurity Act provides the power to make a declaration to address the ongoing 
biosecurity risks posed by a place and designated animals whilst they are at the place. For example, a 
declaration may restrict the use of the place for grazing cattle, and the cattle that had already been 
grazing on that property and had accumulated lead could be required to be withheld from slaughter or 
sale until such time as they no longer present a biosecurity risk. However, the Biosecurity Act does not 
allow restrictions to be placed on animals that may pose a risk if there is no risk associated with the 
place where they are being kept. For example, affected livestock may still pose a risk once they have 
left a contaminated place or after the contamination has been cleaned up. They may also pose a risk 
that is not associated with any place, such as where an animal has been fed restricted animal material 
and may be unfit for human consumption.  

The Biosecurity Act does not allow restrictions to be placed on carriers at the place such as dirt 
covered machinery that needs to be decontaminated before it leaves a place to ensure disease is not 
spread. The proposed amendments would ensure that restrictions can be imposed on designated 
animals and designated biosecurity matter independent of restrictions on a place. They will also ensure 
that restrictions can be imposed on dealings with carriers at a restricted place.  

The bill amends the prohibited matter and restricted matter schedules of the Biosecurity Act to 
reflect changes in the risk posed by some pests and diseases since the passage of the act. Prohibited 
matter comprises pests or diseases that are not present in Queensland and measures are required to 
continue to exclude them from the state. Restricted matter is found in Queensland and measures are 
required to limit the spread and impact. Fusarium wilt of bananas—Panama Tropical Race 4—would 
move from prohibited matter to restricted matter as this has been discovered in Queensland. The 
change does not lessen the Queensland government’s commitment to limiting the spread and impact 
of the disease. The bill adds some plant diseases to the restricted matter list to reflect detections in 
other states. The bill removes the ‘small hive beetle’ from the restricted list as this species is now 
nationally regarded as endemic. 

Finally, the bill lists nine recently endorsed weeds of national significance as restricted or 
prohibited to align Queensland’s legislation with other states and territories. These particular weeds 
have been nationally prioritised based on their invasiveness, potential for spread, and environmental, 
social and economic impacts, and each jurisdiction has committed to legislate to ensure these plants 
are removed from sale. The Nursery & Garden Industry Queensland has advised that these species 
are not currently being sold in Queensland so the listing does not impact their members. I commend 
the bill to the House.  

First Reading 
Hon. LE DONALDSON (Bundaberg—ALP) (Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries) (12.52 pm): I 

move— 
That the bill be now read a first time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a first time. 

Referral to the Agriculture and Environment Committee 
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Order! In accordance with standing order 131, the bill 

is now referred to the Agriculture and Environment Committee.  

MULTICULTURAL RECOGNITION BILL 
Resumed from 27 October 2015 (see p. 2376). 

Second Reading 
Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 

Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (12.53 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a second time.  

I would like to thank the Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence 
Prevention Committee for its examination of the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015 which 
recommended that the bill be passed. I would also like to thank all of the organisations and individuals 
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who provided a submission to the committee in relation to the bill. Many of the submissions included 
suggestions for ways that the bill can be implemented in practice, and all these will be carefully 
considered during the implementation phase.  

The committee also recommended that the Department of Communities, Child Safety and 
Disability Services work with the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council to put in place appropriate 
mechanisms to ensure that the views of Queensland’s diverse communities, in particular those in 
regional and rural locations, are sought and considered by the council. The Queensland government 
accepts this recommendation. I now table the government response to report No. 11 of the relevant 
committee. 
Tabled paper: Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee: Report No. 11, 
55th Parliament—Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015, government response [154]. 

The bill under clause 10 already sets out that the minister must have regard to the need for the 
membership of the advisory council to be representative of diverse groups of people in the Queensland 
community including people from regional locations. The functions of the advisory council as set out in 
clause 9 include consulting with groups or entities as directed by the minister. This could include 
consultation in particular locations or with particular groups to ensure a wide variety of views and 
perspectives are sought. In addition, to ensure this recommendation is met, the Department of 
Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services will work with the advisory council once it is 
established to develop appropriate mechanisms to engage with a range of diverse communities and 
groups including in regional and rural locations and other potential stakeholders such as the business 
sector. We will make it as broad as we can. 

The bill is an important step for the Palaszczuk government and this parliament to recognise that 
a cohesive multicultural society like ours with all of its diversity brings with it significant benefits to our 
state that we should be proud of and celebrate. This bill is a key mechanism for this government to 
ensure that those from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds are given opportunities to 
participate in the economy and community.  

As the daughter of Italian-Sicilian born parents, I am very passionate about Queensland 
multiculturalism. My parents came to Australia from Sicily in the early 1950s—and I see one member 
who I know has an affinity with some of the Italian community in his electorate— 

Mr Costigan: And Maltese.  
Ms GRACE:—and Maltese—and worked tirelessly to raise six daughters, making no secret of 

the fact that they tried six times for a boy. They raised us in Spring Hill and later in New Farm. I have 
lived in my electorate all my life, and I think my electorate is a shining success story for Queensland 
multiculturalism. They could not have raised six daughters without the support of family, especially my 
nonna Grazia, who played such an important role in helping them build a better life in Queensland.  

Government also has a role to play in supporting migrants who want to call Queensland home. 
We want to help Queenslanders from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds to take 
advantage of the tremendous opportunity our state offers, no matter where they come from. Our 
multicultural community does and can continue to provide us with opportunities to develop a diversified 
workforce as well as business opportunities in tourism and unique access to export markets. This can 
only improve our competitiveness and our prosperity in a global economy.  

Evidence shows newly arrived migrants are often disadvantaged in participating in our economy. 
The Palaszczuk government is already working towards practical steps to improve economic 
participation for migrants and refugees. I am very pleased that this government is a proud champion 
and supporter of MDA’s Work and Welcome 500 initiative which involves individuals and businesses 
supporting refugees into work placements. The aim is to find 500 work placements for 500 refugees. 
The work placements are for 12 weeks and give refugees their first experience in an Australian 
workplace. This is a huge help to successful settlement for the individuals and their families.  

My department, the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services, has 
agreed to take two placements and to promote the program across government. The Multicultural 
Queensland Charter, which forms an integral part of this bill, will promote principles such as fairness, 
inclusion and harmony. The Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council, another component of the bill, 
will ensure that the voices of our multicultural and multifaith communities from across the state are 
heard. Under this bill, government departments will provide leadership in translating the charter 
principles into practice through a multicultural policy and action plan.  
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In the relatively short time since becoming Minister for Multicultural Affairs, I have had the 
privilege of attending a number of significant cultural events and celebrations, including this week’s 
Chinese New Year celebrations which will be held here in Parliament House. I look forward to attending 
that. I was also very pleased to attend the official opening of the Punjabi Welfare Association of Australia 
in Mount Gravatt in January. I look forward to engaging with Queensland’s multicultural community in 
the coming months. The first event I attended after being elected as the member for Brisbane Central 
in 2007—and I remember it fondly—was the multicultural festival in Roma Street. We were exhausted 
after a long campaign, and I attended that with the current Premier and then minister for multicultural 
affairs, Annastacia Palaszczuk.  

Debate, on motion of Ms Grace, adjourned. 
Sitting suspended from 1.00 pm to 2.30 pm.  

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT  

Sub Judice  
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, I refer to the debate on the Tackling Alcohol-Fuelled 

Violence Legislation Amendment Bill and the Liquor and Fair Trading Legislation (Red Tape Reduction) 
Amendment Bill, which is likely to occur this week. I remind members of the sub judice rule in standing 
order 233. The sub judice rule in general requires members to exercise care to avoid saying inside the 
House anything that would be regarded as contempt of court outside the House and could jeopardise 
court proceedings. Members should not refer in the House to matters awaiting or under adjudication in 
all courts exercising criminal jurisdiction from the moment a charge is made against the relevant person.  

Given there are matters before the court relating to recent incidents of alleged alcohol related 
violence, I remind members of the importance of the sub judice rule in the context of the debate on the 
bill. Members can refer to the general issue of alcohol related violence. However, members should not 
refer to specific matters where these matters are currently before the court. If members are in doubt, I 
urge you to seek advice from the Clerk or the Deputy Clerk before you speak on the debate.  

DIRECTOR OF CHILD PROTECTION LITIGATION BILL  

Introduction  
Hon. YM D’ATH (Redcliffe—ALP) (Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for 

Training and Skills) (2.31 pm): I present a bill for an act to establish the Director of Child Protection 
Litigation and for related purposes, and to make consequential amendments to this act, the Child 
Protection Act 1999, the Child Protection (International Measures) Act 2003, the Childrens Court Act 
1992, the Family and Child Commission Act 2014 and the Public Service Act 2008. I table the bill and 
the explanatory notes. I nominate the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee to consider the 
bill. 
Tabled paper: Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016 [155]. 
Tabled paper: Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016, explanatory notes [156]. 

I am pleased to introduce the Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016. Together with the 
Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016, shortly to be introduced by the Hon. Shannon Fentiman 
MP, Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister for Child Safety and Minister for the 
Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence, the bill constitutes the second stage of legislative 
amendments as part of the government’s child and family reform agenda. The child and family reform 
program of this government implements the recommendations of the July 2013 report by the 
Queensland Child Protection Commission of Inquiry, Taking responsibility: a road map for Queensland 
child protection. This government is committed to implementing the recommendations of the 
commission, which are aimed at addressing the risk of systemic failure, and building a sustainable and 
effective child protection system over the next decade.  

This bill and the Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016 implement 11 specific 
recommendations of the commission and an additional recommendation made by the Court Case 
Management Committee to introduce new processes for managing applications for child protection 
orders in the Childrens Court. The Court Case Management Committee, chaired by the president of the 
Childrens Court, was established on recommendation by the commission to decide on a court case 
management framework for child protection matters in the Childrens Court. The judicially led court case 
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management framework, envisaged by the commission, will be supported by the bill, the remaking of 
the Childrens Court Rules and amendments to the Child Protection Act 1999. The bill implements 
commission recommendation 13.17 for the establishment of an independent statutory agency, the 
Director of Child Protection, within the Justice portfolio to make decisions as to which matters will be 
the subject of a child protection application and what type of child protection order will be sought, as 
well as litigate the applications. Consistent with this recommendation, the bill provides for a new 
independent statutory officer, the Director of Child Protection Litigation, who will report to the 
Attorney-General and Minister for Justice.  

The bill also provides for the establishment of the Office of the Director of Child Protection 
Litigation, with staff appointed under the Public Service Act 2008, to help the director perform the 
director’s functions. The bill provides that the director is appointed by the Governor in Council on 
recommendation of the minister for a term of up to five years but may be reappointed for further terms. 
To be considered suitable for appointment, the director must be a lawyer who has been admitted to 
practice for at least 10 years and has demonstrated qualities of leadership, management and innovation 
in a senior government or private sector role. The main function of the director is to decide which matters 
will be the subject of a child protection order application, the type of child protection order to be sought 
and to litigate the child protection order application. The bill, therefore, provides that when the chief 
executive of the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services is satisfied that a 
child is in need of protection and a child protection order is the most desirable and appropriate order to 
protect the child, it must refer the matter to the director. The director will then be solely responsible for 
deciding whether or not an application for a child protection order should be made and the type of order 
that should be sought. If an application for a child protection order is made, the director will be 
responsible for conducting the legal proceeding in the Childrens Court.  

The bill sets out the principles to be followed when the director and staff administer their functions 
and powers. The main principle is that the safety, wellbeing and best interests of the child are 
paramount. This paramount principle is consistent with the Child Protection Act 1999 and the 
requirements of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.  

Other principles under the bill require the director to work collaboratively with Child Safety; only 
take action that is warranted in the circumstances; and consider whether there is sufficient, relevant 
and appropriate evidence before applying for a child protection order. The bill also requires decisions 
by the director to be made in a timely manner to ensure risks to the child are minimised. The director 
will need to apply the principle under the Child Protection Act 1999, that a delay in making a decision 
should be avoided, unless it is appropriate for the child.  

To facilitate collaboration and cooperation between the director and Child Safety, the bill provides 
that, when making decisions, the director must consult with Child Safety and, if the director disagrees 
with the recommendations made by Child Safety, the director must provide written reasons for that 
decision. Under the bill, the director will also be able to provide legal advice to and represent Child 
Safety in other child and family related matters, such as family law and adoption matters, if instructed 
to do so by Child Safety. Child Safety may engage the director to undertake this work on a 
fee-for-service basis similar to the current arrangements that Child Safety has with Crown Law for these 
matters.  

The director will have the power to issue guidelines that will apply to staff, lawyers engaged by 
the director, the chief executive of Child Safety and relevant staff within Child Safety. The guidelines 
will provide guidance and information about matters including: the roles and responsibilities of Child 
Safety and the Office of the Director during court proceedings; and a process for reviewing decisions 
made by the director about whether or not to apply for a child protection order.  

As Child Safety will no longer be a party to proceedings for child protection orders, the bill makes 
consequential amendments to the Child Protection Act 1999 to ensure that Child Safety staff are still 
able to participate in child protection order proceedings as necessary. The bill will also expand the 
scope of the Child Death and Serious Injury Review Panel established under the Child Protection Act 
1999 to ensure the panel is able to review the involvement of the director in relation to a child’s death 
or significant injury in stated circumstances.  

To ensure accountability and transparency, the director will be required to provide an annual 
report about the exercise of the director’s functions. The bill also requires a review of the act and the 
operations of the Office of the Director be undertaken five years after commencement of the act. This 
will ensure that a formal evaluation of the model is undertaken to investigate whether it is meeting its 
objectives and identify any areas for improvement.  
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The establishment of the director and the other court reforms in the Child Protection Reform 
Amendment Bill 2016 and Childrens Court Rules will improve outcomes for children and their families. 
The legislation will provide greater accountability and oversight, minimise delay in court proceedings, 
promote efficiency and ensure the voices of children and families are heard in decisions that impact 
them.  

These important and necessary reforms will ensure that applications for child protection orders 
filed in the Childrens Court are supported by good quality evidence and that evidence based 
decision-making forms part of the litigation process. I commend the bill to the House.  

First Reading 
Hon. YM D’ATH (Redcliffe—ALP) (Attorney-General and Minister for Justice and Minister for 

Training and Skills) (2.38 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a first time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a first time. 

Referral to the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee 
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Ms Farmer): Order! In accordance with standing order 131, the bill 

is now referred to the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee.  

CHILD PROTECTION REFORM AMENDMENT BILL 

Introduction 
Hon. SM FENTIMAN (Waterford—ALP) (Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister 

for Child Safety and Minister for the Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence) (2.38 pm): I present 
a bill for an act to amend the Child Protection Act 1999 for particular purposes. I table the bill and 
explanatory notes. I nominate the Health, Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family 
Violence Prevention Committee to consider the bill.  
Tabled paper: Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016 [157]. 

Tabled paper: Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [158]. 

The Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016 proposes to amend the Child Protection Act 
1999 to strengthen court processes in child protection proceedings as recommended by the 
Queensland Child Protection Commission of Inquiry. The Palaszczuk government is progressing 
wideranging reforms to Queensland’s child protection and family support system. This bill, along with 
the Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016, aims to reform the way that child protection 
proceedings are conducted in the Childrens Court. These court reforms will ensure that the voices of 
children and their families are heard on decisions that affect them, minimise delay and improve the 
quality of information and evidence before the court.  

The Queensland government’s child and family reforms are aimed at providing meaningful 
support to families when they need it to help them in their important role of keeping their children safe. 
To achieve this we are rolling out new services and new ways of working with families. We are working 
with families and communities to address issues of need or dysfunction so that these issues do not 
impact on children’s safety or wellbeing. However, we know that sometimes intervention by child 
protection authorities is needed to keep children safe, and the Childrens Court plays an important role 
in this work. The Childrens Court makes decisions that can have far-reaching implications for families 
and children, and so we want to make sure that children and their families have every opportunity to 
have their say on decisions that affect them. This bill will promote improvements in the quality of 
information available to the Childrens Court so that decisions are made on the basis of sound 
understanding of the issues at hand.  

The Queensland Child Protection Commission of Inquiry made 28 recommendations to improve 
the way child protection proceedings are conducted in the Childrens Court. The Child Protection Reform 
Amendment Bill 2016 implements 11 of these recommendations. The commission of inquiry also 
recommended the establishment of a Court Case Management Committee to broadly oversee the 
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development of a Childrens Court case management framework. The committee, which is chaired by 
His Honour Judge Michael Shanahan, the President of the Childrens Court of Queensland, has been 
established and made recommendations that relate to amendments in this bill.  

In collaboration with the Department of Justice and Attorney-General, my department undertook 
targeted consultation with key child protection and legal stakeholders to consider the recommendations 
implemented by this bill and to identify and resolve any issues. I would like to thank everyone who took 
part. Your input has been invaluable and helped us to develop a bill that I am confident will achieve its 
purpose of improving court processes and outcomes for children and families involved in proceedings 
for child protection orders.  

The commission of inquiry recommended that the department establish an internal Office of the 
Official Solicitor to provide early and more independent legal advice to departmental staff. Clause 4 of 
the bill implements this recommendation by supporting the establishment of the Office of the Child and 
Family Official Solicitor within the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services. 
The role of this office will include providing early legal advice to child safety officers, applying for urgent 
assessment orders and temporary custody orders and working collaboratively with the Director of Child 
Protection Litigation when the department has determined that a child protection order is required. The 
Director of Child Protection Litigation will have responsibility for deciding whether an application for a 
child protection order should be made, the type of order that should be applied for and for progressing 
the application in court. The department will retain responsibility for applying for urgent short-term 
orders and so can continue to respond quickly in urgent circumstances.  

The commission of inquiry found that when a child is on a long-term guardianship order changes 
in the child’s or the family’s circumstances may mean that the child is better off returning home. It 
recommended that the Child Protection Act be amended to include a reviewable decision where the 
department refuses a request to review a long-term guardianship order by a child’s parent or the child. 
Clause 5 of the bill provides parents with the right to request the department to review a case plan for 
their child who is subject to a long-term guardianship order to someone other than the chief executive 
as long as the case plan has not been reviewed in the previous 12 months.  

Children need stability and security, and so the department may refuse a review if there has been 
no significant change in a child’s circumstances since the last review. Family group meetings bring 
together the child, their family and those who know the child and their family best as well as other 
relevant persons and agencies to develop a case plan to support them. The commission of inquiry 
reported concerns by some parents that their attendance at a family group meeting or agreement to a 
case plan may be used against them in court proceedings and recommended that the act should 
prevent this. Clauses 7 and 8 of the bill implement this recommendation by clarifying that a person’s 
mere attendance at a family group meeting or agreement to a case plan cannot be used as an 
admission of anything against them in proceedings for a child protection order. Importantly, anything 
said or done at a family group meeting can still be used as evidence against a person. Obviously the 
court needs to be aware if someone discloses harm or actually makes an admission about having 
perpetrated abuse during a family group meeting.  

The Court Case Management Committee identified that there is currently no specific legislation, 
rules or practice direction about the process for withdrawing an application for a child protection order 
that has been filed with the Childrens Court. Clause 10 of the bill addresses this by providing that the 
Director of Child Protection Litigation may only withdraw an application for a child protection order with 
the leave of the court. Currently, before a court can grant a child protection order in contested 
proceedings it must be satisfied that a conference between the parties has been held or that reasonable 
attempts to convene a conference have been made.  

The commission of inquiry recommended that the Court Case Management Committee propose 
amendments to the Child Protection Act to provide a clear legislative framework for court ordered 
conferencing at critical and optimal stages during child protection proceedings. Clause 11 of this bill 
implements the committee’s recommendation by allowing the court to dispense with the requirement 
for a court ordered conference in exceptional circumstances; for example, where the court considers 
that a conference would pose a risk to the safety of a party.  

The commission of inquiry recommended that the Court Case Management Committee examine 
whether the Childrens Court, in making a long-term guardianship order, can feasibly make an order for 
placement and contact arrangements for the child. The committee found that it would not be feasible 
for the Childrens Court to make these orders. It instead recommended amendments to require the 
Childrens Court to be satisfied that, prior to granting a long-term guardianship order, living and contact 
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arrangements for the child have been included in the child’s case plan. This amendment in clause 11 
will mean that before granting an order for long-term guardianship of the child the court must be satisfied 
that the case plan for the child is appropriate for meeting the child’s assessed protection and care needs 
and includes contact and living arrangements.  

Because a child’s needs and their family’s circumstances may change throughout their life, this 
amendment will not prevent the department or a child’s guardian from changing their arrangements 
during the child’s life as circumstances change. If child protection proceedings are underway in the 
Childrens Court and at the same time the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal is dealing with 
an application to review a decision about the child, this can lead to confusion for the Childrens Court 
and other parties and cause delay. As recommended by the commission of inquiry, clause 19 of the bill 
implements the requirement for the president of the tribunal to suspend a review and transfer the matter 
if there are related child protection proceedings on foot in the Childrens Court. This amendment 
promotes efficiency by avoiding concurrent proceedings relating to the same matter being dealt with in 
two separate jurisdictions.  

The commission of inquiry found that the views of children and young people are not always 
sought or well presented to the court, and this is despite the court being able to appoint a separate legal 
representative to act in the child’s best interests and the child being able to have a direct legal 
representative to act on the instructions of the child. The Public Guardian may also be involved in a 
proceeding, and their role includes presenting the views and wishes of the child. The commission of 
inquiry recommended amendments to clarify the role and to provide clarity about when the Childrens 
Court should exercise its discretion to appoint a separate legal representative. The bill implements this 
recommendation in clause 24 by clarifying the distinction between a separate representative and a 
direct representative who acts on the instructions of the child.  

The amendments also clarify that the role of the Public Guardian is not diminished, even if the 
child has been appointed a separate representative or has engaged a direct representative. The 
amendments clarify that a separate representative’s role requires them to meet with the child, explain 
their role and help the child to take part in the proceedings, taking into account the child’s age and 
ability to understand. The amendment will strengthen the options available to assist a child to take part 
in legal proceedings that affect them.  

The commission of inquiry found that important family members and individuals in a child’s life 
are often excluded from or marginalised in child protection proceedings. This is particularly concerning 
if kinship relationships for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and families and other cultural 
family arrangements are not taken into account. The commission of inquiry recommended that 
amendments be made to the Child Protection Act to give the court discretion to allow a significant 
person in a child’s life to be joined as a party to the proceedings. Clause 25 of the bill implements this 
recommendation by giving the court the discretion to allow a person to participate in court proceedings 
by doing some or all of the things that a party may do.  

The commission of inquiry found that the needs of siblings and half-siblings are sometimes 
determined by different courts on separate occasions and in different locations, even though the needs 
of children can be interrelated and competing, and recommended amendments to enable the court to 
transfer and join proceedings. Clause 26 of the bill implements this recommendation by giving the court 
discretion to hear two or more applications together on its own initiative if it is in the best interests of 
justice to do so. This can occur even if all the parties are not the same. The amendment is not 
specifically limited to siblings, to provide the court with flexibility to deal with the diversity of family 
relationships.  

The commission of inquiry noted that there is currently no legislative duty of disclosure on parties 
to child protection proceedings. Instead, parties must rely on the subpoena process to obtain 
documents, including from the department. This means that child protection proceedings are conducted 
largely on the basis of affidavit evidence that often relies on hearsay. The commission of inquiry 
recommended that the Court Case Management Committee review the disclosure obligations. The 
committee recommended amendments to the Child Protection Act to impose a duty of disclosure in 
proceedings for a child protection order.  

The bill implements this recommendation in clause 31 by requiring the Director of Child Protection 
Litigation, as the applicant in child protection proceedings, to disclose to the other parties all of the 
documents relevant to the issues in the proceedings. The department will have a corresponding duty 
to provide all relevant information to the Director of Child Protection Litigation. This amendment will 
facilitate a more equitable process by enabling parties to be aware of the evidence which will be relied 
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upon during court proceedings. Given the sensitive nature of the information being disclosed, it will be 
an offence for a party to directly or indirectly disclose or make use of a document other than for the 
purpose connected to the proceeding.  

In conclusion, this bill reflects the importance of child protection court work in supporting families 
and protecting vulnerable children. The proposed amendments aim to improve court processes and 
ensure courts have the evidence and information they need to make good decisions that achieve the 
best possible outcomes for children and families. I encourage all interested parties to consider the 
provisions of the Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill and share their views on the bill by making 
a submission to the committee. I commend the bill to the House. 

First Reading 
Hon. SM FENTIMAN (Waterford—ALP) (Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister 

for Child Safety and Minister for the Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence) (2.53 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a first time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a first time. 

Referral to the Health, Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family 
Violence Prevention Committee 

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Furner): Order! In accordance with standing order 131, the bill is now 
referred to the Health, Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention 
Committee.  

MULTICULTURAL RECOGNITION BILL  

Second Reading 
Resumed from p. 54, on motion of Ms Grace— 

That the bill be now read a second time.  

Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 
Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (2.54 pm), continuing: Those who know me will 
know that over my lifetime I have been passionate about and involved in multicultural affairs and have 
long supported the role of various ethnic chambers such as the Queensland Italian Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry and have been very supportive of the Consulate of Italy in Brisbane, successfully 
campaigning to stop the closure of this important service for Italians who live in Queensland. I welcome 
now the full-time Italian Consul Ludovico Camussi, who is doing an excellent job working in the 
community.  

I am also involved with other multicultural groups including the Multicultural Community Centre, 
led by the ever vivacious Jeannie Mok and her husband, David. They have a fantastic festival—the 
Technicolour Multicultural Festival—held in Newmarket which I attended last year. Obviously there are 
many other multicultural celebrations that I know all of us, on both sides of the House, enjoy attending. 
We love participating in their culture, their food, their music and everything on offer at those festivals. I 
see a lot of members in the House nodding to indicate their involvement in the various events that are 
held in their electorates.  

I know that while our journeys to make Queensland our home may have varied—we may have 
arrived originally in different ships but we are all in the same boat—we share a common desire to 
contribute to our communities and our wonderful state and to have a sense of belonging. I know that a 
sense of belonging is very important to a lot of people from multicultural backgrounds—belonging to 
not only the state of Queensland but also Australia.  

The government will lead the way in embedding the principles of the charter in government 
entities, and the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services will commence 
activities to promote the charter as widely as possible to encourage community organisations and 
businesses to also adopt the charter. I think the charter has some fantastic elements. If members from 
both sides of the House promote it in our communities, I think it will go a long way to establishing 
Queensland as the premier state for tolerance and social cohesion.  
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If the bill is passed, I will also open the nomination process for the Multicultural Queensland 
Advisory Council. The nomination process will include clear selection criteria to ensure members have 
the skills and experience to undertake their role on the council, acknowledging of course the 
representation from regional and rural Queensland.  

We will also engage with the community to seek their views on a new multicultural policy and 
action plan. I know that many members in this House will work together with their communities to seek 
their views so that we can develop a multicultural policy and action plan that is second to none, not only 
in Queensland but also in Australia. The policy will set desired outcomes to be achieved, and the action 
plan will set out key actions to be taken by government entities. I think that is very important so that we 
ensure the charter principles of equal access and a fair go for the multicultural community so that they 
have equal opportunities to jobs and all the other services that governments in this state and in Australia 
have to offer.  

I am confident that this legislation will make a difference to the lives of Queenslanders from many 
different backgrounds and will help unite us, enhance cohesiveness in our communities and give us a 
chance to celebrate and cherish our diversity. I am a very proud Australian Italian, and I am very proud 
to work with the multicultural community. I look forward to ensuring that the provisions of this bill, once 
enacted, are put in place as soon as possible. I look forward to working with all members, from both 
sides of the House, on these issues of multiculturalism. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mrs SMITH (Mount Ommaney—LNP) (2.58 pm): I rise to make a contribution to the Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015. I start by saying that the LNP is committed to a fair and culturally diverse 
Queensland. The LNP believes that all Queenslanders have the right to express and share their 
individual cultural heritage, including language and religion, and we support the removal of barriers of 
race, culture, religion and language while encouraging and promoting full economic participation. I take 
this opportunity to acknowledge that this is the minister’s first bill before the parliament and to 
congratulate her on her appointment in her new role as Minister for Employment and Industrial 
Relations, Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs. After a couple of false starts within 
her own portfolio areas like the racing fiasco and that youth unemployment is outside her control—
yikes!—I am happy to help the minister out here with this portfolio by supporting the bill.  

This bill consists of three main elements: firstly, to establish the Multicultural Queensland Charter, 
which aims to recognise the contribution of Queenslanders from diverse backgrounds and promote 
Queensland as a united, harmonious and inclusive community; secondly, to establish the Multicultural 
Queensland Advisory Council to advise the minister on multicultural issues and consult with culturally 
and linguistically diverse communities and other interest groups; and, thirdly, to implement the 
multicultural policy and multicultural action plan. I want to acknowledge the good work undertaken by 
the former minister, Glen Elmes, which now forms the basis of the government charter. 

While I rise in support of this bill, I want to take this opportunity to raise the following questions, 
concerns and issues I have with this piece of legislation: firstly, the selection process for the advisory 
council; secondly, how will this bill achieve jobs for migrants and assist in improved economic 
participation; and, thirdly, what performance measures will be put in place to measure the success of 
this bill and track the number of jobs being created? I note in the previous minister’s introductory speech 
that the bill also provided strong accountabilities, including a requirement for the responsible minister 
to report to parliament on the outcomes of the multicultural policy at least every three years. The 
accountabilities should extend to an open, transparent and fair selection process for members of the 
advisory committee—not like the closed-door, union-led selection of members of the Stolen Wages 
Taskforce. Ema Vueti and Salome Swan in their submissions highlighted that the minister has great 
powers in this bill. The bill assumes that the final decisions are the responsibility of the minister and, by 
doing this, the bill restricts itself. This echoes my concerns in the transparency of that selection process. 

ECCQ is the peak body and has played a vital role in the success of Queensland multicultural 
expansion over many years. At nearly every event I have attended over the past 12 months Serge and 
Anna Voloshenko and other members have been there in full support, and that dedication is one of the 
reasons our multicultural landscape here in Queensland has been so successful. While I support this 
bill, I am concerned that the positive theme of this bill will not translate into achieving meaningful 
employment and long-term prosperity for migrants. The committee report contains sections of the 
department’s submission that said— 
However, despite the benefits that migrants bring to Queensland, it is also recognised that newly arrived migrants are ‘often 
disadvantaged in participating in the economy’, facing a range of significant barriers to finding employment.  
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We on this side of the House are fully supportive of good legislation that enhances ongoing strong 
bonds between Queenslanders of different backgrounds and building a prosperous Queensland. I 
further note that in her introductory speech Minister Fentiman outlined that this legislation recognises 
the ongoing contribution that multiculturalism makes to build a prosperous and diverse Queensland, 
and that is why I question how it will benefit and how we will measure how effective it will be for CALD 
people in actually contributing to the economy. How will the minister measure the success if the 
requirement of the minister is to only update the House every three years on the outcome of this bill, 
and I think that that is something that needs to be explored further? 

The opposition embraces practical solutions to improving access to meaningful employment. 
Only last week—and the minister mentioned this organisation—the Leader of the Opposition and I 
visited the Multicultural Community Centre at Newmarket and witnessed firsthand a highly successful 
multicultural community group. Our visit saw how the great work of Jeannie Mok, as mentioned by the 
minister, leads to truly positive outcomes for some of the most disadvantaged people in our community. 
What was so impressive about that community centre was that it is running programs which boast a 
98 per cent completion rate and an 87 per cent success rate of gaining employment after graduation—
an 87 per cent success rate of employment after graduation—with a keen focus on the childcare and 
aged-care industries. On the day that Lawrence and I visited, over 22 nations were participating, and 
this is true diversity coming together through Jeannie’s passion. She and her committed team provide 
the ingredients of having a belief in an individual, providing them with an opportunity and giving them 
hope.  

Multiculturalism serves as a positive instrument aimed at the removal of barriers and promoting 
economic involvement, equity and access for all Queenslanders. The bill recognises the need to 
increase participation but is silent on how this will be achieved. All government departments—not just 
the ministry responsible for multiculturalism—are currently expected to provide leadership in the aims 
of the multicultural bill. I would also like to see plans, programs and strategies that enhance the full 
participation of culturally diverse people within Queensland. 

Miss BOYD (Pine Rivers—ALP) (3.06 pm): We live in a community that is so culturally diverse 
and that is something that I am proud of—something I want to enhance, encourage and maximise. That 
is why being part of this committee examining this bill was so exciting. The sad reality in our community 
is that my sentiments are not always shared by others and, while I appreciate that others often have 
varied and diverse views, I also appreciate that there is an undertone of something else in our 
community. There is an undertone of intolerance through our communities—fear of the different or 
unknown, a fear I think some in politics should take responsibility for often perpetuating or accentuating. 
Ours is a multicultural community from our first people to those of many other cultures who have come 
to call Australia home. I am most proud of who we are when we embrace our diversity. What we know 
is that the evidence is indicating that the most disadvantaged from participating in our economy are 
Queensland’s migrant population. Intolerance and inequity in our community are something that Labor 
in government is determined to address. 

While I hold the view that people in our political sphere often domestically and internationally 
have impacted, particularly in recent years, on the community’s attitudes surrounding multiculturalism, 
I believe that government has a role to play in promoting a unified, harmonious and inclusive 
Queensland. We play an integral part in setting Queensland on the right path. That starts today with 
this Multicultural Recognition Bill, with the Multicultural Queensland Charter, policy and action plan. It 
starts with creating awareness; implementing fair, inclusive policy; and ensuring that the outcomes are 
measured. It starts with the establishment of the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council and 
continues with its work and recommendations. Real statistical data will be captured and utilised under 
this legislation to improve and strengthen targeted programs and services.  

This bill focuses on harmony, inclusion and fairness—principles that the committee heard would 
impact directly in a meaningful way and targeted way on a micro level to many Queenslanders in their 
day-to-day lives. At the macro level it will better improve policy, programs and services and will place 
Queensland in a better position of overseas investment, trade and tourism. At its core this bill is based 
on proud Labor values and it is only Labor in government that will deliver these measures. It will make 
our community a better place. It will ensure that we have a better culture. 

I want to recognise Minister Fentiman, who was the minister for multicultural affairs when this bill 
was introduced into the House, for her leadership and foresight. I am confident that Minister Grace will 
implement this bill to the extent that it will fulfil and, no doubt, exceed its aims and objectives.  
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I thank our tremendous committee staff—Karl, Lucy and Carla. I would also like to acknowledge 
all of the committee members past and present for their work to ensure that this legislation was 
interrogated and investigated to ensure that it could be practically implemented. It is obvious through 
the committee process that the community wants this bill. It is obvious through the committee process 
that the community needs this bill. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr McARDLE (Caloundra—LNP) (3.09 pm): I rise to make a short contribution regarding the bill 
before the House. Before I do so, I also echo the comments of the member for Pine Rivers in regard to 
the committee. This is the last occasion on which I will appear as a committee member before the 
chamber. I would like to thank all of those who have been involved in the work of the committee, 
particularly Karl Holden, Lucy Manderson and Carla Campillo. They were excellent staff. They worked 
very hard for us. The committee put together some very good reports as well on domestic violence. The 
team itself worked well. We had our problems on occasions, but we worked things through and 
produced some good reports to this parliament. I am sad to say, of course, that a new minister arrives 
and the committee folds up immediately.  

An honourable member interjected.  
Mr McARDLE: That is no reflection on the minister. The purpose of this bill is to continue 

Australia developing as a multicultural society. When we look around this nation, we see that we are 
indeed the lucky country, or a blessed country. We are a mix of races. The First Australians have been 
here for 40,000 to 50,000 years. The first Europeans came in 1788. There were those who came in the 
gold rush—the thousands who came from across the world to settle in Australia. After World War II the 
migrants and those who were displaced throughout Europe and Asia came to Australia. The Snowy 
Mountains scheme was built by many Italian migrants to this nation. We have a lot to be thankful for.  

In fact, I compare us to the United States at the moment and the recent events that have occurred 
right across that great nation. We do not have in this nation the racial hatred and tension between the 
black and the white. We do not have that degree of animosity. Yes, there are pockets but nothing like 
the United States has at this point in time. One wonders what Martin Luther King Jr would think of the 
US at this point in time given the hard work that he did back in the 1950s and 1960s. When we consider 
this nation, we see that we are at peace. We have harmony and oneness. That comes from people 
understanding that we are a multicultural society. We are comprised of people of all colours, creeds 
and religions.  

It beggars belief that, in 2016, we can have people and organisations in this country wanting to 
ban people purely because of their religious belief—purely because they are Muslims—purely because 
they have a view of that religion that is at odds with the views of most people who practise that faith. 
There will always be minorities who will twist a set of circumstances to suit their own issues, or their 
own outcomes. Isis is one. But, in my opinion, to summarily ban or call for the banning of people entering 
this nation or staying in this nation purely because they practise the Muslim faith is bigotry. It is 
un-Australian. It goes against everything that we stand for in this nation and everything that we have 
done in the past to build up our modern society. Yes, of course, we need to be vigilant about people 
entering this nation. Every nation does. But I repeat: to put a blanket ban because of a religion practised 
badly by a minority is not the right way to go about matters.  

The Christian faith should not be too satisfied with itself. I refer to the reports coming out of the 
child abuse royal commission inquiry every day. If we are looking at religion, we see that we have a lot 
to answer for ourselves in our recent past.  

I hope that this bill will go some way to dealing with that bigotry, with that bias and with 
organisations and people who feel that that is the way to go forward. It is my belief that this form of 
bigotry must never take hold in this country and I hope that this bill will in some part go some way 
towards stopping that from occurring. I support the bill.  

Mr PYNE (Cairns—ALP) (3.14 pm): I rise to speak briefly to the Multicultural Recognition Bill. The 
Multicultural Recognition Bill is a key mechanism for the government to ensure that those from culturally 
and linguistically diverse backgrounds are given opportunities to participate in the economy and the 
community. Cairns has a rich history of migrant communities coming to the city from as long ago as the 
white settlers, the Italians who came as canecutters post the Second World War, the Indians— 

Ms Grace: My dad was one of them.  
Mr PYNE: I take that interjection from the minister that her father was a canecutter who worked 

in North Queensland—right through to the more recent arrivals. Bhutanese refugees are moving to 
Cairns in numbers now.  
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I am very happy to see the formation of the advisory council. This advisory council will be 
representative of diverse groups in the Queensland community and will include people from regional 
Queensland. I think that is very important.  

I am pleased that the Palaszczuk government wants to help Queenslanders from culturally and 
linguistically diverse backgrounds to take advantage of the tremendous opportunities that our great 
state has to offer no matter where they come from. A multicultural community does and can continue 
to provide us with opportunities to develop a diversified workforce as well as business opportunities for 
tourism. It sometimes saddens me that people in our community do not understand the economic 
benefit that refugees and migrants offer our communities. The other day I was very interested to hear 
that the Syrian refugees into Germany are likely to increase economic growth in that country by about 
0.5 per cent just through purchasing the products that they will require and need. Germany has an 
ageing population. The young people who are going into that country will work and pay taxes to support 
other people as they retire. These are things that we need to consider.  

This bill will improve our competitiveness and prosperity in the global economy. There is also 
evidence that newly arrived migrants are often disadvantaged when participating in the economy. This 
bill helps them to participate. When you work with some of these migrant communities, it is interesting 
to see the new arrivals mix with community organisations—people who can speak English or who are 
bilingual—and find out how to take advantage of opportunities, how to access medical services, how to 
start a business, how to get a licence and all of those things. We want to support that to make their 
transition to Australian life as easy as possible. The Palaszczuk government is working towards 
providing practical steps to improve migrants’ economic participation. As I have said already, those 
measures will significantly grow the economy.  

I also note that the Multicultural Queensland Charter is an integral part of the bill. The charter will 
promote principles of inclusion, fairness and harmony. The bill also provides for a multicultural policy 
and action plans. Many years ago I was involved in the implementation of disability action plans within 
various state government agencies. To have these action plans in place is very important, otherwise 
the policy lacks the implementation that it should have. I look forward to these action plans being 
developed. These plans will also allow government departments to provide leadership in translating the 
charter principles into practice. The bill and its plans shows that the government is leading by example. 
It is strong, values based legislation.  

I note the comments of the member for Caloundra. When you see the divisions in other countries, 
it is very pleasing to notice that bipartisan support for our multicultural identity and our harmonious 
community. When I hear this House speaking with one voice on such important matters that go to our 
values and our identity as a people, that certainly pleases me. I commend the bill to the House.  

Ms LEAHY (Warrego—LNP) (3.20 pm): I rise to speak on the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and 
Family Violence Prevention Committee staff, Karl, Lucy and Carla, for their assistance with the inquiry 
and the professionalism which they have displayed throughout the process of examining this legislation. 
I would also like to thank the many organisations and individuals who made submissions in relation to 
the bill and who appeared at the public hearings. I would also like to thank my fellow committee 
members from both sides of the House for their participation and congratulate the new minister on her 
appointment to the portfolio.  

The Multicultural Recognition Bill applies to government entities—for instance, a government 
department; a Public Service office; an agency, authority, commission, corporation, instrumentality or 
other entity established under an act or under state authorisation for a public or state purpose; another 
entity declared under a regulation; or a registry or other administrative office of a court of the state of 
any jurisdiction. The bill does not apply to government owned corporations, local governments, the 
Parliamentary Service and non-government organisations funded to deliver services on behalf of 
government departments. The bill does not create any rights for anyone and it does not impose any 
legally enforceable obligations or create a civil cause of action based on contravention of provisions 
and failure to comply with the act does not affect the validity of any decisions.  

Even without this bill there has been considerable engagement and spirit in the area of 
multiculturalism. For instance, in Brisbane about 17 per cent of households speak a language other 
than English. Brisbane City Council provides funding for various multicultural events and activities 
across Brisbane on an annual basis. This is complemented by the work of the Lord Mayor’s multicultural 
round table which is in its 10th year of operation. The 22-member round table represents various groups 
such as the Chinese Club of Queensland and the German Australian Business Association and ensures 
a productive two-way communication with the Lord Mayor on multicultural issues.  
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Multiculturalism is also happening in the electorate of Warrego in the community and also, most 
importantly, in the private sector. There are many pubs in Western Queensland that have a backpacker 
behind the bar who is visiting rural and regional Australia during their travels. Just the other day I was 
in Meandarra and there was an Irish backpacker working in the local hotel and doing a fantastic job. In 
my past visits to places like Birdsville and Innamincka I have found that all of the hotel staff are 
backpackers who are highly regarded by their employers for their work efforts and ethic.  

After the Royal Hotel in Roma was unfortunately destroyed by fire in November 2014, about 15 
very distressed backpackers who had just escaped with their lives were in serious need of consular 
assistance as they had lost all their possessions in that fire. They had no phone, no passport, no 
identification documents and only the clothes that they were wearing left. These great young people 
came from Ireland, England, Canada, Nepal, India and some were hoping to head home for Christmas 
with their flights booked and now had no passports or ID to leave Australia. I assisted in the electorate 
office in arranging consular assistance for those who required emergency passports and travel 
documents and also we gave them some cold water and an air-conditioned office where they could at 
least base themselves for a day or two and collect their thoughts and plan for the future because they 
were quite shell-shocked. They now had no jobs and no possessions and they were in a different 
country.  

The community at Roma rallied around these young people. They did everything they could to 
help them with clothes, jobs, a roof over their head in some cases and an empathetic understanding of 
what it would be like if this happened to one of their own family members in another country. I am 
pleased to advise the parliament that the Royal Hotel is now well on its way to being rebuilt as it is an 
iconic building in the main street. I congratulate the Garvie family on their vision for the hotel. They have 
put a lot of time and effort into rebuilding the hotel and the future plans and designs are outstanding.  

There are also very multicultural workforces in the Warrego electorate. There is a fast-food outlet 
in my electorate where nearly all of the staff at the outlet are from a non-English-speaking background. 
The hospitality industry has experienced a significant skills shortage in the Surat Basin in recent times 
due to the expansion of the resources industry. Many of these people have continued to reside in the 
Surat Basin and they play a very important role in the multicultural diversity of the community. There is 
a meat processing facility in the electorate exporting products to many countries in the Americas and 
Asia and they employ a very high proportion of Vietnamese staff. This has been very successful. Should 
more staff be required in this business they work closely with the Vietnamese families and they ensure 
that any new staff that are coming to Australia are actually members of those families so it helps them 
adapt with the work environment and also the community in Western Queensland because it is quite 
remote.  

There are many people from diverse backgrounds in rural and regional Queensland, in my 
electorate and across the state who embrace multicultural diversity and also people from different 
backgrounds. I encourage the government to ensure that there is adequate representation from rural 
and regional areas of Queensland on the advisory council and I would also encourage the government 
to seek the input of many rural and regional multicultural groups and communities to provide their input 
and advice to the advisory council at every opportunity.  

Multiculturalism is also very well demonstrated in festivals across the electorate such as the 
Santos Food and Fire Festival and the Tara Festival of Culture and Camel Races. The Santos Food 
and Fire Festival, which has now become the Maranoa Food and Fire Festival, is the home of 
multicultural food and entertainment and is a free event for the community. The oil and gas company 
Santos brought together communities from across the globe at a biannual festival and there are people 
of all backgrounds together with delicious traditional foods. There could be traditional recipes from 
Denmark, Africa or even an American hot dog.  

The Tara Festival of Culture and Camel Races has an amazing display of multicultural activities, 
much of which is organised by a volunteer committee of local people who live and work in Tara and do 
a tremendous job organising the events. There is a Chinese dragon workshop, an African mask 
workshop, a global kitchen workshop, Heilani Polynesian performers, Japanese drummers, African 
drumming workshops, a Latin Mafia band, Peruvian pan pipes, a drumdance belly dance and the 
customary yabbie and camel races. There are many examples of harmonious inclusion of people from 
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds in rural and regional Queensland, and I have no doubt 
this will continue due to the efforts of the local volunteers and private businesses. I commend the 
legislation to the House. 
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Mrs LAUGA (Keppel—ALP) (3.26 pm): Queensland is a truly multicultural success story. People 
from all walks of life and from countries all over the world have settled here, each one contributing 
toward their local communities and our great state. We are home to people from more than 220 different 
countries and geographical locations who speak over 220 languages and embrace more than 100 
different religions or belief systems. Our state is richer for its multiculturalism. It is at the heart of who 
we are. Our multicultural communities have strengthened our community harmony and cohesion, 
created jobs, wealth, brought new ideas and enriched our way of life. Today is a great day to celebrate 
our multicultural society. We celebrate our inclusiveness of different cultures, religions and traditions 
and we celebrate our respect towards one another. Today we celebrate a harmonious Queensland with 
the Multicultural Recognition Bill. 

The Palaszczuk government has always been committed to delivering a Multicultural Recognition 
Bill which will provide for a multicultural Queensland charter which aims to recognise the contribution 
of Queenslanders from diverse backgrounds and promote Queensland as a united, harmonious and 
inclusive community. The bill also creates a multicultural Queensland advisory council to advise the 
minister on multicultural issues and consult with culturally and linguistically diverse communities and 
other interest groups and a multicultural policy and multicultural action plan with associated 
implementation and reporting requirements for government entities. 

I congratulate Minister Grace on her recent appointment as Minister for Multicultural Affairs and 
congratulate Minister Fentiman, the former minister for multicultural affairs, on engaging with the 
community about the Multicultural Recognition Bill. A forum was held in Rockhampton last year, which 
was well attended. A number of these forums were held across Queensland. The learnings from the 
government’s broad consultation has underpinned our efforts to make Queensland an even more 
united, harmonious and inclusive community.  

This new bill brings Queensland into line with New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia 
which all have similar legislation. The Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council will advise and make 
recommendations about government policies on multiculturalism and the economic participation of 
migrants and refugees. The council will also consult with multicultural communities across the state, 
including in regional, rural and remote Queensland. This bill is great for Queensland and it is great news 
for our local Keppel multicultural community. 

This bill will enshrine in legislation our government’s commitment to multiculturalism and 
symbolically recognise the contribution of Queensland’s multicultural and multifaith groups to our public 
life. I am sure the flow-on effects will encourage people to participate in our community, to respect and 
celebrate different cultures and religions, and to foster a sense of belonging for everyone. The bill will 
deliver on the Palaszczuk government’s election commitment to promote Queensland as a united, 
harmonious and inclusive community and foster an environment of opportunity for all people from 
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.  

Multiculturalism benefits our economy, productivity, workforce and regional development. 
Cultural and linguistic diversity in the workplace also has many benefits, including increased creativity, 
increased productivity, new attitudes, new language skills, global understanding, new processes and 
new solutions to difficult problems. People from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds can 
help businesses to understand Australia’s multicultural consumers, provide better customer service by 
using their language and cultural skills, provide access to new market segments and networks, and 
expand internationally to overseas markets. Businesses can also be enhanced with the different 
perspectives, experience and knowledge of Indigenous employees. They can contribute to the 
development of cross-cultural awareness in the workplace, which is vital in communicating with 
suppliers and customers from diverse backgrounds. I am also pleased to hear that the advisory 
council’s terms of reference will focus on the economic participation of migrants and refugees, given 
the Premier’s recent announcement that Queensland stands ready and able to resettle 3,500 refugees 
fleeing conflict in Syria.  

Statistical data regarding culturally and linguistically diverse people will be collected across 
relevant government agencies as part of the bill, to improve the evidence on which targeted programs 
and services are based. Chief executives of Queensland government agencies will also be required to 
inform their staff about the charter and the bill’s multicultural policy and action plan in order to translate 
the charter into practice. An interim multicultural reference group has had input into the development of 
the bill and charter, and nominations will be called for a permanent advisory council. 

I would like to acknowledge the contributions that our multicultural and multifaith communities 
make to my electorate of Keppel. Keppel has become increasingly multicultural and it has been a delight 
to celebrate our diverse cultures through celebrations, festivals and other events, such as Harmony 
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Day. Harmony Day is a day of cultural respect for everyone who calls Australia home, from the 
traditional owners of this land to those who have come from many countries across the world. I would 
like to acknowledge the work of Joy Davison-Lee and her Harmony Day organising committee. I am 
proud to have sponsored the Harmony Day celebrations in 2015 and 2016. It is a wonderful opportunity 
to showcase and celebrate Queensland’s diversity. We love celebrating Harmony Day in Keppel. Since 
I was elected I have attended many other multicultural events, including the Multicultural Week 
breakfast in Rockhampton, the Rockhampton Cultural Festival, the Taste of the World Festival, Africa 
Day, the Peace & Dialogue Iftar Dinner in Brisbane, Fiji Day celebrations, the Islamic Society of Central 
Queensland’s mosque open day and NAIDOC Week. At all of those events, constituents have told me 
how much they support the introduction of this Multicultural Recognition Bill.  

I thank groups and organisations in Central Queensland such as Jane Chapman and the team 
at the Multicultural Development Association, Ataus Samad from Access Community Services, Filimone 
Levici and the Capricornia Fiji Association, Lawrence Chitura and the Central Queensland African 
Association, Binil Kattiparambil and all of the members of the Islamic Society of Central Queensland, 
Joy Davison-Lee and her team at the Central Queensland Multicultural Association, Ben Cooke and 
the Anti-Discrimination Commission of Queensland, both Rockhampton and Livingstone councils and 
all of the groups and organisations in Central Queensland that contribute to celebrating our community’s 
diversity.  

Congratulations also to all of the members of the Rockhampton Region Cultural Diversity 
Reference Group, including Ashley Hull and the Queensland Police Service, the Multicultural 
Development Association, Kim Harrington and everyone at CQ University, Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services, the Rockhampton Regional Council, the Department of Education and Training, 
the Lutheran Church, the Catholic Diocese and the Central Queensland Community Legal Centre. The 
group was first established to connect services, community groups and volunteers who work with our 
culturally and linguistically diverse community, particularly migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. 
Their passion and dedication to celebrating diversity in our community makes Rocky and the coast such 
a great place to live.  

I am also pleased that three community organisations in Keppel have shared in $12,500 to host 
diverse cultural celebrations, events and multicultural projects this year. I love to celebrate with our local 
organisations and in 2015 there were plenty of reasons to celebrate. Through the Celebrating 
Multicultural Queensland grants program, we can celebrate a range of cultures and traditions through 
festivals and cultural days, and promote our area as a welcoming place to live. Thank you to everyone 
who has contributed to the development of this bill and who has come together to celebrate community 
participation, inclusiveness and our vibrant cultural life here in Queensland. I commend the bill to the 
House.  

Mr ELMES (Noosa—LNP) (3.34 pm): This afternoon I rise to speak about the Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015. First I congratulate the member for Brisbane Central not only on her elevation to 
the ministry but also on becoming the Minister for Multicultural Affairs. I know that she has a great 
passion for the portfolio and I know that she will be a great minister.  

I have a bit of a problem with the legislation before us today. I do not think there is a person in 
this House who is not entirely committed to a culturally diverse Queensland or who is not entirely 
committed to making sure that every newly arrived migrant or refugee gets a start in our great state. To 
set the scene, at the moment the state of Queensland is made up of something like 200 different 
cultures involving people who speak about 220 different languages. There are 100 different religious or 
belief systems practised in the state. About one in five Queenslanders is born overseas. Sometimes I 
look around the parliament and think that it is a bit of a shame that the parliament does not reflect the 
diversity of modern-day Queensland, and I particularly include in that Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people.  

However, today in my short contribution I want to look at what are, from my point of view, some 
of the disappointing parts of the bill. My problem is that it says nothing of substance, it enforces nothing, 
it does not promote much and it does nothing to make better the lives of migrants and refugees in 
Queensland. When we were in government, we surveyed the sector pretty well and found no 
enthusiasm for legislation. As a matter of fact, this is the third time that this piece of legislation has 
come before the House. The first time was in the dying days of the Bligh government when the then 
multicultural affairs minister and now Premier introduced it. The parliament was prorogued and that was 
the end of the bill at that point. In the last parliament the now Premier reintroduced the bill as a private 
member’s bill and it was rejected. Today, we are looking at it again. In my travels around the state, I 
have spent a lot of time with newly arrived migrants and refugees. Some of the most worthwhile things 
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that I have done are in association with those sectors across the state. They do not want a piece of 
paper passed by this parliament that says that we all believe in multiculturalism or a culturally diverse 
Queensland. All they want is a bit of a leg up, a job and something to aim for that in time will give them 
and hopefully their families a bit of a start.  

I refer members to clause 6 of the bill, which states specifically what the bill does not create. It 
does not create any new rights or impose legally enforceable obligations on the state, the minister, a 
member of the advisory council, a government entity or anyone else. It does not create a civil cause of 
action if a provision is contravened, and failure to comply with the bill will not affect the validity of any 
decision. In other words, it contains a lot of goals and a lot of good words, but at the end of the day the 
legislation contains nothing, via the action plan that the government intends to bring in, that gives 
substance or teeth to enable the government to enforce the objectives of the bill.  

In essence, what this bill does is reinvent some of the things that are already in existence. It 
creates a new multicultural policy when a cultural diversity policy already exists. It creates a new 
multicultural action plan when a cultural diversity action plan already exists. It changes the name of the 
Cultural Diversity Roundtable to the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council. One of the 
disappointing things with regard to the advisory council is that it meets only twice a year. If it has its first 
meeting in January then when it is due for its second one it is Christmas drinks time.  

The body that we had in government was a body that we brought in and it met on average about 
every six weeks. Robert Cavallucci was the assistant minister at the time. I pay due regard to Robert 
and the work that he did in this field. We sat down and spoke to and listened to the roundtable 
participants on all manner of things—government policy, grants, the whole lot. There is an opportunity 
for this round table to probably meet more frequently than is outlined and provide a lot more advice of 
substance to the minister.  

The cultural diversity policy that I talked about is not a political document. I have a copy of it and 
the action plan with me. They do not enforce LNP policy in any way, shape or form. They are documents 
that came about as a result of an enormous amount of consultation across the state. They are 
documents that we were very proud of.  

In the action plan there are something like 170 different actions that government departments 
are required to undertake and we intended to hold them to account if they did not do them. The point 
about the policy and action plan that I made very clear wherever I went was that it was a living document 
and a living policy. It was not intended that it would be bound in leather and put on a shelf somewhere. 
It was something that we would change as circumstances and time demanded.  

I want to spend a little time talking about the grants process. I heard the minister talk about one 
of the partnerships that she has formed with MDA, the Multicultural Development Association. Kerrin 
Benson is a fantastic woman. I had a lot to do with Kerrin in my time as minister. I congratulate the 
minister for coming up with the plan of having 500 trainees.  

What we can do and what we started to do pretty successfully in the last government was to 
forge partnerships, not so much in our case with trainees, with business and get them to sign on the 
dotted line. We had lots of agreements around the place that required businesses to take on refugees 
and put them into the workplace so that they could earn a dollar and start to make their way in life. 
Anything that can be done as part of that process—not just having trainees and traineeships but good 
solid jobs—should be done.  

I have looked someone from Afghanistan in the eyes who was working in the meatworks in 
Rockhampton and doing a job that most Australians would not even dream of doing and asked them 
how long they had been there and they said three or four years. I then asked where their wife and 
children were and they said that they were back in Afghanistan. Why were they working? They were 
working because they wanted to save money to reunite their family. They would continue to work in a 
job that I would not consider doing. Such is their commitment and that of many of their fellow employees 
in the meatworks that what happened as a result was that the number of job placements available in 
those meatworks was falling away to almost nothing because they had a very stable workforce.  

As I said, one of the things that we need to do is ensure job creation. Newly arrived migrants and 
refugees generally will not know that this legislation has even been passed. What they would know is 
if concrete steps were made by the Parliament of Queensland to give them a start in life.  

(Time expired)  
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Mr PEGG (Stretton—ALP) (3.44 pm): As the member for the multicultural seat of Stretton, I am 
very proud to speak in support of the Multicultural Recognition Bill. This is another election commitment 
delivered by the Palaszczuk government. In fact, it was one of the first commitments made by the then 
Labor opposition following the 2012 state election.  

I am very proud to be part of a Labor government that has a clear commitment to the 
advancement of multicultural principles in this state. I am proud to be part of a government that has a 
clear commitment to making sure that government service delivery and policy better meet the needs of 
our culturally and linguistically diverse communities in this state and, in particular, in my local 
community.  

This bill will promote Queensland as an inclusive and harmonious society and provide an 
environment of opportunity for people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The bill 
has three main elements: firstly, a multicultural Queensland charter which aims to recognise the 
contributions made by Queenslanders from diverse backgrounds and promote Queensland as a place 
that is harmonious and inclusive; secondly, a multicultural Queensland advisory council to provide 
advice to the minister on multicultural issues and consult with culturally and linguistically diverse 
communities and other interested groups; and, thirdly, a multicultural policy and multicultural action 
plan.  

I, along with the member for Greenslopes, attended one of the forums held by the department in 
Brisbane. It was great to see such strong engagement and positive feedback from stakeholders. This 
bill will help to entrench Queensland as a welcoming and inclusive place for all people no matter the 
cultural background they are from, no matter the linguistic background they have, no matter the religious 
beliefs they hold.  

My support for a multicultural agenda has been a guiding light in my political life. I was 17 years 
old when I joined the Labor Party. One of the main reasons I chose to join Labor was that I wanted to 
provide a voice against the rise of Pauline Hanson. The rise of ‘Hansonism’ and One Nation saw a very 
different and, unfortunately, very ugly side of Queensland begin to emerge. Queenslanders deserved 
better than that ugly, divisive style of politics and Queenslanders deserved better than the Borbidge led 
National Party government that pandered to it. I believe that Queenslanders are fundamentally tolerant, 
decent people and they certainly deserve better from their politicians.  

The people of Queensland also deserved a lot better than the former LNP government. I found 
some of the comments made by the member for Noosa very interesting. In the 2012 state budget the 
former LNP government cut $3.2 million from multicultural affairs, which represented a 40 per cent 
reduction in funding to the sector. I notice the member for Noosa did not mention those budget cuts.  

The other thing that the member for Noosa did not mention was the scare campaign that was run 
in my local community during the last state election. We had a situation publicly where my predecessor 
in the seat of Stretton, the LNP member, and one of the LNP councillors publicly stated that Labor 
would not have a minister for multicultural affairs in government.  

Mr Russo: That’s right; I was there.  
Mr PEGG: I take the interjection from the member for Sunnybank. He was there.  
Over the years that I have lived in my local community, I have seen Stretton grow into a modern, 

diverse, multicultural area. I have said before that you can eat your way around the world if you live in 
my local area. It is truly a place where there is a diversity of experiences. We have many fantastic and 
hardworking people in my local community throughout so many different groups.  

As has been stated by previous speakers, Queensland is a culturally and ethnically diverse state. 
Queenslanders come from over 200 backgrounds, follow over 100 faiths and speak more than 220 
languages. I see this diversity every day in my local community.  

The electorate of Stretton has the highest proportion of people born overseas in the state. It has 
the highest proportion of people speaking a language other than English at home of any electorate in 
this state. It is a place where Chinese Lunar New Year, Eid-ul-Fitr and Diwali are celebrated in the 
community, along with Easter and Christmas. It truly is a fantastic place to live with so much cultural 
celebration.  

Of course recently we have been celebrating Chinese Lunar New Year in our community. It is a 
cultural celebration that is truly embraced by the whole community with events at local shopping 
centres, schools and businesses. It is certainly one that has been embraced by the Palaszczuk 
government. There will be a Premier’s Chinese New Year reception happening this evening.  
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When discussing multiculturalism I think that the words of the late Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser 
in his speech to the Institute of Multicultural Affairs on 30 November 1981 are particularly appropriate. 
I have quoted them before in this House, but I think it is important to quote them again. He said— 
... multiculturalism is concerned with far more than the passive toleration of diversity. It sees diversity as a quality to be actively 
embraced, a source of social wealth and dynamism. It encourages groups to be open and to interact, so that all Australians may 
learn and benefit from each other’s heritages. Multiculturalism is about diversity, not division—it is about interaction not isolation.  

I see the practical manifestation of these sentiments every day in my local area and will continue to 
work hard to ensure that we can continue to embrace diversity.  

One of the interesting things about our community is the diversity of the multicultural media. We 
hear a lot about the decline of the print media these days, but certainly in my local area there are a lot 
of foreign language and also English language multicultural media. It is thriving. It is well read in our 
community, and a lot of hard work is done by community members in supporting that. It is certainly 
something that I will continue to support.  

During Multicultural Week last year I held the Stretton Multicultural Awards. It was great to 
recognise our community champions. Award recipients included ATCCQ, Autism Queensland, Ethnic 
Communities Council of Queensland, the Hakka Association, the Islamic Council of Queensland, the 
Indian Senior Citizen Association of Queensland, the Kyabra Community Association, Lewis Lee OAM, 
the Australians of Chinese Heritage War Memorial Sunnybank sub-branch committee, the World Arts & 
Multi-Culture Inc., the Mainland Chinese Society of Queensland and the Taiwan Friendship Association 
of Queensland.  

I also recognised some of our local multicultural community champions at my recent Australia 
Day awards. The Lions Club of Brisbane United Asia was one of the first new Lions clubs chartered for 
some time last year. I was very privileged to speak at their charter night in Sunnybank Hills last year. 
They have certainly hit the ground running and I am sure they will continue to make a big contribution 
to our community in the future.  

The Queensland Intercultural Society has done a tremendous amount of work to promote Muslim 
and non-Muslim understanding in this state. Abdul Gelim and the QIS team work very hard to promote 
an inclusive society in my local area, and I am confident that they will continue to do so in the future. 
Lewis Lee OAM and Jim Bellos OAM are certainly deserving of having that OAM affixed to their names. 
They are tremendous community and multicultural champions in my electorate. Our community is 
certainly a lot better for their input. The other organisation I recognised at the Australia Day awards was 
World Arts & Multi-Culture Inc. Their office is pretty much next door to my electorate office, so I get to 
see firsthand all of the hard work they do. I know that they have a lot of significant events coming up.  

In closing, I commend the committee for the work they have done on their report. It is great to 
see that they have unanimously recommended that this bill be passed. I know that is not something 
that happens all the time on committees. I want to pay tribute to the former minister for multicultural 
affairs for the hard work she did throughout Queensland and particularly in my community. I also wanted 
to say to the new Minister for Multicultural Affairs that I look forward to continuing to work with her. I am 
sure that she will be spending a lot of time in my community and meeting with representatives of my 
community. I look forward to working with her throughout this year and into the future. I commend the 
bill to the House.  

Hon. JA TRAD (South Brisbane—ALP) (Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local 
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment) (3.53 pm): I rise to speak in support 
of the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015 and I make this contribution as a proud second generation 
Lebanese migrant. Queensland, like all of Australia, has a rich and diverse multicultural story. Migration 
to Australia has come in waves, and we have welcomed people from many different cultures and 
religions over the past 200 years. Often people have been fleeing war or hardship in their country of 
origin and are seeking a better life for themselves and their families.  

After World War II we welcomed European refugees by the thousands from that devastating 
conflict. Later we welcomed refugees from conflicts in Asia including Vietnamese refugees fleeing the 
Vietnam War. Last year the Palaszczuk Labor government offered to resettle 3,500 Syrian refugees 
who are fleeing conflict in the Middle East. I am more than confident that the Syrian families that settle 
in Queensland will make a fantastic contribution to our state wherever they live.  

We should always be mindful of the way in which we have welcomed migrants in the past and 
look to how they have become an integral part of our community. Nobody today could imagine South 
Brisbane within my electorate without its Greek community, places like Stanthorpe and Ingham without 
their Italian communities, Inala without a Vietnamese community or Brisbane’s south side without the 
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Chinese and Taiwanese communities, as the member for Stretton has just outlined. My electorate of 
South Brisbane has become a richer, more exciting and vibrant place because of migration. South 
Brisbane is home to a thriving Greek community and is host each year to Queensland’s largest cultural 
festival—Paniyiri.  

Ms Grace: Love the honey puffs.  
Ms TRAD: I take that interjection from the minister. This bill recognises and celebrates the 

important contribution that people of different cultural backgrounds make to Queensland. It promotes 
Queensland as a united, harmonious and inclusive community. The bill seeks to establish a multicultural 
charter, establish the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council, provide for a multicultural policy and 
action plan and establish reporting obligations for particular government entities against the policy and 
action plan.  

I want to note the important contribution to this bill made by the Premier, who, as a former minister 
for multicultural affairs, has championed the legislation since 2009. The Premier knows the importance 
of building and supporting strong multicultural communities. Her electorate of Inala is home to many 
different cultural groups including the Vietnamese community, as I outlined earlier.  

In opposition, the Premier continued to champion multicultural issues by introducing this 
legislation as a private member’s bill, which unfortunately was opposed by the Newman government. I 
also want to commend the new Minister for Multicultural Affairs for taking up the cause as well as the 
previous minister, Minister Fentiman, for reintroducing this legislation last year.  

All members of parliament will know the special contribution that the different multicultural groups 
present in their electorates make to their local communities. It is especially rewarding to be involved in 
the work that they do and the events they host to celebrate their language, religion and culture, as I do 
in South Brisbane with the Multicultural Development Association and many other ethnic associations 
such as the Ethnic Communities Council of Queensland. This bill is an important way for us to recognise 
multicultural Queenslanders and ensure that we continue to celebrate their contribution to our state.  

While I am on my feet, I wish to correct a remark I made earlier today. In the Treasurer’s budget 
speech last July he advised the House— 
… I am proud to advise that for 2015-16, we are forecasting a surplus of $1.2 billion.  

Queensland has not achieved a surplus of this size in nearly a decade—not since 2006-07.  

I would like to correct the record. This morning I said, ‘Queensland has not achieved a surplus in 
nearly a decade.’ I mistakenly left out the words ‘of this size’. The correct reading of my statement 
should be, ‘Queensland has not achieved a surplus of this size in nearly a decade.’ In making this 
correction it is also worth pointing out that the opposition leader attempted to suggest during this 
morning’s statements that Queensland has a rising debt and deficit. This is incorrect.  

Queensland’s debt at the 2015-16 Mid Year Fiscal and Economic Review is now forecast to be 
$10.6 billion lower in 2017-18 than it would have been in the absence of the Debt Action Plan put in 
place by the Palaszczuk government. Similarly, we are forecasting operating surpluses of well over 
$1 billion—not deficits—each and every year in the forward estimates. I would urge the member for 
Southern Downs to similarly correct Hansard.  

Dr ROBINSON (Cleveland—LNP) (3.58 pm): I rise to address the government’s Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015. Queensland is a place with diverse communities and cultures. Queenslanders 
come from more than 200 different cultural backgrounds. Approximately 20 per cent of the population 
were born overseas and almost 40 per cent have at least one overseas-born parent. Migrants have 
shaped the state’s multicultural fabric and brought a range of benefits to Queensland society. We have 
a proud history of immigration in which diverse peoples have come from all over the world, settling into 
Queensland and becoming Australians and making a wonderful contribution to our society. 

Getting to know people of diverse cultures over the years, both in Australia and overseas, has 
greatly enriched my life. I have had the opportunity to get to know many people who identify as 
Australians but who come from culturally and religiously diverse backgrounds. Having lived in North 
Queensland, regional Victoria, Melbourne and South-East Queensland, I have got to know people 
whose backgrounds are Filipino, Finnish, Italian, Greek, Indian, Indonesian and many others. My 
teaching days at Townsville TAFE and adult tertiary preparation work at James Cook University in 
sciences, lecturing in multiculturalism and intercultural communication at private colleges, and tutoring 
Indigenous students have all helped me to better understand and appreciate people of diverse ethnic 
and cultural backgrounds.  
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I have had the good fortune of working overseas in short stays in aid and development that has 
taken me to many Asian countries—places like Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Singapore, 
Malaysia, India, Pakistan, China and more. Building orphanages, working with troubled youth and 
helping families, among other things, have opened my eyes to the strengths and virtues of other 
cultures. Exposure to the lifestyles and customs of other people has influenced my values and changed 
me. 

Being involved in postgraduate research in international and Asian studies spanning nine years 
at the Griffith University’s modern Asian studies school and at the University of Queensland’s School 
of Languages and Cultures has also helped enhance my understanding of culture. It has taught me a 
lot about the importance of culture and working together to build unity while respecting difference. Since 
2009, in entering the Queensland parliament, I have had the honour of serving the multicultural 
community of Cleveland and the broader Redlands. Whether at citizenship ceremonies or at their local 
businesses or just talking with people down the main street of Cleveland, I have experienced the cultural 
diversity of Australia. Serving on the executive committee of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association also afforded me the opportunity to meet with people from all over the Commonwealth—
people from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and Europe.  

Here in Queensland today we are truly blessed to have thriving multicultural communities in 
Brisbane, including Cleveland and the Redlands. Migrant families have come to Queensland for various 
reasons and under various circumstances. These people have become Australians and at the same 
time have preserved aspects of their language and culture from the lands of origin that are important to 
them. In some cases they are now second- and third-generation Australians and quite unique in their 
Australian identity. Australians, by and large, have been receptive and embracing to new cultures. With 
exceptions, we have been sensitive and compassionate towards individuals from other cultures.  

Today we have before us the Multicultural Recognition Bill, which has three main elements. The 
first is the Multicultural Queensland Charter, which aims to recognise the contribution of Queenslanders 
from diverse backgrounds and promote Queensland as a united, harmonious and inclusive community. 
The second is the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council, which will advise the minister on 
multicultural issues and consult with culturally and linguistically diverse communities and other interest 
groups. The third is the multicultural policy and multicultural action plan with associated implementation 
and reporting requirements for government entities. 

I will spend a few moments on the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council. This council is a 
welcome initiative that can only improve the communication and understanding between diverse groups 
and government. While already strong lines of communication exist between ethnic communities, the 
parliament and members of parliament, this measure, if operated effectively, will improve the 
relationships and should improve the provision of state government services to ethnic communities. 

In terms of multiculturalism in Australia, an important thing to consider is that culture is dynamic 
and thus changes over time. The interaction of peoples of diverse cultures can be a good thing and can 
promote harmony and inclusion. Generally people of diverse ethnic backgrounds grow together and 
positively influence and change each other for the better. Under the banner of multiculturalism, Australia 
has become a better place to live in as each culture has integrated into Australian society and brought 
its own strengths to bear. However, there is also the potential for there to be confusion and conflict 
under the same banner. Harmful differences can emerge if there is not sufficient integration, agreement 
or unity about what values should be held in common. Multiculturalism does not automatically work; it 
must have common vision and commitment from diverse groups to work towards those common 
Australian values.  

The vast majority of Australians accept that we are a multicultural society and accept that we 
have a multicultural future. As we consider what multiculturalism should be in the future, I suggest that 
it should have as a starting point the Judaeo-Christian heritage that underpins the value systems and 
institutions of our nation. The Judaeo-Christian ethic has provided the platform upon which our 
Australian culture has been built. This ethical framework has provided unity, harmony and an inclusive 
secularism. As we look to the future of our multicultural nation, we should not reject or move far from 
the values and virtues that have underpinned our success. 

The bill states that there is a need for balanced gender representation in the membership of the 
council. I agree that there does need to be balance with respect to gender. I also believe there needs 
to be a similar balance in the membership between the main cultural groups who live in Queensland. 
That will not be an easy feat, but I believe it is important. Another area of balance needs to be with 
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respect to religious representation. While the bill is about multiculturalism, it does include religious 
groups or the potential for religious groups to be represented. Religious groups can be represented on 
the council and, for example, the Islamic Council of Queensland is mentioned.  

I want to make a few points about religious representation within a spirit of acceptance. Firstly, if 
the government is going to include religious representation, I suggest that it should have equal 
representation of the main religious groups in Queensland. Secondly, there should be clear selection 
criteria to guide the minister in their selection of people from diverse religious groups. The Islamic 
Council of Queensland has been mentioned as a potential member, but what about more radical Islamic 
groups or Islamic groups that follow sharia law? I have some concerns around groups like Hizb 
ut-Tahrir, which is a radical pan-Islamic political organisation with the aim of establishing an Islamic 
state or caliphate that would be ruled by Islamic sharia law. I do not believe that Australians want to 
provide any recognition to that type of Islamic ideology because it is in stark contrast to our Australian 
values of freedom and democracy. 

In September 2014 ASIO raised the national terrorist alert level to high, where it has remained. 
According to federal Attorney-General Senator George Brandis, since that time Australia has suffered 
three lethal terrorist attacks and we have thwarted another six. These attacks have originated from the 
infiltration of radical fundamentalist sharia forms of Islam into our nation. As a parliament, we must 
embrace multiculturalism while at the same time protecting Queenslanders from real threats. So I ask 
the minister: what are the criteria for deciding which Islamic organisations will receive official recognition 
and be invited to be represented on the advisory council? There does not seem to be any clear criteria. 
In my view, the minister should rule out all Islamic organisations that support sharia law from having 
any official recognition.  

I believe we have a bright multicultural future in Queensland, as we continue to build on our 
Judaeo-Christian values that have made our nation strong. We need to be a tolerant and 
compassionate society, embracing the culture of others in our communities as they integrate and 
become Australians.  

Mr RUSSO (Sunnybank—ALP) (4.08 pm): I rise today to speak strongly in favour of the 
Multicultural Recognition Bill. The purpose of this legislation is to embed the values of multiculturalism 
and respect for diversity into the fabric of our government and Public Service. This is not only an 
important symbolic gesture about the government’s celebration of multiculturalism but also an integral 
first step towards making government services more accessible to culturally and linguistically diverse 
members of society. 

The Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015 is another example of the Palaszczuk government’s 
election promise to the people of Queensland to promote Queensland as a harmonious and inclusive 
community, making Queensland a place where people from overseas who have culturally and 
linguistically diverse backgrounds are able to forge a home for themselves and their family.  

I am the son of a Sicilian immigrant. My dad came to Australia with his mother when he was eight 
years of age. My grandfather had come to Australia as an economic refugee some years earlier and 
worked in the sugar industry in North Queensland. I am proud of the contribution my family has made 
to the Queensland economy. I am sure that if my grandfather had arrived in Queensland with 
multicultural recognition legislation in place back in the 1920s his lot in life would have been much 
easier.  

I had the opportunity to sit on the Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family 
Violence Prevention Committee to discuss the potential implementation of this bill and to hear from 
community stakeholders. The feedback was overwhelmingly positive and many of the contributors 
welcomed such a bold assertion by the government to foster multiculturalism. The department has 
described the bill as an important first step towards changing attitudes and increasing public sensitivity 
to the needs of the culturally and linguistically diverse Australians.  

In their submission to the committee, the Refugee Council expressed the hope that these 
changes will help Queenslanders get to a place where multiculturalism is treated simply as business as 
usual. Indeed, one of the legislative changes proposed by this bill is the creation of a charter which sets 
out the aspirations of the Multicultural Queensland Charter. In addition to the Multicultural Queensland 
Charter, this bill seeks to establish an advisory council to inform the minister directly on multicultural 
issues and a multicultural policy and action plan for government agencies.  

The committee mentioned that 20 per cent of Queenslanders were born overseas. In my 
electorate, that figure is over 50 per cent. This means that a huge proportion of the population have 
firsthand experience of arriving and settling into Queensland and I know things could have been made 
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easier for them. This bill seeks to implement a number of standards to ensure that this will now occur. 
In the early stages of resettlement new arrivals have to interact with government agencies. During my 
time as state member for Sunnybank, I have had the privilege of interacting with dozens of local 
volunteer organisations formed to help new Australians settle into Queensland. These organisations 
seek to help new arrivals by teaching them language skills and other tools to find gainful employment. 
With these organisations, the personal interactions are not a one-way street but more of a cultural 
exchange. Differences in values and cultures are shared and celebrated, and this attitude comes about 
because the people in my electorate place a high value on a multicultural community. The legislation 
seeks to encourage this approach on a wider level. These services are delivered with patience and 
understanding and new arrivals are encouraged to integrate into the community. My electorate is a 
shining example of the kind of respectful and vibrant culture that can arise from acceptance and 
celebration of diversity.  

I am also told of the hardships that come after the initial settling-in period. During my brief time 
as the member for Sunnybank the lengths to which my community will go in order to keep their cultural 
celebrations alive and thriving has made a great impression on me. These organisations and cultural 
celebrations are an important part of migrants retaining elements of their home country. Just last week 
I was invited to participate in a range of celebrations to welcome in the Lunar New Year, the Year of 
the Monkey. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr McEACHAN (Redlands—LNP) (4.13 pm): I rise to speak to the Multicultural Recognition Bill. 
I would, firstly, like to acknowledge the good work of my fellow committee members and the committee 
secretariat. I also acknowledge my colleague shadow minister Tarnya Smith for her work promoting 
multicultural recognition in Queensland. I also take this opportunity to congratulate Minister Grace on 
her promotion.  

This bill seeks to recognise those in our community who have made a contribution towards 
diversity in Queensland. The bill aims to ensure government departments are responsive to the diversity 
of Queensland. It also aims to promote a united community through a multicultural charter. A 
multicultural advisory council is proposed under the bill. The council aims to ensure that both culturally 
and linguistically diverse communities can have input into the matters presented by the advisory council. 
This bill also seeks to require the government to develop a multicultural policy and action plan which 
incorporates the principles of the charter into the decisions and policies of the government, the aim 
being to further ensure that the views and concerns of our multicultural community are considered in 
the wider work of government policy and service delivery. The bill will require reporting on the outcomes 
of the implementation of this action plan and includes ongoing monitoring of the outcomes of this policy.  

Within the Redlands we have the Redlands Multicultural Group, now in its 11th year, representing 
more than 45 different cultures. Within our community we have a rich range of festivals with varied 
backgrounds including, but not limited to, the Quandamooka people, the Scottish and Gaelic Society 
and everywhere around the globe in between. Speaking of the Scottish and Gaelic Society, my father, 
who is from Scotland, migrated to Queensland in 1962.  

A government member interjected.  

Mr McEACHAN: He is a good Labor man. I am the son of a migrant. He is a welder from Glasgow. 
It does not get much more Labor than that. For 10 quid he travelled from Glasgow to Brisbane. He 
dropped his bags at Yungaba and, like thousands before him, he walked up the road to the Story Bridge 
Hotel to get a beer. It must be said that he had great difficulty in ordering a beer because no-one could 
understand a word he was saying. He did eventually get that cold XXXX and over a frothy head he 
considered his future. In short order he learned to speak a decipherable form of English, although after 
a Guinness or two he regresses quite badly. He got a job, he married a local girl and he declares himself 
proudly ‘true blue’. Like many, many people who have come from countries right around the world, he 
is an example of successful integration into Australian society. In my view, Australian society is 
intrinsically a multicultural society and I do not really see that there is any difference between the two.  

The department undertook extensive consultation with the community, with support from various 
sectors noted in its deliberations. In my view, this bill seeks largely to define and reflect within 
government and within Queensland what is already occurring in communities across this state. The 
committee resolved to recommend that the Multicultural Recognition Bill be passed. I commend this bill 
to the House.  
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Hon. LM ENOCH (Algester—ALP) (Minister for Innovation, Science and the Digital Economy and 
Minister for Small Business) (4.18 pm): I rise to support the Multicultural Recognition Bill this afternoon. 
I start with the fact that all in this House know I am a first nation woman, a Quandamooka woman, 
someone originally from North Stradbroke Island who had the opportunity to move to Logan where 
there are many different cultures. Recently, like many people, we had a chance to have a bit of a break 
over Christmas. I had a chance to go home to my own country, North Stradbroke Island. There is a 
place there that reminded me of the reason this particular bill is so important. It is a place called Myora 
Springs. It is a freshwater spring and it meets the ocean. It is a tidal spring. What you see is fresh water 
meeting the salt water and moving and working together.  

It is a strange thing if you have never seen it before, but it reminds you of how two very different 
and distinct bodies of water can survive, interact and work together in a way that complements the 
whole ecosystem of that location. Multiculturalism is all about being able to be distinct in your own way, 
to still be freshwater or salt water, but somehow moving together and working together to create a new 
environment where you both survive and you both thrive in a positive way. For me, that is what this 
Multicultural Recognition Bill is all about. As everyone has said, Queensland has a long and rich history 
of diversity. Establishing a multicultural Queensland charter as set out in this bill will ensure that we 
continue to recognise and respond to our culturally and linguistically diverse communities.  

I am pleased to see the recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in the 
preamble to this bill. This acknowledgment is consistent with the preamble to the Constitution of 
Queensland 2001 and further entrenches the recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
as the first peoples of this state. As I said, as a Quandamooka woman originally from North Stradbroke 
Island I am proud to be from a people who have called Queensland home for more than 3,000 
generations. Queensland has long been a popular destination for those looking to make a new life in a 
new country—from the first British settlers who came and cohabited with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in the 1800s, to the wave of Europeans who reached our shores in the aftermath of the 
Second World War and the migrants of the 21st century. And who can blame them for wanting to come 
here, where salt water and freshwater meet. Those of us who are fortunate enough to call Queensland 
home know that this is the best place on earth to live. From the beaches of Coolangatta and North 
Stradbroke Island, to Thursday Island in Far North Queensland and all points in between, our state has 
everything that you could ever want.  

But what makes Queensland even more special is our willingness to welcome newcomers into 
our community with open arms. I have spent most of my life living and working in the city of Logan, 
which is represented by over 200 cultures and nationalities. I am proud of our ability to embrace our 
differences and forget about them so that we can work together for the betterment of our community. 
Just like Myora Springs on North Stradbroke Island, Logan is a place where very different distinct 
groups of people somehow find a way to create an environment where everybody thrives and survives. 
That is a very special environment, and when I look at my own electorate of Algester it is a wonderful 
example of people from a wide range of backgrounds coming together to build a vibrant, close-knit 
community. Nearly 30 per cent of the residents in my electorate were born in a country other than 
Australia and they come from more than 30 countries around the world.  

But while many migrants find the transition into the Queensland community an easy one, there 
are others who find the cultural and language divides much more difficult to overcome. As such, it is 
important that we have in place a framework to help with integration and acceptance of identity whilst 
valuing the skills and culture of others so that we can weave them into our state’s rich tapestry. This bill 
is about providing equitable access to support and services, opening access to participate in 
Queensland’s economy and ensuring there are policies in place to help new migrants succeed. The 
next great Queensland entrepreneur, scientist or innovator could be among our migrant community, 
and we need to ensure that they have the opportunity to make the most of their talents. This bill is not 
about maintaining differences and non-assimilation; this is about ensuring that the freshwater and the 
salt water can live together in harmony. I commend the bill to the House.  

Dr ROWAN (Moggill—LNP) (4.22 pm): I rise to address the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015. I 
also congratulate the member for Brisbane Central on her elevation to the Palaszczuk ministry.  

My fellow Queenslanders and I welcome all migrants and refugees, regardless of their religious 
and cultural backgrounds, who have settled here and are making their homes in Queensland. All of us 
should support and assist them in any reasonable way to enjoy the great opportunities and privileges 
that Queensland and Australia offer. As such I support the purpose of this bill, as it aims to recognise 
the valuable contribution of diverse groups of people to the fabric of our community in Queensland. The 
establishment of a multicultural Queensland charter and the formation of a multicultural Queensland 
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advisory council are positive mechanisms to further develop policy and action plans, particularly with 
respect to job creation and economic growth amongst culturally and linguistically diverse populations. 
Given that community cohesion can potentially be adversely affected by national and international 
events, including overseas conflicts and heightened security protocols, the proposed objectives and 
intent of the bill provide for mechanisms to assist with maintaining and strengthening community 
cohesion.  

As a graduate of Monash University with a master’s degree in diplomacy and trade, I take this 
opportunity to make the following observations as part of the debate. Many people of different faiths 
and religious backgrounds are appalled by the acts of extremism and violent ideology we have all seen 
in recent times, but for extremism to be absolutely and utterly defeated relevant community and religious 
leaders must act with greater clarity of purpose in relation to repudiating extremism and the associated 
criminal actions of the few within our multicultural society. I, along with many Queenslanders and 
Australians, continue to be outraged by the cowardly murders of Katrina Dawson and Tori Johnson in 
the Martin Place siege of 2014. We are also angry about the murder of Curtis Cheng outside the 
Parramatta Police Station in October 2015. I wish to place on record my formal condolences to the 
families of those Australians.  

We are all appalled at the attempted radicalisation of vulnerable young Australians. Whilst we 
cannot blame specific sections of our society for various barbaric crimes and attacks, clearly we must 
recognise that there are significant social, cultural, legal and security issues requiring multifaceted 
strategies and actions within a framework of relevant community dialogue. I would reject any notion 
that to articulate this is to discriminate. Janet Albrechtsen, in her article in the Australian of Wednesday, 
25 November 2015, said— 
In liberal democracies young men and women have been radicalised right under our noses. Swayed to Islamism, these men and 
women, boys and girls, have become easy pickings ... Radicalisation has flourished because we have failed to challenge the 
stifling orthodoxy where even to critique Islam is treated as divisive. If we can’t have an open discussion ... we’re not only failing 
to stand up for our freedoms, we’re failing to stand up for our security.  

The implicit rationalisation and endorsement of extremist ideology by the muted response of 
some does our state of Queensland and Australia a great disservice when it comes to protecting our 
freedoms, our values and our western democratic way of life given our multicultural heritage as a state 
and nation. Those left wing media operatives, civil libertarians and some Labor politicians who have 
sought to make factually incorrect statements to criticise and denigrate federal and state members of 
parliament in relation to the debate on security and other law and order matters may in fact be de facto 
criminal sympathisers and supporters. The same could also be said of socialist apparatchiks in unions, 
including ASMOFQ and the Together union, who support union bullying, illegality, industrial relations 
warfare and vandalism. The Royal Commission into Trade Union Governance and Corruption has 
certainly uncovered some outrageous conduct. But for those civil libertarians who are now well and 
truly out of touch with mainstream thinking, a new generation of conservative politicians in Queensland 
has not forgiven, nor forgotten, well-remembered comments, strategies and actions over the last 
30 years let alone hypocritical attacks on ministers of the former LNP government.  

Unfortunately, some of what has transpired with respect to public criticism can be traced to the 
core roots of left-wing philosophy and dogma which aspires to secular intellectual elitism and the failed 
misguided notion of egalitarian dialogue and outcomes for western civilisation. This is no more evident 
than by recent comments, strategies and actions by the Palaszczuk government. Queensland and the 
nation will not be silenced by those who espouse and adhere to weak, hypocritical, outdated left-wing 
philosophy and rhetoric. The ineffectual leadership of Queensland by this state government and its 
associated band of socialist sympathisers, including certain civil libertarians and unions, will ensure that 
those who seek to protect our social, economic and cultural future from utopian socialism will continue 
to grow in strength and numbers. Teachers, doctors, lawyers, electricians, builders and small business 
owners, to name but a few, will not be silenced by the Centre Left.  

Our western values and our culture need to be cherished, respected and defended at all costs. 
Our democratic institutions, our rule of law, our freedoms, our flag, our state and our nation must receive 
the loyalty and respect of grateful Queenslanders. With individual rights also come mandatory 
responsibilities—in other words, mutual obligation. Unfortunately, political correctness has now gone 
too far and risks eroding free speech. Our resolve must never waver, and the political leadership of this 
state and in all democratic jurisdictions and nationally must be resolute in standing for decency and in 
supporting the pillars and foundations of our western values as part of a 21st century multicultural 
Queensland and beyond.  
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I support the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015. Its strategic purpose and objectives in 
strengthening multicultural policy, program development and implementation across government are 
positive for Queensland. Many multicultural communities and their associated events and festivals 
contribute to the terrific fabric of our great state. Ensuring we all strengthen the diversity and 
cohesiveness of multiculturalism is vitally important. I support the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015 
and the benefits it will deliver for a culturally diverse Queensland. My support, however, is subject to 
the appropriate and transparent selection of advisory council members and the ongoing reporting on 
the outcomes of the intent of the act as a part of good governance. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr WILLIAMS (Pumicestone—ALP) (4.31 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015. This is the minister’s first bill, and I commend her on the work she has put into it. 
This bill serves to set a charter that will deliver a harmonious, united, inclusive structure for our one 
community going forward. The establishment of the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council will 
deliver a multicultural policy and action plan.  

Parts of my family arrived on these shores in 1863 on board the Light Brigade from Wales. We 
are all immigrants, except for our Aboriginal people. I grew up in North Queensland. I went to school 
with the children of Italian and Greek immigrants. Many of them I still count among my friends. Their 
parents owned the cane farms, and the contribution they made to our community was immeasurable. 
On behalf of the ever-increasing number of culturally and linguistically diverse people who make up our 
society I can say that this bill is well overdue, and I commend the Palaszczuk government for bringing 
it forward.  

The first thing I found after being elected was that there were no Chinese Lunar New Year 
celebrations throughout the entire Moreton region. I could see that they were being held in Cairns, 
Townsville and throughout Brisbane, but there was nothing in Moreton. This left me with a question. I 
approached the now Assistant Minister of State, Mark Ryan, the Chief Government Whip, Chris Whiting, 
the Multicultural Association of Caboolture and Surrounds, the Moreton Bay Regional Council, the 
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office and arts multicultural incorporated. I am happy to say that two 
weekends ago, on 6 February, the Moreton Bay region held its inaugural Moreton Bay Lunar New Year 
celebrations. It was a wonderful event. I hope that we will find the time to engage with others of our 
cultures and faiths. It is not just about culture; there are many faiths represented in our communities 
that contribute to the fabric of our communities.  

I also attended the Moreton Bay citizenship celebrations conducted by Mayor Sutherland. At the 
last event, 260 new Australians joined us. One of those people had been amongst us—living here, 
contributing to our community, paying his taxes and doing everything that the rest of us have been 
doing—for 45 years before he decided to become a citizen. I wonder how many more such people are 
out there in our community. I believe that bigotry has no place in our society, in any way, shape or form. 
I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr FURNER (Ferny Grove—ALP) (4.34 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015. I congratulate the new minister for multiculturalism, the member for Brisbane 
Central, Grace Grace, for her longstanding work with multicultural groups as a previous leader of the 
trade union movement.  

One of the purposes of the bill is to recognise the valuable contribution of diverse groups of 
people to the Queensland community. We have such a diverse group of migrants from a variety of 
different backgrounds within our Queensland community—within our nation in fact. It has been an 
absolute pleasure for me, through my upbringing and through my careers, to have engagement with 
people from those organisations and those groups.  

Another purpose of the bill is to promote Queensland as a unified, harmonious and inclusive 
community by establishing the multicultural charter. What better mechanism than a charter to ensure 
cohesive relationships with the migrants to this country and the people who migrated to this country 
some years ago? I commend the Palaszczuk Labor government on this initiative and on the purposes 
and objectives set out in this bill.  

The bill also provides opportunity for newly arrived migrants, who are often disadvantaged in 
participating in the economy. If you look at the diversity of participation in the economy you see that it 
is diverse in itself. I refer to the Taiwanese community. I know that Ken Lai, the director-general of the 
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office, brings so many opportunities to our state. The Taiwanese 
community in Queensland is the greatest diaspora of Taiwanese in this country. The members for 
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Sunnybank, Stretton and I, along with many other members, have been to a number of Taiwanese 
events. The connections, the purpose and the involvement they have in their communities and the 
contributions they make to our economy are so significant.  

You also see people from other backgrounds—I refer to many friends of mine from African 
communities and from African backgrounds—who struggle. I have been to many events with the 
member for Bulimba—on Africa Day and other events—where we engage with those people. They are 
extraordinary. They are marvellous, beautiful people who bring a wonderful culture to these shores. I 
will continue going to those events as long as I possibly can because I enjoy it so much. This bill is a 
great opportunity to embrace multiculturalism in our communities and those migrants who come to our 
shores. It is so important that we as parliamentarians do that.  

I am very privileged to have a past and a career that dealt with multiculturalism in many ways. I 
guess it all started back in my days as an official looking after workers at one of the biggest multicultural 
companies in this state, Golden Circle Cannery. At times you would go down there, during the pineapple 
crush or during other fruit-picking seasons, and see people from different backgrounds—Vietnamese, 
Chinese, Filipino, Indian, South Sea islander, Samoan and so on. There would be no better feeling than 
to walk into that large lunch room and be offered an opportunity to sit at the table with them and share 
their lunch. This bill will go a long way to supporting the cohesiveness of people gathering together, 
whatever their background, to make sure they meet, engage and celebrate their differences.  

Previously, as a Queensland senator, I also attended many multicultural events every weekend. 
In fact, there was not a weekend that went by that I did not attend a multicultural event, and in most 
cases along with my good friend Senator Moore. She still continues to do that as a form of engagement 
in our communities right across Queensland. 

Mr Pearce: A great senator. 
Mr FURNER: That is right; she is a great senator. I also chaired the African Ministerial 

Consultative Committee in Canberra during my last couple of years in the Senate to ensure that there 
was communication with the ministers responsible for migration, for employment and for education so 
that the African community right across the nation had the opportunity to ensure they were engaged. 
They had the ears of those ministers to ensure that they were not disadvantaged as they became 
engaged in their communities. I also became an active member of the Queensland African Communities 
Council back when it was first established. Back in those days—he is still a good friend of mine— 

Ms Farmer: A fantastic group. 
Mr FURNER: It is probably one of the best multicultural groups in the south-east corner, but there 

are so many that I do not want to distinguish one from the other. I still keep in contact with the previous 
president who established that group, Daniel Zingifuaboro. When you consider his upbringing and his 
passage to Australia, that story is amazing in itself. He came here as a humanitarian refugee, was 
educated in Queensland and is now back in South Sudan as a minister in that new government. It is an 
amazing story when you think of the contributions that he has brought to this country, the ability for him 
to have that education opportunity here and then have that exported back to a new country—one of the 
54 countries of Africa. That is incredible in itself. I also attend on a regular basis with my colleague the 
member for Pine Rivers the multicultural mass of the Holy Spirit church, and we did last year, didn’t we, 
member for Pine Rivers? 

Miss Boyd: We did actually; a local church. 
Mr FURNER: That is right; it is a local church. Each August it holds a multicultural mass and it is 

just wonderful to see the diversity and the backgrounds of the people who come along from different 
cultures and different countries in their traditional dress. Following the mass there is a traditional feast 
sampling the traditional foods from their countries. It is just a fantastic experience that we all enjoy. Just 
this morning Australia surpassed 24 million in population, and approximately four million-plus of that 
24 million would be migrants who have come to this country to call Australia home. Earlier I heard the 
member for Pumicestone talk about Australia Day and citizenship ceremonies. As parliamentarians we 
are so privileged to have the opportunity to attend those ceremonies. I do not think there is any other 
event that I can recall where it is so rewarding to see the smiles and the appreciation of migrants who 
decide on that path and make the decision to become Australian citizens. It is just wonderful. 

In my own community and in particular around the shopping centre where my office is situated 
only a couple of shops away you will find a Vietnamese family in a fish and chip shop and Peter the 
Indian in the newsagent. It is just a marvellous community when you see the diversity in and around 
my electorate office. However, I want to refer to the sad contributions that some of our federal 
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colleagues make with regard to attending events like Reclaim Australia, and I directly refer to the federal 
member for Dawson. He goes along to these events to promote bigotry and is involved in events that 
are to the demise of multiculturalism in this state. It is of no benefit in terms of this bill and it is of no 
benefit for anyone if you are going to support those sorts of events and if you are going to encourage 
people to have a view of bigotry in our community. It goes in complete opposition to this bill. People 
such as the Prime Minister should condemn those people who go to those events and point out to them 
that it does nothing to encourage cohesiveness and the multiculturalism that we support as Queensland 
parliamentarians in our state. I wish people would stand up, particularly the Prime Minister, and ensure 
that people like the federal member for Dawson discontinue that practice. I commend the bill to the 
House. 

Ms FARMER (Bulimba—ALP) (4.44 pm): I rise to support the Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015. 
There are many reasons why I am really proud to speak on this bill. I refer to a statement that the 
previous minister for multicultural affairs, the member for Waterford, made in her introductory speech 
when she said that the bill is about who we are and what we hope to become, and to me it is part of the 
continuing message that the Palaszczuk Labor government has been sending to the community since 
we were elected with our actions, with the words that we say and with the legislation that we have 
passed in this House that we really value diversity and, most importantly, that the principles of 
respecting and valuing others should underpin every single thing that we do. 

This bill is going to ensure that state government policies, programs and services recognise and 
respond to Queensland’s growing culturally and linguistically diverse population. I was surprised to find 
out when reading the committee report just what the growing population actually means and just how 
much the diverse cultures of Queensland are contributing to our identity: figures like that 20.5 per cent 
of Queensland’s total resident population were born overseas; that Queensland is home to people who 
speak more than 220 languages, hold more than 100 religious beliefs and come from more than 200 
countries; and that 36.2 per cent of Queenslanders were born overseas or have at least one parent 
born overseas. The richness of the contribution made by these people cannot be underestimated. 
Certainly there is an economic contribution, and the committee’s excellent report highlights this.  

There is also a projection referred to from the Migration Council of Australia that by 2050 
Australia’s population will be 38 million and migration will contribute approximately $1.6 trillion to 
Australia’s GDP, around 40 per cent of annual economic input. However, it is not just the economic 
contribution that we are talking about here. Migration has helped to shape Queensland in a cultural and 
a linguistic sense, in a creative sense, in a social sense. It has given us different insights, choices and 
experiences. It has given us different talents and backgrounds and it has made us as human beings 
much more creative, adaptable and productive people. It has made us better citizens. It has shown us 
other ways of thinking and other ways of approaching life. Once we stop seeking that in our lives as 
individuals and as a state, then we really stop growing. The challenge in having that multicultural 
society—and this is what this bill recognises—is that when we have such diversity we need to 
encourage participation by all of its citizens and we need to ensure that fairness and equity prevail. 

I want to refer to a speech made by David Morrison, who, as we all know, is the 2016 Australian 
of the Year. He certainly made his mark on gender equality in the last couple of years and he has now 
been made the Chair of the Australian Diversity Council. In quoting his speech, these words in particular 
really encapsulate how I see this bill. He said— 
... too many of our fellow Australians are denied the opportunity to reach their potential ...  

It happens because of their gender, because of the god they believe in, because of their racial heritage, because they’re not 
able-bodied, because of their sexual orientation, and we as a nation ... should be able to give them the chance to reach their 
potential.  

Because when they do, we all benefit, and that’s what true diversity is about ...  

That is why this bill is so important. It is a big thing that Queensland up to this point did not have 
any principle based legislation regarding multiculturalism and that other jurisdictions such as New South 
Wales, Victoria and South Australia are ahead of us. It is time that we put a bill like this in place. The 
bill will establish the Multicultural Queensland Charter in legislation, establish the Multicultural 
Queensland Advisory Council and ensure the preparation of a multicultural policy and multicultural 
action plan. I was pleased to see that there are really tight reporting requirements for it, so it is not 
something that is just going to go away.  
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I refer to comments made by the member for Ferny Grove about the Queensland African 
Communities Council. I think it is fair to say that the Bulimba electorate is not really a culturally diverse 
community. Last year, we were very fortunate to have the Queensland African Communities Council 
move into our area at the old Balmoral bowls club. They celebrated their arrival in our community with 
their annual fair, to which about 10,000 people attended. The way that my electorate and the 
Queensland African Communities Council members have welcomed each other and have made such 
an effort to make sure that they are friends, that they are being the best that they can be for each other, 
has been really lovely to watch. I thank the member for Ferny Grove for coming over and helping to 
celebrate that.  

I want to acknowledge Elijah Buol, who is the immediate past president of the Queensland African 
Communities Council. The council acknowledges that Elijah did an enormous amount to bring together 
the diverse African communities under the council in a way that really matured the council. I know that 
Elijah was part of the reference group to help this bill come to fruition. I really want to acknowledge him 
quite sincerely and thank him for all of his efforts and the wonderful working relationship that we have 
had.  

I would like to recognise both the previous minister for multicultural affairs and the new Minister 
for Multicultural Affairs. I know that the minister was absolutely delighted and excited that this 
responsibility was part of her portfolio for her obvious passion and her obvious family history, which she 
told us about earlier. I would also like to acknowledge the very hardworking committee, which has really 
put in such an excellent report. This bill signifies the sort of place that I want Queensland to be and I 
think all of us want Queensland to be and I am proud to commend it to the House.  

Ms HOWARD (Ipswich—ALP) (4.51 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Multicultural Recognition 
Bill 2015. In doing so, I would like to honour the former minister for multicultural affairs for the work that 
she has done on this bill and the new multicultural affairs minister, whose first bill is a really special one 
to have introduced into the House. To hear everybody in the chamber speak in support of it is an 
important moment for this parliament. I would also like to acknowledge the work that the parliamentary 
committee has done in putting together its report. 

Australia has a proud multicultural heritage. In my own electorate of Ipswich, I can boast migrants 
from around the world with different faiths, cultures and languages. I am proud to say that, since my 
election, I have attended multicultural events, such as Harmony Day celebrations, the Ipswich Malayali 
Association football carnival and the Diwali festival of lights hosted by the Indian Mehfil restaurant. I 
would like to commend Rajesh Sharma and his team at Mehfil for the work that they do in putting that 
festival together. Last year, over 500 people attended.  

In August last year, I hosted a wonderful morning tea in my electorate office for representatives 
of the various ethnic groups in my community. I was visited by constituents from Afghanistan, Sudan, 
Rwanda, Eritrea, Kenya, the Congo and even New Zealand. The morning tea was a great opportunity 
for me to understand the difficulties facing refugees and migrants in my community and it was 
heartening to hear their stories of resilience. It was also heartening to hear their impressions of our 
country. To them all, Australia is a country of great opportunity. It is welcoming and positive. It is a 
country that celebrates diversity. I commend this government for introducing legislation that encourages 
this diversity. This legislation will help to improve services for the future by building a better 
understanding of our culturally and linguistically diverse community. It will strengthen our connection 
through the work of the newly created multicultural advisory council and, most importantly, through the 
establishment of a multicultural Queensland charter.  

Although the migrants I met in my electorate office last August for Multicultural Week were 
positive about their futures, they recognised that there is still some way to go. Like me, these 
constituents understand that international events such as conflict and economic matters can affect how 
we respond to newly arrived migrants. That is why it is important for this government to have legislation 
that promotes harmony and inclusion and gives a voice to our migrant population. The newly created 
Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council will do just that. It will help provide advice to the government 
on relevant issues. It will make recommendations on where there is a need for policy or programs. It 
will highlight any barriers that we may have to delivering these services. Most importantly, it will become 
a strong advocate for those in our communities who do not have a voice.  

But legislation alone is not enough to help improve social inclusion for our migrant population. 
Legislation cannot change community attitudes on its own. That is why I am working to instigate an 
interfaith group in Ipswich that has as its charter a role to help new migrants settle in my community. 
This group will not only work with the new arrivals to my city but also promote multiculturalism and raise 
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awareness in our community of the richness that different nationalities and cultures can bring. I am 
hoping to use Harmony Day this year as an opportunity to launch this interfaith group, which will be 
made up of representatives of the religious groups in my electorate as well as multicultural agencies. I 
am looking forward to the challenges and opportunities that this new group will bring to Ipswich. 

This government is about action. During the election campaign last year we promised to deliver 
positive outcomes for all Queenslanders. This government promised to ensure that policies, programs 
and services were responsive to Queensland’s growing multicultural population. After all, I believe that 
multiculturalism is our greatest strength. I am proud to say that this legislation delivers on that promise. 

Hon. SM FENTIMAN (Waterford—ALP) (Minister for Communities, Women and Youth, Minister 
for Child Safety and Minister for the Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence) (4.56 pm): Our 
government is committed to ensuring that Queensland is a place that welcomes people of all cultural 
backgrounds and faiths. Along with a proud Indigenous history and heritage, Queensland has a long 
and prosperous migration history. We have all benefited from this cultural diversity in so many ways. 
Both our economy and our communities are stronger.  

Despite these benefits and opportunities, newly arrived migrants are often disadvantaged in 
participating in our economy. Although we are a cohesive society, we are still seeing and hearing of 
some members of our multicultural community who have been discriminated against because of their 
skin colour, their cultural background or religion. A multicultural Queensland charter and multicultural 
advisory council for Queensland, as proposed in this bill, will enshrine in legislation our government’s 
commitment to and support of all Queenslanders irrespective of cultural or faith background, because 
all Queenslanders deserve to be treated as equal members of our society and to live free from 
discrimination.  

I always say that my electorate of Waterford’s greatest strength is its multiculturalism. It is a 
community of diverse and rich cultures. It is a place where traditional owners and Australia’s most 
recent immigrants make their mark. My community is a true multicultural success story. As the local 
member for Waterford and in my previous role as the minister for multicultural affairs, I had the pleasure 
and privilege to participate in many community events and meet with many community leaders and 
organisations who are working hard to benefit our multicultural communities across Queensland.  

Ms Grace: And you did a great job. 
Ms FENTIMAN: I thank the minister. These events not only showcased the variety and vibrancy 

within our multicultural society but also provided me with the opportunity to hear from our communities 
about what matters to them. In my previous role as minister for multicultural affairs, community 
members, community services and businesses were calling out loud and clear for a multicultural 
Queensland charter and a multicultural Queensland advisory council.  

During the development of this bill, it was an honour to chair the Interim Multicultural Reference 
Group. With such a wide range of achievements and talents in the group, it was always a pleasure to 
hear their valuable input as well as feedback from those community groups that took part in the regional 
consultation on the bill across the state. I strongly believe that actions and policies that have been 
developed to come out of this bill as well as the principles of the charter will mean that Queensland will 
lead the way as a united, harmonious and inclusive community. 

When I was minister for multicultural affairs, members from Queensland’s multicultural 
communities were extremely welcoming to me as a new minister. They only deserve to be treated with 
the same openness and respect. They deserve our government to commit in legislation recognition of 
our multicultural heritage and support for Queenslanders of diverse cultural and faith backgrounds. Last 
year, one of my first engagements was celebrating the Lunar New Year. Just one year ago, over the 
sound of crackling fireworks and the words ‘gong xi fa cai’, I met members of the Chinese and 
Taiwanese community, who are working to promote multiculturalism across local communities. 

During the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan I was invited into people’s homes to break iftar, 
where I met members of our Muslim community like Murat and Chanan Coskun of East Heritage Park. 
I would like to again thank them for their generous hospitality and for sharing with me the rich culture 
and traditions of Ramadan. Of course, I cannot forget the wonderful work of Galila Abdelsalam and 
Nora Amath from the Islamic Women’s Association of Queensland, and the work of Mr Kim Van Lim, a 
Waterford local and president of the Cambodian Buddhist Association of Queensland and, I might add, 
a recent winner of a Jim Chalmers MP Local Legends Award. Mr Lim is always organising regular 
events and fundraisers and always makes sure everyone feels included by making it his mission to 
share and celebrate his community’s culture, customs, religion and history. All of these members of our 
multicultural community, and many, many more—how can I not forget Elijah Boul, Professor 
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Mohammad Abdullah, Ali Kadri, Sharon Orapeleng, Agnes Whiten, Susan Al-Maani, Josephine Aufai. 
I could keep going and going. These are wonderful community leaders and activists working towards 
building Queensland as a harmonious, inclusive, multicultural state and they need support from 
government. This will be achieved through consultation, through a multicultural advisory council as well 
as policies created through the action plan.  

I have responsibility for a number of portfolios: Communities, Women and Youth, Child Safety 
and the Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence. Across these portfolios my core role is to support 
vulnerable Queenslanders to improve their lives and that includes those from culturally diverse 
communities, particularly women, who often face unique challenges when it comes to accessing 
employment, health care and other social services. This bill will help to strengthen data collection which 
will allow my department to better target our programs and services to ensure policies, programs and 
services recognise and respond to Queensland’s growing multicultural population.  

Last year I hosted a round table of multicultural and multifaith community leaders in Beenleigh to 
discuss domestic violence. Participants shared their ideas about initiatives that would make a difference 
in their local communities. One of the biggest issues that came up was lack of relevant data for support 
services, including court support, counselling and shelters. We know that multicultural community 
services like Access, MDA, ECCQ and MultiLink do an extraordinary job in helping our most vulnerable 
multicultural and multifaith communities, but it is vital that government plays its part in supporting these 
communities too. That is why we must have legislation that recognises and promotes multiculturalism 
in our state and allows us to provide better access to help for our multicultural communities. 

Every single member of this House has a connection to Queensland’s proud migration history. 
Members of this House also have constituents from a number of different cultural backgrounds, from 
the Philippine community in Bundaberg to the Chilean community in Greenslopes, the African 
community in Woodridge, the Vietnamese community in lnala and the Chinese and Taiwanese 
communities in Sunnybank. Last year when I was travelling in regional Queensland I visited Ingham 
where I joined the member for Hinchinbrook in a heartwarming rendition of That’s Amore with local 
nonnas for the local Italian Festival Gala Dinner. It was quite a highlight. This Multicultural Recognition 
Bill will benefit them all.  

Queensland is one of the few Australian jurisdictions that does not have a legislated statement 
from its parliament recognising our multicultural heritage and committing support for our culturally and 
linguistically diverse communities. If the member Noosa, who made his contribution earlier this 
afternoon, thinks that this bill is doing nothing, I say he could not be more wrong. This bill is not just 
principles based; it will also commit all future Queensland governments to give due respect to our 
Queensland multicultural society through a whole-of-government multicultural policy and action plan. It 
will complement existing anti-discrimination legislation such as the Queensland Anti-Discrimination Act 
and the Australian Racial Discrimination Act. It will provide a strong instrument to strengthen 
multicultural policy, program development and implementation across government that will support 
people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds to live in communities that are inclusive 
with equitable access to services and opportunities. 

This bill will improve the lives of all Queenslanders. It brings the community together and will 
deliver real and much needed change across Queensland. Our state has a long and proud tradition of 
welcoming people into our community regardless of their race or religion. This is a tradition that has 
been fundamental to Queensland’s, and indeed Australia’s, success as an open, cohesive and fair 
society. Our side of the House wants to encourage understanding, cultural exchange and inclusion, not 
start a list of those who should be excluded, like the member for Cleveland suggested with his 
inaccurate and irresponsible comments regarding the presence of sharia law supporting groups in 
Queensland. Those comments are, in fact, a perfect example of the need for this legislation. I believe 
that Queensland can, and should, continue to lead the way when it comes to diversity and 
inclusiveness. I therefore commend the bill to the House. 

Hon. CR DICK (Woodridge—ALP) (Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services) 
(5.05 pm): I rise this afternoon to proudly support the Multicultural Recognition Bill. I do that as the state 
member for Woodridge, one of the most culturally diverse electorates in Queensland and perhaps one 
of the most culturally diverse electorates in the Commonwealth. The Australian Labor Party has long 
been a champion of social justice, fairness, inclusion and a supporter of all members of society no 
matter what that individual’s origin may be. Our party supports and celebrates the strength that comes 
from diversity. Our state is home to many people who have, over the long history of our state, come to 
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Queensland from around the world as refugees or immigrants and now call our state home. This bill 
recognises the great diversity that comes from multiculturalism and quite properly recognises that in 
the law of our state.  

Nowhere is multicultural vibrancy more evident than in the electorate of Woodridge. More than 
half of my constituents speak a language other than English at home—well beyond the Queensland 
figure of around 36 per cent. More than 30 per cent of Woodridge’s population have been born overseas 
compared with the Queensland figure of 20 per cent born in a foreign country—almost 50 per cent more 
than applies across the rest of Queensland. This already great part of our state is made all the more 
vibrant and rich because of these facts. It is a privilege to represent the diversity that is the Woodridge 
community in this parliament.  

I am consistently overwhelmed by the number of very generous invitations I receive to participate 
in cultural festivities and celebrations in the Woodridge electorate. It has been my privilege to enjoy 
countless ceremonies and traditional annual events and religious services with, between and amongst 
a wide range and collection of cultures in my community. I cannot attend all of those events, but I attend 
as many as I can, from casual social gatherings to formal annual celebrations of culture and faith.  

As the member for Woodridge I spend my time working with important and valuable local 
community groups like the Ethnic Communities Council of Logan, the Voice of Samoa, the Islamic 
Association of Logan City, the Cambodian Buddhist Association of Queensland, the Khmer Buddhist 
Society of Queensland and a very large number of organisations that represent the very diverse number 
of African communities, all of which uniquely enrich the Woodridge electorate and the lives of those 
living within our community.  

As Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services I also recognise the important role 
certain groups in our state are playing in providing for the health needs of Queenslanders from culturally 
diverse backgrounds. From a health perspective, agencies and organisations like the Queensland 
Program of Assistance to Survivors of Torture and Trauma, the Queensland Transcultural Mental 
Health Centre and the Queensland Centre for Multicultural Mental Health and Wellbeing, also known 
as Harmony Place, play an important role in our state’s health system. 

For 20 years, those agencies and organisations have been providing crucial specialist clinical 
and nonclinical services and support to migrants, refugees and people from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds. Last year at Parliament House I was very pleased to celebrate the 20th 
anniversary of those organisations and their contribution to Queensland at a reception that I co-hosted 
with the then minister for multicultural affairs, the member for Waterford. Our government also works 
closely with the Ethnic Communities Council of Queensland in reaching out to a vast number of 
communities across Queensland. For example, one of the things that we work on together is increased 
access to HIV testing among priority populations. We work closely with the Ethnic Communities Council 
of Queensland in delivering programs such as that.  

As a Queensland health system, it is so important for us to work with organisations such as the 
Ethnic Communities Council of Queensland, which then partners with community organisations such 
as the Queensland African Communities Council, which I have had the privilege of working with. Madam 
Deputy Speaker, you have also recognised the work of people such as Elijah Buol, the outgoing 
president. I recognise Robert Mukombozi, the incoming president, and all of the leaders in the African 
communities that I have the privilege of working with in the electorate of Woodridge. The Queensland 
government’s HIV strategy recognises that people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds 
are a priority population for HIV testing and prevention. The ECCQ is also a partner in the OraSure 
project, which provides HIV oral testing kits that are delivered via post as a method of providing access 
to HIV screening to priority populations in rural and remote Queensland. Wherever they are in 
Queensland, whatever their ethnicity or cultural background, we work in partnership with the ECCQ and 
community organisations to deliver that testing and that care to Queenslanders. As I have mentioned, 
the project has also engaged African communities across Queensland. I particularly mention the work 
being done on the Darling Downs through the ECCQ’s engagement of bilingual workers to conduct HIV 
testing.  

In my own local community of Logan, Queensland Health is also a strong supporter of the 
groundbreaking Logan Together project, which is a collective of people, government departments 
across local, state and federal governments and also non-government organisations that are working 
together for the betterment of the Logan area. In particular, it is designed to help close the health gap 
for children from birth to the age of eight years. Of course, one of the target groups is the culturally 
diverse community of the City of Logan. I am very pleased to support that project in my capacity as the 
Minister for Health and Ambulance Services.  
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The diverse groups that make up my electorate of Woodridge and those that are improving the 
health of Queensland’s ethnic communities deserve full recognition for their invaluable contribution to 
the community. I am proud to champion that for them here today by supporting this bill. The purpose of 
the bill is to better recognise the contribution those groups make to the state as a whole. Through 
establishing the Multicultural Queensland Charter and the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council, 
this bill will promote Queensland as a unified, harmonious and inclusive community. In particular, I draw 
the attention of the House to the charter. Clauses 2 and 5 of the charter stand out. Clause 2 states— 
The people of Queensland come from many diverse backgrounds and have worked, and continue to work, together to build a 
prosperous, fair and harmonious Queensland.  

Clause 5 states— 
A shared commitment, among members of the Queensland community, to mutual respect, fair treatment and valuing the diversity 
of peoples in the community fosters a caring, safe and inclusive community.  

I could not agree more with those sentiments. The charter will make an important contribution to how 
we embrace and engage Queenslanders from diverse cultural backgrounds.  

The bill also calls for the development of a multicultural policy and action plan and for government 
employees to be aware of this plan and the charter. It also establishes reporting obligations for 
government entities, which I think is significant. Our government’s wide range of policies, programs and 
services must be reflective of the diversity of the Queensland community and this bill will ensure that 
occurs. It will also ensure that any changes to policies, programs and services help to address issues 
such as economic participation and community cohesion. I regard that as significant, particularly 
economic participation, for the electorate of Woodridge. We have a very high unemployment rate and 
anything that can be done to engage people in work and help address economic participation are very 
significant things.  

I recognise the work of the current Minister for Multicultural Affairs, the member for Brisbane 
Central. I thank her for coming to Logan recently to join me and other state and federal members of 
parliament who represent the City of Logan to celebrate Waitangi Day. I thank her for making that effort. 
I also recognise the work of the immediate past minister for multicultural affairs, the member for 
Waterford. I thank her for her contribution. I recognise the work of the Premier when she served as the 
minister for multicultural affairs in the 53rd Parliament. In that parliament she was, in a sense, the prime 
driver for a bill and a statutory way to recognise the great diversity that comes from multiculturalism in 
Queensland. I recognise her contribution as well.  

In summary, you can measure the maturity of a society by the breadth of its diversity and how 
that diversity is recognised and embraced. The strength of a democracy is dependent on many voices. 
I believe that Queensland is a stronger state when we allow all those voices to be heard, including the 
voices of citizens who are refugees, migrants or otherwise came to Queensland through various 
channels and pathways. That is why I am proud to support the bill and I commend it to the House.  

Mr POWER (Logan—ALP) (5.15 pm): For some of us, multiculturalism is so much a part of the 
Australian character that we simply see this bill as a natural extension of the role of government. The 
Uniting Church of Australia sums up that position in its submission on the bill. It states— 
The Uniting Church in Australia (UCA) came into being ... in June 1977. In 1985, the UCA explicitly declared itself to be a 
multicultural church, through the adoption of a landmark statement on the gift and challenge of cultural diversity.  

We can see that the UCA made that statement early but went on to state— 
In the 30 years since then, the UCA in its various councils and agencies throughout Australia has embarked upon the long and 
challenging task of giving practical expression to this commitment, recognising that the full empowerment and participation of 
peoples of all cultural backgrounds necessarily is transformative of the institution and its practices.  

That statement made by the UCA really sums up what this bill is about and what we hope to do 
to give practical expression, through the Queensland government, to the principles of multiculturalism 
that we all ascribe to. Of course, the UCA wholeheartedly supports the creation of a multicultural 
Queensland council and the principles proposed in the multicultural charter being enshrined in 
legislation.  

That was not always the way. When my ancestors first came to this country in the 1830s, the 
country did not respect or encourage multiculturalism. The speaking of languages other than English 
by convicts was banned. Some religious services were banned and ministers of religion were deported. 
Indeed, a convict’s loyalty was questioned simply for speaking their mother tongue or practising their 
faith. Australia and Queensland have changed since those early days. We value the diversity of 
immigration and the benefit it brings to our country. However, this has not always been a smooth 
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process in our nation’s history—those of us who remember the White Australia Policy know that to be 
true—nor, indeed, is it even in our recent history. We in this place know full well the irresponsible and 
emotive power of the anti-immigration and anti-multicultural powers of the One Nation party, yet in our 
recent history they were not alone in toying with such emotions.  

In January 2007, the Howard government removed the word ‘multicultural’ from the name of the 
department of immigration and multicultural affairs, changing its name to the Department of Immigration 
and Citizenship. The then holder of that office, Andrew Robb, said that the term ‘multicultural’ had been 
transformed by interest groups into a philosophy that put ‘allegiances to original culture ahead of 
national loyalty’. Of course, those were the same words that were used by the Irish in colonial Australia, 
recycled by the modern Liberal Party, this time with a new target.  

As we know, Mr Robb was not demoted but instead promoted within the culture of the Liberal 
Party. Federal MP Andrew Leigh said in the federal parliament— 
... according to journalist Lenore Taylor, the Member for Cook, Scott Morrison, told Shadow Cabinet last year that the Coalition 
should capitalise on the electorate’s growing concerns about Muslim immigration.  

Not only was he not publicly rebuked and repudiated; he now dangerously holds one of the more 
important elected offices in our land.  

Even more recently we have seen a Liberal Party senator for South Australia link the policy of 
multiculturalism to a cause of violence. Disgusting, is it not, that the sharing of respect and diversity of 
culture in Australia should be linked to violence? Former Liberal Prime Minister of Australia Malcolm 
Fraser knew this to be wrong. He promoted multiculturalism and formed the SBS. He described the 
success of Australian immigration programs as being best when immigrants ‘were welcomed warmly 
with assistance and with generosity’.  

Given these attacks on multiculturalism by the MPs from the conservative parties, it is heartening 
that today the opposition supports this bill. It is disappointing that the previous government did not take 
up this bill during the previous term of government as much of the work for this bill was put in place by 
former minister, then opposition leader and now Premier, Annastacia Palaszczuk.  

In the wide consultation that occurred around the state in the lead-up to the preparation of the 
bill I was lucky enough to represent the then minister for communities and multicultural affairs, Shannon 
Fentiman, at a consultation session on the bill at the Gould Adams Community Centre, which, as many 
members would know, is in the great city of Logan on Kingston Road, Kingston. This was a very 
worthwhile process where the detail of the bill was carefully examined and workshopped.  

After my introductory comments I participated with one of the smaller groups. I wish to share 
something of the discussion that went on. I asked the group whether they had any concerns about the 
treatment and role of women within some societies and the values around the role and place of women 
that were prevalent within our society not so very long ago.  

A woman of Chinese origin who works in migrant settlement told this story by way of answer. 
She told me that during her work she was going to greet a new migrant from a conservative and very 
traditional Islamic background and she put out her hand to shake as a way of greeting, as was her 
culture. He followed his tradition and withdrew his hand, leading to a somewhat uncomfortable situation. 
She explained that there was an interaction afterwards that was both professional and worthwhile, 
though there was still the initial clumsy greeting between them. She would have continued to respect 
his wishes from then on.  

During a break a friend of the man from the same traditional Islamic background explained that 
in this culture many women shake hands and do not mean any disrespect. The man explained to his 
traditional friend that Australia was full of so many cultures and that as new migrants multiculturalism 
meant something for them, too. It meant that, while their culture would be accepted and understood, 
they also had a role to understand other Australian cultures.  

From that conversation on, the new migrant always made a point of shaking the lady’s hand 
every single time they met. It was his way of saying that he was both proud to be Australian and 
accepted Australian multiculturalism, especially knowing that his own culture would be respected.  

I now turn to some of the submissions on the bill made to the Communities, Disability Services 
and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee. I spoke about the Uniting Church 
submission. A great number of the submitters were proud of the role that Queensland has in 
multiculturalism. I will not go through them now because time, unfortunately, does not allow me to. I 
commend the committee on going out and listening to the community. I commend the minister on having 
roundtable discussions, which I was lucky enough to participate in.  
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The proposed charter enshrines eight principles that recognise a shared commitment by us all 
to a multicultural Queensland. The bill also provides strong accountabilities, including a requirement for 
the responsible minister to report to parliament on the outcomes of multicultural policy at least every 
three years. I look forward to that report from the minister. We have heard that government agencies 
will work to gather data on the bill. The bill is also a statement of who we are and the aspiration we 
have to celebrate the diversity of our state.  

As the member for Logan, I proudly get to celebrate so many cultural activities with so many in 
the community. I have been to Diwali, Jewish 150, the Romanian Wine Festival, Ramadan at family 
homes but also Ramadan dinners at the Logan mosques, St Patrick’s Day festivities, Christmas carols, 
Clean Up Australia Day with the Ahmadiyya community, Chinese New Year, Hmong New Year, Pasifika 
and Pan-African Day. I am sure I have missed out so many great events that I have been invited to and 
enjoyed. This is one of the joys of being the member for Logan and celebrating with so many the 
community spirit.  

Multiculturalism does not just exist as a festival, though, or one day a year. It is also something 
we have in our hearts. To that extent, I would like to share one special event that I attended at the Snap 
Fresh factory. Snap Fresh is in the Crestmead industrial estate, which is proudly part of my electorate. 
Snap Fresh prepares meals for Qantas all over the world. They also have a massively diverse 
community that work at the factory. Each year on Harmony Day they down tools for a special concert. 
It is an absolutely fantastic display of music from all over the world.  

I am proud of the city of Logan’s diversity. I know that this bill looks to improve how we as 
Queenslanders celebrate the many cultures that make up the great city of Logan and our great state. I 
commend the bill to the House.  

Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Minister for Transport and the Commonwealth Games) 
(5.25 pm): I rise to speak in support of the bill. I congratulate the Minister for Multicultural Affairs on the 
work that she has done since being made the minister and the work that she has done to specifically 
steward this bill into the House for the second reading debate. I also congratulate the former minister 
for her work around the introduction of the bill and the consultation leading up to the preparation of the 
bill. It is great to see both of those ministers in the House as I have the chance to speak to the 
Multicultural Recognition Bill.  

I know that the Premier has had a firm commitment to the bill as well. When the Premier was the 
minister for multicultural affairs she championed very similar legislation, as she did further as opposition 
leader. I know that a number of members have made reference to that in the debate today.  

I appreciate and agree with the stated aim of the bill which is to recognise the valuable 
contribution of diverse groups of people to the Queensland community, promote Queensland as a 
united, harmonious and inclusive community and ensure that government services are responsive to 
the diversity of the Queensland population. This bill delivers on an election commitment of the 
Palaszczuk government to implement legislation to ensure that the Queensland government’s policies, 
programs and services recognise and respond to the culturally and linguistically diverse population of 
Queensland.  

I am committed to us doing that because it is very much a part of modernising the state—that is, 
making sure that our institutions and our policies respond to what a modern Queensland is all about. 
That is the strength of its diversity and the outward-looking nature of our state. This is yet another 
acknowledgement and recognition of that. We are institutionalising the opportunities to engage and be 
thoughtful of the sorts of policies, activities, programs and services that will support a diverse, 
multicultural and modern Queensland.  

I know that these aims are recognised in my electorate of Sandgate. I am very proud to represent 
a culturally diverse electorate. In the Sandgate community we have a very strong Greek community, 
Chinese community, Indian and other subcontinent communities—particularly the Punjabi community—
and Filipino migrant community. It is very much an honour to represent an electorate with this level of 
diversity and also have an electorate that shares my views about a united, harmonious, inclusive and 
modern community.  

Indeed, my electorate is also home to a Sikh temple and the St Paraskevi Greek Orthodox 
Church, both at Taigum, and also a Daoist temple at Deagon. Just outside of my electorate at Bald 
Hills—literally just on the other side of the railway line—in the electorate of Aspley is a mosque. We 
also have very nearby a Hindu temple at Boondall in the electorate of Nudgee. This extraordinarily 
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diverse set of faith communities who have come to and settled in our local community have brought a 
great deal of richness to our part of the north side. I have been delighted to engage with the local 
Punjabi Sikh community to assist with the works on the Gurdwara, the Sikh temple that I mentioned.  

In Fitzgibbon, a suburb in my electorate, there is a significant population of Nepalese born 
residents. Last year I proudly joined them and the local community organisation Sandbag in organising 
a fundraising event for the victims of the awful earthquake that devastated Nepal in April. People from 
all corners of the Fitzgibbon, Taigum and Bracken Ridge communities came together for that event, 
where the best of Nepalese dance, music and food was on show. As we all know—and we have heard 
it from a number of contributors this afternoon—those opportunities to celebrate diversity, to celebrate 
the tastes of culture from across our world that make up the community that we now enjoy, are very 
valuable, and it was valuable on that occasion because it was for a good cause. Very often the good 
cause is just good community. That is when people come together to enjoy music, dance and food. It 
all comes together with good community.  

I also reflect that at around that same time, in April last year, I attended and supported the Niuean 
community, a very small community from the Pacific islands. The Niuean community had a very small 
yet very active group in my local community. Last Anzac Day the Niuean community held a service and 
dedicated a monument in the memorial park in Sandgate to remember the massive sacrifice that small 
nation made during the First World War. When the King of Niue in 1914 heard the message from the 
King of England that they needed warriors, he sent hundreds—and they never came back. That is 
something that the local community want to appreciate, celebrate and understand. That is something 
that, as a broader community, the Sandgate community have joined with them in doing.  

Similarly, on an occasion to acknowledge the eighth anniversary of the apology to Indigenous 
communities across Australia, the Koobara kindergarten in my electorate at Taigum held an event. It 
was great to see the way the whole community came together to be a part of that and to understand 
that we could bring our cultures together, whilst celebrating our differences and celebrating our 
traditions, and share them.  

Since being returned to this place I have had the opportunity to represent the former minister for 
multicultural affairs at the Philippine Independence Day reception, where I joined with that community 
in celebrating 117 years of Philippine independence from Spain. You do not need to look too far to see 
the contributions made by Queenslanders of Filipino ancestry. Just last year we all celebrated and 
enjoyed the successes of champion golfer Jason Day. I note that in the last census there were many 
hundreds of people in the Sandgate electorate who indicated that they were born in the Philippines. I 
get to meet plenty of Filipino families each and every weekend from right across the north side when I 
am at local junior basketball fixtures. You cannot get a better opportunity to meet Filipino families than 
at something to do with basketball. They all love the sport very much and it is part of the celebration of 
their culture.  

The bill introduces the Multicultural Queensland Charter, which upholds the principles of 
promoting harmony and inclusion. Furthermore, the legislation creates the Multicultural Queensland 
Advisory Council, which will provide advice on the issues and barriers facing Queenslanders. The 
advisory council will also look at how we can address the economic participation of migrants and 
refugees. There is evidence that suggests that newly arrived migrants are disadvantaged in 
participating in the economy and also have some of the highest rates of unemployment. We can all see 
that and know that firsthand from our own experiences.  

I congratulate the former minister on the consultation work that occurred in bringing this 
legislation forward. I also acknowledge the work that the committee did in reviewing that piece of work 
and coming together on delivering a great opportunity to enhance, celebrate and, as I say, institutionally 
enshrine multiculturalism in our state.  

The range of advice that the council will be able to provide to culturally and linguistically diverse 
communities is very important and will be very valuable. I thank the minister for bringing this legislation 
forward. I am very proud to be a member of the Palaszczuk Labor government when it brings matters 
like this forward to parliament. I am very proud to be a member of the government that promotes 
Queensland as a united, harmonious and inclusive community. This sort of legislation is a genuine taste 
of what a modern Queensland is all about—bringing Queensland not only out of the dark days but also 
very firmly into the 21st century as an outward-looking state, embracing change and embracing 
opportunities. I commend the bill to the House.  
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Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Hart): It was remiss of me not to recognise you as the Minister for 
Transport and the Commonwealth Games. I congratulate you on your appointment. I call the Minister 
for Housing and Public Works. Congratulations on your appointment as well.  

Hon. MC de BRENNI (Springwood—ALP) (Minister for Housing and Public Works) (5.35 pm): 
Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker. I, too, would like to recognise and thank Ministers Fentiman and Grace 
for progressing this important bill to this point. Every Queenslander has a story of multiculturalism to 
one degree or another. In considering what I was going to say this evening, I reflected on my 
multicultural story. Part of this story I reflected on also in my first speech to the House a year ago.  

The story that I told was that almost 20 years ago my life was forever altered. Completing my 
high school work experience, I witnessed the rights of workers being unfairly ripped away from them. 
Their fair and reasonable work entitlements were removed, jobs were lost and redundancy payouts 
were voided. The important point of that story in regard to tonight’s debate is that that entire workforce 
were immigrants from Greece. It became clear to me then, and it is clear to me now, that members of 
our community from diverse cultural backgrounds are often systemically disadvantaged in achieving a 
public voice. This Multicultural Recognition Bill ensures people from those culturally diverse 
backgrounds do have a voice and that they are recognised for their valuable contribution to all of our 
communities.  

This government is committed to a Queensland that welcomes, embraces and importantly 
nurtures anyone from diverse backgrounds, diverse ethnic groups, diverse religions and beliefs. As 
reflected in my story, my working life has involved direct contact with diverse multicultural groups often 
fighting for a fair go. My first job was representing mainly Vietnamese workers in the clothing trade. It 
took me some time to understand back then but, as I understand now, we must provide an opportunity 
for people to put down roots, to thrive and to prosper regardless of their background, their race or their 
culture. 

The electorate of Springwood that I represent is situated in Logan, and it is one of Australia’s 
leading multicultural success stories. I am proud to be a member of that community. The constituents 
of Springwood have a diverse and wideranging set of backgrounds from the Pacific islands, which we 
heard Minister Dick refer to before, to the folks who live in my street from the Middle East, to those who 
come from the other side of the Indian Ocean, to those who come from the shores of Asia. What do 
they bring to our community? They bring education, skills, training, culture and rich life experiences—
contributions to our society that cannot be underestimated or overstated.  

I am proud to live in a state that has long welcomed people from diverse cultural, religious and 
linguistic backgrounds and is now home to more than 200 cultures and 200 languages. It is the diversity 
of our state that makes us strong. It is the contributions of people from all over the world that have 
proved critical in growing this great state. The Multicultural Recognition Bill that is being debated tonight 
recognises the valuable contribution of diverse groups of the Queensland community and it 
acknowledges, affirms and, importantly, promotes Queensland as a united, harmonious and inclusive 
community. The bill signals more than just some vague commitment to multiculturalism. It is much more 
than that. It is tangible, unambiguous and binding commitment. With this bill, the government is 
committing to a rich and vibrant Queensland that is culturally diverse, socially inclusive and, importantly, 
politically cohesive.  

The establishment of the Multicultural Queensland Charter will be central to giving substance to 
the principles of harmony and inclusiveness that underpin the bill proudly debated today. In tandem 
with the establishment of the Multicultural Queensland Charter will be the establishment of the 
Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council. The council will ensure that the viewpoints of all relevant 
groups are heard, respected and drawn upon, a principle to which the Palaszczuk government 
subscribes.  

I am passionate about ensuring the views of Queenslanders from all backgrounds are heard and 
respected. My department, the Department of Housing and Public Works, is actively supporting people 
from diverse backgrounds. That is why we recently introduced a fairer approach to social housing. We 
know that some of our most vulnerable families are from harsh and unimaginable backgrounds from 
the four corners of the globe. These Queenslanders are good, honest people and they deserve our 
respect and dignity.  

In the department we recently established an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Strategy Unit 
to oversee an Indigenous strategy. This will support the great work the department has already been 
doing to help provide affordable housing in remote and regional Aboriginal communities. In addition to 
this, my department has provided the Immigrant Women’s Support Service with over half a million 
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dollars in 2015-16 to provide important homelessness support services for women and children 
escaping domestic violence when they are from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. My 
department also provides funds for translating and interpretation services to assist people accessing 
specialist homelessness services including refugee women who are excluded from income support and 
other government benefits.  

The people who access housing and homelessness services through my department come from 
a huge variety of cultural backgrounds, and these people are part of the culturally rich communities in 
Queensland. It is through initiatives such as those that we can work to support the diversity and vibrancy 
of the great state of Queensland. With the achievements that have already been made and the 
strategies that have already been implemented in the Department of Housing and Public Works, I am 
looking forward to ensuring we implement the policy objectives of this bill to the highest standards.  

In conclusion, I would also like to acknowledge some of the lead organisations in multicultural 
Queensland. Both Access Community Services and MDA deliver key services to multicultural 
Queensland and Queenslanders from diverse cultural backgrounds. I note their submissions to the 
parliamentary committee. In order to formally recognise their contribution, I would like to briefly quote 
from their submissions. Firstly, the submission from Access Community Services states— 
Firstly Access Community Services ... would like to compliment the Government on its introduction of the Multicultural Recognition 
Bill 2015, it is timely and prudent to have such legislation in Queensland.  

It goes on to state— 
As an organisation that recognises the benefits of multiculturalism Access would like to see bi-partisan support for the Multicultural 
Recognition Bill 2015 as we would also like to see for all major multicultural policies and funding initiatives.  

Access again congratulates the Government on the introduction of the ... Bill ... and looks forward to the introduction of this 
legislation in due course.  

MDA, a great friend of mine, states— 
MDA congratulates the Queensland Government in its responsiveness in incorporating these important changes to the Bill.  

MDA asked us to make reference to settlement and it stated— 
While there is a highly specialised settlement service sector in Queensland that caters to humanitarian entrants and asylum 
seekers, settlement is a journey that applies to all new arrivals regardless of visa category. The settlement journey is one of 
acculturation and ensuring successful settlement ...  

I note for the benefit of MDA that the advisory council has broad ambit to take matters into consideration 
including matters of settlement.  

Finally, tonight we will celebrate Chinese New Year with the Premier’s celebration on the 
Speaker’s Green. The Queensland Chinese Forum submitted that— 
Although adoption of the Bill is not compulsory for business and community service providers, it is setting foot in the right direction 
to recognise the potential of the real economic participation of migrants and refugees from the diverse communities in 
Queensland ...  

On behalf of the 200 different cultures in Queensland, I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr WHITING (Murrumba—ALP) (5.45 pm): I also rise to speak in support of the bill. As the 
member for Murrumba I do believe that the Multicultural Recognition Bill is a key mechanism for the 
government to ensure those from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds are really given 
opportunities to participate in the Queensland economy and the broader Queensland community.  

One of the reasons I want to talk about this is that I have a very large Pasifika community within 
the electorate of Murrumba, specifically within Deception Bay but broadly Murrumba, which 
encompasses North Lakes. We have a very broad international feel to our community with people 
coming from all over the world to live in North Lakes. I have had a lot of experience with the Pasifika 
community in Deception Bay—that is the Samoans, the Tongans and the New Zealand Maoris as well.  

One of the things I can talk about—and I know that this bill picks it up and I really do appreciate 
that—is the economic impact of having the Samoan community within Murrumba. We have a festival 
called Pasifika Vibes, which is a great celebration of the island lifestyle: food, dance and a variety of 
activities including playing a game called kirikiti, which is the island version of cricket. It is similar but 
quite different at the same time. This festival, which in the past has taken place in Deception Bay, really 
helps deliver a mini food based economy. The local shops benefit largely. There is the local hiring of 
tents. There is a huge economic impact from this particular festival. In fact, this festival grew too large 
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for our community and it had to move to Redcliffe. It brings people from all around South-East 
Queensland to our region for the day to spend money and have a great time. This is one of the beneficial 
economic impacts that we do see from our Pasifika communities.  

What I also like about this bill is that the advisory council will be really representative of these 
diverse groups in the Queensland community including in regional Queensland. One of the things that 
we have often overlooked is that multiculturalism is a very regional phenomenon as well. The 
multicultural communities really contribute to the vibrancy of our regional communities up and down the 
eastern seaboard and inland and coastal Queensland.  

If the economy is changing in these communities, if there are some industries that are changing—
we are seeing perhaps a loss of blue-collar jobs—often multicultural communities can bring a new lease 
of life to those communities. We have seen that in my home community of Deception Bay. Many years 
ago it was a remote and regional fishing village and it has now become an outer urban suburb. As I 
have said, it has a large Pasifika population.  

What I really appreciate is how our Samoan community has contributed to the fabric of our 
society, and that is embodied in one story, which is the creation of the Maota Fono, the first artificial 
meeting hut of a Samoan community outside Samoa. Traditionally, these huts were coconut trees 
banded together to create a shelter. My community proposed to build an artificial one, one made out of 
steel and concrete. It would be durable and would certainly last the time.  

It was put to council, and council took a risk and supported it because it meant the allocation of 
a large amount of parkland. Council put money towards it in the old Caboolture council days, but the 
money really came in from the state government through a Community Renewal project. With this 
project we created something that has been a drawcard throughout the region and broader than that 
as well. One of the ceremonies that we had included the blessing of the Maota Fono which was attended 
by the Samoan Prime Minister, and when Quentin Bryce was the Queensland Governor she came for 
events as well.  

Building a simple steel, tin and concrete structure has really added to the fabric of the community 
in Deception Bay. We have a new meeting place, it is something that people come to see, it is an item 
of talk and a real focus for our community. I think the story of the Maota Fono really sums up how our 
Pasifika communities add character and depth to our society and they make it very interesting. They 
have also breathed economic life into our community. I pay tribute to the local Council of Chiefs, the 
Fraternal of Samoan Pastors and the peak body Aiga Samoa for all they bring to my home community 
of Deception Bay.  

I think this bill highlights that the Palaszczuk Labor government wants to help Queenslanders 
from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds take advantage of the tremendous opportunities 
that our state offers, no matter where they come from. I must say that we do offer a lot in this state; for 
example, we love local festivals and we do offer many opportunities to hold those festivals.  

As a councillor I helped many of our multicultural communities apply for council grants. As I said, 
I helped them apply for the Community Renewal grant from the state government. That is a great Labor 
initiative. This was how the Pasifika Vibes festival happened as well. I have also worked closely with 
our multicultural communities to help them take advantage of things like the Gambling Community 
Benefit Fund, which I think is something quite unique to Queensland. It really does offer our groups a 
great chance to build up not only their capital and their infrastructure in our community and multicultural 
communities but their social capital as well. I know that my multicultural groups are really great at 
accessing grants throughout Queensland, and I certainly think that this Multicultural Recognition Bill will 
help give them the confidence they need to keep applying for these grants and building that social 
capital within our communities. I know that the Pasifika community is very grateful for what Queensland 
has provided in a monetary sense and also in terms of opportunities.  

Multicultural communities can, and do, continue to provide us with opportunities to develop a 
diversified workforce as well as business opportunities in tourism. For example, I have seen many of 
our multicultural community members working on the Narangba Industrial Estate. This is a core blue-
collar workforce in our region and there are probably over 2,000 workers in that area now. It is a great 
opportunity for them to enter the job market and buy homes in our community. A lot of our multicultural 
community is now moving into white-collar jobs, and I particularly think of Elizabeth Hunt, who works 
for an insurance company. She is an office holder of Aiga Samoa and the daughter of one of our 
Samoan chiefs, Hanneman Hunt, who has gone back to Samoa to be part of their Samoan Council of 
Chiefs.  
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Mr Rickuss: There is a big workforce of Samoans in the Logan City Council area.  
Mr WHITING: Indeed. In local and state governments we are seeing great diversity in our 

workforce, and the multicultural community does appreciate that Queensland offers great opportunities. 
I do believe that the bill and the charter will improve the competitiveness of Queensland and I think they 
will improve our prosperity within the global community. Having our Pasifika nations in Deception Bay 
and Murrumba means that we have connections across the Pacific and business ideas flow backwards 
and forwards. People come from our community in Deception Bay and create jobs and businesses 
across the Pacific, and they also bring in ideas to create local businesses.  

In closing I would like to say that our newly arrived migrants can be at a disadvantage, but the 
Palaszczuk government is working towards improving economic participation for our migrants and 
refugees. This bill and charter will help grow our economy. The charter is a great initiative and an 
integral part of this bill, and we should all welcome it. It will promote principles of inclusion, fairness and 
harmony, and these are Queensland values. The immigrant community has driven the rise of 
importance in these values, and with this bill we will have a charter and a policy that will make those 
values even more important in our community. This bill and its charter show that this government is 
leading by example, and I commend this bill to the House.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Hart): Order! I call the Minister for Multicultural Affairs. 
Congratulations on your appointment as well, Minister.  

Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 
Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (5.54 pm), in reply: Thank you very much, 
Mr Deputy Speaker. I thank the members of the House for their contributions to the debate on the bill. 
Many of them have been very passionate and have recognised the richness that multiculturalism brings 
to their various communities. In particular I thank the member for Algester for her contribution, and I 
want to read out the first paragraph to which she referred in her speech. The charter states— 
The Parliament— 

• honours the Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples, the First Australians whose lands, winds and waters we 
all now share, and their ancient and enduring cultures ...  

I think it is important to put on the record that that is the first paragraph of the charter. I also want 
to sincerely thank the previous minister for multicultural affairs and member for Waterford, Shannon 
Fentiman, for her hard work in the preparation of this bill. She did an excellent job in the development 
phase, and I look forward to working equally as hard on the implementation phase of the act.  

The Multicultural Recognition Bill has three main purposes: to recognise the contribution of 
diverse groups to the Queensland community; to promote Queensland as a unified, harmonious and 
inclusive community; and to ensure that government services are responsive to our state’s diversity. 
These purposes will be achieved by establishing the Multicultural Queensland Charter—I just read the 
first paragraph—and the Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council; requiring a multicultural policy and 
action plan to be developed; requiring government employees to be made aware of the charter, policy 
and action plan; and establishing reporting obligations for government entities. 

I would like to address some of the issues raised by members during the debate of the bill. The 
member for Mount Ommaney asked me to clarify how the members of the advisory council will be 
appointed, and I am happy to do so. Clause 10 of the bill provides that the advisory council will consist 
of the minister and 11 other members. This clause also provides that, in making appointments to the 
individual advisory council, the minister must have regard to the need of the council to be representative 
of diverse groups, including people from regional locations.  

In order to get as diverse a field of nominations for membership of the advisory council as 
possible, there will be a public call for nominations once the bill is passed. I want the advisory council 
to have access to as wide a range of knowledge and experience as possible as well as community 
networks, which I think is important. Clear selection criteria outlining the skills and expertise required 
will be included to provide fairness and to ensure that the council is as representative of the diverse 
groups of people in Queensland as possible. I think I remember someone saying that it is not going to 
be an easy feat, but we will certainly try our best. I have no doubt that a number of outstanding 
candidates will emerge from this accountable, open and transparent process.  

The member for Mount Ommaney also asked how this bill will contribute to economic and 
employment opportunities for migrants and refugees. Employment is a significant contributor to the full 
participation of all Queenslanders and benefits the individual as well as the state.  
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As mentioned in the debate, newly arrived migrants in particular are often disadvantaged in 
participating in the economy. Evidence suggests that newly arrived migrants have some of the highest 
rates of unemployment. There are many reasons new arrivals face barriers to gaining employment 
including a lack of Australian based work experience, overseas qualifications not being recognised, 
limited education and/or English skills and in some cases discrimination. Principle 6 of the Multicultural 
Queensland Charter recognises that the creation of opportunities that encourage the full participation 
of people from diverse backgrounds in the cultural, economic, political and social life of Queensland 
helps to build a prosperous state.  

Debate, on motion of Ms Grace, adjourned.  

APPOINTMENTS 

Panel of Temporary Speakers 
Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, consequent upon the appointment of the member for 

Bulimba as Deputy Speaker and the member for Morayfield as assistant minister and in accordance 
with standing order 11, I advise that I have discharged both members from the Panel of Temporary 
Speakers and appointed the following members to the panel: Ms Leanne Linard, member for Nudgee, 
and Mr Craig Crawford, member for Barron River.  

MOTION 

Suspension of Standing and Sessional Orders 
Mr WALKER (Mansfield—LNP) (6.01 pm): I move— 

That, in light of the findings of the trade union royal commission, this House suspend so much of standing and sessional orders, 
including standing order 87, so as to enable the member for Mansfield to introduce a bill which seeks to amend the union right-
of-entry laws in Queensland. 

This is a most important motion for the parliament to consider. The reason there is a need to 
move the suspension of standing and sessional orders is that the particular issue with which the motion 
is concerned—the issue of union right of entry to worksites—is one with which this parliament has 
concerned itself before and come to a conclusion. But the world has changed since the parliament last 
year debated and resolved to remove the 24-hours-notice right-of-entry provision, which had been 
instituted by the LNP government, and go back to a situation where unions could enter without such a 
notice.  

The reason the world has moved in that regard is the findings of the trade union royal 
commission. That widely publicised commission came to the conclusion, unsurprisingly, that there were 
activities in relation to the right of entry of unions to worksites that were in the area of thuggery, criminal 
activity and standover tactics. The commissioner, Commissioner Heydon, made a number of points 
with respect to the right of unions to enter worksites under the guise of workplace health and safety 
provisions. He said that permit holders were deliberately ignoring legislative requirements in taking 
action under their right to enter workplaces. He said that permit holders were abusing, intimidating and 
treating with contempt inspectors appointed by the government in respect of workplace safety 
inspection. Thirdly, he said that the use of right of entry under the Work Health and Safety Act 
(Commonwealth) for purposes foreign to the purposes for which they existed was happening, in 
particular to apply industrial pressure to participants in the industry.  

The purpose of these workplace safety entry rights is, of course, to protect the safety of workers 
on site. Nobody on either side of the House wants to see that safety put in jeopardy. There are, of 
course, provisions within this government’s arrangements for government independent workplace 
inspectors to be available to ensure the safety of workers on sites. While nobody in the House is 
proposing that unions do not have a right of entry under these provisions, what we on this side of the 
House want to put before the parliament is the right of the parliament to have a look at the abuse of 
these provisions, whereby the element of surprise is used by unions to instigate industrial disputes 
under the guise of workplace health and safety matters.  

The commissioner was quite clear in relation to matters that he found. He said that it was utterly 
naive to think that what he had uncovered was anything other than the small tip of an enormous iceberg. 
It is for this reason that we on this side of the House believe that we need to revisit this issue.  
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The history of it is that the Newman government introduced a 24-hours-notice provision, saying 
that unions should have to give 24 hours notice before entering upon a worksite. That provision was 
overturned by this government, at the behest of their union masters, when they came to power last 
year—one of the first things they did. It has shown them up for what they are, because Commissioner 
Heydon’s specific recommendation with respect to statutory change to deal with the unacceptable 
practices he found within the union movement was to legislate for just what the Newman government 
had legislated for: a 24-hours-notice right of entry.  

I should say that Commissioner Heydon’s provision does have exceptions to it. It does say that 
there is a right to come on in extreme circumstances, when there are matters of life and death at stake. 
The legislation we would intend to introduce, were standing orders suspended, would have exactly 
those provisions in it—exactly the safeguards that Commissioner Heydon recommended.  

This motion seeks to take away the normal provision that we debate things twice but says that 
this is a special case. This is a case where a royal commissioner has found certain things and made 
certain recommendations, and this parliament should entertain and implement those recommendations.  

Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 
Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (6.06 pm): I rise to oppose the motion. You can 
always rely on those opposite to throw out the window, arrogantly and without any due regard, good 
policy, sensible debate and proper procedure. That is exactly what we see in the House today, with the 
member for Mansfield trying to turn back the clock on IR reform. Last year this parliament passed laws 
to restore union right-of-entry provisions to worksites where there are suspected safety concerns. Why 
did we do that? We did it to deliver a key election commitment: to restore fairness in our industrial 
relations system and to protect Queensland workers.  

This half-baked proposal from the member for Mansfield makes no procedural sense at all. What 
the member for Mansfield is expecting us to do is amend laws debated and passed just four months 
ago and, worse, amend Queensland laws to replace them with laws to mirror a federal law that does 
not yet even exist. Instead of mucking around trying to change standing orders, the opposition should 
be focused on what Queenslanders really want us to deliver in this state: jobs and the economy. That 
is what they want.  

As Minister for Employment I am focused on creating sustainable, safe jobs and employment 
opportunities for all Queenslanders—younger Queenslanders in particular, given that high youth 
unemployment remains a real challenge. Youth unemployment is a key focus of our $1.6 billion Working 
Queensland jobs plan. I will set out some of the key initiatives we have implemented since coming to 
government. With our Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, there are grants of up to $50,000 to help 
businesses employ university graduates on strategic innovation projects under Advance Queensland. 
Some $1.1 million was released in December last year, with 22 businesses already partnering with six 
universities. In terms of payroll tax rebates for apprentices and trainees I have updated my figures. 
Some 2,196 businesses have already claimed more than $4.4 million in tax relief for hiring apprentices 
and trainees. Skilling Queenslanders for Work is a $240 million, four-year initiative aimed at helping up 
to 32,000 unemployed, underemployed or disadvantaged people to gain the skills and training they 
need to enter the workforce. As I said in my ministerial statement earlier today, four of the programs 
under this initiative specifically target youth unemployment.  

With regard to the Business Development Fund, young entrepreneurs can receive up to 
$2.5 million from government in dollar-for-dollar matching to help take their innovative ideas and turn 
them into a commercial reality. 

Mr WALKER: I rise to a point of order, Mr Speaker. 
Ms GRACE: With regard to boosting front-line services— 
Mr SPEAKER: Pause the clock. One moment, Minister. What is your point of order, member for 

Mansfield? 
Mr WALKER: Mr Speaker, the minister is giving us a great grand tour of employment 

opportunities, but that has nothing to do with the motion to suspend standing orders to allow debate of 
a specific measure. Would you please bring her back to the topic. 

Mr SPEAKER: I call the minister. 
Ms GRACE: With regard to boosting front-line services, we have a focus on young people in 

front-line roles—in particular, 4,000 new year 1 graduate nursing places. The latest ABS employment 
data shows that our focus on job creation initiatives is paying dividends. Queenslanders want to hear 
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about jobs—the 60,000 that have been created in Queensland since the state election. They want to 
know that the unemployment rate is at a two-year low of 5.9 per cent after peaking at 6.6 per cent under 
those opposite. 

Mr WALKER: Mr Speaker, I rise to a point of order. The minister has taken absolutely no notice 
of the need to return to the topic and I ask that you please draw her attention to the need to do so. 

Mr HINCHLIFFE: I rise to a point of order, Mr Speaker. You gave no direction to the minister, so 
I think the member for Mansfield’s point of order is erroneous. I point out that we are debating the issue 
of whether we should be suspending standing orders to deal with a certain matter and the minister is 
making it clear why the time of the parliament would be better spent dealing with other things. 

Mr SPEAKER: Thank you, members. I call the minister. 
Ms GRACE: Thank you, Mr Speaker. Those opposite do not like it, do they? In 12 months the 

Palaszczuk government has started to turn around the Queensland economy and now is not the time 
to turn back IR reform. It is not the time to reignite an attack on workers, as those over there so 
eloquently and harshly do, that would needlessly put their safety and wellbeing at risk. Anyone in any 
doubt about the importance of right-of-entry laws need look no further than Jason’s Story, a new work 
safety film which I launched on 3 February. The film covers the tragic electrocution of 20-year-old Jason 
Garrels at a construction site in Clermont in Central Queensland in 2012. Jason had been working on 
the site for nine days at the time of his death. He did not even receive his first pay packet. Let us not 
play politics or throw out standing orders just to score a cheap political point. Workplace health and 
safety in this state is too important. 

Mr BLEIJIE (Kawana—LNP) (6.12 pm): Nothing surprises me in these debates now when we 
have an issue of union bullying, thuggish behaviour and all of those sorts of corruption allegations in 
the royal commission. And who do those opposite bring out? They bring out the union officials to defend 
the Labor Party’s connection with the CFMEU. They bring out the member for Brisbane Central and the 
good Nurses’ Union. I bet you they bring out the member for Mirani. He will be out later with his CFMEU 
links. If he is not on the speaking list he ought to be on the speaking list—or his good mate sitting next 
to him Jo-Ann Miller, the member for Bundamba, with her good CFMEU links. They should all declare 
a conflict of interest with regard to voting on this motion, because I put it to members that they should 
not. They will bring out the member for Springwood—another good union official—and then they will 
bring out the member for Kallangur, who is mouthing off at me. He will be out next because we know 
his roles in the ETU. Not reflecting on the member, but you would not want to see him on a construction 
site. You would not want to meet him on a construction site in opposing the union. 

I do not often quote the Labor Party in this House, but let me quote the Labor Party hierarchy 
and let me tell members what they think about the CFMEU. The first is a quote from Bob Hawke. A lot 
of those new members over there are not Labor luminaries and probably do not know who Bob Hawke 
is, but what did Bob Hawke say about the CFMEU? An article states— 
Bob Hawke has called on the Labor Party and the ACTU to consider cutting ties with the scandal-plagued Construction Forestry 
Mining and Energy Union, while Paul Keating has warned that trade union influence inside the party must be reduced.  

It continues— 
‘The unions need to clean up their act and get their house in order,’ Mr Hawke said. ‘It just is appalling. I mean, I wouldn’t tolerate 
it. You know what I did with the Builders Labourers Federation—I would throw them out.’ 

That was a quote from Bob Hawke. What did Peter Beattie say? He said— 
‘All these allegations and revelations are damaging but honest Labor Party people and honest unionists don’t support any 
improper or criminal behaviour,’ Mr Beattie told Sunrise ...  

‘I think eventually what will happen is the Labor Party will have to issue a show cause to the CFMEU why they shouldn’t be 
disaffiliated.’  

And here is the key— 
‘Most people will judge this in terms of how the Labor Party responds’ ...  

If we learnt anything from the member for Brisbane Central, it is that we know how they respond. 
And, of course, let us not forget the wannabe premier and the wannabe leader of the Labor Party, the 
health minister, sitting there with not a care in the world because he knows that he would love to vote 
for this motion tonight because he has spoken against the union influence in the Labor Party. This is 
what Cameron Dick said— 
The question remains, in my view, as to which model remains relevant and contemporary to an Australia where only 15% of the 
Australian workforce is unionised ...  
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Outside Parliament House in Brisbane Queensland Council of Unions General Secretary Ros 
McLennan said that Mr Dick’s comments were ‘not-so-subtle grandstanding’. She said— 
‘Cameron’s musings about unions in the ALP and the timing of those appear to be more about jockeying and blatant self-interest 
than any sincere concern,’ she said.  

‘If Cameron Dick is throwing down a challenge to Labor to ensure its structure is relevant and contemporary then I’d recommend 
a good place to start is to stop navel gazing, get on with the job of governing because there’s an impressive and important reform 
agenda ...’  

So we have the health minister saying that the Labor Party should dissociate from the unions 
and get rid of the unions, but enter Deputy Premier Jackie Trad. What did the Deputy Premier say about 
the unions? An article says that the Acting Premier, Jackie Trad, has backed the CFMEU and backed 
Michael Ravbar, saying that Labor should not take action against the union boss because there is 
insufficient evidence to back the allegations. The article states further— 
In an exclusive interview with The Courier-Mail, Ms Trad also defended the CFMEU itself, saying the union as an organisation 
should not be punished over the actions of individuals.  

The Deputy Premier, the member for South Brisbane, is blinded by her own ambitions in this 
regard. She is blinded by her own ambitions, and this morning there was talk about the Deputy Premier 
wanting to jump into the driver’s seat. I yelled out—no-one heard it—that she would have to jump over 
Cameron Dick first. He is sitting in the middle of the car before the Deputy Premier gets there. So we 
have the health minister saying that Labor should dissociate with the unions and dissociate with the 
CFMEU and we have the Deputy Premier congratulating the relationship saying how great it is. It is 
time for the Premier to act against the CFMEU. Who can forget why she will not act, because I have 
here a picture of Dave Hanna and the Premier’s cosy relationship! 

Mrs LAUGA (Keppel—ALP) (6.17 pm): Here we are in the first sitting week of 2016 and you 
would think that those opposite would want to make the private member’s motion about the big issues 
for Queenslanders—something about growing the economy, creating jobs or tackling important social 
issues. But, no. The first private member’s motion from the opposition is about changing the 
parliamentary standing orders, which makes no procedural sense at all. It wants to amend laws that 
were debated in this place and passed just four months ago. That, to be frank, is pathetic. Where are 
they getting their material from? I think they all need a new— 

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Pause the clock. One moment, member. 
Mrs LAUGA: I think they all need a new private member’s motion writer. What about a motion 

which calls on the Prime Minister to reverse the $6 billion in cuts to Queensland’s state, Catholic and 
independent schools? What about a motion which condemns the federal funding cuts to tourism 
marketing which will harm Queensland’s growing tourism industry and threaten local jobs? Perhaps a 
motion to stop the federal government’s planned $18 billion in cuts to Queensland Health and 
education? There are some good ideas for them, because based on what they have produced today 
they certainly need some help. 

Mr Watts interjected.  
Mr SPEAKER: Member, one moment. Pause the clock. Member for Toowoomba North, I can 

hardly hear the member speaking. I would prefer not to put you on a warning, so perhaps if this can be 
a preliminary notice. Unless the member says something provocative, I certainly want to hear what the 
member has to say. 

Mrs LAUGA: I think they certainly need some help. If they would like to make an appointment, I 
would be more than happy to make myself available to provide some advice. I am sure we would be 
able to come up with something better than this motion.  

Mr SPEAKER: Please, do not provoke the opposition. 
Mrs LAUGA: Regardless of the opposition’s frivolous motion, the Palaszczuk government is 

getting on with the job. We will not let a trivial private member’s motion, which makes no procedural 
sense at all, hinder this government’s determination to get on with the job. We will continue with fortitude 
to deliver for Queenslanders, to implement our election commitments, to restore front-line services, to 
protect the Great Barrier Reef and to bring integrity and accountability back to government. After three 
years of threats and cuts under the former LNP government, we will continue to restore confidence, 
hope and opportunity. We know that these are the big issues for Queenslanders. 
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This motion, moved by the member for Mansfield, demonstrates clearly that the opposition is not 
focused on jobs or the economy whatsoever. It is clear that the opposition has lost its way and, quite 
simply, has lost touch with Queenslanders.  

The Palaszczuk government is getting on with the job of implementing its election commitments, 
including putting an immediate stop to the LNP’s asset sales program—something, it seems, that the 
member for Southern Downs is keen to put back on the agenda. This government is delivering. It is 
advancing Queensland. In its first 12 months in office, the Palaszczuk Labor government has delivered 
increased employment, economic growth and exports as well as boosted services with more teachers, 
police and nurses. Compared to 12 months ago, Queensland has over 60,000 more jobs. Queensland’s 
unemployment rate is at a two-year low.  

Despite the LNP’s wild and baseless claims about economic performance as part of its deliberate 
campaign to talk down our state, in news hot off the press today, the latest data from the independent 
Queensland Treasury shows that, for the year to the September quarter 2015, Queensland’s gross 
state product—a key measure of economic growth—accelerated to 2.6 per cent. We have 290 extra 
teachers in our classrooms, an extra 266 police are being recruited this year and funding has been 
committed for 16 new nurse educators and 400 new nurse navigators. In addition to its own $10.1 billion 
Capital Works Program, the Palaszczuk government is working with the private sector to generate 
economic activity, which will support 27,000 jobs this financial year.  

Queenslanders have a government that they can believe in and a government that believes in 
them. It was only a matter of days after the Palaszczuk government was formed that a category 5 
tropical cyclone hit Central Queensland. It was a baptism by cyclone. But that did not stop the Premier, 
her cabinet and this government from hitting the ground running. The Palaszczuk government got on 
with the job by responding swiftly to ensure that those most in need had immediate assistance. In the 
days, weeks and months after the cyclone, the Premier and her cabinet visited Central Queensland 
numerous times. 

Mr WATTS: Mr Speaker I rise on a point of order in regard to relevance. I understand that 
cyclones are a terrible natural disaster— 

Mr SPEAKER: There is no point of order. Please resume your seat. 

Mrs LAUGA: Financial assistance for personal hardship, the reconnection of essential services 
and the restoration of essential public assets and infrastructure was made available. The Palaszczuk 
government helped our community bridge the gap between emergency response and recovery, building 
back not just our homes and community but Central Queensland’s confidence, giving us the resilience 
that was needed to move on with our lives. The Palaszczuk government promised to be behind Central 
Queensland every step of the way and the Palaszczuk government did just that.  

We went to an election promising a better way for Queensland and, 12 months on, I think that 
Queensland is a better place. I do not support the member’s motion.  

Mr NICHOLLS (Clayfield—LNP) (6.23 pm): Talk about anything but the motion is what the Labor 
Party is about. We had the former secretary of the Queensland Council of Unions, whose first job was 
to appoint their mate John Battams to the board of the QIC. Members can imagine how well that went 
down in the financial community. His greatest experience was sitting on the board of Sunsuper, which 
was another union appointment.  

I believe that the member for Keppel is soon to host a meeting in Sydney with the 
Coordinator-General to try to get things going on Great Keppel Island—another project that has been 
stalled under Labor. The members opposite are talking about anything but the grossly unlawful activities 
that have been uncovered by Dyson Heydon and the trade union royal commission. We can understand 
why the members opposite want to talk about anything but the trade union royal commission. But even 
when they do that, there are little gems of information.  

We heard the member for Brisbane Central talk about unemployment. But did she mention the 
increase in unemployed youth in places such as Cairns, Townsville, Mackay, the outback, the Fitzroy 
and even in her own electorate, the Brisbane CBD? Did she mention that at all in her speech? Indeed, 
did she mention in any respect the comments that she made on 15 January when she said— 
Youth unemployment is always difficult to address. I don’t know that there’s much you can change structurally ... It’s not new, it’s 
been around a long time.  
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Under this employment minister, youth unemployment is going to be around for a heck of a lot 
longer. The Mayor of Townsville, Jenny Hill, said that that was not good enough and suggested the 
decentralisation of the public sector as a solution. Bob Manning said that it was an admission of failure 
or not really trying and that opportunities to convert a series of bumper tourism seasons into jobs in the 
Far North were being squandered. 

No wonder the members opposite do not want to talk about a suspension of standing orders to 
allow legislation to go into the parliament that will help the construction and building industry, that will 
stop unlawful activities, that will ensure that more people can get a job. A productive, effective, efficient 
and lawful building and construction industry is good for jobs. It is good for the economy. It is good for 
employment.  

What is not good for the building and construction industry is the unlawfulness, the rule of the 
jungle that has applied since this government came to power and changed the workplace right of entry 
laws, since they went back to the bad old days of industrial disputation and union thuggery, since they 
opened the doors to the whatever it takes, anything goes behaviour of the union movement.  

There is ample evidence of that behaviour. We have evidence of the destruction of records. 
Finding No. 213 of the royal commission states— 
David Hanna, an agent of the BLF, corruptly received free goods and services from Adam Moor and Mathew McAllum in 
circumstances where doing so would tend to influence him to show favour to them personally as well as Mirvac in relation to the 
BLF’s affairs.  

We have also had the destruction of documents. The report states that, on the day of the service of a 
subpoena, documents— 
... were removed from the Bowen Hills office of the CFMEU QLD. During that process, all the security cameras in the CFMEU 
QLD office were covered. The documents were taken in a horse float trailer and a box trailer ...  

What was it carrying? My little pony? Was it out there with the unicorns? The royal commission 
into trade unions found that that was done at the instigation of Mr Michael Ravbar. Ravbar and Hanna 
have both been referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions. Have we heard anything from the DPP 
yet in relation to that? The only thing we have had is Hanna being charged for threatening while working 
and entering a building site unlawfully to ‘shove a phone down someone’s effing throat’.  

This motion should be supported. There should be an end to the lawlessness and rule of the 
jungle that now operates on building sites. We need to bring these unions to heal. We need to enable 
honest people to go about their job honestly and employ more Queenslanders.  

Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Minister for Transport and the Commonwealth Games) 
(6.28 pm): Here we are, on the first sitting day for 2016, and the opposition brains trust is back in fine 
form in trying to revisit a question that the House has already dealt with. It is obvious that this motion 
needs to be thrown out. I urge the House to reject this motion, which was moved by the member for 
Mansfield. As I have previously explained—and maybe I have to spell it out a lot clearer—this is an 
attempt to overturn principles established by over 400 years of parliamentary practice. The 
conservatives are the ones who are tossing parliamentary practice out the window and they want to do 
that just to score cheap political points. They know that they will not be successful, because four months 
ago we debated these matters and their line of thinking was rejected.  

We can dismiss the motion as just another stunt from a tired opposition. Given that it is the first 
day back in this place and the opposition has barrelled in this stale idea, I thought we could reflect on 
our summer break. I think we all know how opposition members spent their summer holidays. There 
was the member for Mansfield locked away in his office huddled over his copy of the TURC report, 
flicking through Hansard digging up last year’s bill. That is his solution. It is a great example of last 
year’s ideas from yesterday’s man. The poor old member for Southern Downs, the Eeyore of 
Queensland politics—everything is sad, nothing is going well—what was he doing over the summer 
holiday? I have an exclusive picture to show the House of a top-secret strategy meeting. Here he is 
with a moth! I have never seen him happier than he is with the moth. You can see why. If you looked 
around him when he was in the chamber here you can see how happy he must be turning up to work 
every day and seeing this lot around him. The moth would be a highlight of his day.  

If those opposite want to revisit something in this parliament, they should revisit the economic 
vandalism conducted last year over Queensland’s $2 billion sugar industry. The damage those opposite 
did last year to Queensland’s $2 billion sugar industry is the economic vandalism that has cost 
Queensland’s economy millions in lost investment, not our industrial relations arrangements. The sorts 
of attacks that were made on our sugar industry by those opposite last year were a shame. That is the 
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sort of thing we could revisit. But the way our rules work we will not be revisiting that. Those opposite 
should get their friends in Canberra to do it. Maybe they will have an extra friend down there with Jeff 
as the member for Wide Bay pretty soon. Maybe he can help the opposition overturn it. I know he has 
been in and out of the place doing the numbers on that. We should make sure that we look at those 
issues. I am not surprised that we are not seeing anything new. It is the same tired old routine that we 
see from the opposition. I thought they would shake things up and come out with something new, but 
they have not. It is the same tired old group. The Leader of the Opposition has been three times tested 
and three times he has failed.  

Today’s state accounts tell the narrative of what the government did over the summer. We got 
on with the job. Queensland is outstripping the national average for gross state product growth; over 
60,000 jobs have been created; our business confidence is leading the nation; we have a $10 billion 
Capital Works Program supporting 27,000 jobs; investment in dwellings is the highest since 2010—
higher than it was under the LNP; average quarter-on-quarter growth is higher than it was under the 
LNP; and households are spending $8 billion extra a year compared with when the LNP were in 
government. Consumers are voting with their wallets with confidence in the Queensland economy and 
this government. Look at the statistics: unemployment is down; jobs are up; debt is down; investment 
is up; exports are up; and building approvals are up. Since becoming Minister for Transport and the 
Commonwealth Games I have been getting on with it. We are delivering for Queensland. A couple of 
weeks ago I was in Gladstone on Curtis Island inspecting new LNG facilities. That is a great example 
of what we have achieved as a Labor government. We are taking this state forward. I urge members to 
keep looking forward, not look back, and vote against this motion.  

Division: Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
AYES, 41: 

LNP, 41—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Bleijie, Boothman, Costigan, Cramp, Crandon, Cripps, Davis, Dickson, Elmes, 
Emerson, Frecklington, Hart, Krause, Last, Leahy, Mander, McArdle, McEachan, McVeigh, Millar, Minnikin, Molhoek, Nicholls, 
Perrett, Powell, Rickuss, Robinson, Rowan, Seeney, Simpson, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stuckey, Walker, Watts, 
Weir. 

NOES, 43: 

ALP, 42—Bailey, Boyd, Brown, Butcher, Byrne, Crawford, D’Ath, de Brenni, Dick, Donaldson, Enoch, Farmer, Fentiman, 
Furner, Gilbert, Grace, Harper, Hinchliffe, Howard, Jones, Kelly, King, Lauga, Linard, Lynham, Madden, Miles, Miller, O’Rourke, 
Pearce, Pease, Pegg, Pitt, Power, Pyne, Russo, Ryan, Saunders, Stewart, Trad, Whiting, Williams. 

INDEPENDENT, 1—Gordon. 
Pair: Palaszczuk, Langbroek. 

Resolved in the negative. 
Sitting suspended from 6.38 pm to 7.40 pm.  

MOTION 

Order of Business 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (7.40 pm): I move— 

That government business orders of the day Nos 2 and 3 be postponed.  

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

Portfolio Committees, Reporting Dates 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (7.40 pm): I seek to advise the 

House of determinations made by the Committee of the Legislative Assembly at its meeting today. The 
committee has resolved pursuant to standing order 136 that: the Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources Committee report on the Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 
by 10 March 2016; the Agriculture and Environment Committee report on the Animal Management 
(Protecting Puppies) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill by 28 April 2016; and the Health, 
Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee report on 
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the Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill by 28 April 2016. The committee has also resolved 
pursuant to standing order 136 to vary the committee responsible for the Director of Child Protection 
Litigation Bill from the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee to the Health, Communities, 
Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee, to report by 28 April 2016.  

MOTION 

Portfolio Committee, Reporting Date 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (7.41 pm), by leave, without 

notice: I move— 
That this House resolves to vary the reporting date for the Health, Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family 
Violence Prevention Committee to report on the inquiry into a suitable model for the implementation of the National Injury 
Insurance Scheme from Monday, 7 March 2016 to Monday, 21 March 2016.  

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

MULTICULTURAL RECOGNITION BILL 

Second Reading 
Resumed from p. 91, on motion of Ms Grace— 

That the bill be now read a second time.  

Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 
Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (7.42 pm), continuing in reply: Promotion of the 
charter within government and across the community has the potential to enhance employment 
opportunities for people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The development of the 
multicultural policy and action plan is another opportunity for the Queensland government to prioritise 
this issue and create more employment opportunities. For example, during the development of the 
multicultural action plan, consideration will be given to what actions can be taken across government 
that will assist with workforce participation. The Queensland government is already leading by example 
in creating employment opportunities for people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. 
For example, recently the government committed to a jobs target of supporting 400 migrants and 
refugees to achieve employment outcomes during 2015-16. As I mentioned in my second reading 
speech, the Queensland government is a proud champion and supporter of the MDA Inc’s Work and 
Welcome 500 initiative, which involves individuals and businesses supporting refugees into work 
placements. The goal for the Queensland public sector Inclusion and Diversity Strategy 2015-2020 is 
to build a workforce and workplaces that better reflect the diverse community we live in. The 
Queensland government is embracing inclusion and diversity, not just because it is the right thing to do 
but also because it makes business sense.  

The member for Mount Ommaney also asked how the implementation of the bill will be 
measured. As the member mentioned, under clause 21 of the bill the minister must table a report about 
the multicultural policy in the Legislative Assembly at least every three years, and that is about the 
policy. This is not just a requirement for an update to be provided; the report must outline the progress 
of achieving the multicultural policy outcomes, as well as provide an update on the implementation of 
the actions in the multicultural action plan by government entities. The timing of this report provides 
adequate time for actions to be implemented so that improved outcomes can be effectively measured. 
Under clause 24 of the bill, the government entities responsible for actions in the multicultural action 
plan must also report a summary of their progress. The information must be made publicly available as 
soon as practicable after the end of each financial year, such as by publication on a government 
website. We are hoping to get an update of outcomes coming from those entities at least at the end of 
each financial year to give them time to implement them. There is more reporting required than just the 
change to the action plan. The reporting requirements of the bill will strengthen the implementation of 
the multicultural policy across government through the monitoring of the progress of outcomes. This 
will ensure that the government achieves positive change for the community by identifying where 
government intervention is needed or where investment can be realigned and services improved.  
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The member for Noosa talked about clause 6 the bill and whether the bill is legally enforceable. 
While clause 6 of the bill provides that it does not create new rights or impose legally enforceable 
obligations, government entities will be required to comply with the principles of the bill, including the 
reporting requirements. Legislation can send strong symbolic messages to reflect community values 
and expectations. Legislation also has a significant educational benefit in that newcomers and citizens 
can see the values that Queenslanders hold. Queensland has always drawn strength from the rich 
cultures and traditions of people from diverse backgrounds. Multiculturalism is at the heart of who we 
are. It is why we will continue to make sure that new ideas and new people are always welcome in 
Queensland. Multiculturalism benefits our economy, productivity, workforce and regional development. 
The passage of the multicultural legislation will clearly demonstrate this parliament’s commitment to 
ensuring that all Queenslanders, including people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 
live in communities that are inclusive, safe and prosperous. Having multicultural legislation 
demonstrates the Queensland government’s commitment to equitable access to services and 
opportunity for those from diverse backgrounds. It will provide a robust instrument to strengthen 
multicultural policies and services across government.  

The Multicultural Queensland Charter, one of the key components of the bill, outlines inclusive 
principles that will underpin government policy and encourage their adoption in businesses and 
initiatives across the community. The multicultural policy, another component of the bill, will provide 
clear direction to state government departments to address service delivery issues for people from 
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Legislation that promotes and values the contributions 
of the many migrants and refugees who have settled in Queensland will greatly benefit our inclusive, 
open and welcoming state. The Multicultural Queensland Advisory Council will consult with other groups 
or bodies as requested by the minister and provide advice and recommendations to the minister. Once 
established, the advisory council will work collaboratively with the Department of Communities, Child 
Safety and Disability Services to develop a plan for engagement and consultation with Queenslanders 
about multicultural issues. During the development of this plan, mechanisms will be put in place to 
ensure coverage of a diverse range of communities and groups, including those in regional and rural 
areas. The advisory council’s functions are outlined in clause 9 of the bill. The advisory council is not a 
decision-making body. Rather, its role will be to provide recommendations and advice to the minister, 
and I am very keen to receive those recommendations and advice.  

The advisory council’s functions have been developed to enable flexibility in the range of advice 
that the council may provide. They are flexible to provide whatever they believe is important for 
consideration. It is likely the advisory council’s advice may be about how to address the needs, 
aspirations and contributions of people from diverse backgrounds and raise awareness of the 
Multicultural Queensland Charter within the community.  

The advisory council would also likely provide advice on the development and implementation of 
government policies about multiculturalism and the delivery of services and programs funded by 
government that consider the needs of people from diverse backgrounds. I am looking forward to 
hearing some innovative programs and advice.  

Mr Deputy Speaker Elmes, you asked why the bill provides that the advisory council meet twice 
a year. In fact, the bill provides that the advisory council must meet at least twice a year. It is up to the 
council to decide how often they meet. If they determine that they want to meet every six weeks or eight 
weeks or whatever suits their busy schedules, as minister I am more than willing to accommodate their 
requirements. The bill says that they must meet at least twice a year. It is not just twice a year. I am 
happy to accommodate much more frequent meeting times if that is what they wish to do.  

The current requirement is flexible to allow for the council to meet more regularly if required, such 
as to address emerging issues. If something comes up and they really feel that they need to meet, they 
can also ask for an urgent meeting or something like that. The advisory council will comprise a group 
of eminent Queenslanders who will be able to represent and engage directly with diverse communities 
to provide a unique perspective on issues facing people from culturally and linguistically diverse 
backgrounds.  

Mr Deputy Speaker, you also stated that in your view there was little stakeholder support for 
multicultural legislation. When the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services, 
through Multicultural Affairs Queensland, conducted seven community forums across the state in 
August 2015 it found strong support for the Multicultural Recognition Bill and the Multicultural 
Queensland Charter as well as the strong reporting obligations in the bill. The members of the Interim 
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Multicultural Community Reference Group, which was established by my colleague the previous 
minister for multicultural affairs, were also strongly supportive of the bill. In addition, 20 of the 21 public 
submissions to the Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention 
Committee were strongly supportive of the legislation.  

In conclusion, this bill helps to ensure that Queensland government policies, programs and 
services recognise and respond to Queensland’s growing multicultural population and address 
wideranging issues including economic participation, sense of belonging and community cohesion. The 
bill helps to support substantial outcomes for Queensland, allowing the state to position itself for 
opportunities in the anticipated tourism boom of the coming years—and I notice the Minister for Tourism 
is in the House—as well as overseas investment and trade links with our trading partners around the 
world. I am sure the minister is happy to welcome international tourists to Queensland. The bill will add 
to Queensland’s outstanding reputation as a friendly, welcoming and safe place to live, visit and do 
business.  

I would like to thank and pay tribute to the Interim Multicultural Community Reference Group, 
which provided invaluable advice during the development of the bill. The members of the interim 
reference group are: Dr Nora Amath, Mr Ali Kadri, Mr Elijah Buol, Professor Prasad Yarlagadda, 
Ms Josephine Aufai, Ms Gitie House, Ms Helga Biro, Ms Kerrin Benson, Mr Serge Voloschenko, 
Dr Cuong Bui, Dr Homa Forotan, Ms Cecilia Barassi-Rubio. I also thank Sergeant Jim Bellos for 
attending the meetings of the group. I would like to acknowledge the contribution of community 
stakeholders who participated in the consultation forums held across the state in August last year. I 
would also like to thank the 21 organisations and individuals who took the time to make a submission 
to the committee to assist in its consideration of the bill.  

Finally, I would like to thank the committee members for their consideration of the bill. Together, 
the new legislation, charter and advisory council will be key to our continuing efforts to build and sustain 
a fair and equal society through a strong focus on harmony, unity and inclusion. I am very proud that 
my first bill to be moved and debate in the House is the Multicultural Recognition Bill. I commend the 
bill to the House.  

Question put—That the bill now be a read a second time. 

Motion agreed to. 

Bill read a second time. 

Consideration in Detail 
Clauses 1 to 25, as read, agreed to.  

Schedule, as read, agreed to.  

Third Reading 
Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 

Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (7.55 pm): I move— 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a third time.  

Motion agreed to. 

Bill read a third time. 

Long Title 
Hon. G GRACE (Brisbane Central—ALP) (Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 

Minister for Racing and Minister for Multicultural Affairs) (7.56 pm): I move— 
That the long title of the bill be agreed to. 

Question put—That the long title of the bill be agreed to. 

Motion agreed to.  
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MINISTERIAL STATEMENT 

Correction of Answer to Question; Palaszczuk Labor Government, Budget 
Hon. CW PITT (Mulgrave—ALP) (Treasurer, Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Partnerships and Minister for Sport) (7.56 pm), by leave: I rise to make a correction to the record about 
a statement I made earlier today. This morning Hansard has recorded I said, ‘We actually had the first 
surplus in nearly a decade in the 2015-16 budget.’ The correct reading of my statement on my part 
should have been, ‘We actually had the first surplus of this size in nearly a decade in the 2015-16 
budget.’  

In making this correction, I note the apparent conversion of the opposition leader and shadow 
Treasurer from the fiscal balance to operating balance. They have switched from the member for 
Clayfield’s fiscal balance which, of course, records will show was always in deficit under the LNP.  

TRANSPORT OPERATIONS (MARINE SAFETY—DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL 
VESSEL NATIONAL LAW APPLICATION) BILL 

TRANSPORT OPERATIONS (MARINE SAFETY) AND OTHER LEGISLATION 
AMENDMENT BILL 

Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) 
Bill resumed from 27 October 2015 (see p. 2371) and Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill resumed from 27 October 2015 (see p. 2372). 

Second Reading (Cognate Debate) 
TRAN SPORT OPER ATIONS (MAR INE SAFETY—DOM ESTIC C OMMERCIAL  VESSEL N ATION AL LAW  APPLIC AT ION) B ILL; TR AN SPORT OPER ATIONS (M ARINE SAFETY) AND  OTH ER LEGISLAT ION  AMENDM ENT BILL  

Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP) (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 
Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (7.57 pm): I move— 
That the bills be now read a second time.  

I thank the Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee for its consideration of the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the 
Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015. The committee 
recommended a statement clarifying that the application bill and its contents apply only to constitutional 
gap vessel owners and operators and not to those already operating under the national law and system. 
I am pleased to table the response to the committee’s recommendations.  
Tabled paper: Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee: Report No. 11—Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015, government response [159]. 

A key to the successful management of the domestic commercial vessel national reform is for 
both levels of government to adopt a true partnership. This is to ensure that the interests of owners and 
operators are safeguarded and the Australian Marine Safety Authority’s interest is fully acknowledged. 
These two related bills will amend Queensland’s marine safety legislation to reflect the national law and 
system for the regulation of domestic commercial vessels. The bills will preserve and amend 
Queensland’s existing maritime laws to continue to effectively manage the state’s remaining marine 
fleet and associated waterways’ interests.  

The Commonwealth’s Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) National Law Act 2012, 
known as the national law, commenced on 1 July 2013 and introduced a national system for the 
administration and regulation of all domestic commercial vessels, or DCVs as they are known. In effect, 
the general legislative framework of the national law previously enacted by the Commonwealth 
overrides state based provisions for those same matters.  

Some of the changes in the bills will remove discrepancies and provisions that are no longer 
valid. A DCV is any vessel that is used in connection with a commercial, governmental or research 
activity and includes vessels used for fishing and trade, passenger carrying and tourist boats, and a 
range of other vessels working in ports and around the Australian coastline.  

DCVs contribute to the prosperity of Queensland’s economy through fishing and trading vessels, 
passenger and tourism, and hire and drive ships. To better facilitate trade across state boundaries and 
to provide greater consistency in regulation, it was agreed that one piece of legislation should be 
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created and administered by a Commonwealth agency. The national law reflects a Council of Australian 
Governments intergovernmental agreement signed in 2011. The intergovernmental agreement 
documents the joint decision of the Commonwealth and states and territories that the Commonwealth 
take over the safety regulation of all DCVs. Previously, each state and territory had regulated DCVs in 
their own jurisdiction.  

The national law does not apply to international or foreign vessels. These vessels continue to be 
regulated under the Commonwealth’s Navigation Act 2012. Recreational vessels and those vessels 
explicitly excluded by the national law will continue to be regulated by state legislation. The national 
system for DCVs is about setting consistent safety standards for vessel construction, safety equipment 
and operations. It is also about setting seafarer and crew qualification requirements and reducing 
complexities.  

A national approach is helping to give greater certainty for industry, particularly tourism and 
fisheries, that operates across jurisdictions and promotes a more efficient national maritime sector. The 
national law also established the Australian Maritime Safety Authority, or AMSA, as the national 
regulator for DCVs. State and territories currently act as service delivery agents on AMSA’s behalf. 
There are more than 27,000 DCVs in Australia and around 74,000 seafarers and crew across the 
country. The majority of DCVs have been operating under the national law and system since it 
commenced in 2013. Prior to the commencement of the national system, Queensland had 
approximately 5,500 registered commercial vessels and around 20,000 licensed seafarers. These bills 
will have no impact on vessel owners and operators that are already captured and operating under the 
national law and system.  

A domestic commercial vessel, as defined under the national law, is a vessel used in connection 
with a commercial, governmental or research activity. Under Australia’s constitutional arrangements, 
the states, the Northern Territory and the Commonwealth have overlapping power to make laws 
governing Australia’s domestic commercial vessels. However, pursuant to Australian constitutional 
practice, once the national law commenced it assumed precedence over Queensland’s laws to the 
extent of any inconsistency.  

There is, however, a constitutional gap where only the states and the Northern Territory can 
regulate commercial vessels operating only within the limits of the state—on a river, creek, lake or dam, 
for example—and not owned by a constitutional corporation, for example, by a state government 
department, an individual or a partnership. Such vessels were intended to be captured by the national 
system but, due to constitutional limits, they are not. Under the terms of the intergovernmental 
agreement, state and territory jurisdictions agreed to apply the national law as a law of the state.  

Vessels owned by individuals, by a partnership or by the state government that operate in open 
waters—for example, off the coast—are already covered by the national law as the Constitution 
provides the Commonwealth with the constitutional powers to make laws to govern those vessels. 
Transport and Main Roads has determined that there are currently nine of those vessels.  

Most of the commercial and fishing ships that were regulated under TOMSA are domestic 
commercial vessels and have been since 1 July 2013. The remaining previously registered commercial 
ships regulated under Queensland maritime safety legislation have been expressly excluded by the 
national law. These vessels have been recategorised as ‘other Queensland regulated ships’—that is, 
school or community group or surf lifesaver ships. A very small number of vessels within this category 
may require additional conditions placed on their registration. For example, limiting the area of their 
operation. As I said, there are currently nine constitutional gap vessels registered as commercial ships 
recorded by the department. Transport and Main Roads has been in contact with these owners and 
operators about their transition to the national system since introduction of the bills.  

In addition, the national law will also apply to any human powered or low powered vessels—that 
is, less than three-kilowatt propulsion—owned by sole traders, such as mum and dad hire and drive 
vessels operating on the Noosa River or partnerships, which are unincorporated entities. These 
watercraft, while regulated by state law, were not required to have a registration certificate in 
Queensland. Transport and Main Roads believes there are a small number of these types of vessel 
owner structures that are operating in Queensland that may not be aware of the national law and 
system. On commencement of the Queensland application bill, these types of vessel owners and 
operators will be required to comply with the national law requirements. To minimise the impact for 
non-corporate owners and operators of unpowered or low powered vessels and under-10-metre fishing 
vessels, there will be a zero registration fee for these vessels. This reflects the cost structure prior to 
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the commencement of the national law. Transitional provisions contained in the application bill also 
ensures that those constitutional gap vessels will have 12 months to comply with any new requirements, 
with the exact time frame dependent on the nature of the requirement.  

As a delegate of the national regulator, Transport and Main Roads continues to advocate on 
behalf of Queensland’s vessel fleet operating under the national law and system until AMSA, as national 
regulator, takes over certificate service delivery in 2017. To not progress these amendments would be 
inconsistent with the strategic intent of the intergovernmental agreement and may lead to confusion 
within the industry. It would also require Queensland to establish and retain a separate state based 
regulatory regime for a small percentage of the commercial fleet.  

There are a very small number of Queensland vessels that are commercial in nature that cannot 
be regulated under the national law due to constitutional limitations. These are vessels that are owned 
by non-corporate entities operating solely on inland waters—for example, an individual or sole trader 
owned sightseeing ferry operating on an inland lake.  

The first bill, the application bill 2015, deals with this small number of vessels that are beyond 
the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth. The bill reflects the intergovernmental agreement for 
the national system signed in 2011 that states pass legislation so that these vessels can be regulated 
by the national law. The bill applies the Commonwealth’s national law as a law of Queensland and the 
practical effect of the bill is that those few vessels operating in Queensland that are beyond the 
constitutional reach of the Commonwealth will become subject to the national law. The application bill 
will not impact on those vessel owners and operators already operating under the national law and 
system since its commencement.  

During the committee process AMSA queried whether the transitional provisions in the bill could 
be misconstrued as applying to vessels already operating under the national law. Those transitional 
provisions have been included in the bill to assist the small number of constitutional gap vessels to 
transition across to the national law. In response to AMSA’s query and to address recommendation 2 
of the committee’s report on the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel 
National Law Application) Bill 2015, I can state that the transitional provisions in the bill will not apply to 
those Queensland ships that are already operating under the national law. The explanatory notes to 
this bill, when introduced to the House, indicated that Transport and Main Roads had written to 
operators transitioning to the national system. However, at the time of the introduction of the bill that 
contact had not been made. Contact by TMR occurred subsequently with these owners and operators 
by telephone and letters were sent to them. These operators expressed their awareness of these 
reforms from previous conversations with either Transport and Main Roads or the Australian Marine 
Safety Authority.  

An erratum on this matter was tabled in the House on 24 November 2015. The contents of the 
bill are based on nationally agreed provisions. The bill does not attempt to legislatively identify the 
vessels that fall within the constitutional gap. Rather, it simply applies the Commonwealth law as a law 
of Queensland. This is the nationally agreed way the states and territories will ensure that the national 
law will apply seamlessly to all DCVs. Most of the provisions in the bill are required to give effect to 
ensure that the legislation is applied as if it were Commonwealth legislation and administered and 
enforced by Commonwealth officials or delegates. In relation to contact and consultation, on 30 October 
2015 Transport and Main Roads officers contacted owners, operators and masters of recorded 
constitutional gap vessels by telephone to discuss the introduction of the application bill, explain its 
impact on them and address any questions they raised. These calls were followed up by a letter 
providing more information, which was sent on 5 November 2015.  

In summary, most constitutional gap owners indicated an awareness of what was happening 
from discussions they had had with AMSA and with Maritime Safety Queensland. Their inquiries were 
mainly about the continuation of licensing and this was the information emphasised in Transport and 
Main Roads’ follow-up letters. Transport and Main Roads will continue to advocate on behalf of 
Queensland vessel owners and operators as part of its service delivery arrangements with the national 
regulator.  

The Department of Transport and Main Roads had met with some key stakeholders in relation 
to specific impacts of the amendments contained in the bills so as to ensure that stakeholders are aware 
and understand the nature of the changes. This primarily relates to safety management systems for 
other government departments and organisations such as the Department of Education and Training 
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and Surf Life Saving Queensland. Both of these organisations acknowledge the nature of the legislative 
changes and potential impact that this may have on their ships and regulatory frameworks and indicated 
a willingness to work with the Department of Transport and Main Roads through these changes.  

The Department of Transport and Main Roads also consulted with key stakeholders in relation 
to specific impacts of the amendments contained in the bill to ensure that stakeholders are aware and 
understand the nature of the changes. Some changes to safety management systems for other 
government departments and organisations, such as the Department of Education and Training and 
Surf Life Saving Queensland, will be required. Both organisations acknowledged the nature of the 
legislative changes and potential impacts that this may have on their ships and regulatory frameworks 
and indicated a willingness to work with TMR.  

Following the introduction of the bills, Transport and Main Roads worked with constitutional gap 
vessel owners, as I previously indicated. As a national initiative, the Commonwealth was responsible 
for the majority of consultation on the national reforms. Since the commencement of the national system 
AMSA, in partnership with the state, has continued to liaise and consult with industry and communities 
across Queensland, providing information and education regarding the national law and assisting with 
compliance.  

Specific consultation on the national law prior to its commencement and implementation was 
undertaken in 2012. The draft Commonwealth bill was released for public consultation between 2 and 
29 February 2012. AMSA hosted 19 public consultation workshops across Australia. The Department 
of Transport and Main Roads had been in contact with those recorded constitutional gap vessel owners 
and operators to explain their transition to the national law and system. Based on an identification of 
the most affected stakeholders, the Department of Transport and Main Roads has undertaken some 
targeted community consultation in relation to the marine safety bill and its impacts. Specifically, 
consultation was undertaken with groups like DET and Surf Life Saving about how they will continue to 
be regulated under state legislation. Some changes to safety management systems will be made in the 
regulation. Both organisations acknowledged the nature of the legislative changes. Both entities 
indicated that they will work cooperatively with the department.  

The second bill, the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 
2015—the marine safety bill—contains amendments mainly required because of the national law. This 
bill will ensure that there is no overlap between state and federal legislation in the regulation of domestic 
commercial vessels. In addition, the marine safety bill restructures the Transport Operations (Marine 
Safety) Act 1994 and introduces a new defined term, ‘Queensland regulated ship’. This refers to 
recreational ships and those ships that have been excluded from the definition of domestic commercial 
vessel under the national law, for example, surf-lifesaving vessels and those vessels owned by schools.  

Provisions that deal with registration, licensing and general safety obligations are now drafted to 
apply only to Queensland regulated ships. This legislation will not impact matters such as speeding, 
alcohol and drug restrictions, and harbour management, which remain drafted to apply to all ships 
including DCVs. This reflects the national agreement of marine safety authorities and AMSA that these 
matters continue to be regulated under state and territory based legislation.  

This restructuring of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act 1994 assists in the current 
process of rewriting the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Regulation 2004, a significant component 
of maritime regulation in Queensland. This regulation is being reviewed and rewritten due to its staged 
expiry under the Statutory Instruments Act 1992. It is important to note, however, that the changes in 
the bill and those proposed in the statutory remake of the marine safety regulation will not impose any 
increased obligations on those involved in the operation of Queensland regulated ships. A status quo 
approach has been adopted to apply to Queensland’s regulated ships.  

The following matters prescribed by the national law will still be regulated by Queensland. Section 
6(2)(b) of the national law prescribes certain matters that are to be regulated by the states and territories 
in relation to domestic commercial vessels. For example, the following are some of the matters that 
remain regulated under Queensland legislation: management of ports, harbours and moorings; 
environmental management including pollution, impact assessments and sanctuaries; pilotage; 
management of dangerous goods; appointment and powers or functions of harbourmasters; actions of 
persons under the influence of alcohol or other drugs; workplace health and safety; speed limits, 
navigation aids, traffic management plans, rules for prevention of collisions, no-wash zones, the 
management of events on waterways, wrecks, salvage, passing dredges, towing objects, bar crossings 
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and local knowledge requirements; fisheries management, removing obstructions including 
abandoned, sinking and derelict vessels from navigable waters; and emergency management and 
response.  

The national law recognises existing fee arrangements across respective jurisdictions for the 
certification, registration and licensing of domestic commercial vessels. It does not prescribe fees. 
Pricing arrangements will remain a state responsibility until 2017, at which time AMSA will assume 
pricing and cost recovery arrangements under the national law. It is likely that AMSA will introduce a 
revised pricing framework independent of the states and territories; however, AMSA is still determining 
its final strategy on this matter and the state will have no direct role in setting prices post July 2017.  

Since the commencement of the national law, Transport and Main Roads has been acting as a 
service delivery agent of the national regulator under an administrative arrangement. The national 
regulator is already responsible for the certification of vessels via registration and of masters and crew 
members’ competency and safety. The Department of Transport and Main Roads will continue to act 
as a service delivery agent with respect to registration and licensing matters until 2017. Until then 
domestic commercial vessel owners and operators will be able to do business through the Department 
of Transport and Main Roads. The national regulator’s intentions are unclear with respect to the delivery 
of broader compliance and enforcement activities. Queensland will work with AMSA to develop a 
sustainable transition model, but Queensland cannot commit until it is aware of the details of AMSA’s 
future plans.  

In relation to non-national law related amendments, part 2 as it exists of the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety) Act 1994, TOMSA, dealing with the development and approval of marine safety 
strategies is being removed to reflect Maritime Safety Queensland’s further integration into the 
Department of Transport and Main Roads’ organisational structure and reporting requirements. As a 
mature organisation the Department of Transport and Main Roads does not need to impose legislative 
obligations upon itself to do something that it does as a matter of normal organisational business. This 
change contemporises the legislation which was originally enacted nearly 20 years ago.  

A board of inquiry is an independent board which is able to be convened by the minister to 
conduct a review into serious marine incidents and examine the likely causal factors leading to the 
incident. Boards of inquiry of marine instances are in addition to the investigation of the state’s maritime 
safety regulator, Maritime Safety Queensland; AMSA, as the regulator of domestic commercial vessels; 
and/or any Australian Transport Safety Bureau’s investigations. The Australian Transport Safety 
Bureau is an independent Commonwealth statutory body with the responsibility to, among other things, 
independently investigate transport accidents and other safety matters across road, rail and maritime 
modes of transport.  

Part 12 of TOMSA as it exists enables the minister to convene an independent board to conduct 
a review into serious maritime incidents and examine the likely causal factors leading to the incident. 
Any review by a board of inquiry into a maritime incident is in addition to Marine Safety Queensland’s 
investigation. Marine Safety Queensland, as the state marine safety regulator, is charged with the 
power and function to handle all investigations in relation to incidents and safety matters. In addition, 
the National Australian Transport Safety Bureau may also choose to conduct an investigation. The 
ATSB is an independent Commonwealth statutory body with the responsibility to, among other things, 
independently investigate transport accidents and other safety matters across road, rail and maritime.  

Since the commencement of the national law, incidents involving commercial vessels are being 
investigated by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority as the national regulator of domestic 
commercial vessels. The ATSB may also decide to launch its own separate independent investigation 
into an incident. Given that there are multiple avenues available for investigations to be conducted into 
marine incidents, the provisions relating to boards of inquiry are being removed. Since the provision 
was introduced in 1994 the board of inquiry has been activated twice, and both times matters would 
have been subject to both state and federal investigations.  

In addition to Maritime Safety Queensland’s regulatory powers to investigate under TOMSA, 
Queensland’s marine pollution legislation provisions also provide shipping inspectors with investigative 
powers. Queensland’s workplace health and safety legislation also confers powers on shipping 
inspectors to investigate contraventions under the Work, Health and Safety Act 2011. Those maritime 
incidents involving a reportable death may be investigated by the Coroner under the Coroner’s Act 
2003. Investigations may also be undertaken by the Queensland Police Service into the circumstances 
surrounding a marine incident. Queensland Police Service officers may also be appointed as shipping 
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inspectors under TOMSA, which provides an interagency cooperative approach to investigating marine 
matters. Under the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950, the state government is able to convene an inquiry 
into incidents or safety matters. The Governor may issue a commission of inquiry by and with the advice 
of the executive council; for example, the recent Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry.  

In practice, Marine Safety Queensland works collaboratively with other state and national 
agencies to ensure that, wherever possible, areas identified for improvement and/or recommendations 
from safety investigations can be implemented to improve marine safety outcomes. Since the boards 
of inquiry provisions were introduced into state legislation back in 1994, there have been two boards of 
inquiry, both of which involved commercial vessels: firstly, the investigation into the marine incident 
involving the vessel Sun Paradise and the vessel Pride of Airlie, a collision incident which occurred in 
2001; and the investigation into the marine incident involving the vessel Wunma, a cyclone related 
event which occurred in 2007.  

In both cases Marine Safety Queensland conducted investigations as the state safety regulator 
for the marine industry. Marine Safety Queensland’s investigation resulted in identifiable areas for 
improvement which were similar to those that the board of inquiry identified at the time. In the event of 
a collision between a domestic commercial vessel and a Queensland regulated ship, it is likely that 
Marine Safety Queensland would investigate in relation to its responsibilities as the marine safety 
regulator under the Marine Safety Queensland Act 2002; however, AMSA would be able to conduct its 
own investigation. If the domestic commercial vessel expelled any pollutants, Marine Safety 
Queensland would use its powers under the Transport Operations (Marine Pollution) Act 1995.  

In relation to regulation of commercial vessels outside the national law, the national law excluded 
these vessels because they are not of a commercial nature and are relatively lower in risk. 
Consequently, these groups of ships are currently regulated under Queensland’s marine safety 
legislation. As I mentioned earlier, surf lifesaving and school ships operate under a range of exemptions 
for fees, licensing, registration or safety equipment under existing provisions in the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety) Act 1994 and the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Regulation 2004. 
The existing exemption conditions will be preserved under the remade marine safety regulation.  

In terms of how Queensland regulates these vessels, they are to be regulated in a similar way to 
recreational ships and, where necessary, additional conditions will be placed on the ship’s registration 
to deal with its particular operations to ensure marine safety. For example, the vessel may have 
additional safety equipment requirements when operating beyond 15 nautical miles. In addition, all 
ships registered as ‘other Queensland regulated ships’—that is, non-recreational vessels—will be 
required under the remade regulation to have a safety management system in place. The Department 
of Transport and Main Roads maintains a register of school and surf lifesaving ships. As at 31 
December 2015, approximately 547 Queensland registered vessels other than recreational vessels 
were maintained by the Department of Transport and Main Roads.  

In relation to coastal shipping, changes to the administration of domestic commercial vessels 
have no connection to these legislative reforms and the Queensland government has no role in the 
commercial regulation of the vessels that the Commonwealth legislation is targeting. At some time this 
year the Commonwealth parliament will potentially again consider a number of amendments to maritime 
based legislation; namely, the Shipping Legislation Amendment Bill 2015, which will seek to amend the 
Coastal Trading (Revitalising Australian Shipping) Act 2012 and the Shipping Registration Act 1981. 
Essentially, these pieces of legislation regulate the commercial activity of vessels engaged in 
international trade with a particular emphasis on the commercial regulation of foreign registered vessels 
seeking to operate within Australian waters.  

The proposed amendments to the Coastal Trading (Revitalising Australian Shipping) Act 2012, 
known as the coastal trading act, will seek to replace the existing three-tier licensing system with a 
single permit system. The proposed amendments to the Shipping Registration Act 1981 will replace the 
requirement to be predominantly engaged in international trading to be registered on the Australian 
International Shipping Register, with a requirement to undertake 90 days of international trading per 
year.  

I am pleased to report that, in relation to Queensland regulated ships, there have been no 
fatalities over the past six years. That is in contrast, unfortunately, to a range of fatalities involving 
recreational and commercial ships. Finally, the bill removes redundant provisions which have no 
ongoing application because they only applied to domestic commercial vessels. In closing— 

Opposition members: Hear, hear!  
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Mr BAILEY: I have never had so much support from the opposition—never before, and maybe 
never again!  

In closing, I would just like to emphasise that industry and those involved in enforcement activities 
will benefit from the changes made in the bill as they clarify legislative obligations applying to both 
Queensland regulated ships and domestic commercial vessels. I sincerely thank our hardworking 
Department of Transport and Main Roads for their hard work on these bills.  

Mr EMERSON (Indooroopilly—LNP) (8.34 pm): Like the minister, I also have a five-minute 
speech. I will just not take 35 minutes to deliver it. I think that was a speech that time forgot!  

The LNP opposition will not be opposing these bills. I acknowledge the work of the Utilities, 
Science and Innovation Committee for its report into both the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—
Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the Transport Operations (Marine 
Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015.  

As explained during the committee hearings into these bills, in Australia vessels get regulated at 
three different levels. There are very large vessels that engage in commercial shipping or trade. There 
is a class of vessel called ‘domestic commercial vessels’, which are basically engaged in commercial, 
government or research activities within Australian waters. Finally, there are recreational and 
community based vessels as well as personalised watercraft such as jet skis. These two bills will be 
making necessary changes to the application of the regulation for domestic commercial vessels.  

Prior to 2013, each Australian jurisdiction regulated the safe operation of vessels in its own 
waters. Marine safety across the nation was not uniform, nor consistently legislated or administered. In 
2011 the Australian government’s intergovernmental agreement was signed by the Council of 
Australian Governments. That reflected a joint decision that the Commonwealth take over the safety 
regulations of domestic commercial vessels. The implementation of the agreement resulted in the 
introduction of the national law, which commenced on 1 July 2013. Once the national law commenced, 
it assumed precedence over Queensland’s laws to the extent of any inconsistency.  

The national law has regulated safety matters for the vast majority of Queensland’s domestic 
vessel fleet since July 2013. For those vessels already covered by the national law, the passage of 
these bills will have no practical effect. However, there are a small number of ships beyond the 
constitutional reach of the Commonwealth—approximately five per cent of Queensland’s commercial 
fleet—due to the fact that the Commonwealth cannot regulate commercial vessels owned by 
individuals, sole traders, partnerships and other non-corporate entities operating on inland waters.  

The intent of the intergovernmental agreement was for all commercial vessels to be regulated by 
the Commonwealth, and the principal objective of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 is to apply the national law as a law of this 
state—to transfer the regulation of Queensland’s so-called constitutional gap vessels to the 
Commonwealth.  

As highlighted through the committee process, there are only a small number of domestic 
commercial vessels not already covered by national law—six operators and around nine vessels. As 
highlighted in the explanatory notes, to maintain a separate state based scheme for a very small 
percentage of the commercial vessel fleet would require the unnecessary duplication of administration 
and legislation and could result in confusion for vessel owners and operators and enforcement officers. 
The passage of this bill will ensure that national law regulates all domestic commercial vessels that 
operate in Queensland.  

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill will amend 
existing legislation to ensure there is no overlap in the regulation of the same matters the national law 
governs for domestic commercial vessels. It removes redundant legislation no longer required due to 
the enactment of the national law for domestic commercial vessels.  

Due to these changes impacting only a small number of vessels, there were not many 
submissions to the committee on these bills other than from the Australian Maritime Safety Authority, 
AMSA. Committee recommendation 2 into the primary Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill reflects the concerns raised in the AMSA submission 
which the minister has responded to in his comments. The committee report also highlighted a number 
of fundamental legislative principle issues in different aspects of the two bills. The LNP opposition is 
comfortable that all of these potential breaches have been adequately assessed and investigated by 
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the committee in its consideration. I want to thank the Utilities, Science and Innovation Committee for 
its work in considering these two bills. Applying the national law will ensure the intent of the national 
agreement signed in 2011 is achieved. As has been previously highlighted, without applying these laws 
the state would have to establish a separate regulatory regime for these vessels which would create 
inconsistencies and inefficiencies across the system. 

Mr KING (Kallangur—ALP) (8.40 pm): I rise to speak in support of both the transport operations 
marine safety bills 2015. I must say that it was exciting to work with the committee going through these 
bills and I would like to summarise the minister’s speech and reiterate everything he said.  

The first bill, the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National 
Law Application) Bill—fondly known as TOMSDCVNLA—was written to amend Queensland’s 
legislation to apply the Commonwealth’s marine safety national law 2012 and ensure that all domestic 
commercial vessels operating in Queensland are covered by national law, particularly those that are 
beyond the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth. This bill will ensure that vessels operating as 
partnerships or sole traders in inland waters will now be covered under the national system, on which 
agreement was reached and signed in 2011. These vessels, which have slipped through a constitutional 
gap since 2011, will now become subject to national law.  

The transitional provisions in the bill will ensure that these gap vessels will have 12 months to 
comply, with the exact timing dependent on the nature of the specific compliance requirement. The 
department will contact the known gap vessel owners and operators who will be transitioning to the 
national system to advise them that their current Queensland registrations will be recognised under the 
national law until the expiry of their registration term and again they will be notified shortly before their 
registration expiring and will be invited to apply for a national certificate of operation. This bill affects 
nine vessels under six owners and there were not any major issues from any of the submitters. 

The second bill, the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 
2015—known as TOMSOL—serves to ensure that there is a seamless interaction between 
Commonwealth and Queensland legislation and also seeks to regulate Queensland’s recreational 
vessels that are explicitly excluded from the national law such as school vessels for marine studies as 
well as Surf Life Saving craft. These will now be defined as Queensland regulated ships. The 
department responded to questioning about why school boats were included by saying that, in the case 
of school craft, they will require a higher level safety management system to ensure that for the parents 
of the kids using these boats there is an extra layer of safety above and beyond the general recreational 
boat level. That is basically it. These bills did not have a lot to them.  

I thank the committee for all of its work on these bills, as well as everyone who provided 
submissions. Most of all, however, I thank our secretariat staff—Kate, Rachelle, Lisa and Julie—for 
once again getting all of this prepared by the deadline. I commend these bills to the House. 

Mr BROWN (Capalaba—ALP) (8.43 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015. I also thank my comrades on 
the committee—the member for Southport, the member for Whitsunday, the member for Burdekin, 
whom I affectionately now call ‘Hawkeye’, the member for Kallangur and also the member for 
Murrumba, whom I congratulate on his promotion to chief whip.  

These bills will ensure that the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) National Law Act 
2012, the national law which has been in effect since 2013, is truly implemented in Queensland. The 
national law transferred the regulation of domestic commercial vehicles, also known as DCVs, from the 
states to the federal government and implemented a Council of Australian Governments, or COAG, 
intergovernmental agreement signed in 2011. 

The national law was introduced by Mr Albanese under the Gillard government and established 
a national system aiming to deliver consistent safety standards, reduce complexity, provide greater 
certainty for industry, in particular tourism and fisheries, and promote a more efficient national maritime 
sector. Since commencement of the national law in 2013, safety matters for the vast majority of 
Queensland’s domestic commercial vessel fleet—DCVs—comprising around 5,000 ships have been 
regulated under the national law. A DCV is any vessel that is used in connection with a commercial, 
governmental or research activity and includes vessels used for fishing and trade, passenger carrying 
and tourist boats and a range of other vessels working in ports and around the Australian coastline. 
However, for constitutional reasons, a small number of DCVs have not been able to be regulated by 
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the national law. These are vessels owned by non-corporate entities operating solely on inland waters—
for example, a sole trader operating a sightseeing ferry on a lake. These constitutional gap vessels 
include, for example, tourist vessels operating on inland waters. 

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law 
Application) Bill 2015 will apply the national law as Queensland law and has the effect of applying the 
national law to these constitutional gap vessels. The application bill provides a transitional period of 12 
months to comply with any new requirements. The application bill has no effect on DCVs which are 
already operating under the national law and no effect on vessels other than DCVs such as recreational 
vehicles or international vessels. The committee recommended that the minister clarify in his second 
reading speech that the transitional provisions only apply to constitutional gap vessels and not to 
vessels currently regulated under the national law, and that has been confirmed tonight. I thank the 
minister for that. 

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 amends 
existing marine safety legislation to remove redundant provisions which double up with the national law 
such as licensing and registration of commercial vessels and fishing ships. I think it is useful to examine 
how the application legislation operates. The operative effect of the bill is to apply the national law to 
the small number of vessels beyond the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth since the bulk of 
domestic commercial vessels are already regulated under the national law. However, the legislative 
mechanism by which this is achieved is to apply the national law as a whole as a law of Queensland.  

This is the mechanism that has been adopted by all states and territories as guided by the federal 
parliamentary counsel’s committee. This approach avoids the need to legislatively describe the nature 
of constitutional gap vessels. As stated in the federal government’s explanatory notes to the model 
provisions on which the bill is based, the identity of these vessels will often not be clear. The approach 
taken is the same as that in other similar previous projects such as the Water Efficiency Labelling and 
Standards scheme and the Gene Technology Regulator. 

This is the approach of applying the Commonwealth legislation, then ‘federalising’ the applied 
provisions so that the law may be applied and enforced by the Commonwealth and its agents and 
delegates without needing to determine whether the vessel is covered by the Commonwealth legislation 
or whether it is a ‘constitutional gap’ vessel covered by the applied state law. In that way a seamless 
approach to the regulation of domestic commercial vessels is achieved. 

The legislative framework is different from other national schemes that have been used—for 
example, in the regulation of heavy vehicle operations. Unlike the heavy vehicle approach, which uses 
the text of a nationally agreed law to become a law of Queensland, the approach reflected in the bill 
involves the extension of the Commonwealth law. Therefore, the majority of the provisions in the bill 
are technical provisions that are necessary to achieve this result.  

For example, clause 6 states that it is the Commonwealth’s interpretative act that applies to the 
national law as it applies in Queensland rather than Queensland’s interpretative act. Clause 10 provides 
that it is the Commonwealth’s laws relating to the investigation of offences that apply rather than 
Queensland’s laws. Similarly, clause 13 provides that it is the Commonwealth’s administrative laws that 
apply rather than Queensland’s laws to anything arising in relation to the national law as it applies in 
this state. 

Other clauses ensure that the functions and powers of the national regulator and other authorities 
are the same whether they are dealing with a vessel that is regulated directly under the Commonwealth 
law or a vessel that is beyond the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth. If an act or omission 
results in an offence against the law as it applies in Queensland and the Commonwealth law, the 
offender cannot be punished under both laws. 

The marine safety bill establishes a new class of vessel, the Queensland registered ship, which 
is a recreational ship, as well as ships that have been expressly excluded from the operation of the 
national law, such as those operated by schools, community groups and surf-lifesaving clubs, which 
are not commercial in nature. The establishment of this class makes no practical difference to the 
owners and operators of these ships; it simply clarifies the arrangements consistent with the national 
law.  

I understand how important boating is to the community. I was born and raised at Thorneside at 
Moreton Bay. I got my first tinnie when I was 14 years old. Since then, I have placed an importance on 
marine safety. 
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Mr Rickuss: I know you’re just interested in going fishing.  
Mr BROWN: I love it. From a young age my father taught me the importance of marine safety 

and of carrying the right number of life vests and flares. I like to see my flares kept in the boat and not 
on the playing field. One in every 19 Queenslanders owns a boat. Infrastructure and a strong safety 
culture are the keys to ensuring that everyone can enjoy our wonderful coastline, estuaries, bays and 
rivers. That is why, as promised, the Palaszczuk government boosted the Marine Infrastructure Fund 
by an extra $30 million over two years for the delivery of new and upgraded recreational boating facilities 
for now and into the future.  

The Palaszczuk government is also building better boat ramps at waterways across this state, 
which has the added benefit of creating much needed jobs. The Palaszczuk government is committed 
to working closely with members of the boating community, such as my local fishing club, which is 
based at the Redlands Multi-Sports Club, to ensure that they are getting the infrastructure they need. 
A review will be undertaken of the studies previously underpinning the Marine Infrastructure Fund and 
we will open the marine infrastructure program for 2017-18 to proper community consultation. I am 
confident that, by delivering on our election commitments and with continued investment, marine 
infrastructure across the state will meet the needs of the boating and fishing communities over the next 
20 years. 

Maritime Safety Queensland works closely with the boating community to ensure safety at sea, 
along with the good work done by the MUA. A good indicator of the state of the sector is the 2014 
Marine incidents in Queensland report, which was tabled by Minister Bailey in July last year. That report 
confirms the good news that, despite the fact that vessel ownership is on the rise, marine incidents are 
continuing on a strong downward trend. The report also shows that maritime safety is continuing to 
improve, even as the number of vessels increases. That is great news for the boating community. 

Although the loss of a life is not acceptable, the five deaths that occurred in Queensland waters 
in 2014 were two fewer than the number of deaths that occurred in the previous year, which is positive 
news for the boating communities in Queensland. In each case, it was the master of the vessel who 
lost their life. In 2014, navigation error was identified as the single biggest contributing factor in marine 
incidents. Of course, there is always room for improvement and, as a government, we will strive to 
achieve that.  

Marine Safety Queensland also works to help us clean up our waterways. In May last year, MSQ 
undertook work on Brisbane bayside creeks to round up and remove wrecks that posed a risk in local 
waterways. Maritime Safety Queensland issued notices to vessels lying neglected in waters south of 
the Brisbane River as far away as the waters surrounding Russell Island and including Tingalpa Creek, 
which is in my electorate, and Wynnum Creek, which is in the Lytton electorate. I thank the minister for 
the removal last year of the five wrecks in Tingalpa Creek. That has had a dramatic effect in terms of 
improved safety. Tingalpa Creek now looks like the creek that I knew when I was growing up. 

Neglected vessels pose a potential risk to the environment and are a hazard to safe navigation. 
The removal and disposal process was completed last year. Maritime Safety Queensland continues to 
monitor about 80 vessels on its derelict register. I thank MSQ for its hard work. In closing, the maritime 
industry is critical to this state. I support these bills as they will implement important national reforms.  

Mr MOLHOEK (Southport—LNP) (8.57 pm): It is my pleasure to stand to speak in support of 
these bills and confirm that the LNP will not be opposing their passage through the parliament. I want 
to acknowledge the great effort of the minister, the shadow minister and my fellow committee members 
in covering in incredible detail the more technical aspects of these bills before the House this evening. 
The wonderful thing about that is that I can talk about some of the other great benefits of this legislation, 
with particular reference to the fine electorate of Southport and the Gold Coast.  

These bills are simply harmonisation bills that support commitments that were made in 2011 
through an intergovernmental agreement. I am particularly pleased that neither of these bills has any 
effect on recreational vessels, vessels operated by community groups, such as surf clubs, and some 
of our rescue organisations and, probably more importantly and more personally, no impact on the use 
of personal watercraft such as jet skis. I am pleased to advise the House that the largest retailer of 
Sea-Doo jet skis in the world is located in the electorate of Southport—just opposite Harbour Town and 
just inside the boundary of my electorate. I am also pleased to say—and maybe I could be accused of 
gloating—that I acquired my first Sea-Doo this summer. For the first time I have had the great pleasure 
of enjoying firsthand, along with some other 200,000 boat owners in South-East Queensland, the 
pleasures of the Broadwater and the wonderful marine environment that we have on the Gold Coast.  
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I should point out, however, that the committee did hear submissions from the Australian Maritime 
Safety Authority and we also sought advice from the Department of Transport and Main Roads in 
respect of this legislation. The presentations we had from both of these organisations were very clear, 
very succinct and certainly were cause for us to have a great deal of comfort around the adoption of 
this legislation.  

I also want to particularly touch on the fact that this legislation has no effect on vessels operated 
by community groups. It would be remiss of me not to acknowledge the great work undertaken by the 
Australian Volunteer Coast Guard, particularly the group that are located at Southport, and some of the 
great members who volunteer their time there, people like Ken Stanley, a longstanding family friend, 
who does a great job giving up his time to make sure that those thousands of Queenslanders who flock 
to the Gold Coast to enjoy our waterways from Brisbane and from all across the city are safe and sound. 
As a child growing up on the Gold Coast I can remember times when the old Southport Bar was anything 
but safe and boaties were very dependent on the work of volunteer organisations such as the Southport 
Coast Guard or the Gold Coast Coast Guard and also the old Air Sea Rescue based at Main Beach. 
Things have changed and it is certainly a little safer.  

It would be remiss of me to not also acknowledge the great work of the many volunteers that 
man the seaway tower and have been doing so for many years not only keeping an eye on vessel 
movements in and out of the seaway but also keeping a bit of a watchful eye out on all those young 
lads and perhaps mid-life crisis baby boomers of my vintage that paddle across the seaway often at 
great risk.  

Mr Rickuss: Are you a baby boomer, are you? Are you that old?  
Mr MOLHOEK: Thank you for that interjection, member for Lockyer. The member for Lockyer 

does look like Kenny Rogers in the House tonight. I do just creep into that bracket, as much as it pains 
me to confess that. On my first excursion on the new Sea-Doo over the Christmas break I actually 
ventured out through the seaway and it was my great pleasure to rescue a young guy who was on his 
surfboard and completely out of breath and struggling against the current. I was able to tow him across 
to the stairs and have a bit of a chat to him about perhaps reconsidering his decision to go paddling 
when he was not quite as fit as he thought he was.  

Mr Powell interjected.  
Mr MOLHOEK: Unfortunately he was not a constituent, but he was very grateful. Thank you for 

that interjection, member for Glass House. He did assure me, however, after I told him that I was the 
local member of parliament, that he would tell all his friends to vote for me at the next election so we 
will see how that goes.  

I particularly want to draw attention to the fact that there have been a great many changes on the 
Gold Coast in the last few years. The introduction of the Gold Coast Waterways Authority has been a 
significant move in restoring greater cooperation, coordination and management of our waterways. I do 
not say that flippantly. It is quite important. What we saw previously was years of conflict between the 
various authorities. No-one was really quite in charge. Nobody was coordinating efforts and it was a 
challenge both for the police and the Department of Fisheries in terms of who was responsible for what 
out on the waterways. Even the Gold Coast City Council on many occasions had real difficulty in working 
out what its responsibility was in terms of recreational boating.  

On the Gold Coast there are some 50,000 registered recreational boats, including jet skis, so it 
is important that we have good regulation in place and that we constantly review legislation to make 
sure that we are taking the best possible care and creating the right framework for a safe boating 
environment. As South-East Queensland continues to grow this will continue to be a great challenge 
for us.  

I also want to make mention of the fact that in our time in government we committed to building 
a fantastic new boat ramp and boat launching facility on the Broadwater, a kilometre away from the 
CBD of Southport. It will be really pleasing in a matter of weeks to go to the official opening of that new 
facility.  

Mr Rickuss: You got an invite?  
Mr MOLHOEK: I did get an invite from Mayor Tom Tate and I am really looking forward to going 

to the opening of that facility, not only because it will be great for all those Brisbanites who make the 
trek down the M1 and clutter up our boat ramps at Charis Seafoods and the one at Land’s End and the 
ramp halfway down at Paradise Point, in the Broadwater electorate, and the challenge that others have 
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getting across the old Sundale Bridge and around onto The Spit to the other boat ramp, it means that 
there will be greater access for everyone and that is an important step forward. I am delighted to have 
been part of a government that was able to deliver, with council, that new facility and also to put in place 
the Gold Coast Waterways Authority. 

In closing, I acknowledge the work of the secretariat. They always do a great job in terms of 
keeping us well briefed and informed. They certainly guided us through this, although this certainly is 
not the most onerous legislation we have had to deal with, but it is pleasing to have that support. It is 
my pleasure to advise the House that we will be supporting both of these bills here tonight. Thank you. 

Mr WHITING (Murrumba—ALP) (9.05 pm): I rise in support of the Transport Operations (Marine 
Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill and the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill. I believe these bills are necessary to create a 
continuity of law across Australia. It ensures that the national law applies to all domestic commercial 
vessels operating in Queensland, particularly those that are beyond the constitutional reach of the 
Commonwealth. It ensures that we have a national scheme that can be administered seamlessly for all 
domestic commercial vessels in Australia. I think when reading this it does help get rid of red tape and 
all sides of politics do agree with that.  

An opposition member interjected. 
Mr WHITING: We have had an interjection that it creates more, but by reading through this bill I 

can see that it actually makes things easier for many Australians. Over the last 30 years many of our 
national economic reforms have included the reduction of overregulation and in the 21st century we 
can continue making sure that our regulations and laws, the ones that protect all Australians, are the 
same all over Australia. In 2011 we had an intergovernmental agreement signed by all Australian 
governments, and in this the Commonwealth takes over the safety regulation of domestic commercial 
vessels in Australian waters. We are allowing the Commonwealth to apply this law across Queensland. 
Already the Commonwealth regulations apply to 95 per cent of the vessels in Queensland and 
obviously, as we have heard, this makes sure that it is 100 per cent. In that five per cent there were 
vessels that operated on inland lakes and rivers, mostly tourism vessels or river fishing boats. A good 
example of this are the boats that take tourists over the beautiful lakes on the Atherton Tablelands. 
What I also like is that section 153 of the national law now applies to all of our commercial vessels. This 
section provides immunity against criminal and civil liability for various persons involved in the 
administration of the law. This means our hardworking marine safety inspectors, a job that I imagine 
would be risky at times, have a greater degree of protection. It allows them to get on and do their job.  

I think that these laws are important as we have always been a maritime nation. Modern Australia, 
the one that dates from 1788, was a creation of the British Navy. Governor Phillip and the early 
governors were all naval officers. Naval justice was the first justice system in colonial Australia. Our 
early modern Australian culture was essentially a British Navy culture—the attitudes, language, working 
habits and culture. Early Australian expressions were nautical terms and our first national drink was 
rum. But it goes earlier than that. Many of our first nations in this country were saltwater people. There 
is a strong tradition of coastal and seaborne trade right here in Moreton Bay by the traditional owners 
of the lands and waters of Moreton Bay. The commercial vessels we had in Australian waters were 
Macassan traders who would come annually to the northern waters of Australia chasing beche-de-mer. 

That maritime focus is still strong in our country, it still dominates what we do in many ways and 
it makes a strong case for having the safest possible marine regulations. Obviously, we look out over 
the sea. It is where we want to holiday and it is where we like to live. We are a nation of surfers and 
seagoers and we have a very strong tradition of small boat ownership. Part of the Australian dream is 
to own a tinnie or Hobie Cat for the kids. I think for many Australians it must be a treasured dream to 
start a business that involves getting on a boat. We know that these laws will make it easier to start a 
business on the waters anywhere in Australia. The same laws will apply all over Australia. It will make 
it easier for people all over Australia to know exactly what the regulations are and it will make the waters 
safer for Queenslanders as well. I commend the bills to the House.  

Mr MADDEN (Ipswich West—ALP) (9.10 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015. The aim of the bill is to amend 
the Queensland legislation to apply the Commonwealth’s Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) 
National Law Act 2012 and progress amendments to support the remake of the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety) Regulation 2004. In 2011, an intergovernmental agreement was signed by the Council 
of Australian Governments that reflected a joint decision of the Commonwealth, states and territories 
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that the Commonwealth take over the safety regulation of domestic commercial vessels. The 
implementation of this agreement resulted in the Commonwealth Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial 
Vessel) National Law Act 2012. The national law, as it is known, commenced on 1 July 2013 and 
introduced a national system of regulating domestic commercial vessels— 

Mr Rickuss interjected.  
Mr MADDEN: I take the interjection from the member for Lockyer—that are defined as vessels 

‘for use in connection with a commercial, governmental or research activity’. Domestic commercial 
vessels work predominantly on the Australian coastline. They vary widely in nature and purpose and 
include vessels such as fishing craft, passenger and trading boats and a wide range of small and 
medium sized vessels. However, the national law does not regulate vessels that operate internationally 
or foreign vessels, as they are regulated under the Commonwealth Navigation Act 2012. It also does 
not regulate recreational vessels, which continue to be regulated under state legislation.  

The maritime industry has a long and valued tradition of underpinning economic growth in 
regional Queensland. In the early years, like many Queensland towns located on coastal rivers, Ipswich 
relied on river transport. The Brisbane and Bremer river system was the most important link between 
Ipswich and Brisbane until the 1870s. In the convict era, Captain Logan and other visitors were rowed 
to Limestone Station, as Ipswich was then called, in a whaleboat with a crew of six to eight convicts 
who took up to 12 hours to make the trip. When free settlement was allowed in 1842, similar punts were 
used to carry cargo for the settlement. In 1846, travelling time was reduced when steam engines were 
introduced. In 1863, my own family arrived in Moreton Bay, as Brisbane was then known, from Ireland 
and travelled by boat from Brisbane to Ipswich.  

Mr Rickuss interjected.  
Mr MADDEN: Not these ones, member for Lockyer; they were the ones from Sydney. The busy 

days of the river trade ended in 1875 when the railway line was completed between Ipswich and 
Brisbane.  

The national law commenced on 1 July 2013 and introduced a national system to deliver 
consistent safety standards, reduce complexity of operators, provide greater certainty for industry, 
particularly tourism and fisheries, and promote a more efficient national maritime sector. The Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 will 
ensure that the national law applies to those domestic commercial vessels currently beyond the 
constitutional reach of the Commonwealth, such as partnership or sole trader vessels in inland waters. 
Applying the national law to this small number of vessels will ensure that the intent of the 
intergovernmental agreement for the national system that was signed in 2011 is achieved. It will mean 
more nationally consistent safety standards, which should bring about regulatory efficiencies for those 
classes of vessels, without any significant increases in their commercial operational requirements, 
which would create confusion and inconsistency within the industry and unnecessary inefficiencies and 
complexities in regulations. It would also be inconsistent with the strategic intent of the 
intergovernmental agreement signed in 2011.  

Since its commencement on 1 July 2013, the national law has governed general safety duties, 
vessel construction requirements, vessel operation and crew competency for domestic commercial 
vessels. However, Queensland’s Transport Operations (Maritime Safety) Act 1994 continues to govern 
other aspects of maritime operations relating to domestic commercial vessels and all aspects relating 
to recreational vehicles, that is, those vehicles that are used only for private recreation. I thank the 
committee and the secretariat for their hard work. I commend the bills to the House.  

Mr COSTIGAN (Whitsunday—LNP) (9.15 pm): Tonight it gives me great pleasure to rise in the 
chamber in support of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessels 
National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2015. It goes without saying that, given the nature of my electorate of Whitsunday, 
marine safety is of the utmost importance for those on the mainland and those throughout the 
Whitsunday islands. My electorate runs from Slade Point in the south, which was named by James 
Cook in 1770, through to Cape Gloucester or Gloucester Island, which was also named by James Cook 
in 1770. The waters of the Mackay/Whitsunday coastline are very popular with locals and visitors alike. 
I have not seen the latest statistics, but certainly the region is reputed to have the highest concentration 
of boat registration for a local authority outside the south-east corner of the state. There is no doubt 
that people love getting on the water. There is also no doubt that it has grown in popularity in our part 
of the world.  
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We are blessed to have great advocates of marine safety in the Mackay/Whitsunday region. They 
do not just talk a good game; they play a good game. I am referring to the wonderful people involved 
with VMR, Volunteer Marine Rescue. Four squadrons look after our stretch of coastline: VMR Mackay, 
VMR Midge Point, VMR Bowen and—as I like to call it—VMR No. 1 Whitsunday, based in the heart of 
the Whitsundays. Tom Manning and his team have been doing a wonderful job for a long time. I salute 
each and every member of our VMR squadrons, not only throughout the Mackay/Whitsunday region 
but also up and down the Queensland coast.  

This time last week, in my role as the shadow assistant minister to the opposition leader for North 
Queensland, I returned from a visit to the Great Barrier Reef and Torres Strait Vessel Traffic Service or 
REEFVTS in Townsville. What an eye-opener that was, because the service that is provided is certainly 
world class. It is good for business, it is good for the environment and, above everything else, it is good 
for safety. I take this opportunity to thank Captain Frank D’Souza, the regional harbourmaster in 
Townsville, and his staff for that show-and-tell at REEFVTS. I thank Mike Soric and Matthew Bagley, 
both of whom used to work at REEFVTS when it was based at Hay Point before it was taken away from 
our part of the world and transplanted in Townsville. I also thank Tony Guilfoyle, another member of the 
staff. I have known Tony for a long time, since his previous life as an ace tennis player. Those people 
certainly do a terrific job. It is a world-class service and it is something that we should all be proud of, 
for obvious reasons. I thank Patrick Quirk, the big kahuna at MSQ, for arranging the visit. He and his 
team were very obliging and I very much appreciated it. I acknowledge Captain Zainol Ahmad, the 
regional harbourmaster for waters in the Mackay/Whitsunday area, for his stewardship in marine safety 
over recent years and for the very professional and very diligent work that he and his people do.  

As we have already heard here tonight, in layman’s terms this is pretty seamless legislation. It is 
important legislation. It is clean-up legislation in the eyes of a lot of observers. It goes back to the COAG 
agreement in 2011, if my memory serves me right. This is coming through the House not before time. 
As was indicated by the deputy chair of the committee—the committee of which I am a member—and 
also by the shadow minister, the LNP will not be opposing the passage of these bills through the House 
tonight.  

The constitutional gap vessels, as they are known, are very few and far between. We cannot 
quite count them on one hand. There are nine vessels across six operators. The ones that come to 
mind from my point of view are the MV Explorer on the Thomson River in Longreach. Alan and Sue 
Smith do a terrific job out there in that iconic outback town—a town that is a key player in regional 
tourism. Whilst I have not had the opportunity to go on the Drover’s Sunset Cruise, I look forward to 
doing it at some stage.  

Over years gone by I have been on Lake Barrine. As I said to a number of my colleagues on the 
committee, the rainforest cruises on Lake Barrine are operated by the Curry family. They have been 
going on for many decades. Leanne Curry—Leanne Bayne, as she is now known—is a third-generation 
operator. Now we have moved into the fourth generation. It is a great success story. I am sure the 
member for Hinchinbrook has been up in that part of the world many times. He has probably lost count 
of how many times he has been to Lake Barrine and the tea house. Certainly a lot of memories come 
flooding back from my time tripping around the Atherton Tableland.  

Mr Cripps: Lake Eacham too. 

Mr COSTIGAN: Also Lake Eacham. The Curry family on Lake Barrine do a terrific job for tourism 
in Far North Queensland. It goes right back to the days when Leanne’s grandfather George Curry 
operated rowboats on the lake. They were the early days of tourism on the Atherton Tableland. Certainly 
a lot of people would have fond memories of going to Lake Barrine, the water-filled crater formed many 
thousands of years ago.  

I will not go on like some of my colleagues in the chamber tonight.  

Mr Cripps interjected.  

Mr COSTIGAN: Thank you, member for Hinchinbrook. When we debate the bills that have come 
before the committees we always acknowledge the work of the secretariat. To Kate McGuckin and her 
team of professionals at Parliament House, I say well done to you. I thought the submissions being so 
light on says a lot about this legislation. I commend the bills to the House.  
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Mr POWER (Logan—ALP) (9.22 pm): I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak on the 
Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other legislation Amendment Bill 2015. I have been following 
the work of the committee as they went through the process of calling for submissions and held a public 
hearing. Fellow members should not feel that the limited number of responders limited the bill, as I am 
told it was the quality of the responses and submissions that added to the quality of the deliberations 
by the committee. I thank the members of the committee who have done their task on this bill.  

We well know that maritime vessels can be designed to be best suited to either a river, bay or 
open ocean purpose; however, we know that there is also a crossover of use between these maritime 
environments. We know that shipping, especially commercial shipping, needs regulation. They do not 
need differences in regulation, however small, between these two environments.  

With considerably more consultation and discussion, in 2012 the Commonwealth government 
passed the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) National Law Act 2012 and this law is seeking 
to be passed to make seamless interaction and harmonisation with the national law. There are times 
when this parliament may wish to respond to specific Queensland conditions and to strike out in their 
own direction despite the national law. However, in the case of shipping this is not the case and 
harmonisation and complementarity will make the process of operating shipping in Queensland waters 
easier for those concerned.  

It does this by the clear legal transfer of responsibility to the national law, clearing any ambiguity 
about which law could take precedence in a particular maritime environment. This is a product of 
negotiation between the states and the Commonwealth at the Council of Australian Governments. That 
reflects that this is a joint decision of all of the states, the Commonwealth and the territories.  

Even the ACT has some maritime environment due to the quirk in our Constitution that insisted 
that our national capital have a port leading to the non-contiguous boundaries of the Australian Capital 
Territory through the port at the Jervis Bay territory. That is the type of malapportionment of boundaries 
that would make an old Nat making a redistribution submission proud.  

After passing the national law the consensus was that some 95 per cent of vessels operating in 
Queensland were completely controlled by the operation of the national law. This is because the nature 
of our constitutional arrangements mean that the Commonwealth cannot regulate those vessels that 
are owned directly by individuals, sole traders, partnerships and other entities that are non-corporate in 
nature and other vessels that commercially operate completely within inland waters, such as eel fishers 
for the export market or seafood harvesting vessels. I am informed that there are nine commercial 
vessels and six operators. Through this harmonisation process we may see more operators able to 
enter the field. 

I note that the member for Ipswich so interestingly let us know about the history of inland shipping 
on the Brisbane and Bremer rivers. I can hardly let it go without making some reference to the history 
of inland shipping and the opening up of the Logan region through the Logan River.  

As early as 1826 the commandant of the penal settlement, Captain Logan, made note of the 
importance of the Logan River, noting that it was ‘navigable by the largest class of colonial vessels for 
80 miles and running through the finest tract of land I have seen in this or any other country’. However 
correct Captain Logan was about the river that would later be named after him, he perhaps could have 
paid more attention to his personal safety as it was on these journeys of exploration that he was killed 
by persons unknown. The Logan River, like the Albert, became the highway of the time and a variety 
of vessels thrived on the river by the 1860s. No doubt if this traffic still existed it would be regulated 
under these laws. 

Less clear would be the most simple of boats that floated the Logan River during this period. 
Some were simple barges that had no sail or motor and, loaded with cane or other goods, simply floated 
with the tide. As the tide changed they tied the barge to the bank seeking to wait and ride the next tide 
further up or down the river. These punts had no engines, were loaded by hand and had even primitive 
oars for simple manoeuvers. I find it unlikely that the drafters of the 2012 national law envisaged such 
vessels. Yet these punts took up to 30 tonnes of cargo slowly up and down the river. 

Passengers plied the Logan River on a variety of first cutters and later steam-driven craft such 
as the Amy, Louisa, Leonie, Diamond, Tadorna, Radjah and the famous Maid of Sker. Indeed, some of 
these also operated on the Brisbane and Bremer rivers. Some were side paddle-steamers while others 
were prop-driven. The survey for navigation purposes was undertaken in 1871. From its mouth to 
Maclean in my own electorate it was mapped and obstacles removed. There was even a wharf built at 
Maclean 39 miles from the mouth of the river near today’s Maclean Bridge north of Jimboomba. 
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One historical vessel that would indeed be difficult for the national act to regulate would be the 
SS Walrus. The member for Lockyer knows the details. The SS Walrus was before 1884 a floating, 
moveable—presumably to avoid detection—still that cooked up a primitive rum from local sugar cane 
that was sold up and down the river. At this point, I think of the member for Lockyer in his current guise 
floating up and down the river on such a floating still, selling rum at riverside towns. Today’s Beenleigh 
rum is the finest and oldest rum in Queensland and is the land based and legal successor to the rum 
produced on the river. 

The Beenleigh rail line and the Beaudesert line and the Undullah-Rathdowney line eventually 
replaced the river traffic. Today we rely more on the Logan Motorway and the Mount Lindesay Highway. 
I was pleased today to be able to speak with the minister about the Mount Lindesay Highway and the 
more than $10 million investment the Palaszczuk government has made in safety. 

I hope that this act will be used to regulate successfully any renegade shipping such as the Logan 
River’s infamous floating still. I commend this vital harmonisation of our maritime laws to the House.  

Mr BUTCHER (Gladstone—ALP) (9.28 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015, commonly known 
around the office as the TOMS bill, and the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2015.  

These bills seek to achieve the intent of the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) 
National Law Act 2012, which has been in effect since 2013. Introduced under the Gillard government, 
the national law transferred the regulation of domestic commercial vessels from the states to the federal 
government, establishing a national system aimed to deliver consistent safety standards, to reduce 
complexity, to provide greater certainty for industry and to promote a more efficient national maritime 
sector. Since commencement, safety matters have been regulated under national law for the vast 
majority of Queensland’s domestic commercial vessel fleet—around 5,000 ships. A DCV is any vessel 
that is used in connection with a commercial, governmental or research activity and includes vessels 
used for fishing and trade, passenger-carrying and tourist boats, and a range of other vessels working 
in ports and around the Australian coastline.  

Queensland’s recreational vessels and those vessels explicitly excluded under the national law, 
such as marine studies and school vessels and surf lifesaving vessels, continue to be regulated under 
Queensland’s maritime safety legislation. However, for constitutional reasons a small number of DCVs 
have not been able to be regulated by the national law. These are vessels owned by non-corporate 
entities operating solely on inland waters. These ‘constitutional gap’ vessels include, for example, 
tourist vessels operating on Lake Barrine. The Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 has the effect of applying the national law to 
these ‘constitutional gap’ vessels but allows a transitional period of 12 months to comply with any new 
requirements. The application bill has no effect on DCVs which are already operating under the national 
law and has no effect on vessels other than DCVs. 

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 amends 
existing marine safety legislation to provide necessary streamlining by removing redundant legislation 
covered by the enactment of the national law, such as licensing and registration of commercial vessels 
and fishing ships. The marine safety bill establishes a new class of vessel—‘Queensland registered 
ship’—which are recreational ships, as well as ships which have been expressly excluded from the 
operation of the national law—such as those operated by schools, community groups and surf-
lifesaving clubs—which are not commercial in nature. The establishment of this class makes no 
practical difference to the owners and operators of these ships. It simply allows DCVs to be clearly 
excluded from the provisions that deal with registration, licensing and general safety obligations. These 
bills do not impact matters such as speeding, alcohol and drug restrictions and harbour management, 
as those matters have always been, and will continue to be, regulated under Queensland legislation 
and are not subject to the national law. 

One in every 19 Queenslanders owns a boat. The Palaszczuk government understands this and 
is committed to delivering improved infrastructure for our recreational boaties. The Palaszczuk 
government has extended the Marine Infrastructure Fund by committing an extra $30 million over two 
years for delivery of new and upgraded recreational boating facilities.  

In the Gladstone region, there are over 47,000 recreational vessels registered. That is one for 
every 11 people. Although these numbers remain largely steady for the Gladstone region, these 
numbers continue to grow elsewhere in the state as more Queenslanders are taking advantage of the 
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great marine infrastructure in Queensland, and the Palaszczuk government is responding to this 
demand with improved facilities up and down the coast. The Palaszczuk government is consulting with 
boaties. As opposed to the previous LNP government, this government will be opening the 2017-18 
program of the Marine Infrastructure Fund to proper community consultation.  

I would like to also acknowledge the significant role played by Maritime Safety Queensland. They 
work closely with the boating community to ensure safety at sea. MSQ also plays an important role in 
minimising waste in our waters, while encouraging and supporting innovation in the maritime industry.  

Queensland is committed to the highest standard of shipping and marine operations in our ports 
and the sensitive Great Barrier Reef. I am deeply concerned with recent reported issues with crew 
welfare on foreign ships in Gladstone. On 14 February the Kanaris experienced a dispute between the 
Greek master and Philippine crew over cultural and possibly pay issues. The scheduled sailing of the 
vessel was cancelled. However, she has now left the port but remains at anchor offshore while all issues 
are worked through. At the same time the vessel Kypros Sea is off the port with Captain Salas in 
command while at the same time a coroner is hearing evidence in Sydney in relation to two fatalities 
on a vessel of which he was the previous master.  

In addition, there is considerable disquiet at the actions of some Australian resource companies 
in replacing the Australian crews on some of their vessels with cheap overseas crew whose conditions 
of service are materially below that currently on offer to the Australian crews. There are a number of 
ships with Australian crews trading between Weipa and Gladstone with bauxite. There is a concern that 
these crews will be replaced in a similar fashion to that on the CSL Melbourne. The Commonwealth 
government has legislation in the parliament to dramatically change the economic regulation governing 
the coastal trading sector. This would allow easier access to foreign ships to the coastal trade and 
would over time replace even more of our fast-diminishing Australian flag fleet. There is a Senate inquiry 
underway into aspects of foreign flag shipping being allowed easier access to coastal cargoes. 

There is always room for ongoing improvement when it comes to safety. Fundamental to 
improved maritime safety is the willingness of experienced boaties to practice a culture of safety and to 
encourage newcomers to follow their example. The Palaszczuk government is, of course, committed 
to playing its part through compliance activity, including education, and ensuring appropriate maritime 
infrastructure is in place.  

Last year we implemented the Sustainable Ports Development Act 2015, which restricts capital 
dredging to priority ports and dumping of dredge spoil. It will ban the sea based disposal of port related 
capital dredged material into the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage area and restrict major capital 
dredging to four priority ports—Abbot Point, Gladstone, Hay Point/Mackay and Townsville. This means, 
for example, that developments within Gladstone Harbour, both for coal export facilities and LNG 
processing and export facilities, are able to proceed.  

The Port of Gladstone is Queensland’s largest multicommodity port and is a critical driver of the 
Queensland economy. Vessels traversing into the Western Basin region of the Port of Gladstone utilise 
the existing Clinton Bypass Channel. Further deepening of this channel is required to ensure the 
continued safe passage of all vessels including the larger cape-size vessels. Consistent with the 
government’s commitment to protecting the Great Barrier Reef, the project will be required to meet strict 
environmental approvals. As a capital dredging project, dredge material will be disposed of on land with 
the most likely option to be the existing Western Basin bund area at Fisherman’s Landing. Dredging for 
the Clinton Bypass could potentially commence in 2016-17 pending the outcome of environmental, 
dredging and planning approvals. The project will take approximately 18 to 24 months to complete, with 
the actual dredging component to take from three to four months. The Gladstone Ports Corporation has 
commenced preliminary work on the environmental approvals, the scoping and the Building 
Queensland requirements. I commend the bills to the House. 

Mr LAST (Burdekin—LNP) (9.36 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 and the Transport Operations (Marine 
Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015. As home to one of the deep 
seaports along the Queensland coast at Abbot Point and the Bowen Boat Harbour, this legislation has 
particular relevance to me in the Burdekin electorate.  

The policy objective of the bill is to ensure that there is seamless interaction between the 
Commonwealth’s Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) National Law Act 2012 and 
Queensland legislation for the regulation of domestic commercial vessels. Unfortunately, Queensland 
legislation that seeks to regulate domestic commercial vessels in relation to registration, licensing and 
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safety matters that the national law regulates has been of no effect since 1 July 2013 due to the 
hierarchy of laws principle. The bill proposes amendments to the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) 
Act 1994 and other Queensland legislation to recognise the transfer of responsibility for these aspects 
of domestic commercial vessels regulation to the national law and ensures that marine safety legislation 
continues to apply to those vessels Queensland still regulates—that is, recreational vessels and vessels 
operated by community groups, as well as personalised watercraft such as jet skis.  

Under Australia’s constitutional arrangements, the states, the Northern Territory and the 
Commonwealth have overlapping power to make laws governing Australia’s domestic commercial 
vessels. Prior to 2013, each Australian jurisdiction regulated the safe operation of vessels in its own 
waters. Marine safety regulation across the nation was not uniform nor consistently legislated or 
administered. This often resulted in the inconsistent operation of safety requirements, vessel survey 
recognition, safety certification and qualifications/certificates of crew, as well as variations in the level 
and nature of ongoing monitoring and compliance with safety standards.  

Pursuant to Australian constitutional practice, once the national law commenced it assumed 
precedence over Queensland laws to the extent of any inconsistency. There are a small number of 
ships beyond the constitutional reach of the Commonwealth—approximately five per cent of 
Queensland’s commercial fleet—due to the fact that the Commonwealth cannot regulate commercial 
vessels owned by individuals, sole traders, partnerships and other non-corporate entities operating on 
inland waters. Therefore, these constitutional gap vessels are currently still regulated under 
Queensland legislation. I am talking about the sightseeing ferries operating on inland lakes or fishing 
vessels that operate exclusively on inland waterways. These are vessels which, for example, operate 
on the Tinaroo Dam on the Atherton Tablelands or the Ross River Dam at Townsville. There are nine 
commercial vessels and six operators that currently fall within this category.  

The intent of the intergovernmental agreement was for all commercial vessels to be regulated by 
the Commonwealth under the national law. Therefore, the agreement provides that each jurisdiction is 
to apply the national law within its jurisdiction. The passing of these bills will ensure that the national 
law regulates all domestic commercial vessels that operate in Queensland. There are some vessels 
that the Commonwealth has deliberately excluded from the national law that will continue to be 
regulated under existing state maritime legislation. These include vessels associated with marine 
studies and schools and surf-lifesaving vessels as well as some vessels associated with organisations 
that do not meet the Commonwealth’s definition of a trading entity. In addition, the national law explicitly 
states that particular marine matters for domestic commercial vessels will remain with the state 
jurisdiction to regulate such as the transportation of dangerous goods, marine pollution and waterways 
management.  

The principal objective of the bill is to apply the Commonwealth’s marine safety national law, 
which is contained in schedule 1 of the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial Vessel) National Law Act 
2012 as a law of this state. There are a number of clauses incorporated in this bill relating to functions 
and powers of the national regulator and other authorities and officers, delegations by the national 
regulator, offences, administrative laws, fees and fines, and licensing and certification fees. The 
national law was passed by the Commonwealth parliament in 2012 and already applies to 
approximately 95 per cent of domestic commercial vessels operating in Queensland. The overarching 
policy objective of the national law is to provide for the consistent regulation of safety matters for 
domestic commercial vessels across Australia. This is to ensure that irrespective of where a commercial 
vessel is in Australian waters, it is required to meet the same nationally agreed safety standards. This 
means, for example, that those who design and build commercial vessels in one jurisdiction do not 
need to have the vessel recertified for use in another jurisdiction. It also means that companies which 
operate nationally and have vessels in different jurisdictions do not need to deal with different regulatory 
requirements to manage their fleet and crew.  

There are transitional provisions contained within the bill which aim to ensure that affected 
operators can transition from regulation under the Queensland scheme to the national scheme with 
minimal disruption to their business. The clauses afford owners and operators of the nine constitutional 
gap vessels the same sort of grandfathering and transitional arrangements that were provided to the 
vessels that came under the Commonwealth regulation on 1 July 2013. The bill provides for a 12-month 
transitional period for vessel owners/operators to comply with any new requirements, with the exact 
time frame dependent on the nature of the requirement. I commend the bills to the House.  
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Miss BOYD (Pine Rivers—ALP) (9.42 pm): I rise tonight to speak on the Transport Operations 
(Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015. For the most part, these bills 
are harmonisations. Can I just say that it is a real delight to rise in this place twice in one day to talk 
about harmony?  

Marine safety is something that I think is often not given the gravitas that it should. In sitting down 
to compile my remarks in relation to these two bills, I thought back to my memories in relation to marine 
safety. My old man, Jimbo, was raised in a family where fishing was a pastime, so it is little wonder that 
my family also got involved in this pastime and spent much time on and by the water. We were not too 
well to do throughout my childhood, but a joint partnership with my Uncle Dave ensured that we could 
afford the luxury of a modest boat. It was enjoyed mostly in the school holidays and on the long 
weekends. I have fond memories of spending warm summer days by the water. This, of course, 
provided an opportunity for much discussion on marine safety, marine rules and laws, and, in many 
instances, explaining why I could not do particular things. Spending time with my often working father 
was quite a treat, but in hindsight I often wonder whether my incessant chatting and questioning led my 
peaceful, reserved and often quiet dad to sell his boat and end all of our water activities. Our water 
activities refocused largely into swimming and snorkelling—activities that no doubt provided Jimbo with 
a bit more peace and quiet.  

One of the takeaways from these experiences—and I am sure that there are many—is that these 
bills will provide for the full and complete implementation of the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial 
Vessel) National Law Act 2012—the national law. This came into effect in 2013, so it is unfinished 
business. In terms of jurisdiction, the national law transferred the regulation of domestic commercial 
vehicles, or DCVs, from the states to the federal government and implemented a Council of Australian 
Governments—COAG—agreement signed in 2011. Why is this important? It is important because we 
need to ensure that we are applying consistent safety standards so that from state to state they are the 
same. It is important to reduce the complexity that surrounds this. It is important and essential to provide 
greater certainty for the industry, particularly when it comes to the tourism and fisheries industries.  

The Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law 
Application) Bill 2015 will take the national law and apply it as Queensland law. Importantly, the 
application bill will provide for a transitional period of 12 months in order to achieve compliance with 
any and all new requirements. The Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2015—the marine safety bill—amends existing maritime safety legislation to remove 
redundant provisions. These are provisions that double up with the national law. They also impact on 
matters such as licensing and registration of commercial vessels and fishing ships. The marine safety 
bill also establishes a new class of vessel, a ‘Queensland registered ship’, which are recreational ships 
as well as ships which have been expressly excluded from the operation of the national law such as 
those operated by schools, community groups and surf life-saving clubs which are not commercial in 
nature. My electorate and surrounds have many of these kinds of vessels like the ones that the 
wonderful volunteer team at the Pine Rivers Fish Management Association use.  

I would like to take some time to recognise the tremendous work that that team does with fish 
stocking and management in Lake Samsonvale in Pine Rivers and Lake Kurwongbah in Kallangur. 
Only weeks ago they released 145,000 golden perch—or yellowbelly—fingerlings into Lake 
Samsonvale. The team used 18 vessels to release the fingerlings via a scatter method around the lake. 
The fingerlings were supplied by Hanwood Fish Hatchery in Murgon and were in excellent condition. It 
took around 46 volunteers to execute the successful release. It was only through the active participation 
of the community that so many release spots were used, which will ensure a greater success and 
survival rate in the lake. Only the month before approximately 31,000 Australian bass fingerlings were 
released into Lake Samsonvale. Once again, these fingerlings were supplied in reportedly excellent 
condition by Hanwood Fish Hatchery. This spot release was supplied by 18 volunteers at the Boral 
Landing.  

These bills are common sense. Before the arrangement, every state had a different requirement 
for vessel safety and certification and this just made no sense at all. If people wanted to take their boat 
from Brisbane down to Ballina they needed two different certifications. I am glad to be part of a 
government that is listening to industry and to recreational boaties. We listened to the tourism operators 
in Cairns, who derive their income from the pristine natural environment up there, when we delivered 
on our commitment to protect the Great Barrier Reef. We listened to recreational boaties when they 
said they wanted more marine infrastructure.  
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I know all about the great fun that can be had on our waterways and oceans. I was especially 
pleased when the Palaszczuk government was able to keep open Lake Kurwongbah in my local area 
in the Kallangur electorate for local waterskiers to enjoy. The expanded Marine Infrastructure Fund is 
a great example of delivering for Queenslanders. An extra $30 million will build and expand heaps of 
boat ramps and pontoons across the state. The Cannonvale Volunteer Marine Rescue had been in 
great need of an upgrade to their facilities. They do such an important job for their community but did 
not have the infrastructure they needed. During the election, Labor promised $3 million to deliver an 
upgrade for the community and for the wonderful volunteers, and we have delivered. The Palaszczuk 
government is building better boat ramps at waterways across the state.  

We have, as promised, committed $3 million to upgrade the Cannonvale Volunteer Marine 
Rescue boat ramp and construction was completed in December 2015. We have upgraded the Rocky 
Point boat ramp. We have constructed two additional boat ramps: a 50-metre pontoon for disabled 
access and two additional floating walkways at the Townsville Recreational Boating Park at Ross River, 
Townsville. We have constructed a new floating walkway at Hanson Road, Gladstone and we have 
relocated a boat ramp and floating walkway at Evans Landing, Weipa. We have also upgraded the boat 
ramp at Karumba, and we have gone out to tender on an upgrade of the Tingira boat ramp in Cairns.  

In 2016 the Palaszczuk government will use the MIF to widen the Tingira Street boat ramp in 
Cairns; complete the upgrade of Ocean Creek boat ramp at Burdekin; widen the Coorooman Creek 
boat ramp to four lanes; build a new two-lane boat ramp and floating walkway at Twin Waters, Nojoor 
Road, Maroochydore; complete the floating walkway at Saunders Beach north of Townsville; and 
upgrade the pontoon at Abel Point Marina on the Whitsunday coast.  

The Palaszczuk government is committed to seeing boating centres like Townsville, Burdekin 
and the Gulf of Carpentaria have great facilities that locals can enjoy as well as providing a boost for 
local tourism. I support these bills, which will implement the important national reforms for maritime 
industry which are fundamental to this state.  

Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP) (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 
Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (9.49 pm), in reply: I would like to begin by thanking all 
honourable members for their contribution to the debate today on the Transport Operations (Marine 
Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill 2015 and the Transport 
Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015. As members have heard 
throughout this debate, these bills will amend Queensland’s marine safety legislation to ensure there is 
no overlap between state and federal legislation in the regulation of domestic commercial vessels. 

The bills make consequential amendments to the state’s marine laws to remove redundant 
provisions which have no ongoing application because they applied to domestic commercial vessels. 
In focusing on the national reform and to echo the sentiments from the introduction of the national law 
as articulated by the then minister for infrastructure and transport, this national reform has resulted in 
an improvement for industry in line with the strategic intent of the Council of Australian Governments 
intergovernmental agreement for the regulation of domestic commercial vessels. Upon introducing the 
national bill into the Commonwealth parliament, then minister Anthony Albanese stated that the 
establishment of a national system of regulation ‘means that people who rely on commercial vessels 
for their livelihood can be confident that every commercial vessel, wherever it is in Australian waters, 
will be required to meet the same nationally agreed safety standards.’  

Similarly, people who design and build commercial vessels in one jurisdiction do not have to have 
that vessel recertified each time they sail into a different jurisdiction’s waters. Finally, it means that 
companies who operate national businesses and have vessels in more than one state no longer have 
to grapple with different regulatory and administrative requirements to manage their fleet and crew.  

Amendments to Queensland’s existing legislation by the Transport Operation (Marine Safety) 
and Other Legislation Amendment Bill affect provisions dealing with registration, licensing, competency 
of crew, certificates of survey and compliance for commercial and fishing vessels. This will ensure that 
Queensland’s remaining maritime fleet is effectively managed under state legislation.  

It will be clear that provisions under the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act 1994 which 
deal with registration and licensing and general safety obligations only apply to recreational ships and 
those ships that have been excluded from the definition of domestic commercial under the national law. 
These ships will be known as Queensland regulated ships, and this is a defined term under the new 
legislation. This will also assist in the remake of key subordinate legislation, namely, the Transport 
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Operations (Marine Safety) Regulation 2004, which is a key piece of marine regulation for the state. 
This regulation is being reviewed and remade due to its staged expiry under the Statutory Instruments 
Act 1992.  

I note the comments from the member for Kallangur and chair of the Utilities, Science and 
Innovation Committee which reviewed the bills. I again thank the committee for their consideration of 
these two bills. As part of this discussion and review of marine safety legislation, which is designed to 
ensure the safe operation of domestic commercial vehicles in Australian waters, we need to 
acknowledge the work of the Maritime Union of Australia and their focus on the safety of mariners. This 
union is not alone in working for the safety of people working on ships and at sea, but they certainly 
play a strong role in the industry.  

These bills will provide certainty around the operation and governance of Queensland’s 
remaining marine fleet and preserve and amend Queensland’s existing marine legislation to continue 
to effectively manage the state’s remaining marine fleet and associated waterways interests. In a state 
like Queensland it is essential that we do everything we can as a government to support a vibrant and 
robust maritime industry. These bills work to achieve exactly that. In closing, I would like to say a sincere 
thank you to my hardworking ministerial and departmental staff for their dedication, flexibility and 
professionalism in preparing this legislation. I commend the bills to the House.  

Question put—That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel 
National Law Application) Bill be now read a second time. 

Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a second time.  
Question put—That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment 

Bill be now read a second time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a second time.  

Consideration in Detail (Cognate Debate) 

Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law 
Application) Bill 

Clauses 1 to 31, as read, agreed to.  

Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 
Clauses 1 to 76, as read, agreed to.  
Schedule, as read, agreed to.  

Third Reading (Cognate Debate) 
Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP) (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 

Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (9.56 pm): I move— 

That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill be now read a third 
time. 

Question put—That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel 
National Law Application) Bill be now read a third time. 

Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a third time. 
Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP) (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 

Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (9.57 pm): I move— 

That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill be now read a third time. 
Question put—That the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment 

Bill be now read a third time. 
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a third time. 
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Long Title (Cognate Debate) 
Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP)  (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 

Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (9.57 pm): I move— 
That the long title of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill be 
agreed to. 

Question put—That the long title of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety—Domestic 
Commercial Vessel National Law Application) Bill be agreed to. 

Motion agreed to. 

Hon. MC BAILEY (Yeerongpilly—ALP) (Minister for Main Roads, Road Safety and Ports and 
Minister for Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply) (9.58 pm): I move— 
That the long title of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill be agreed to. 

Question put—That the long title of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill be agreed to. 

Motion agreed to.  

ADJOURNMENT 
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Sandgate—ALP) (Leader of the House) (9.59 pm): I move— 

That the House do now adjourn.  

Southern Moreton Bay Islands, Law and Order  
Mr McEACHAN (Redlands—LNP) (10.00 pm): Tonight I rise to speak about an important issue 

facing the electorate of Redlands. Like many of my colleagues in the House, I have a focus on improving 
law and order in our community so that Redlands is a safer place to live, work and raise a family.  

Last week I held a law and order forum on Russell Island, one of the five inhabited islands in my 
beautiful electorate. Residents on the southern Moreton Bay islands share many of the same concerns 
as mainland residents; however, the isolated nature of the islands does present some unique 
challenges. I was pleased to be able to co-host this forum with hardworking local Redland city councillor 
Mark Edwards alongside Bayside Crime Stoppers, Russell Island and Macleay Island police officers 
and senior staff from the mainland. Residents turned out in force to have their say. With over 200 people 
in attendance, we ran out of chairs in the local hall. It was excellent to see so many people committed 
to making our community safer and engaging with local police and Crime Stoppers in that effort. I 
especially want to thank Paul Fitzpatrick from Bayside Crime Stoppers for giving up his time to talk to 
the meeting about the important role Crime Stoppers plays in our community. Many of the attendees 
were interested to learn about the difference between the emergency 000 number, the Policelink 
reporting line and the Crime Stoppers line.  

The most commonly raised concern during the meeting was the resourcing of police officers on 
the islands. I was pleased to hear the community come out in support of the current officers on both 
Russell and Macleay, with residents joining in a rousing round of applause for those officers who work 
so hard to keep our community safe. Residents are concerned about the workload of the two police 
stations. They have just two officers in each station, serving a population on each island of around 
3,000 people. Compare that to North Stradbroke Island, which has six officers and about half the 
population. I join with my constituents in calling for more police officers in the southern Moreton Bay 
islands to support those already working in our community.  

Later this week I will be launching an online survey so that residents of Redlands can have their 
say about law and order issues in our community. The forum on Russell Island has only further 
highlighted to me how keen residents are to have their voices heard on this issue. Law and order was 
also one of the top issues raised in my electorate-wide survey. The online survey will be open to all 
residents on both islands and the mainland, and I will be seeking meetings with Queensland police and 
Minister Byrne to further discuss resourcing in the Redlands.  

Feeling safe and secure in our communities is fundamental to our way of life, and I am committed 
to ensuring the Redlands remains the best place in Queensland to live. 
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Townsville, Jobs 
Mr HARPER (Thuringowa—ALP) (10.03 pm): I rise to speak about the way we started the year 

2016 in Townsville—in the worst possible way. I know that the members for Mundingburra and 
Townsville would agree. On 15 January Queensland Nickel refinery announced the axing of 237 
workers and subsequently went into voluntary administration. I would like to discuss the government’s 
response to that news. The news of those job losses added to the burden of unemployment that 
Townsville has suffered in recent years. Those job losses followed losses at Aurizon, Telstra and 
Glencore, just to name a few.  

I would like to clearly articulate the scene set at the Riverway centre in Thuringowa with the 
announcement, just days after the QNI job losses, of the rapid response team holding forums to discuss 
options available from a range of government services to assist the many in need. Nearly 200 people 
came to those first forums. I liken that scene to those of another crisis centre I had seen—in Innisfail in 
2006, post Cyclone Larry. People walked in, some with young children on their hips, just looking for 
help and answers. I spoke with quite a few. They did not know where their next week’s rent or mortgage 
payment might come from. Just days out from school starting, there were new books required and 
uniforms to buy. Some did not even know how they were going to put food on the table. There was little 
chatter in those forums—no banter or applause—as people just felt lost and disillusioned with the 
predicament they found themselves in. At the second forum just a few weeks ago the mood was 
somewhat more upbeat, with some sense of positivity from what the community had seen demonstrated 
by the accelerated capital works program.  

I must commend the Department of State Development for its response and the outstanding work 
they have done to date, working collaboratively with DET, Centrelink, united care and other agencies 
to try to link people’s skill sets to upcoming jobs as a result of the Premier’s accelerated capital works 
program. Quite a few of those have been articulated today by the member for Townsville, so I will not 
repeat those. Well done, Premier.  

Our government response tells only half the story. We have much more work to do. After last 
week’s market led forum held in Townsville, led by Treasurer Curtis Pitt, I think we are well on our way 
to seeing the private sector develop more local job opportunities. I know of some exciting solar farm 
initiatives that I am right behind in Thuringowa that will create even more local jobs, and there appears 
to be a stronger desire than in recent years for private companies to invest in North Queensland.  

While the member for Fairfax, Clive Palmer, sat recently in the federal parliament counting his 
cash, we were out there responding and doing our measured best to create more sustainable jobs in 
Townsville.  

Annette Kellerman Park, Moreton Bay Fig Tree 
Mr STEVENS (Mermaid Beach—LNP) (10.06 pm): Close to my electorate office is the beautiful 

Annette Kellerman Park, named in memory of an Australian icon, known as ‘the Little Mermaid’, from 
the early part of the 20th century. It is a wonderful public space on the Gold Coast Highway with a 
barbecue area, play equipment and full facilities for use by the members of our community. It has been 
well cared for and protected by the Gold Coast City Council over many years. For those who do not 
know, Annette Kellerman is an important Australian historical figure, as, in addition to her writing, film 
and vaudeville acting, she was a famous swimmer, introducing the Annette Kellerman’s one-piece 
ladies swimwear—the first step towards today’s modern swimwear. She retired to the Gold Coast.  

I am sad to report that the Annette Kellerman Park, with its large, well-established Moreton Bay 
fig tree, has recently come under attack by disreputable members of society who late last year poisoned 
this beautiful tree so badly that it is now reduced to dead firewood. The at-least-60-year-old Moreton 
Bay fig was a beautiful, big, shady tree that epitomised strength, durability and a calm serenity, 
reflecting the beauty of the Mermaid Beach area.  

Mr Walker: Like yourself, Ray, in many ways.  
Mr STEVENS: I take that interjection from the member for Mansfield. Due to the dishonest and 

disgraceful actions of those persons, whose efforts in poisoning this tree have come to fruition—the 
poison was so strong that the ground surrounding the tree is unlikely to support plant growth for some 
time—our community has been defiled by an ignorant perpetrator who is obviously a blow-in to our 
community.  

In my view, it is no coincidence that the death of this magnificent Moreton Bay fig happened at 
the same time as a huge illuminated advertising billboard was placed on top of a building adjoining the 
park and which would not have been able to be seen if the fig tree still had its foliage. I cannot believe 
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that the Gold Coast City Council did not take this possible consequence into account when it approved 
the tacky sign. I believe it is incumbent on the council, because of the failure to recognise the 
consequences of approving this gaudy advertising intrusion on the community of Mermaid Beach, to 
replant the park with a similar size and kind of reforestation to reinforce the commitment to the 
community that vandals in the city will not get their way, regardless of what dollars are spent and what 
nefarious activities they use to chase those dollars.  

The replanting should be accompanied by visual monitoring devices to ensure that criminal 
activity of poisoning public property is not repeated while the abominable flashing sign continues to 
remind us of this blatant environmental skulduggery. I am disgusted that a member of society has 
committed this crime against nature and, in cooperation with the Gold Coast City Council, I hope to see 
an equally large and beautiful tree planted in its memory close by. 

Lilley Australia Day Awards 
Ms LINARD (Nudgee—ALP) (10.09 pm): It is a pleasure to rise to draw attention to the generous 

contribution of so many wonderful volunteers across the Nudgee electorate. The Lilley Australia Day 
Awards are a much celebrated institution on Brisbane’s north side, as my colleagues the members for 
Sandgate and Stafford would attest. Hosted by Wayne Swan, the federal member for Lilley, and 
celebrated each Australia Day, the Lilley Australia Day Awards recognise the invaluable contribution 
that volunteers make to the fabric of our communities. Conservative estimates of the economic value 
of volunteering to the Queensland economy were $11.6 billion in 2014. Volunteers make an 
extraordinary contribution in financial terms but, more importantly, volunteers so often engender the 
qualities of compassion, kindness, generosity of spirit and commitment that make our communities 
richer, healthier and kinder. 

I could never do justice to all of the local constituents and businesses nominated and honoured 
from across my electorate in the time allotted, so I will mention as many as time will allow. The 
North-East Community Support Group in Zillmere works tirelessly to alleviate poverty, homelessness, 
distress, disability, isolation and unemployment. It provides a safe place for those who need it. Ron and 
Lyn Bird of Ron Bird’s Geebung Hardware have long been an institution in the Geebung shopping 
village. Ron and Lyn always provide a warm smile and have been extremely generous with their time 
and resources, supporting local schools and charities. Theresa Appleton is a local treasure of St Pius 
primary school and a thoroughly delightful lady. Melissa Ashford was recognised for her service to 
Geebung State School but also provides support to Wavell State High School and Zillmere State 
School. Devinder and Gurjeet Bains have both been integral in establishing the Banyo District 
Community Group and coordinating local Diwali festivals and Harmony Day celebrations. They are two 
of the kindest people you could ever meet. 

Ian and Kathleen Gordon have made a tremendous contribution to Nundah Lions and the Nundah 
Activity Centre over many years. Shannon Kelly, Rachel Michalski and Karyn Ngatoko were recognised 
for their tireless contributions and personal dedication to Earnshaw State College over many years 
respectively. Melita Lawrence has contributed enormously to youth in the local area, offering 
gymnastics programs for children from three years to high school students for 50 years. Robyn Morris 
never misses an opportunity to lobby elected representatives on behalf of the community. She is a 
treasure and someone who gets things done. She has volunteered for Nudgee Meals on Wheels since 
1990, Earnshaw Swim Club, St Oswald’s church and is a founding member of the Banyo District 
Community Group. Ray Wilson has been a member of the North Brisbane Lapidary Club for 17 years 
and holds the position of Gem Show Convenor. Darrel Margerison and Ruth Wilson were recognised 
for their tireless fundraising efforts on behalf of the Cancer Council and Scott Stanford for dedicated 
service to St Kevin’s school community. As I indicated earlier, I could never do justice and acknowledge 
all of the extraordinary volunteers across my electorate. I know that they would want no recognition, but 
on behalf of all of our community I thank them sincerely for their generosity of service. 

Macfarlane, Hon. I 
Dr McVEIGH (Toowoomba South—LNP) (10.12 pm): Tonight I rise to pay respect and to share 

with the House some significant observations of tribute to my federal member, the Hon. Ian Macfarlane, 
who, as many in this House would be aware, announced just yesterday that he will not be recontesting 
the next federal election after some 18-odd years in the federal parliament. 

Ian’s family and friends know him best, and it has been an absolute pleasure to work with him 
and his wife, Karen, in representing our community in my time in state parliament and prior to that on 
the Toowoomba Regional Council. Ian is someone I have known for some decades before he in fact 
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went into federal politics, and was a well-recognised agripolitician in Australia, being the president of 
the Queensland Grain Growers Association before going on to become president of the Grains Council 
of Australia. As he is recognised now, he was recognised then as someone who got straight to the point 
and continues to get straight to the point—that rolled-up-sleeve approach, if you like—and a great desire 
to cut through red tape whenever he could. 

Of course we know Ian’s record in politics, particularly in ministerial appointments, which is 
probably best seen when we observe his career over the last couple of decades. He has been minister 
for small business; minister for industry, tourism and resources; minister for industry; and of course the 
minister for industry and science in both the Howard and Abbott governments. Ian has achieved a 
significant amount for our country on both a national and international scale in those various portfolios, 
particularly in the area of resources—an interest that he maintains to this day and no doubt will continue 
to. Whilst there has been much said about Ian’s career in the last couple of days, it is probably as a 
local member of parliament that I have come to know him best—the person who is so involved in our 
school communities as a federal member, so involved in particularly remembrance services throughout 
our community during the year when he is engaged with all representatives of the community, a regular 
attendee at various fancy-dress fundraising events throughout our community, and of course we are all 
aware of his significant efforts in relation to the Toowoomba second range crossing. Ian is as proud of 
the Vanguard Laundry Service that is now established in our community as a commercial activity to 
assist the mentally ill as he is of that second range crossing, and we will never forget his efforts in 
protecting those after the Oakey floods just a few years ago. 

Maryborough TAFE 
Mr SAUNDERS (Maryborough—ALP) (10.15 pm): Tonight I rise to thank the Attorney-General 

and Minister for Justice and Minister for Training and Skills, the member for Redcliffe, for the great work 
she has done in Maryborough. Some 12 months ago when I was declared the winner of the seat I said 
that we would get the TAFE open and operating again in Maryborough after being closed in the vicious 
cuts of the Newman era. It is a great thing for Maryborough city to see the TAFE now. I remember 
taking the minister there not long after I was elected. She got out of the car and said, ‘Is this your TAFE?’ 
The sign was hanging off. It looked like something out of a Third World country. Tonight I am proud to 
announce that TAFE has reopened in Maryborough and it is a fantastic facility. 

An opposition member: With three students! 

Mr SAUNDERS: Let me tell you: it has increased by 75 per cent—75 per cent! That is typical of 
the LNP. Maryborough has the highest rate of youth unemployment in the region and look at the 
carry-on from those across the chamber. We are giving the students and the people of Maryborough a 
chance to lift themselves up—something that the LNP never did. All the LNP did was put its foot on the 
back of their necks and drove them into the ground. That is all it did for the whole three years that it 
was in power. I am proud to say that I am part of the Palaszczuk government that has a minister, the 
member for Redcliffe, who is giving the people of Maryborough a chance for further education. 

The Wide Bay will need between 3,000 and 4,000 people to carry out the NDIS over the next few 
years, and Maryborough will be the main training base for the NDIS in the Wide Bay. This would not 
have happened under the LNP. It took a Palaszczuk government to restore services that were cut to 
the bone by the previous LNP government. As they said around Maryborough, the lights were on but 
no-one was home in the TAFE. The TAFE facility is absolutely brilliant. I want to congratulate TAFE 
CEO, Jodi Schmidt, who has done a great job and the TAFE general manager for the east coast, Dr Paul 
Wilson. They have done a fantastic job along with the minister. TAFE managers and staff doorknocked 
all of the businesses in Maryborough and that is why the TAFE is now open. They tailored all of the 
programs to suit the local businesses. I am so proud when kids and parents come up and hug you with 
tears because they now know that they have an opportunity to further their education and to get 
employment and not be treated as second-class citizens like the previous government treated them. I 
congratulate the minister because she came, she saw, she listened and she acted, just like the 
Palaszczuk government is doing throughout Queensland. 

David Fleay Wildlife Park 
Mr HART (Burleigh—LNP) (10.18 pm): I want to speak tonight about something that is very close 

to my heart, which is David Fleay Wildlife Park in the wonderful electorate of Burleigh. Those members 
who were in the House during the last term—and I see that everyone in the House on this side was 
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here for the last term and one member opposite was here for a little part of the last term—would have 
heard me speak numerous times about the David Fleay Wildlife Park. During those last three years I 
worked very closely with the then minister for national parks, the member for Buderim, to instigate a 
couple of very important projects that we have managed to get up and have constructed over that 
period.  

For the benefit of the House, I would like to table a letter that I wrote to the then minister on 
30 September 2013 in which I refer to a pontoon at David Fleay Wildlife Park and also a Gold Coast 
Bulletin article of 10 January 2014, which talks about the master planning for the David Fleay Wildlife 
Park and the amphitheatre that has since been built there along with the pontoon. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 30 September 2013, from the member for Burleigh, Mr Michael Hart MP, to the then minister for 
national parks, recreation, sport and racing, Hon. Steve Dickson, regarding a proposal for a boat ramp at Fleays Wildlife Park 
[160]. 

Tabled paper: Article from the Gold Coast Bulletin online, dated 10 January 2014, titled ‘The Gold Coast’s David Fleay Wildlife 
Park set to get a multi-million dollar upgrade’ [161]. 

Both the pontoon and the amphitheatre were completed late last year. Unfortunately, they were 
only opened on 2 February this year. Again, unfortunately, I was not invited to the opening of those 
structures, which really disappoints me considering the amount of time and effort that I put into having 
those two structures put in place.  

I actually went down to the centre and cut a ribbon myself, because last year both of those 
structures were completed and it would have been really good to have had them open for the public 
over Christmas. Instead, ministers were not available to open the structures until 2 February. I wrote to 
the minister and asked, ‘What is happening? I have been down and I have cut a ribbon myself.’ He 
said, ‘We are going to do that in the next couple of weeks and the invitation is in the mail.’ It is a bit like 
that fictitious cheque that is in the mail. It never arrived. Unfortunately, I missed out on that opportunity.  

I received an invitation from the Gold Coast Waterways Authority to attend the opening of the 
pontoon because it put a lot of money into the pontoon. Unfortunately, the opening did not take place 
there; it took place at David Fleay Wildlife Park. The Treasurer was there. I am not sure what the 
Treasurer had to do with it. Maybe Treasury put in a little bit of money, but I do not think so. The Minister 
for National Parks also came to the opening and they both took credit for something that they had 
absolutely nothing to do with.  

I am very happy that the pontoon is open. I am very happy that the amphitheatre is open. They 
are both great facilities for the people of Burleigh and something to look forward to visiting over the 
coming years.  

Floresco Centre 
Ms HOWARD (Ipswich—ALP) (10.21 pm): I rise to speak tonight about the great work undertaken 

in my electorate of Ipswich by the Floresco Centre, which is a facility that provides a safe environment 
for people who experience mental illness and their families and carers. Floresco is an Italian word 
meaning ‘beginning to bloom’. This name was chosen specifically to highlight that the centre is about 
empowerment and support. It is about helping people with a mental illness realise their full potential. 
The Floresco Centre helps people to learn how to deal with life’s challenges through group support, 
mutual support and self-help, personalised support and family and carer support. Floresco is led by 
Aftercare and operates within a consortium model. Agencies share expertise and knowledge to provide 
positive, locally based outcomes to benefit individuals and their families. 

What makes Floresco so special is that it enables ease of access to a diverse range of services 
in one location. This safe, one-stop model reduces the need for people to repeat their story to numerous 
stakeholders across different locations. It also helps reduce the duplication of services by providing a 
single access point for clients. It is this improved community access to mental health services that really 
goes a long way to avoiding hospital admissions, which are disruptive for consumers and costly for 
government.  

I commend the organisations within the consortium: the Ipswich Regional Advocacy Service; 
Freedom, Social Justice and Growth; Life Without Barriers; Artius; Churches of Christ; MAX 
Employment; the West Moreton Hospital and Health Service; Drug ARM and the Mental Illness 
Fellowship of Queensland.  
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I particularly commend Ivan Frkovic, the Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Floresco, whose life 
dream has been realised in this unique model. When you talk to Ivan, his passion for finding realistic, 
practical solutions for people living with mental illness shines through. He is a wonderful asset to my 
community and I am lucky to have him steering the Floresco community.  

I also want to thank the Minister for Health, the Hon. Cameron Dick, who visited Floresco when 
he was in Ipswich a few weeks ago. We met not only the managers and staff but also clients of the 
Floresco Centre. The minister heard firsthand about the programs that Floresco is running. The minister 
was able to question clients and hear how these programs have helped change their lives.  

This government is committed to effective mental health outcomes. For that reason, the 
Palaszczuk government supports Floresco’s work, with annual funding of $1.1 million a year. Floresco 
is already proving its worth in boosting the community mental health services available in Ipswich. I am 
proud to speak tonight about this wonderful service. I commend all who work for and with Floresco for 
their efforts.  

Member for Toowoomba South; Fixed Four-Year Parliamentary Terms 
Mr RICKUSS (Lockyer—LNP) (10.24 pm): Before I start to speak about a few issues relating to 

my electorate, I would like to acknowledge the honourable member for Toowoomba South. He was very 
unselfish in his praise of the member for Groom. I would like to add to that praise. I understand that 
over the weekend the member for Toowoomba South’s daughter Tessa, celebrated her 18th birthday. 
At Parliament House. What number is Tessa in the daughter line-up?  

Dr McVEIGH: No. 5.  
Mr RICKUSS: I congratulate Tessa on her 18th birthday.  
I would like to acknowledge the fact that we are going into a council election. I have written to my 

constituents about the council election, encouraging them to vote and how to vote. I commenced doing 
that on 3 February and 14½ thousand letters will be mailed out in my area of Lockyer. I table that 
information. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 3 February 2016, to householders in the Lockyer electorate, from the member for Lockyer, Mr Ian 
Rickuss MP, regarding fixed four-year parliamentary terms and other matters [162]. 

I would also like to raise the issue of four-year fixed terms. For the benefit of some members who 
have not been here for quite that long, I would like to say that I was first elected in February 2004. There 
were further elections in September 2006, in March 2009 and in March 2012. So over eight years, there 
have been four elections, which has cost $160 million. That is roughly $40 million an election.  

If we had four-year fixed terms, there would have been elections in 2004, 2008 and 2012, which 
would have cost $120 million. That means that $40 million has been spent because Beattie and Bligh 
were cutting short election dates. They were holding elections every 2½ years to gain a political 
advantage.  

An opposition member: Disgraceful. 
Mr RICKUSS: It was disgraceful for the poor old punters of Queensland. I would imagine that 

$40 million would pay for a very good high school, or 500 or so teachers and nurses for 12 months. 
What a disgrace! When you throw in the Health payroll, that shows that money does not mean a thing 
to that mob opposite. We all should support four-year fixed terms so that we could save money for 
Queenslanders. We could have saved $40 million over eight years. Those members opposite pretend 
to be the friends of the Queensland punter, but they do not care how they spend the money. They waste 
money. Shame! Shame! Shame!  

Multicultural Association of Caboolture and Surrounds 
Mr RYAN (Morayfield—ALP) (10.28 pm): About this time last year the member for Murrumba, the 

member for Pumicestone and I attended the official opening of the then new offices of the Multicultural 
Association of Caboolture and Surrounds. At the time, all three of us had just witnessed on television 
and in the newspapers the excitement, colour and brilliance of the Chinese Lunar New Year community 
celebrations taking place all over Queensland—all over Queensland except for the Caboolture region. 
So from that day we made a commitment to the members of the Multicultural Association of Caboolture 
and Surrounds to support them in hosting the inaugural Moreton Bay Chinese Lunar New Year 
community celebrations in Caboolture in 2016. From that day, we all got to work building connections, 
helping with grant applications and brainstorming ideas about how we could make the inaugural 
celebrations a success.  
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The good people of the multicultural association worked very hard to bring these celebrations to 
Caboolture. On 6 February 2016, the first ever Moreton Bay Chinese Lunar New Year community 
celebrations were held in Caboolture in the town square. It certainly was an event to be remembered. 
The association’s vision was to make the Moreton Bay Chinese Lunar New Year the best Asian infused 
event in the region through delivering quality, family friendly entertainment that maintains pace with 
changing community needs and allows patrons to experience the sights, sounds and tastes of Asia. On 
my count, thousands of people attended the event and many of them stayed for the entire event to 
enjoy the music, dancing, food and fireworks. It was brilliant. I loved every moment. The entertainment 
included traditional line dancers by Morayfield’s Red Dragon Martial Arts, the AusOriental Chinese 
Orchestra, Taiwan Aboriginal dancing, traditional fan dancing, John Chen live, Queensland’s largest 
Chinese choir and folk dance group, the Sino Sound Group, Chinese folk dancing by Tian Shan Girl, 
Chinese line dancing, the Voice of Harmonie, Japanese drumming by Toko Ton and a huge fireworks 
display.  

Once again, I am extremely grateful to MACS for stepping up to hold this event. To the MACS 
committee members, Nooreen, Bernard, Di, Selvi, Eddie, Syd, Lina and Siti, thank you. I am also 
grateful to the sponsors, the member for Pumicestone, the member for Murrumba, Lewis Lee OAM, 
Ken Lai and his team, Melody Chen, Susan Yang, Maggie Lu and the team from World Arts & 
Multi-Culture Inc., Stanley Hsu and all the performers, entertainers, stall holders and food providers. 
Well done.  

Question put—That the House do now adjourn. 
Motion agreed to.  
The House adjourned at 10.31 pm. 
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	Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements
	Tabled paper: Extract, dated 27 January 2015, of Mr Jeff Seeney MP’s Facebook page, in relation to infrastructure [144].

	Palaszczuk Labor Government, Performance
	Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements
	Tabled paper: Media releases, various dates, by the former treasurer and minister for trade, Mr Tim Nicholls MP, regarding the Queensland economy [145].
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	Palaszczuk Labor Government, Achievements
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	Live Cattle Trade
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	Yellow Canopy Syndrome
	Cattle Tick Line
	Tabled paper: Media release, dated 11 January 2016, by the Office of the Leader of the Opposition titled ‘Minister’s Sneaky “Closed” Tick Meeting at Kingaroy’ [147].
	Tabled paper: Media release, dated 5 January 2016, from the Office of the Leader of the Opposition titled ‘More time needed for tick line talks’ [146].
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	Gaming Industry
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	Health Portfolio
	White Ribbon Day
	Queensland Economy
	Tabled paper: Extract from Queensland Budget 2015-16: Budget Strategy and Outlook—Budget Paper No. 2 page 8 [148]. 
	Tabled paper: Extract from Mid Year Fiscal and Economic Review 2015-16, pp 9, 21 [149]. 
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	Tabled paper: Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 2016 [150].
	Tabled paper: Mineral Resources (Aurukun Bauxite Resource) Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [151].
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	ANIMAL MANAGEMENT (PROTECTING PUPPIES) AND OTHER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL
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	Tabled paper: Animal Management (Protecting Puppies) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016 [152].
	Tabled paper: Animal Management (Protecting Puppies) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [153]. 
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	Referral to the Agriculture and Environment Committee
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	Second Reading
	Tabled paper: Communities, Disability Services and Domestic and Family Violence Prevention Committee: Report No. 11, 55th Parliament—Multicultural Recognition Bill 2015, government response [154].
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	Tabled paper: Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016 [155].
	Tabled paper: Director of Child Protection Litigation Bill 2016, explanatory notes [156].

	First Reading
	Referral to the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee

	CHILD PROTECTION REFORM AMENDMENT BILL
	Introduction
	Tabled paper: Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016 [157].
	Tabled paper: Child Protection Reform Amendment Bill 2016, explanatory notes [158].
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	Tabled paper: Letter, dated 30 September 2013, from the member for Burleigh, Mr Michael Hart MP, to the then minister for national parks, recreation, sport and racing, Hon. Steve Dickson, regarding a proposal for a boat ramp at Fleays Wildlife Park [160].
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